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jects to the general public in a most attractive manner,
with strong leaning towards the entertainment and recre
ative side rather than the scientific or philosophical.

"If a man die shall he live again?" is the Sphinx riddle
of humanity. The publisher of GHOSTS hopes to print
enough data during the next few years to enable any living
being to decide for himself, once and forever, whether
there is anything beyond the grave.
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tertaining, Illusions, Spiritism, Ventriloquism, Psychical
Research, Psychology and Sorcery are some of the sub
jects to be thoroughly and completely covered in "The
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From a photograph in the collodion of F. B. Johnstone. Cleveland, O.

Of all the shops in the big cities that tempt
the man with money to spend, or the sight
seer in search of the quaint and curious,
there are few that compare in interest
with the shops where magical goods
are sold. There is nothing palatial
about most of them. In fact, some
do not look much bigger than a Lil
liputian's bedroom —but they boast
more twentieth century wonders
than any of the big skyscrapers and
public buildings. The show-windows
of the magic shop usually contain a

medley of stage money, vicious look
ing snakes, card tricks, purses which explode
when opened by the unwary, vanishing cigar
cases and other paraphernalia dear to the
heart of the magician. Inside is usually a genial
salesman, who seems to take pleasure in dis
playing his wares, and explaining their uses.

The
Magic
Shop

to the uninitiated. If you tell him you are
yearning to delve into the mysteries of white

magic, and incidentally to buy some of
his "tricks" so that you may astonish
some of your friends, he will gravely
assure you there is no more delightful

form of entertainment than that af
forded by the performance of a ma
gician, amateur or professional, and
he will aid you not only in selecting

the very best "props," but will take
no end of pains in teaching you how
to employ them to the best advantage.
If you are lucky enough to be permit

ted to visit the work shop in the back, you will
see the most modern magic things, including
improved and especially constructed apparatus
of all kinds. There is an air of mystery about
the magic shop that is almost oppressive, and
it is no place for a nervous man after dark !
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The object of this magazine is NOT to expose
the world's best tricks, nor give away the darling secrets of clever
professional and amateur magicians. MAGIC is intended to create
a wider and more intelligent interest in a most attractive subject —
to make more appreciative audiences for magical entertainers, and
new devotees of a fascinating hobby.

No excuses are made for this first number, except that it is rather thin. Appre
ciation and support are depended on to pad it out. A good dime's worth if it
never grows any bigger.

No promises made for the future, but surprises can be looked for MAGIC will
live up to its sub-title, "The Magazine of Wonder.'

Write in and get acquainted with A. M. WILSON, M. D., Editor
ERNEST EVANGELINE, Publisher

What A Conjurer Can Do
By David Devant

T is only after years of work
that a conjurer realizes the
limitations of conjuring. The
amateur begins

SI his study of the
art confident he will learn
how to become a source of
perpetual wonder to all his
friends; but that ambition
is seldom fulfilled. After
reading part of the book
that is to teach him the art
of conjuring, the amateur
will perhaps try to do a few
tricks. He fails at the first
few attempts, and because
he has no perseverance, no
real desire to learn conjur
ing, he throws the book on
one side, and vows that it
is silly and that he has no
time to give to it. He is
confident that if he gave
up a certain amount of time to practic
ing tricks he would succeed in becoming
a conjurer.

Perhaps the amateur is not always to
blame for coming to this conclusion, for
it is the lesson that most of the books
on conjuring set out to teach. Practice

Before an amateur can hope
to understand conjuring, he
must learn something of what
a conjurer can do. It will be
found that any magical effect
that has ever been produced
comes under one of the fol
lowing headings: —

1. A production or crea
tion.

2. A disappearance.
3. A transformation.
4. A transposition.
5. An apparent defiance

of natural laws.
6. An exhibition of se

cret motive power.
7. Apparent mental or

sight phenomena.

hard, these teachers say, and you will
succeed. Then they set the amateur con
jurer difficult exercises to practice, know

ing full well that he will be
discouraged long before he
has attained any proficien
cy. One of the objects of
this magazine is to show
that many of the difficul
ties hitherto considered to
be indispensable to conjur
ing are in no way neces
sary to a man who wishes
to know something about
the art.

Some years ago, child
ren who were taught to
speak French were com
pelled, first of all, to wade
laboriously all through the
French grammar. Since,
we have discovered that
the best way to learn to

speak French is to speak French. Simi
larly, the best way to learn how to do
conjuring tricks is to do some tricks.

It is quite possible—and very prob
able —that the time spent learning and
practicing the various "palms" and pas
ses and changes, and other things, that
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have boon described in conjuring books
from time immemorial, may be entirely
wasted. A knowledge of such things is
useful, and therefore they will be briefly
explained in future numbers, together
with easier methods of obtaining the
same results.

Under the first heading in the list of
magical effects on the previous page,
may be grouped all those tricks in which
a performer produces something out of
nothing. The trick may be performed
with a very small object, such as a coin,
in which case the trick is
fairly easy; or the pro
duction may consist of
a full-grown woman —a

difficult problem. The
second class —a disap
pearance— is just the re
verse of the first. In the
third group we get all
those tricks in which one
object changes to anoth
er under conditions ap
parently precluding any
possibility of just such a

change occuring. Tricks
of transposing an object
from one place to anoth
er are perhaps difficult
to perform, and conse
quently are not so often included in the
programmes of amateurs. The simplest
of them is the old trick of asking two
people to count a certain number of
coins or cards, and to hold them in the
hand. The trick consists in making the
two sets of coins or cards change places.

Tricks which involve an apparent de
fiance of natural laws are always very
effective. The famous illusion of cutting
a man's head off is an excellent exam
ple of tricks that come under this title.

The "secret motive power" tricks are
such as the rising cards, the animated
walking-stick, and — to make a sudden
jump to some of the most wonderful
tricks that have ever been performed —
the various automata invented by Mr.
J. N. Maskelyne. Lastly come the tricks
in which the performer apparently gives
a marvelous exhibition of thought read
ing in some form. These tricks are al
ways popular with amateurs, because
they can be learnt comparatively easily,
and can always be trusted to entertain
a parlor audience.

The most successful tricks presented

The Fairyland of Magic
Perhaps the art of conjuring may be
compared to a vast fairyland, full
of pretty surprises that await dis

covery. It is impossible to give a

complete guide to this wonderful
land, because explorers are always
finding fresh delights in it

,

and no
one knows the whole country thor
oughly. The most that can be done
in this magazine is to explain a few
of the sign-posts that will guide the
traveler along the broader avenues
of this land of magic. When that
has been done, he must be left to

wander where he will. Possibly,
when he has learned something
more about this fairyland, he will
come to the conclusion that the
pleasantest spots are those that he
found for himself.

by public performers will usually include
two or three of the above effects. A re
ally good combination, in which the per
former leads from one effect to another
in a natural way, and surrounds the en
tire trick with appropriate talk —or "pat
ter," as it is called — is really the out
come of a great deal of hard work and
thought. Unfortunately, an original per
former who succeeds in this way soon
learns the truth of the proverb that "imi
tation is the sincerest form of flattery."
His tricks will be copied extensively by

inferior performers, who
either cannot or will not
invent new effects, new
methods, and new "pat
ter" for themselves.

To illustrate what I

mean by a good combi
nation of effects, I may
point out that in my
own handkerchief trick

I make use of four dif
ferent effects. First of
all, I produce two white
handkerchiefs from a lit
match, and one from my
empty hand. Bypassing
these three white hand
kerchiefs through emp
ty paper cylinder, I turn

them into three brilliantly colored hand
kerchiefs. I take two of these handker
chiefs, tie them together, roll them in
to a ball, and put them into a glass cyl
inder, so that they are quite isolated.
The third colored handkerchief I put in
to another glass cylinder, and then, plac
ing my hands over the ends of the cyl
inder, so that the handkerchief cannot
escape from it

, I proceed to vanish the
handkerchief in full view of the audi
ence. Afterwards I vanish and repro
duce the glass cylinder itself. Finally,
the handkerchief which has disappeared

is found tied between the other two
handkerchiefs which the audience have
had in view during the whole of the per
formance. It will be seen that in this one
trick there are three productions, one
transformation, two disappearances, and

a transposition.

I hope that the reader will not con
tent himself with simply understanding
the general principles of conjuring, but
will also try some of the simple tricks
described elsewhere in this magazine.

I hope, too, that he may then become
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an enthusiast, for without a proper en
thusiasm he will never attain to any pro
ficiency in conjuring worth considering'
The amateur who really
wants to succeed, will
find in the working out
of his own ideas, in the
arranging of new tricks,
in the inventing of new
effects and methods—
with such aid as he will
get from the knowledge
of mechanics, chemistry
and optics—a never fail
ing source of absorbing
interest and unique entertainment.

I believe that there would be more
amateur conjurers if the old method of
teaching conjuring could be swept away.
There is no reason why any one should
be deterred from taking up this fascina
ting work by the fear that it is too diffi-

Mysteries of Conjuring
The work of a conjurer is so subtle
that to the enthusiast it will have as
much fascination as the unraveling
of a mystery has for a great detect
ive, and although all regular readers
of this magazine may not become
brilliant performers, they will at
least be students of conjuring, and
will be in possession of such knowl
edge of the art as will enable them
to appreciate a good performance.

cult. I grant that some authors of exist
ing books on conjuring seem to have
started out with the idea of frightening

the amateur student by
a recital of the immense
difficulties that have to
be overcome before one
can be considered to be
even a moderately good
performer. That such
difficulties exist I do not
attempt to deny, but I
maintain that in most
cases these stumbling
blocks to success may be

easily set to one side.

NOTE— Mr. David Dovant. author of "What A Conjuror
Can Do," is England's leading magician. Ho is associated
with Mr. J. N. Maskelyne in the famous magical entertain-
mentsatSt. George's Hall, London. Ho lias invented many
brilliant tricks, illusions and acts, and made valuable con
tributions to the literature of magic. The above article has
been adapted from a chapter in his "Magic Made Easy."
More about Mr. Devant. bis tricks, his books and his in
ventions will appear in future issues of this magazine.

Joseffy's Marvelous Rising Cards
By David P. Abbott

ERE the general public to
become thoroughly instruct
ed in the means by which
the magician
performs his

effects, the art of magic
would disappear. It can
existonly bythere being
suitable subjects, upon
whose minds the per
former can produce his
illusions. Any advance
in the knowledge of ma
gic made by such sub
jects, necessitates a cor
responding advance in
the art by the performer.

Of late there has been
considerable publication
of the secrets of magi
cians, and there has been
a certain amount of ex
posing, conducted from
the stage, by persons
who could not earn their an artistic joseffy poster use of invisible threads,

art, and are diligently searching for new
principles of which they can make use.
Some recent important advances in the

art, are the subject of
this article.

The performances of
magicians are usually a-
long well defined lines.
They are well exempli
fied by those of the late
Alexander Herrmann,
with whose work most of
my readers are familiar.

The great magicians
of today are of that type
and their performances
are based on principles
well known to conjurers.
These principles, which
underlie the art, consist
in adroit substitutions,
the misdirection of the
spectator's attention at
the vital moment, the

salaries by the legitimate presentation
of the art.

•Accordingly, any pronounced advance
in the art has been welcomed by magi
cians generally. Performers are continu
ally looking for improvements in their

worked by concealed assistants, some
mechanical contrivances, etc.

Occasionally some performer is able to
add a new principle or a new trick to the
stock of those already employed by per
formers. The growth of the art has been
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slow, and a gradual process of evolu
tion; although occasionally some new
star has appeared above the horizon,
who was of such undoubted genius that
he was able to revolutionize or greatly
change the magic of his day.

Of this class was Robert Houdin,
whose original productions are very well
known to readers of magical literature,
and whose clever inno
vations were so sweep
ing that he may rightly
be called, "the father of
modern magic."

At a later date the
great De Kolta appear
ed. He was a great orig
inator; and by copy
ing his ideas as best they
could, other magicians
were enabled to add a

great many new things
to the conjurer's art. De
Kolta, however, always
refused to divulge his
best secrets. When he
died they perished with
him. A committee of
conjurers called on his
widow and offered her a

large sum of money for
his secrets; but she posi
tively refused to reveal
a single one; and she is
said to have concealed
or destroyed all of her
husband's apparatus. So
thus, some of the great
secrets of the art passed
away and perished with
De Kolta.

Of late there has ap
peared in the firmament
of magic a new star who
has attracted consider
able attention. This originator calls him
self, "Joseffy." In the opinion of the
writer Joseffy is among the best origi
nators since Robert Houdin' s day. To be
sure, he started where Houdin, and later
De Kolta, left off; but he has certainly
reached a high degree of perfection in
his particular line.

Who is Joseffy? He is Mr. Freud, an
Austrian who was born in Vienna. He is
a man with a scientific trend of mind, a

splendid violinist, and a master of six
languages and five trades.

Joseffy traveled all over Europe when

A Joseffy Program
part I

"Neither the naked hand nor the under
standing, left to itself, can do much; the
work is accomplished by instruments and
helps, of which the need is not less for the
understanding than the hand." —Bacon.

Introducing Joseffy in aseries
of original experiments in
pure sleight-of-hand, com
pletely up to date, novel,
unique and amusing.

Imagination
Something from Nothing

Penetration of Matter
A Paper Chase

Coins Here, There, Everywhere
and Nowhere

Transmigration

PART II
A series of Violin Solos, selec
ted from the lighter classics.

PART III
"To make modern and familiar all things
supernatural and causeless." —All's Well
That Ends Well.

Necromancy
The Sun and Moon
A Japanese Fantasy

The Hindoo Dial
Escapade of a Chronometer
Experiments in the Fourth

Dimension
Spirit Knots

A Message from Unknown Parts
The Congress of Nations

quite youthful, and came to this country
when nineteen years of age. When he
first came he lived in a quiet way, did
not push himself forward, and was not
heard of by magicians at large. He de
voted some of his time to manufacturing
apparatus for a certain dealer. Magicians
marveled at the perfection of this appar
atus, and did not know who the maker

was, as the dealer kept
his name in the back
ground. During all of
this time he was quietly
working out ideas of his
own and performing ex
periments.

Most of my readers
have seen some form of
the rising card trick per
formed by the various
magicians. This consists
in the performer passing
among the crowd with a

card pack from which
spectators draw cards of
their own choice, glance
at and replace them in
the pack. This is then
placed in a glass goblet
which sets on a table up
on the stage, and at the
performer's command,
the chosen cards arise
one by one. Sometimes
a nickeled card case is
swung on two ribbons
and the cards are placed
therein, or there are va
rious other devices. The
principles of this trick
have always been the
same. The selection of
the cards is "forced" on
the spectator by the ma
gician. He does this by

running the cards from one hand to the
other rapidly, and requesting the spec
tator to take a card. Just as the specta
tor reaches for one, the performer adroit
ly pushes the proper one right into the
spectator's fingers, and the latter thinks
that he has exercised free choice. Next
the performer adroitly exchanges the
first pack for a second prepared one that
is concealed in a depression on the back
of a table on the stage, or about some
other piece of furniture. This prepared
pack has an invisible black silk thread
placed across its top end when it is
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being prepared, and the required du- ly. If no goblet is used, sometimes the
plicate cards placed against this thread thread runs through the double ribbons
and pushed down into the pack, thus from which the nickeled case is hung,
carrying down a loop of the thread which Now it has always been the desire of
accordingly runs under each selected conjurers to do away with the forcing of

JOSEFFV PERFORMING THE RISING CARDS

card. This thread is led to the floor, then
through an eyelet and off to a concealed
assistant in the wings, who at the proper
time pulls on the thread, thus causing
the cards to rise one at a time. The spec
tators think that they see their chosen
cards rising, and the trick is considered
marvelous and is applauded according-

cards so as to allow the spectators free
choice. It has also been theirwish to do
away with an invisible thread worked
by an assistant, but this has never been
accomplished before. For years Joseffy
has been working on this idea, and he

has stated to his magician friends that
he hoped some day to be able to do
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away with all threads, forcing and
everything heretofore used; to permit
his spectators to handle and examine
his card case; to let them bring their
own pack and freely choose the cards
they desire; to let them place the pack-
in the case themselves; to make not sub
stitution; to have no outside connection
with the card case and yet to cause to
arise, at his command, any card called for
at any time.

The reader can judge the effect of this
on magicians, who regarded such things
as impossibilities. They smiled a quiet
smile and said nothing, but it was under
stood that Joseffy was just a little bit
"off." >They knew that he was an en
thusiast, that his work was excellent and
all of that, but they did not think that
he could accomplish this. Frequently,
when he was at work on it

,

they would,
when calling upon him, and when they
thought he was not looking, tap their
heads significantly, look at each other
and smile in a quiet but sympathetic
way, as if to say, "Poor Joseffy ! He is

crazy. lie has wheels."
The day has come for joseffy to smile

when he meets these same friends. He
has actually accomplished what he un
dertook, and these magician friends can
only look on with admiration.

Joseffy uses a tiny .card case made in
imitation of a lyre, "with glass front and
back. This is held in the hand of a little
cupid made of metal. The case has flat
sides to hold the cards and is very ar
tistic. This is handed to a spectator. The
latter brings his own pack of cards, and
freely shuffles them. He places the pack-
in the card case himself. Joseffy now
takes the case in one hand and holds it

aloft so all can see. There is positively
no exchange. He sets the case on a small
table in full view of all. There is no
thread running to a concealed assistant.
Joseffy leaves the side of his case, and
can be in any part of the room, hall, or
auditorium.

Now, any spectator who desires may
choose any card freely. Joseffy then
calls upon it to arise, whereupon it does
so. It will remain upas long as desired,
and at the spectator's word return into
the pack. It will keep rising and return
ing as long as the spectator wishes, or it

will again arise at any time during the
performance. The same person or any
one may now choose a card and re

peat the same performance. There is ab
solutely no forcing of the cards, and at
any time any spectator may choose one.

During the performance, the spectator
can at any time remove the pack from
the card case, examine everything, and
replace the pack. He can then choose
another card, or the same one, and it

will come up, stay up, or go down as he
desires. When the performance is finish
ed, he may remove the cards from the
card case and keep them as a memento.

Joseffy's rising card trick is the result
of years of research and study. Offers
of thousands of dollars for it have been
refused by him.

NOTE —Mr. David P. Abbott, whose interesting story of
Joseffy's rising cards is given here, is one of the most en
tertaining of the writers on magical subjects. His "Behind
the Sceneswith the Mediums*' is the best work on tin-sub
ject ever published. He is a business man of Omaha, Neb.,
and makes magic his hobby. Invitations to his private
seanc«s of mystery are much sought after. Mr. Abbott is a

brilliant amateur performer, his principal work consisting
of the various tricks performed by spirit mediums. He prob
ably performs in an expert manner twenty different forms
of slate writing.

Mr. Abbott has written an entertaining brochure on "The
Marvelous Creations of Joseffy," which is published by The
Open Court Publishing Co., Chicago.

An Effective Match-box Fake
By Professor Hoffmann

NY borrowed ring, coin or
small object, maybe received
in a wood
en match
box, which

is at once closed, and
yet the ring passes in
stantaneously into the
possession of the per
former. I refer to an ordinary match
box, and the description is correct as far

1 "Later Magic," E. P. Dutton & Co.. New York.

FIG

as it goes, but the box must be"faked"

a little to adapt it for this special pur
pose. The outer case is

not altered, but on the
inside of one end of the
drawer portion (Fig. 1 ),

a cut is made with a

sharp penknife from a
to just deep enough

to divide the wood, but not to injure the
blue paper which forms an outside cov
ering to this portion of the box. Further
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cuts are made from a to b at each cor
ner, and another from b to b ; all these,
however, dividing both wood and paper.
The effect of this is that the portion so
dealt with, abba, becomes a little flap-
door, as is indicated by the dotted lines,
the blue paper left unbroken between a
a forming the hinge.

To prepare it for use, the box is open
ed by pulling out the drawer half-way,
its "faked" end being thus brought to
the center of the outer case. The little
trap-door is then pushed open. When
receiving the ring, the performer holds
the box with the fingers underneath and

thumb above, under which conditions
the ring naturally passes right through
the box and falls into the palm of the
hand. When it has duly arrived, a pres
sure of the thumb and fingers on the op
posite ends closes the box, and at the
same time brings back the little flap to
its normal condition, the ring lying be
neath the box.

This little apparatus has the advantage
of costing practically nothing. It is
equally available for use with a marked
coin or any other very small object.

NOTE —Professor Hoffmann is the greatest authority on
magic. A review of his work will appear in an early issue.

FIG. 2

A Vanishing Card
By T. L. Waterman 1

CARD is chosen from a pack and
an envelope given for examination
and marked. The performer seals
the card in the envelope and places
it in a slit cut in the cork of a bottle.

The conjurer then takes his stand at some
distance and commands the card to disappear.
He then advances and tears open the envel
ope and it is seen that the card has vanished.

The card is chosen by a spectator from a pack
made up of cards all alike, say knave of hearts.
This can be exchanged, while the spectator is
looking at and showing the card, for a complete
pack with same backs, previously placed in
coat pocket, and which, of course, contains a
knave of hearts.

The performer then requests the card to be
handed back to him and asks someone to hold
the rest of the pack (the complete pack).
With the original knave of hearts pack safe in
his coat pocket, the conjurer now has someone
mark an envelope on the address side and
takes it between the thumb and first two fingers
of the left hand, with the marked side to the
audience.

The card is next taken in the right hand,
and placed, not in the envelope, but behind it

,

so that the flap on being sealed down closes
the envelope and also secures the card. (The
back is then as Fig. 1.)

After vanishing the card, the envelope is first
torn along the top, then down the sides, and
on being opened out, the card is seen to have
disappeared, though in reality it is stuck firmly
to rhe back of the upper part (Fig. 2).

It now only remains for the spectator to find
the duplicate card, which finishes the trick

From "The Wizard," London. 2 Can be had of magical dealers.
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Bertram's Two-handed Pass
The Latest Method for the Oldest Standard Card Sleight

By C. Lang Neil
OLD the pack in the left hand
as if about to deal (Fig. 1

),

and open the cards at the
middle, or

Mm at the part
of the pack where the
pass is to be made, in
serting the little fin
ger of the left hand
(Fig. 1A).

Advance the right
hand toward the pack
and while doing this
open the left hand so
that the cards will be
open —at the top an
inch, at the bottom
two inches. (The half
of pack above the lit
tle finger we will call
No. 1

, and that below, No. 2
.

This brings No. 1 half (Fig. 2
) obliquely

under the fingers of the right hand. The
second, third, and little fingers must be
kept close together, so as to form a

screen. The first finger and thumb grasp
No. 2 half of cards at top and bottom.
The fingers of left hand draw No. 1 half
downwards so as to
clear No. 2 half (Fig.
3). At the same time
the thumb of left hand
presses on the center
of top side of No. 2

half, which has the ef
fect of turning it

,

the
first finger and thumb
of right hand acting
as pivots. This pres
sure raises the bottom

FIG. 1
. Loft hand holding pack and inserting little

finger at the place where cards are to be cut.

\

to screen No. 1 half in its removal and
replacement beneath No. 2 half. In the
illustrations the hands have been held

round a little to allow
of a side view expos
ing all the positions,
and the distance by
which the No. 1 half
clears No. 2 is much
greater than is neces
sary except for the
purpose of explana
tion. The audience
see only the back of
the right hand during
the pass.

The beginner should
bear in mind that this
pass is the most im
portant of all sleights

to acquire to perfection, for it is the
basis of, or used in, almost every card
trick which requires any sleight of hand.
It is by means of this pass that any card
placed by a member of the audience into
the pack is secured by the performer, or

a sight of it obtained; in fact, without
proficiency in this pass (for no other pass

is absolutely necessa
ry) no one can conjure
cleverly with cards.

This latest method
of working the "two-
handed pass" differs
in several important
points from any that I

have seen published,
in that no one, to my
knowledge (not even
the up-to-date Pro
fessor Hoffmann him-

1

side of No. 2 half, en
abling No. 1 half to FIG. 1A. Back view of Fig. 1 showing the little finger Self), explains that by
clear it easily. As soon inserted at point of division. the thumb and first
as it is clear the left fingers are closed up,
bringing No. 1 half up underneath No. 2

(Fig. 4). The fingers of both hands square
up the cards and the pass is finished.

This pass must be practiced in front
of a looking-glass, and made to blend
into 07ie instantaneous movement, which
must be quite noise/ess and also quite un
seen, the right hand being all the while
held in just such a position as will serve

finger of right hand gripping ends of
No. 2

, half a much better screen is ob
tained for the whole movement by the
second, third, and little fingers being to
gether. And more important still is the
advice that No. 2 half is levered up by
the thumb of left hand, and not, as is

always advised, raised by the second
and third fingers and thumb of right
hand, which necessitates a movement of
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the right hand. The result of Bertram's
method is that right hand comes to the

done, even if they cannot see what it is.
I have dwelt at some length and repe-

FIG. 2. The fingers of left hand just beginning to bring
down No. 1 half.

pack ostensibly to square up cards, and
remains dead still as a screen for the
operation of remov
al and replacing at
bottom of half No.
1, which is done in
the fraction of a sec
ond by the left hand
under the complete
cover of right.

The slight move
ment of the right
hand (in order to
raise No. 2 half) usu
ally made by con
jurers when making
the pass, permits the
audience to see that
something is being

FIG. 3. No. 2 half drawn down by the fingers of left hand
clearingNo. 1 half. Note the position of left thumb pressing
on center of No. 2 half, the first finger and thumb of right
hand acting as pivots. Also note position of first finger of
left, which keeps No. 1 half from falling out of position.

tition upon this
its importance.

FIG. 4. Fingers of left hand closing up and bringing
No. 1 under No. 2.

point on account of

NOTE— C. Lang Neil is the
author of "The Modern Con
jurer and Drawing room En
tertainer," a superb volume
of 414 pages, and the most
completely illustrated book
on magic ever published, con
taining over 500original illus
trations from photographs.
Published by C. Arthur Pear
son, London. The illustra
tions to this article are from
photographs of the hands of
the late Charles Bertram,
the King's Conjurer, whose
method of making the pass
Mr. Neil describes.

"Isn't it wonderful?" was
the keynote of Bertram's pat
ter. He asked this, with a
smile, after each of his tricks,
and the audience was always
ready to reply in the affirma
tive. It was not so much what
he did—it was the way he did
it. People who knew his tricks
enjoyed them more, perhaps,
than those mystified.

Handkerchief and Rubber Band
By Will Goldston

HE conjurer borrows two silk handkerchiefs (or carry your
own colored ones and submit them for inspec
tion), and by a single wave of the hand both
handkerchiefs are found to be securely tied to
gether. The performer then makes them into

and throws them into the air, and they fall to the
ground separated. A glance at
the accompanying illustrations
and a few minutes rehearsal be
fore a mirror will make you ex
pert in this trick.
NOTE — Mr. Will Goldston is a popular author
and inventor of magical tricks and illusions.

7479011
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Conjuring As a Social Advantage
By Hermann Pallme

jHILE magic is a splendid
profession, both as to being
a dignified calling and a re
munerative one, yet it is my

I purpose to consider it in its
broader field, that of the amateur—and
when I say amateur I mean the correct
definition of the word, "A person who
practices an art, especially a fine art, not
as a means of liveli- r-

hood or profession
ally, but for the love
of it.

Magic compels a

broader mental ho
rizon on account of
a tendency towards
erudition. Its care
ful study cannot but
help you to increase
a command of lan
guage, and, what is
better still, the pro
per expression of
thought —an abso
lute necessity for
one who desires so
cial prominence.

The practice of
magic gives a gra
cious manner, a per
fect poise and self-
confidence that is
acquired in no oth
er art. It also gives
polish, makes one
quick-witted, devel
ops the gift of bright repartee, and adds a

fine finish to one's manner and speech.
I knew a chap who had all the advan

tages wealth could give him of educa
tion and position, but of such a quiet, re
tiring disposition that he got the reputa
tion of being morose. Naturally, he re

ceived but few invitations to social func
tions, and at those he did attend he was
neglected.

He lacked nothing as regards educa
tion. He was a deep thinker and conver
sant with almost every subject, but he
lacked self-confidence.

For his own amusement he took up
the study of magic and developed rare
ability in the art. One day he was per
suaded to give an exhibition of his tal-

MR. CHARLES S. EBV AND HIS LITTLE DAUGH
TER ELEANORE GIVING AN AMATEUR MAGIC
PERFORMANCE AT A SOCIAL GATHERING IX
THEIR HOME. WASHINGTON, D. C.

ent before some of his father's friends.
Thoroughly wrapped up in his sub

ject he gavc„a really marvelous perform
ance, and had deportment and speech
accompanying each trick down to a fine
point.

The result of that exhibition was his
awakening. The report of his cleverness
spread and he is today one of the bright

est and most sought
after members of his
social set.

He has developed
into a brilliant and
witty conversation
alist, has lost all dif
fidence of manner,
and in fact, I do not
know a more gra
cious, better poised
fellow than he is;
and he gives all the
credit to his study
and development of
that fascinating art,
Magic.

The man or wom
an who knows a few
sleights in legerde
main, and can prop
erly present them
for the edification of
their friends, has an
entree into society,
and is sure of an in
vitation to a social
function from which

they might otherwise not be invited.
How often have you been at enter

tainments, both public and private,
where the program consisted only of
vocal and instrumental music, and reci
tations or readings, and how many times
have you declared that you would never
attend another.

Mark the difference if some one of
the entertainers varied the monotony by
performing a few tricks in magic; it add
ed variety — the very essence of success
ful entertaining — to the evening, and
gave a better flavor to the music and
recitations.

NOTE— Hermann Pallme is a nephew of "Herrmann the
Great." He abandoned the staye for a commercial life and
lives in New York. His little volume on "Entertaining by
Maaic" is one of the best essays on ma^ic ever written.
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The Magical Market
Gossip About the Magical Manufacturers and Dealers and

Their New Tricks and Books
jjLMOST every professional

and amateur magician will at
a glance rec
ognize little
reproduction

of the front cover of the
catalogue of Martinka
& Company. Martinka' s

is the oldest magical de
pot in this country, and
they have been in their
present quarters at the
Magical Palace, 493 6th
Avenue, New YorkCity,
for more than twenty-
five years. Every con
ceivable thing in magic,
from the nail through
the finger to the most
elaborate illusion, can be
found or made to order
at Martinka' s. Their es

tablishment is the head
quarters of magicians in
America. The Society
of American Magicians COVER 0F martinka-s catalogue

hold their meetings there, and magi
cians from all over the world try out
their new acts on the little stage. Mr.
Francis J. Martinka has charge of the
business end of the establishment; Mrs.

Martinka attends to the front retail
department, while Mr. Anthony Martin

ka looks after the man
ufacturing of apparatus.
These three make a firm
that has not only won
and retained the con
fidence and support of
all magicians the world
over, but have also the
respect and good will of
all the other dealers and
manufacturers.

It is conceded among
magical dealers and the
magic profession the
world over, that Carl
Willmann's magical ap
paratus is the best made.
The Bamberg Magic &
Novelty Company, 1193

Broadway, New York,
have the exclusive agen
cy for these celebrated
goods. They have one
of the most interesting

"Magic Shops," in America. The Bam
berg School of Magic is conducted per
sonally by Mr. Theo. Bamberg, form
erly known as "Okito." Bamberg's ex
perience as a magician dates back 23
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years. He comes from a family of
magicians of the past six generations.
He is conceded to be the best teacher
of sleight of hand manipulation in the
world. He can perform overone hundred
original passes with balls, cards, coins,
etc., and when a student enters this
school he comes out a magician worthy
of the name. When you are in New York,

drop in and see this firm.
'

Tricks For Everyone" is a new book
by David Devant. It is a neat and at
tractive compilation of a series of articles
recently published in
the Royal Magazine.
The book makes 130

pages, and 135 excel
lently executed art en
gravings illustrate the
sixty-two tricks. The
ten chapters describe:
Tricks at the Writing
Table; in the Smoking
Room; at the Work
Table; at the Dinner
Table; More Tricks at
the Dinner Table; two
chapters on Tricks at
the Card Table; Tricks
in the Garden; Tricks
in the Billiard Room;
and Tricks in Thought
Reading. All are writ
ten up as only David
Devant can write. The
book is fully worth the
price asked for it and
can be had of Martinka
& Company, 493 Sixth
Ave., New York.

Mr. S. W. Bailey, of the well known
firm of Bailey and Tripp, Cambridge-
port, Mass., has a unique collection of
handcuffs and similar appliances. He
has many different styles of handcuffs
and shackles, besides freaks, imitations,
"twisters," insane belts and jackets, etc.
He is a magical enthusiast and has been
successful as an amateur and professional
magician, and manufacturer and deal
er in magical apparatus.

The beautiful new catalogue issued by
the Mysto Mfg. Company, New Haven,
Conn., is full of excellent illustrations
and full descriptions of new tricks and
illusions. One of the most interesting
of all those described is the "Great Wa
ter Miracle," after Carl Germain. Five
beautiful, heavily nickled, brass recep-

TRICKS
tor

EVERYONE
DAVID DEVArNT

tacles are shown unmistakably empty by
exhibiting them, one after the other, in
side and upside down—even placing
one within the other (this being done
with each tube) without covering them or
changing them, never taking from view;
done slowly and carefully, in an abso
lutely convincing manner. Instantly, to
the great astonishment of all, they be

come apparently filled with water, full
and overflowing, and as a climax, a duck
emerges from the last one. No outside
connection used, and it is real water.

If you want to see a

beauty in the art of
bookbinding and print
ing, and to read a good
lot of real magic and
illusion, then get "The
Magician" Annual for
1909-10, edited by Will
Goldston. All previous
efforts have been sur
passed in the compila
tion of this annual. In
point of mechanical
execution the book is
a work of art. In con
tents there is a feast of
all that is newest and
best in all branches of
magic; to say nothing
of the many chapters
on various other phases
of magic art, together
with the relation of ex
periences by men who
have really had experi
ence. Twenty-one con-

cover of david devants new book tributors, giving all the
cream of their knowledge, fill a hundred
large pages with such magic and mystery
as is not only new in name but in fact.
From the chapter on "Apparatus for
Amateurs," by Geo. Johnson, to the last
trick on page 100, there is not a dull
word nor a mediocre description. Tricks
with all sorts of objects, and from the
simplest sleight of hand to the most
elaborate illusion; tricks for the begin
ner, the practiced amateur, the expert
professional; tricks for the parlor, the
lodge, the stage; tricks with and without
apparatus; illusions of the simplest char
acter and illusions of the most ingenious
construction, and yet all so plainly de
scribed by word and diagram that they
can be easily made by the ordinarily
skillful mechanic, or one's own self.
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Twin Magazines of Enchantment
Conducted by

A. M. WILSON, M- D.

NOW
READY

The first issue of MAGIC,
the magazine of Wonder, is
now ready. Order of your news
dealer or of the publisher direct.
Single copies, 10 cents. Yearly
subscriptions, 60 cents, MAGIC
will ha followed January 1. 1910,
by the first number of GHOSTS,
a magazine of Romance and Rea
son, and the two magazines will
be published every month, alter
nattng, making six issues of each
a year. $1 a year for both.

MAGIC and GHOSTS will pre
sent magic and allied subjects to
the general public in a most at
tractive manner, and will deserve
the support of all lovers of magic.

Articles, Notes, and Pictures on the Following
Subjects will Appear in Early Numbers

Parlor juggling
Tricks without apparatus
Amateur entertainments
Crayon drawing for stage
Simple coin tricks
Optical illusions
Easy second sight
Novel notions
Hoop rolling
New patter for old tricks
Famous magicians
Card tricks without sleight

of hand
Substitutes for sleight of

hand
Shadowgraphy
Puzzles
Exhibition paper manipu

lation
Crystal gazing
Table lifting
Slate writing
Rope tying
Spirit materialization
Spirit photography
Psychology of deception
Psychic phenomena
Apparitions

Hand shadows
Anti-spiritualistic tricks for

amateurs
Bunkum entertainments
Practical ventriloquism
The talking hand
Chapeaugraphy
Oriental magic
Haunted houses
Ominous night noises
Inexpensive methods of

amusing
Plate spinning
Ventriloquial dialogue
New Punch and Judy dia

logue and business
How to give conjuring en

tertainments
Evening party entertain

ments
Lightning sketches
Magical acts and sketches
Magic applied to advertis

ing
Magic in business
Real ghost stories
Speaking trumpets
Parlor amusements

Planchette
Magic in everyday life
Impromptu tricks
Amateur performances
Conjuring wonders
Simple accessories for ama

teur conjurers
Harmless practical jokes
Games and novelties
How to become an ama

teur spirit medium
Magical effects
Spirit communications
Telepathy
Astrology
Clairvoyance
Spirit return
Sealed letter reading
Ouija talking board
Occultism
Magnetism
Metapsychics
Magical novelties
Shadow pantomimes
Photographic amusements
Spectral illusions
Practical psychology
Noted spirit mediums

$1
gets MAGIC and GHOSTS together for one year. Twelve interesting numbers of twin
magazines of Enchantment. Novel surprises in every number. A monthly prize package
of wonder, entertainment and novelties for amateurs, enthusiasts and students.

ERNEST EVANGELINE, Publisher, 203 Temple Block, Kansas City, Missouri
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Martinka & Company
Magicians' Headquarters in America

493 Sixth Avenue, New York
Reliable and trustworthy. Ourgoods need no extravagant claims, being known
for solid quality the world over. Complete catalogue, 25 cents. List free.

Latest Color Change Handkerchief
One hand only used. A blue
handkerchief with a white
border is held by the finger
tips and suddenly changed
to a bright red handkerchief
with a white border. Most
surprising effect. No prac
tice necessary. Works on
first trial. Price, $1.50.

The Changing Spots
A solid 3-inch die, black with white spots, is shown. A metal
tube open at both ends is then exhibited, and performer puts
his arm through it. The tube is then placed over the die. A
handful of round, red paper discs are thrown into the tube. On
lifting it up the spots on the die are found to have changed from
white to red. Price, $4.00.

A New Book by
David Devant

TRICKS FOR
EVERYONE
Clever Conjuring

With Common Objects
Price, 50 cents

MAGICIAN
ANNUAL

1909-1910

Edited by Will Goldston
lOOpages, 300 Illustrations

Price, $2.00

Production and Color Change of Flowers

A large shallow metal tray, 16x14 inches, is shown from both sides; suddenly, without any
covering the tray is filled with red flowers, heaped up high; just as suddenly all the red flowers
change into white, then they vanish completely. Each time the tray is shown from both sides.
This very startling trick is suitable for any act and will especially be appreciated by lady
magicians and Japanese acts, Price, .$6.00.

NEW MAGIC
10c Pocket Trick 10c
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE

with the Pocket Trick. Retails at 25c.
We make this generous offer to intro
duce our catalogue. Address

Magic Supply Co., Dept. 40

270 West 39th St., New York

Copy Wanted
The publisher of MAGIC will pay real, if not
"big," money for articles, drawings, photo
graphs and sketches suitable for publication
in the "Twin Magazines of Wonder." Ma
terial must be of interest to amateurs and
the general public. No descriptions of com
plicated apparatus tricks or elaborate illusions
will be considered.

ERNEST EVANGELINE, Publisher
203 Temple Block, Kansas City, Mo.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention MAGIC
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Best of Goods at Prices that are Right

> We Have It

The Bailey and Tripp Magical Company

Catalogue Free

Box 417, Cambridgeport, Mass.

Get in the Magic Game

THE SRHIINX
If you want io know MORE
about the oldest and most fasci

nating amusement in the world,
subscribe to

THE SPHINX
A monthly magazine for amateur and
professional magicians.
The SPHINX is the greatest paper ever de
voted exclusively to the subject. The World
of Magic is thoroughly and completely cover
ed. Special, skillfully conducted departments
give all the latest news about all the profes
sional magicians. News letters from corres
pondents in all parts of the world are a regu
lar feature. The newest sleights and illusions
are explained, and the most recent "wrin
kles" and the most up-to-date effects and
"patter" are published in this pre-eminent
magazine of magic.

$1 a year. Single copies, 10 cents

A. M. WILSON, M. D.
Editor and Publisher

906 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention MAGIC



The Largest and BEST Firm in the World
Handling High Class Magical Apparatus is

The Bamberg Magic and
Novelty Company

1193 BROADWAY NEW YORK ROOMS 7, 8 and 9

MAGIC Illusions
Sole and Exclusive

Agency for the Celebrated

CARL WILLMANN GOODS
Finest Magical Apparatus in the World. Used by all High Class Magicians

4 NOVELTIES +
If you are interested in MAGIC as a profes
sion, or as an art of entertainment, send for our complete cata

logues. They are worth their weight in gold.

Professional Catalogue, 50 cents
Amateur Catalogue, 10 cents

NEW GOODS FACTORIES
EVERY WEEK \^ HAMBURG, GER.

Bamberg School of Magic
Devoted to the teaching of the Magic Art. Guarantees that you
can become a Magician. Our school is endorsed by Kellar, Thurs
ton, Mme. Herrmann, Allan Shaw, Adrian Plate, Marshall P.
Wilder and hundreds of others. Visitors welcome.

The Bamberg Magic and Novelty Company
1193 Broadway, New York
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for Entertainment and Recreation

FEBRUARY 1910
PRICE 10 CENTS

Threading the Mazes
By Rhode Knight

How I Became a Spirit Medium
By A Medium



Improved Ink Versus Water Trick
The effects produced in this trick far surpasses any Ink-
Trick yet brought before the public. The performer comes
in showing (our empty tumblers, a bottle of ink, and a gUss
)uu containing water, and a small finger bowl. Into the latter
is poured the bottle of ink. This is then poured into one of
the tumblers and covered with a handkerchief and given to
one of the audience to hold. Another glass is filled with wa
ter from the jug and passed to someone to hold. After a few

mds this is seen to instantly change into ink. the othe
glass upon being uncovered is seen to change* to water.
NOW NOTE— Tin- (.'lasswhich charmed towater is poured
into one of the empty glasses when it instantly changes
hack to ink. The glass of water is poured into the other tum
bler when it instantly develops into ink. Description fails
to fully justify this splendid illusion. Price, 14 | 6 ($3.48).
Post free, 15 I 3 ($3.66). Postage extra for abroad.

CYCLOPS COIN TRICK
This consists of a brass cap in the top of which
is a small hole. It may be thoroughly examined
Three coins are borrowed and placed on a table
and covered with the cap. The coins and cap are
then placed on the hand of one of the audience.
Upon the cap being removed only two coins are
found, the other coin having completely vanished.

The cap and coins maybe thoroughly examined
to prove there is no deception, the hole in the cap
allowing the audience to see right through it.
This forms a splendid pocket trick. Price, 1 | 8

(40 cents), i*>st free. Cheaper make, not rec
ommended, 1 | 2 (28 cents), post free. Postage
extra abroad.

PROBLEMS IN MYSTERY
By Max Sterling

This book contains many unique tricks and illu- sional and amateur conjurer. The tricks are well
sions, and should prove very useful to both profes- explained and it contains several illustrations.

Price 2 | 6 (60 cents). Post free, 2 | 7 (62 cents).

HAMLEY BROS., Ltd.
35, New Oxford Street, W. C, London, England

LONDON BRANCHES
510a and 512, Oxford Street, W. 29, Ludgate Hill. E. C. 200 and 202, Regent Street, W.

59, Knightsbridge, S. W. 86 and 87, High Holborn, W. C. (Head Warehouse)

Standard Magical Books
Professor Hoffmann's Books

MODERN MAGIC. Formany years Profes
sor Hoffmann has held the field as the stand
ard writer upon the fascinating subject of
natural magic, and his two
books, MODERN MAGIC
and MORE MAGIC, cover al
most the whole range of known
tricks up to the date of publi
cation of the latter in 1889. 578

pages, 318 illustrations. Hand
somely bound in cloth. Price,
$1.50.

MORE MAGIC. Uniform with
the above, 457 pages, 140 illus
trations. Price, $2.00.

LATER MAGIC. Professor
Hoffmann's latest book. Most
up-to-date book on magic. Ex
planation of the latest tricks.
557 pages, 221 illustrations.
Price, $2.00.

Books by Henry R. Evans
MAGIC AND ITS PROFESSORS. The life
stories of many famous magicians. 220 pages,
fully illustrated. Price, $1.25.

THE OLD AND THE NEW
MAGIC. Introduction by Paul
Cams. With numerous illus
trations and programs of enter
tainments of leading magicians
of all times 383 pages, Price,
$1.50.

D. P. Abbott's Books
BEHIND THE SCENES
WITH THE MEDIUMS.
The best work on this subject
ever printed. 328 pages. Price,
$1.70.

THE MARVELOUS CREA
TIONS OFJOSEFFY. 25 pp.,
15 illustrations. Price, 15 cents.

Any of the above books will he sent on receipt of price by the following dealers

THE BAILEY & TRIPP MAGICAL CO. MARTINKA & CO.
Box 417.Cambridgeport, Mass. 493Sixth Ave.. Nov Vork.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention GHOSTS



A MAGAZINE OK ROMANCE AND REASON

volume i CONDUCTED BY A. M. WILSON, M. D. number 1

CON TENTS FOR FEBRUARY, 1910

COVER From a rare book in the Astor Library, New York

DIRECTIONS FOR SEFING THE SPECTRES Frontispiece
Illustration from "Spectropia"

SPECTRAL ILLUSIONS
Plates and illustrations from drawings

THREADING THE MAZES
Illustrations from drawings

THE SPHINX RIDDLE OF HUMANITY

Rhode Knight

*5

7

Henry Ridcf.lv Evans
Illustration from a drawing

AN AFTERNOON IN A MAGICAL LIBRARY

Illustrations from old prints, etc.

HOW I BECAME A SPIRIT MEDIUM

Ernest Evangeline 10

A Medium 12

GHOSTS is published every other niontli (six issuesa year) by Ernest Evangeline. 203Temple Block, Kansas

Citv. Missouri, U.S. A. Yearly subscriptions, 60cents. Single copies. HI cents. Copyritf lit, HMO.by \V. J . Lucas.

MAGIC
THE MAGAZINE OK WONDFR

WhatA ConjurerCanDo

The Mirvclou*RuinsCardsof fiwffj

THE TWIN MAGAZINES OE
ENCHANTMENT

GHOSTS is a twin to MAGIC, The Magazineof Wonder.
The two magazines are published every month alternating,
making six numbers of each a year. 60 cents a year each,
or if I a year for both; single copies, HI cents.

These twin magazines present magic and allied subjects
to the general public in the most attractive manner, with
a strong leaning towards the recreative side rather than
the sceintific or philosophical.

The March number of MAGIC, ready February 25th, will
contain a novel paper cut-out trick, an original comedy
magical sketch, interesting illustrated articles on magical
subjects, practical tricks, and lots of pictures. A prize pack
age of wonder, entertainment and novelties for amateurs,
enthusiasts and students.

Magic, Ghosts, Conjuring, Puzzles, Sleight of Hand, En
tertaining, Illusions. Spiritism, Ventriloquism, Psychical
Research, Psychology and Sorcery are some of the sub
jects to be thoroughly and completely covered in " The
Twin Magazines of Enchantment."

ERNEST EVANGELINE, Publisher, 203 Temple Block, Kansas City. Mo.



PLATE [. Changes to white skeleton, with green mantle, him* background.

DIRECTIONS FOR SEEING THE SPECTRES
To see tin - spectres, it is only necessary to look stead

ily at the cross, below the chin in tlie above figure, for
about a quarter of a minute, or while counting ahoul
twenty, the plate being well illuminated by either arti
ficial or day light : then turn the eyes to the ceiling, the
wall or sky, or. better still, to a sheet hung on the wall
ol a darkened room (not totally dark", and looking stead
ily at any one point; the spectre will soon begin to
make its appearance, increasing in intensity and then
gradually vanishing, to reappear and again vanish. It
will continue to do so several times in sure, ssion. each
reappearance being fainter than the one preceeding.
Winking the eyes, or passing a Turner rapidly to and
fro before them, will frequently hasten the appearance
of the spectre, especially if the plate has been strongly
illuminated.

Those who use gas light will find it convenient, after
having looked at the plate as above described, tti ex
temporize a darkened room b\ having the gas sudden
Iv turned low.

The size of the spectres will be determined by the
distance of the eyes from the plate and from the snr
face againstwhieh they are seen, being larger the near

er the plale, and smaller the nearer the surface; so that
short sighted persons will see them larger than long
sighted, if both areequidistant from the surface against
which they are seen.

Should anyone not be able to see the spectre's fea
tures, the reason will be that eitherthe e\es have been
allowed to wander or the head move while looking at
the plate.

Many persons will set*some one colored spectre bet
ter than others in consequence of their eyes no) being
equally sensitive to all colors.

The colors in the plate will be found to reverse them
selves in the spectre, the spectre always appearing of
the complementary color to that of the plate from
which it is obtained. Thus, red will appear green, and
green, red. etc.

An infinite amount of amusement can fie derived
from the simple experiments here given. Haunted
house parties, with a white sheet in a darkened room,
against which the guests (in a lighted hallway or adjoin
ing room) can see ghosts, tbusotfering a splendid even
ing's entertainment. The experiment must be repeated,
if tin- ghosts are not seen on first trial.
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Publisher's Prologue
Yes, I believe in Ghosts. Not the kind you

think 1 mean, but— I believe in Ghosts.

I believe in Ideas. The thought is the thing.
Hut then, I've had lots of pleasant thoughts.
Many a man with a good one lias to beat it
up and down Main Street blowing fur his own
in vain. It takes a good salesman to sell a bet
ter idea.

1am going to thresh out this ghost business.
The LAST WOK I ) on this subject is going to
be said in this magazine. 1 am going to print
ideas enough here, during the next few years,
to enable any living being to decide for him
self, onceand forever, whether there is any
thing beyond the grave.

At the start, I want it to go on record that I

dearly and truly want to believe that il 1die,
1 will live again. I know you believ e as 1 do.
1 will have a sympathetic audience. So, we
will go into this matter together carefully and
thoroughly. As the months go by we shall
see what comes. Maybe we will prove some
thing — demonstrate something.

Send me YOUR ideas — and your friends'
ideas. Tell me anytime anything that will help
us make connections with the next world. 1
want other people's experiences. 1 have had
remarkable experiences myself. Were f to
put th -m down here you would not believe
—to me they are real.

But I pray you not to send me any written
word if yours or of others' psychic experiences
that I cannot print in this magazine with
VOI R NAME AND ADDRESS AT THE
BOTTOM. 1 want to convince others. You
and 1 may KNOW but the rest don't. I have
no patience with those "well known" and
"responsible" men and women who have
experienced most wonderful and convincing
psychic phenomena but refuse to give the
public names, dates and places for verifica
tion and analysis.

Truth has never injured the human race, but
the misapprehension and fear of it have.

ERNEST EVANGELINE

Spectral Illusions
Shades, Shapes and Shadows of the Eye and Imagination

From "Spectropia," Astor Library, New York.

GHOST, according to the
general descriptions of those
who fancy they have been
favored with a sight of one,
appears to be of a pale phos

phorescent white, or bluish white color;
usually indistinct, and so transparent
that objects are easily seen through it.
When moving it glides in a peculiar man
ner, the legs not being necessary to its
locomotion.

All the senses are more or less subject
to deception, but the eye is pre-eminent
ly so; especially in the case of persons
who are in ill health, because the sen
sibility of the retina is then generally
more exalted, as is also the imagination.

We may divide the illusions to which
the sight sense is liable into four kinds.
Eirst, mental, or those arising from the

brain itself, and only referred to the eye.
Second, those produced by the structure
of the eye. Third, those arising from the
impressions of outward objects on the
retina. Eourth, those produced by vari
ous combinations of the forgoing. It is

only the second and third we shall have
occasion to touch upon. Hut before we

can well understand their nature, it will
be necessary to get a slight knowledge of
the structure of the eye, and some idea
respecting the nature of light.

With perhaps the exception of the ear,

the eye is the most wonderful example
of the infinite skill of the Creator. A
more exquisite piece of mechanism it is

impossible for the human mind to con
ceive. The annexed diagram (Fig. 1 ) of
a horizontal section of this organ will
give a better idea of its general structure
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than whole pages of letter-press. It will
be seen to consist of a globe of three en
velopes or coats, which are kept distend
ed by three transparent humors or lens
es; the aqueos (<•>,the crystaline (/'), and
the vitreous (#■). The outer coat (//) is

dense, white and fibrous. In front of the

eye it gives place to a perfectly trans-

FIG. I

parent one, called the cornea (d). The
next coat, the choroid (/>), is vascular,
very black on its internal surface, in
order that light falling on it through the
pupil (//) may not be reflected. The pu
pil is an opening through a diaphragm
which is called the iris (/), from ils color
varying in different individuals. It has
the power of expanding and contract
ing the pupil, for the purpose of regu
lating the supply of light to the retina
<<). or third and lasi coat which lies im
mediately on the choroid. It is trans
parent, very complex, and the only part
of the eye we shall carefully consider.

I IC 2 PIG. 3

The following diagram (Fig. 2) repre
sents a section of it magnified 25(1 diam
eters: a is called the limitary membrane,
and forms its innermost surface, or that
which is next the vitreous humor; />

consists of the layer of optic nerve fibres;
c is a layer of grey nerve cells; <

/, two
layers in which the principal retinal
blood .vessels an- spread out; i\ two lay

ers of granular matter; /'
,

Jacob's mem
brane, or layer of rods and cones. Fig. 3

will give some idea of the supposed con-

FIG. 4

nection between these various parts, the
same letters referring to the same parts
as in Fig. 2

.

When a ray of light enters the eye, it

passes through the humors or lenses, and

r
K 1

K1G. S

is formed by them into an image, on the
choroid, of the object looked at. The ex
tremities of the rods and cones have the
power ol appreciating the image there
formed, and convey it up through the

m

PIG. (.

ultimate parts of the retina (Fig. 2),
thence along the optic nerve fibres to
the brain. We are inclined to regard the
extremities of the rods and cones as the
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true seat of perception, in consequence
of observing a considerable distance be
tween the retinal blood vessels and the
choroid, when performing Parkinje's ex
periment. This experiment consists in
passing a lighted candle slowly to and
fro in front of the eyes, at about two or
three inches from the nose, when the
retinal vessels will exhibit themselves
before the observer not unlike branching

tery will be seen emerging and spread
ing over the entire retina; but in the dia
gram that part only is represented which
could be seen tolerably distinct. The
background to the artery appears of a

pale red, except at the part occupied by
the optic nerve where it is white.

After this rapid glance at so compli
cated a structure, and bearing in mind
that some persons can see its several

PLATE II. Chaneos to white skeleton. Look steadily at cross in mouth 10net spectral impression

trees. They may be seen by daylight, by
passing the large teeth of an ordinary
comb slowly back" and forwards before
the eye whilst looking on a smooth sheet
of paper, or the sky. Fig.4 represents
those of the left eye, as seen by candle
light. The spot marked k is the exact
center of the retina. ( The same letter
marks the same spot in big. 1). It is the
seat of most distinct vision, j is the en
trance of the optic nerve ( bigs. 4 and 1 ),

from the center of which the retinal ar-

parts with far greater facility than oth
ers, it cannot be a matter of surprise that
persons not aware of these facts are, now
and then —especially at night, and when
carrying a light about — startled by what
they fancy an apparition, but which is
in reality nothing more than some part
of the structures above considered. A
lady assures us that she saw the ghost
of her husband as she was going down
stairs with a lighted candle in her hand.

The spot k, Fig, 4, when seen against a
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wall a few feet distant, appears about
the size of a human head, and wants very
little to furnish it with features. Figured
paper on the wall, and a host of other
things, may supply them, or even the
retinal artery, which often lends body
and limbs (Fig- 5).

Besides the above mentioned struc
tures, there are others which may play
an important part in these illusions, es

pecially the common muscoe volaiites, so
called from their resemblance to flying
flies. They consist of cells and filaments,
the debris of the eye, and float about in
its humors. That some of them exist very
near the retina appears evident from the
fact that, on placing the eye close to a

gauze wire blind, distinct miniature im
ages of parts of the gauze will be seen in
them ( Fig. 6).

We now pass to consider some of the
leading properties of light. There have
been many theories propounded from
time to time in order to explain the va
rious phenomena connected with this
subject, but only one accords well with
them all, and that is called the undula-
tory or vibratory theory, which, from its
numerous complications, will compel us

to confine ourselves to a consideration of
that part only which is necessary to our
present use. This theory regards light as

the vibrations of an imponderable ether
pervading all space, the number of these
vibrations varying in a given time for
each of the three primary colors — blue,
yellow and red— the greatest number
producing blue, the least red, and an in
termediate number yellow, all other col
ors being produced by the combination
of these in various proportions. Any two
primary colors mixed together makes
the complementary color to the third,
and the third is also complementary to
it. Thus, blue and yellow makes green,
which is the complementary color to
red; red and blue make purple, comple
mentary to yellow; yellow and red make
orange, complementary to blue. When
the three primary colors are mixed to
gether, white is the result: sowhenaray
of white light falls upon a piece of paper,
and all the vibrations are equally reflect
ed, the paper will appear white, and if
they are all absorbed, it will appear
black; but, if the paper absorbs some and
reflects others, it will appear colored.
Thus, if it absorbs those producing red,
it will appear green, from the mixture of

the vibrations producing blue and yel
low; and if it absorbs blue and yellow,
and reflects red, then it will appear red.
In this manner any object we look at will
appear of any particular color, according
to which vibrations it absorbs and which
it reflects.

The retina is so admirably construct
ed that it is susceptible of different im
pressions of color by these different vi
brations, except, in the case of a few in
dividuals who are either blind to all col
or, and therefore see everything black
or white, and their intermediate shades,
or who are blind to only one or two
colors.

When we look steadily at a red object
for a few seconds that part of the retina
on which the image impinges begins to
get less sensitive to vibrations producing
red, but more sensitive to those produc
ing blue and yellow; so that on turning
the eye away from the red object, and
permitting a little white light to enter it

,

that part of the retina which received
the red image will, in consequence of its
diminished sensibility to that color, and
its exalted sensibility to blue and yel
low, be able to perceive the two latter
colors best, and by their mixture will
give rise to a green image of the red ob
ject. The same thing will be observed
with all the other colors; the secondary
image or spectre always appearing of the
complementary color to the object from
which the impression is obtained.

The duration and vividness of these
impressions on the retina vary greatly
in different individuals, and can be pro
cured from almost any object. A person,
looking steadily, and, as often happens,
unconsiously for a short time at printed
or painted figures, on paper, porcelain,
etc., see, on turning the head in some
other direction, a life-sized or colossal
spectre (the spectre appears larger the
greater the distance of the surface on
which the color spectre is seen), and
there can be little doubt but that many
of the reputed ghosts originate thus.

Dr. Lombard was seated on the porch
of a house neat a bay. Mis host's daugh
ter was sitting on the steps, about nine
feet from him, her profile well in view.
For no particular reason, he began to
stare at her, concentrating all his atten
tion upon her features. On turning his
eyes to the bay, he saw the girl's image
very distinctly.
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Threading the Mazes
A Puzzler's World Tour Through the Labyrinths Famed in

History, Art and Fable

By Rhode Knight

pi'l' is a far cry from Hampton
Court Palace to the City of
Crocodilopolis,
yet it is to the
latter spot that

we must repair if we would
visit the site of what was not
only the original maze or
labyrinth, hut also one of
the most wonderful struc
tures the world has ever
seen. Crocodilopolis is now
better known as Arsinoe,
near Lake Moerisin Egypt.
Although graphically and
minutely described by He
rodotus and other ancient
writers, it was only within
comparatively recent years
that the massive ruins of
this city, and the more famous laby
rinth were identified by Lepsius, whose
discoveries led him to be
lieve the city itself was
founded 1800 B. C. and
the labyrinth was built by
Amcnhemha HI.

The chambers and pas-
ages of the labyrinth were
so arfully contrived that it
was impossible for anyone
to enter and retrace his
steps without a guide; and
Pliny sums up the matter
styling it one of the won
ders of the world.

How bewildering such a multiplicity
of passages may become is, however,
manifest from Fig. 7, although in this
case the confusion is intentional. Hut

Flti. I. "The Wilderness." Ver
sailles— the most beautiful work

«»fits kind ever devised.

FKi. 2. A typical ma/e which once
existed on Kipon Common with a

path 4(17yards lonif.

Fig. S is innocent of any such intent.
In ancient Crocodilopolis, then, we

have the starting point of
our tour of the mazes of the
world. The next spot to be
visited is Cnossus in Crete,
the site of a labyrinth still
more celebrated in history
and picturesque mythology,
about which archaeologists
and antiquarians generally
have long wrangled. Mean
while, it may not be inap
propriate to show a very
much reduced facsimile of
one of the earliest—perhaps
the earliest known drawing
of a maze. It is taken from a

rude drawing scratched by
an idle hand on a pillar in

ancient Pompeii. The Latin inscription
"Labyrinthus hie habitat Minotaurus,"

freely translated means:
Here in the labyrinth the
.Minotaur dwells.

The curious and in many
instances beautiful laby-
rinthian mosaic pavements
known at the time of the
Crusaders as "chemins de
Jerusalem," which may be
seen yet in the Continental
churches, especially Italy
and France, appear never
to have been introduced in
Fnglish churches or cathe

drals. In England, during the mediaeval
period the adaption of the maze took a

somewhat different and a rather more
practical form. As the rules of themou

FKS. 1. Conventional representations of labyrinths on Cuossian coins. B. (". 5(10-200.
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asteries then existing often prohibited
the monks from going "out of sight and

FIG. 6. Plan of the maze formerly eyisting near St. Ann's
Well, Sneinton. where the monks were exercised.

hearing," and as the ground available
for exercise was sometimes limited, it
became necessary to devise some plan
whereby the friars of orders grey and
other shades could enjoy that physical
recreation which is so essential to good
health. Thus it came about that open
spaces in the vicinity of several abbeys
or monasteries were laid with narrow
paths in a geometrical pattern— general
ly of concentric circles, similar to that
shown in Fig. 6, which represents a maze
formerly existing near St. Ann's Well,
Sneinton, in Notts.

There is reason to believe, that these
mazes, as was the case in France and
Italian churches, were also used as a

means of penance — monks who had been
guilty of somesjight breach of monastic

FKi. l)
.

Out' o( tin- earliest known dravvin > of a lain rinth,
scratched en a pillar in ancient Pompeii.

discipline being ordered to recite pray
ers at different stations on their way to
the center, and, for severer punishment,
perform the journey on their hands and
knees.

Space will not admit of a list of the

many places in England where these
mazes were, at no distant dale, to be
found. Most of them have been plowed
up, or so neglected that their original de
sign would be unknown were it not for
the plans preserved in musty folios. A

FKi. 4
.

I'ln- Hampton Court ntaar, laid out in 17(10.

maze which once existed at Pimperne,
near Rlanclford, in Dorset, the plan of
which was extremely intricate. This
maze, il is said, covered an acre of land,
and the length of the extremely tortu
ous path, which ran between small yrass
ridges about a foot high, exceeded a

mile. A maze, shown in Fig. 2
, which

formerly existed on Ripon Common,
had a path 407 yards long, and in point
of design may be taken as typical of the
majority, that at Pimperne being quite
exceptional in its intricacy.

So popular were these mazes among
the simple-minded villagers of olden

EE3
E

El

FIG. 7
. Imagine this in ho the RTound plan <>l(he \>\xlaby

rinth ;it Crocodilopolis, .m l set' how coiifustnK ntuuU-r
of passing's may become,

times that dances were specially made
for them, and to tread, or, more prop
erly, "to thread the maze," was once a
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favorite and picturesque pastime. These
dances, like the mazes themselves, were

Fig. 4, was constructed in 17(H). The key
to this maze is to keep to the hedge on

Fl(i. N. A hedge maze designed in 1UJS. Tin- tending ol all
the hedges involved an enormous amount of labor.

intricate, and recall the lines:

"Mark how the lahyrintliian turns they take.
The circles intricate, and mystic maze."

The famous maze at Hampton Court,

FIG. 5. A garden maze designed by Batty Langfey in 1735.
Constructed of hedges 8 to 10 ft. high.

your right and follow it without devia
tion, both in going to the center and on
leav ing it. The maze at Versailles, Fig.
1, was laid out in the midst of a dense
wood and the most beautiful ever made.

The Sphinx Riddle of Humanity
By Henry Ridgely Evans

I1IS is the question of the
ages, the Sphinx riddle that
Humanity has been trying
to solve since time began.
A scientific demonstration

of immortality is

declared to be ut
terly impossible.
Hut u hy go tosci-
ence for such a

proof!' The ques
tion does belongs
to the domain of
philosophy and
religion. Science
deals with phys
ical forces and
their relations ;

collects and in

ventories facts. Its mission is not to es

tablish a universal metaphysic of
tilings; that is philosophy's preroga
tive. All occult thinkers declare that
life is from within, out. In other words
life, or a spiritual principle, preceeds

organization. Science proceeds to in
vestigate t he phenomena of the uni
verse in the opposite way from with
out, in; and pronounces life to be "a
fortuitus collocation of atoms." Still.

science has been
the torch-bearer
of the ages and

has stripped the
fringe of super
stition from the
tree of life. It has
revealed to us the
great laws of na
ture, though it
has not explain
ed them. We now
know that light,
heat and electri

city are modes of motion; we know no
more. Science is responsible for the ma
terialistic philosophy in vogue today.
A philosophy that sees no reason in the
universe. A powerful wave of spiritual
thought has set in.
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A SCRAP B(K)K IN t)R. \\ I IX r.VS fOLLFl "I ION

An Afternoon in a Magical Library

N

FEW hours
research in a

magic libra
ry would, no
doubt, rude

ly disillusion shortsight
ed, near magicians, who
believe thai magic was
invented in 1N72, the
date of the first book by
Prof. Hoffmann. In 1774

gentlemen of leisure,

court hangers-on, stu
dents, and teachers and
business men, diverted
themselves by perform
ing tricks that lots of
young fellows fall upon
nowadays accidentally,
and imagine that they
are uncovering a really
new sleight. Hut in 1774,

they called them "Rec
reations !

' '

The most interesting
work in Dr. A. M. Wil
son's splendid collection of magical
books, is Rational Recreations, printed in

By Ernest Evangeline

RATIONAL
RECREATIONS,

In whichthe PRINCIPLES of

UMBER S

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY
Are clearlyand copiouslyelucidated,

BY A SERIES OF

EASY. ENTERTAINING, INTERESTING

EXPERIMENTS.

AmongwhichArc

All thofc commonly performed with the Cards.

By W. HOOPER, M. D.

VOL. IV.

LONDON,
PrintedfatL DatII, HolbornjJ RoMoa.NewBonJ-Arect|
B.Law,AveaMry-UneiinctGRoimioit, PAtcr-notUrrow.

MDCCLXXIV.

six volumes in 1774. and
profusely illustrated by
lull page copper etch
ings. To reproduce these
books today, would cost
a small fortune and no
publishereould be found
who would attempt it.

The title-page and one
of the full page illustra
tions from this work are
shown herewith, greatly
reduced, and the reader
will discover in one cor
ner of the reproduction
of the copper etching,
an explanatory diagram
of the rising cards from
a goblet. They are do
ing that trick yet !

It would take many
afternoons and dozens
of pages of this maga
zine to digest and de
scribe Dr. W ilson's ma
gical library. The lower

part of the walls of nearly every room
in his home are completely covered with
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shelves of books. And many volumes,
and thousands of pamphlets, newspaper

rtii. l\*irj- rr.ATP. Toy

COPPER ETCHING FROM A BOOK ON MAGIC
PI/BUSHED IN 1774.Wilson Collodion.

clippings and magazine articles are kept
in boxes, awaiting Dr. Wilson's time for
classification and indexing. For forty
years the editor of TheSphinx and "The
Twin Magazines of Enchantment" has
been gathering together this storehouse
of magical literature and odds and ends.
I lundreds of friends and correspondents
in all parts of the world have contributed
everything from magicians' programs
and newspaper notices, to magazines
and books. An endless chain of magic
and— Magic !

In glancing through the many vol
umes, 1 was especially attracted by the
"Overture" to the Ufe of Robert Houd-
///, written by himself:

"Eight o'clock lias just struck: my wife and
children are by my side. 1 have spent one of
those pleasant days which tranquility, work and
study can alone secure .With no regret for the
past, with no fear for the future, lam 1 am not
afraid to say it — as happy as man can he.

And yet, at each vibration of this mysterious
hour, my pulse stalls, my temples throb, and 1
can scarce breathe, so much do 1 feel the want
of air and motion. 1 can reply to no questions,
so thoroughly am 1 lost in a strange and deliri
ous reverie. Shall 1 confess to you, reader. And
why not? For this electrical effect is not of a na

ture to be easily understood by you.

The reason for my emotion being extreme at
this moment is, that, during my professional ca
reer, eight o'clock was the moment when I must
appear before the public. Then, with an eye fixed
on the hole in the curtain, 1 surveyed with in
tense pleasure the crowd that flocked in to see
me. Then, as now, my heart beat, for 1 was
proud and happy of such success.

At times, too, a doubt, a feeling of uneasiness,
would be mingled with my pleasure. "Heav
ens !" I would say to myself, in terror, "am 1
so sure of myself as to deserve such anxiety to
see me?"

Hut, soon reassured hy the past, 1 waited with
greater calmness the signal for the curtain to
draw up. I then w alked on the stage: I was near
the foot-lights, before my judges— hut no, 1 err
— before my kind spectators, whose applause I
was in hopes to gain."

I found the old scrap-books the most
entertaining of all. Some of them, past
ed full by Dr. Wilson in the early days
of his interesi in magic, are especially
curious and instructive. Old clippings
from Scientific American , Harper s W'eeh-

ly. New York Sun and the leading jour
nals of the world, are found in prolusion.
The history of American magic is writ
ten there. Careers of famous performers,
like Carl and Alexander Herrmann, Hel-

MAGICAI. COMBINATIONS
Prom "Kitty Wars in tin' Malic Circle," by Siimor Blitz.

Wilson Collection.

ler, Keller and Thurston can be followed
almost month by month. And for those

who fear the results of exposure of the
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secrets of magic, there are hundreds of
clippings from the most prominent pe
riodicals and newspapers in the United
States giving away the world's best
tricks, with splendid pictures and mi
nute explanatory diagrams. Not a good
trick or famous illusion performed in the
last half century that has not been com
pletely and accurately explained many-
times in the leading journals of America.
They were the wonders of their day —

soon forgotten by the general public. If
there are 9-0, (XX), 000 people in this coun
try, there are only 9<X),(XX) who enjoy
magical performances, and only 9,000

who would ever read a magical paper.
1 received a letter from a man the oth

er day who wrote: "I am afraid that by
the sale of your paper on the newstands
the secrets of magic will soon become
public property." Well, they have been,

for about two hundred years!
I came away from Dr. Wilson' s home

and left his enchanting books more firm
ly convinced than ever that there is a lot
to forget in magic. And inspired too,

with the ambition to work for the appli
cation of the principles of magic to ef
fects that have a twentieth century look
about them !

How I Became A Spirit Medium
A Remarkable Confession of Trickery and Deceit

By A Medium
!N the year 1871 I was a young

man of seventeen years, and
working at my chosen occu
pation in one of the capital
cities of the middle States. I

was a materialist of the most pronounc
ed type. Idid not believe anything, hold
ing that what was truth, could be dem
onstrated.

My family, with the exception of my
lather, were converts to Spiritualistic
philosophy and phenomena, and were
regular attendants at the seances of the
three or four local mediums and the
meetings held on Sunday by the organi
zed society of Spiritualists of my city.
My family at no time obtruded their
views upon me, nor said anythingin op
position to the ideas held by myself.

.Not being given to airing my opinions
in speech at any and all places and times,
it came about that the members of my
family had been numbered in the fold of
the Spiritualists for perhaps four years
before my attention was sufficiently at
tracted to the subject to undertake an in
vestigation of its peculiar claims. Know
ing that the members of my family were
possessed of ordinary intelligence and
exhibited average powers of logical ar
gument on questions other than reli
gious or Spiritualistic, I concluded that
either there was some fire beneath the
smoke, or there- were some clever artists
engaged in the business. From the ac

counts of the phenomena occuring with
and in the presence of their favorite me

dium, given me by my married sister, a

lady with a liberal education and a cool,
analytical mind, I was forced to the con
clusion that those "kings of magic,"
Herrmann and Hellar, still had a few
things to learn.

The first seance that I attended, was
one given in my native city by a man
reputed so wonderful that I found it im
possible not to go just once, anyway.
That first seance changed the whole
course of my then honorable life and led
to a professional careei of deception and
adventure.

Had I never come in contact with
other than finished, professional medi
ums, the chances are that I would not
have become an adventurer. It finally
struck me that, in order to make certain
of the truth of the matter, it would be
the proper thing to sit for the develop
ment of a "mediumship" of my own. I

would use every endeavor to obtain
some mediumistic gift, and if 1 succeed
ed, that would finally and indisputably
settle the matter. If I did not succeed I
would, of course, have the same uncer
tainty about it as before I attempted my
development. It would cost nothing but
a small portion of my time, and even if
it was a failure there would be no loss.

Accordingly, after asking several me
diums for the proper instructions until
they were obtained, and I had been as
sured that if they were carefully observ
ed there would be no such thing as fail
ure, a cabinet was erected at my home
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and the attempt at development begun.
I begun my "development" sittings

in as handsome a cabinet, and with as

good instruments as the purses of my
friends, who would not allow me to go
to any expense, would permit. Those
who sat outside were Spiritualists, six of
them; all interested in seeing the pros
pective medium developed to the full
ness of his capabilities, whatever they
might be. They were friends of my fami
ly and I found the development busi
ness quite pleasant.

The sittings were kept up for the three
months named as the time that the mani
festations would begin, but none had
put in appearance, neither had I experi
enced anything that led me to believe
that any progress had been made. 1 was
abjured to be patient by the "sitters,"
who told me that it was an easy thing
for the spirits to be mistaken as to the
length of time required to bring about
results, but that they were probably not
far wrong, and possibly the next sitting
would see the first of the manifestations.

Thus encouraged, I continued the sit
tings for six months. Nothing occured,
except a healthy desire on the part of
both medium and sitters that the mani
festations be forthcoming, giving me an
inclination to cause some phenomena on
my own hook. The more 1 thought about
it the stronger became the desire to
practice a little deception on my friends,
then, after telling them about it

,

drop

t he matter entirely. After turning it over
in my mind for some time, I concluded

I would see what effect a few spurious
manifestations would have upon my
friends. It would be easy, they having
unbounded confidence in me. My mind
made up to do it

,
I hardly knew what to

try, and finally concluded I would wait
until the sitting came around and, after
getting into the cabinet, see what sug
gested itself.

This was the course I pursued, and on
one Saturday evening, after the first
song had been sung, the sitters were de
lighted to hear sharp raps, seemingly on
the walls of the room, within the cabi
net. Of course, I had to be happily sur
prised, or appear so, which I did, and
my first act of deceit was done. I was
forced to deny the authorship of the raps
also, and the first lie had been given
birth. The sitters endeavored to get re

plies to questions, but they did not suc

ceed, for I did not care to go to that
length with my deception and, besides,
did not know what answers to make to
the inquiries. Nothing occured but the
raps, although every ear and eye was
alert to catch anything that might tran
spire. The sitters also displayed a tend
ency to connect any noise occuring to
Spiritual agency. Noting this, I could
not help reflecting with what ease one
could deceive them. It also gave me an

idea that the average medium had pretty
smooth sailing when he had none but
Spiritualists in his circle. If he could not
readily offer an explanation foranything
occuring, some one of the sitters would
do it for him, thus educating him in the
business.

When nine o'clock had struck and 1

came from the cabinet, you may rest
assured I felt strange. I was sure that
every time one of the sitters looked upon
my face they not only knew that I had
made the raps, but had lied about it

afterwards. A dozen times I was on the
point of peachingoxx myself, but as many
limes did a sense of shame overcome my
resolution and I told myself that I would
tell them one at a time, as I met them,
laugh it down and dismiss any further
sittings.

The sitters were so delighted, and
offered so many unselfish congratula-

Instructions for Developing
Spirit Mediumship

Construct a cabinet in the corner of your
room by hanging across it a pair of heavy
curtains, fastening them to the walls of the
room where they touch at the sides, but leav
ing them open in the middle of the front. Put
into the cabinet a banjo or guitar, tea-bell,
tambourine, pair of slates and tin trumpet.
Have four or six persons to sit with you,
equally divided between the sexes. They are
to sit in a semi-circle about the front of the
cabinet, the sexes alternating, clasping each
other's hand. You are to sit inside the cabinet
alone, and remain one hour in as passive a

condition as it possible for you to attain. The
sitters outside should sing about four songs
during the hour you are sitting. You should
sit twice per week, always the same evening
and hour, Tuesday and Saturday evenings,
eight until nine o'clock.

These instructions are all that will be neces
sary until you are able to get further advice
through your own "mediumship." There is

no such thing as failure if you persist in fol
lowing out these instructions, and you will
begin to receive demonstrations within three
months.
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tions and encouragements, shaking my
hand and patting me on the hack, it is
no wonder that I felt my smallness. One
of the ladies remarked:

"There! 1 am sure none of us need
ever have any doubts regarding phys
ical manifestations after this. I am sure
Mr. — - would be guilty of no act
of deceit."

Think of it
.

reader. A respected lady
friend offering such an expression of per
fect confidence in me regarding the very
tiling in which 1 had just been deceiving
her. Would you have felt perfectly at
ease in my placer I think not.

1 was glad when the sitters had depart
ed, and thought long and deeply on my
deception, and concluded not to say a

word to any of them about it
,

but just
shut down on any more seances. My wits
were at work the entire time that elapsed
between the regular sitting nights trying
to concoct some plausible reason why I

discontinued the development course.
The evening came, however, and no

excuse that 1 could offer without excit
ing the suspicion that the manifestations
of the previous sittings were a fraud,
had been formulated. After the sitting
had gotten under way, the requests by
the sitters for phenomena were so fre
quent and entreating that my conscience
smote me again and again for my pre
vious deception. However, 1 soon found
myself rapping again. This time I essay
ed answers to the questions regarding
the progress made in the medium's de
velopment, rapping an affirmative an
swer to the questions, "Is the develop
ment proceeding satisfactorily, and will
he develop good physical powers?"

Nothing but raps occured at this sit
ting, and the sitters were much pleased
that the raps had been made to answer
their questions. This was looked upon as

a decided impovement over the preceed-
ing sitting. I was not so much abashed
at their compliments and encourage
ments as on the previous occasion, and
during the following week I actually
found myself wondering what new thing

I could do that would create more inter
est and enthusiasm than the raps. The
only thing I could think of was to pro
duce "spirit lights." This I tried with
match-heads. It was successful and the
sitters were delighted.

The lights and raps were all that were
produced for some dozen or more sit

tings, for the reason that I could think
of nothing more wonderful. One evening

1 went to sleep in my cabinet, and upon
waking found that 1 was supposed by

the sitters to be entranced. It struck me

as the proper thing to allow them tore-
main undeceived, which I did. The sit

ters took this for a sign that some new

phenomena was about to occur. It did
not, however, until one evening I found
about twenty feet of rope that had been

concealed in the cabinet without my

knowledge. 1 found it nicely coiled and
tied with thread to the underside ot the

cane chair seat in which 1 sat. 1 had no

knowlege of rope tying feats, but under
took to bind myself with the ropes, and

this I finally succeeded in doing. 1 then

essayed my first speaking under control
by exclaiming, "Look, look, look,

"
un

til the sitters understood that the spirits
wanted them to examine the medium's
condition.

The sitters were delighted beyond
measure at finding me apparently so se

curely bound. The li^ht was so dim that

it was impossible to detect anything
wrong with the knots or manner of tying.

I was fearful, though, all through the ex
amination that some of them would dis
cover my deception, and only breathed
freely when the examination had been

completed and I was admitted to be

"most securely bound, and in a way that

it was impossible to have accomplished
himself.

1 realized, however, that the absolute
confidence of the sitters in my honesty
had as much to do with the successful
termination of my ro|>e tying test as any
thing else, and that with a "circle" of

skeptics, it would have been ;m entirely
different matter.

Little did I think at this time that at

one day in the future I would have the
reputation, deservedly too, of being the
best and most satisfactory phenomenal
medium in the United States. Little did

I suspect that 1 would be able not only
to duplicate the performances of the
most skilled mediums, but improve them
and be the means of converting hun
dreds to a belief in the phenomena of
modern Spiritualism. Such, however,
are the facts in the case.

NOTE— The ahove romarkahlo confession of deception
i* Ir.. in Revelations ,,( a Spirit Medium." published in
lt»l. author unknown. Il is said thai the plates forthe hook
were alorwards nouiilil up and destroyed and many hun
dreds ol copies hurried I \ persons who did not want Un
hook emulated.
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Publisher's Announcement
The publisher of MAGIC, having succeeded in getting out three numbers of his
publication, feels bold enough to chance the following announcement of forth
coming articles and features.

Artistic Cover Designs
New and different covers fur ev ery issue of the Magazine of Wonder will be a regular feature.
These will he printed in two or more colors and of great artistic merit and variety. The designs
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Paper Manipulation Extraordinary
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Cut-out for the Changing Die

(See Pajre 30)

\ little care taken in cutting and gluing this
little die and shell will be rewarded. Cut alonu
outer edge, taking care to cut exactly on line
between black and white— not cutting into the
white margin nor the black. Fold on lines
■mind a ruler or other •traight edge and glue
flans Inside of each adjoining side. The three
flaps on top or "one spot" should alsohe tuck
ed in after enveringwith glue, and the four sides
pressed gently hut firmly against them. In pre
paring shell, take care to keep the three sides
square to each other.

V
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"It is wonderful the expulsive power of a hobby. Itcomes in, takes

possession of us and drives out worry and care." —Will C. Copk
" There is, perhaps, no phase of amateur entertainment which

attracts such universal attention as Magic. There is no other amuse
ment which holds so much fascination. The halo of mystery which
envelopes the art may account for this fact. 'The vast majority are
not yet certain whether its wonders are wholly within the realm
of the natural, or lap over a bit into the sphere of the supernatural.
It is this very doubt which lends to magic some of its charm."

—Hkrmann Pallmi:

The Golden Age of Magic
By Ernest Evangeline

' r?3] ' ' Golden Age of Magic has

fftlfH not yet dawned. No one can

FtPs convince me for n single mo-
lOj ff«3» ment that the glory of the art

ilJg^Uy3@Mj ,,f m;ij,ic nas faded - that the
romance and wonder of the fairyland
of magical enchantment is to be found
only in musty folios of the past. I be

lieve the twentieth century crowd that
roars its approval of dare-devil conquer
ors of the air will still applaud cleverex-
ponents of magic. But their magic must
be as new as the aeroplane.

It is only now and then that a man
sees magic through his own eyes. I never
read a book on magic until three years
ago. The only magical performance I

can remember having seen before that
time was the sad debut of a young man
at an "amateur night" in a little East
New York theater. One Monday after
noon, too, at Keith' s Fourteenth Street
Theater, I saw a magical entertainer
come on, unbilled and unannounced
(having been booked at the last moment
in place of an act that failed to show up),
and perform a few children's tricks (the
"Dancing Sailor" is the only one I can
remember) with the air of a headliner but
minus the applause. His performance
would have been amusing had it not been
pitiful. Poor fellow !

Since that lime I have seen all the big
ones, from Kellar and Thurston down to
the magician in the side show of Lemon
Brothers' ten cent circus. One of the
most artistic and entertaining perform
ances 1 ever saw was that of a streetman
whogavethe

"
Talking Hand," painting

and costuming his hand before the crowd
and pattering as he went. He was an art
ist to his finger tips and only lacked a
magical education to make a topnotcher.

Ho not sigh for the old timers like
Anderson, Robert Houclin, Alexander
Herrmann and Heller. Today, Howard
Thurston, Kellar' s successor, puts on a

bettei show than those good fellows ever
dreamed of. And there are several other
living magicians who are trying to work
along new lines.

Understand me, I am not a magical
grouch or knocker. 1 am just unsatisfied.
I crave something more from magic.

I once saw a good card juggler give a

conventional card manipulation act to
an indifferent audience and for days
afterwards was haunted by a vision of
what his performance might have been.

1 saw in mist a stage setting of clean,

while canvas painted with enormous
red and black card pips and a floor cov
ering of cloth on which thousands of

playing cards had been glued, face up,
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as though the stage were ankle deep with
them. To the ri^ht was a low, black
mission table on which was standing a

giant card case of imitation leather about
three feet high. In center of the stage,
towards the back, was a mammoth ace of
hearts, apparently made of paper pasted
on a steel or heavy wire frame. This big
card was resting on an iron stand, ele
vated slightly from the floor.

Suddenly, through the big ace of
hearts, the performer burst and ran
smiling to the footlights. He was made
up as a clown — white face and white silk
costume decorated with card pips. In his
hand he held a card case — a miniature
of the big one on the table. The act was
a silent one. The performer removed the
cover from the big card case, showing it
to be lull of gigantic playing cards. With
amusing pantomime he then removed
the cover from the little card case and
took out a regular pack of cards. Then
followed an exhibition of high class card
manipulation. The performer did not
pose as the world's greatest, but concen
trated his endeavors to entertain his au
dience with laughable diversion and
skillful dexterity. Wonderful, immense
playing cards rose from the big case,
some of them floating about the staye ■

subject to the command of the clown.
Finally, the cover was put back on the
giant case and after making ridiculous
passes over it

,

the clown again removed
the cover. The cards had vanished. An
enormous crushed silk flag burst out.
Removing this, the clown proceeded to
pull out of that case enough junk to start

a dry goods store. A half dozen big col
lapsable suit cases filled with silk flowers
and vari-colored balls came out, fol
lowed by big inflated baloons, dolls,
waste paper baskets — the hat production
extraordinary !

The climax came when a little child,
dressed as a clown in fac-simile of the
performer, jumped out of the card case.
Amid the generous applause of the au
dience, the two clowns bowed them
selves off the stage.

That act made a big hit with me ! In

a future number 1 am going to illustrate
and describe it in detail. In the mean
time it is just an idea. Hut you are wel
come to it ! Take it
,

work it up and use
it. I make no claims to anything in ma
gic. I call it "Pierrot and the Giant Card
Case." It is only a suggestion.

To be a great magician a man must
first be a good actor. Then, in addition
to having the magical microbe well de
veloped, he must now and then sit down
on an idea. Some magicians have more
than one idea in a lifetime.

Surely you don't call a man who goes
into a shop with a bankroll and buys the
biggest tricks in the catalogue, a ^reat
magician. A great magician must invent
his own tricks, originate his own act,
create his own methods anil presenta
tion. The big fellow in the magic game
will never worry about a newspaper ex
posing an old stock trick. The sooner the
public knows a lot of tricks that would
tire an audience in a nickle show, and
forgets them, the better.

Once I saw a man work the sliding
die box and then proceed to swallow a

couple of swords and eat a glass lamp
chimney ! Me was billed as the Great
Somethingorother. If that is magic, give
me death !

Give us something sensational, but
neiv. Put on, for instance, a "Revolving
Hoop of Fire," and have the "Queen of
the Circus" come flying through the
hoop apparently from nowhere. I am go-
ing to put it on in this magazine. Watch
early numbers for further particulars !

Shortly, too, I am goiny to show Hou-
dini, that really clever handcuff expert,
how he can make the greatest hit of the
century, and tell him about an act that
will make an ordinary handcuff king look-

like a speck of last summer's dust.
The Golden A^e of Maj^ic will not

dawn for the professional. There are not
fifty men in the whole world devoting
their whole time to magic as a business
and making good. The glories of magic
are reserved for the artistic and enthusi
astic amateur who works lor love. It is

he who is responsible for the impetus
given the art during the past year or two.

It is he who fans the flame of interest
when the big magic show comes to town.
And it is the amateur, too, who furnishes
the velvet for the magical dealers and
manufacturers, and stays up nights de
vising new magical schemes and tricks.

A graduate of Vale University, in
touch with some prominent men, re

cently told me he knew of very few who
were not carrying around a few practical
pocket tricks with them. There are lots
of men doing magic just for the love of
the ait and the fun they get out of it.
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THE ARTIST'S IDEA OF "THE ANIM ATED KKEKUJERATOK"

The Animated Refrigerator
An Original Suggestion for a Comedy Magical Sketch

By Ernest Evangeline

The Animated Refriceratok
Hei.L Hop

Scene -

CHARACTERS

Lobby of the Sue

"Gee, ain't it warm tonight!"
Sylvester U. KeepthechanRe

I Hole!

EXPLANATION—This is merely a sugges
tion fur a magical entertainment. Some will ask,
"Where is the manic ?" Hut just the same 1 stib-
init it to the readers of this magazine confident
that, if properly worked up and really performed,
it would at least he entertaining.

Only pail of the dialogue and business is giv
en here. The present size of the magazine will
not permit me to devote very much space to any
one subject. However, I will he pleased to fur
nish the rest of the matter to anyone who will
work up the act and try it out.

1 have talked with lots of magicians w ho claim
to he looking for something different that would
not take a lot of money and trouble to put on;
that would be suitable for presentation in ' 'one,"

or in front of the first drop scene on the v aude
ville stage. "The Animated Kefrigerator" is
an attemi t to meet these requirements. It may-
have merit.

The refrigerator case or l»>x, to tit over per
former's shoulders and waist, can be construct
ed of thick bookbinders' card or millboard tacked
to a simple frame ( big. 1) and then covered with
glazed paper made in imitation of white tile.
Paper lithographed in imitation of oak can also
be obtained for pasting over the millboard. The
doors in front can be made of the same material
and attached with hinges as fancy as desired.

Kig. 2 shows the completed case w ith openings
for the arms and neck. The top consists of two
flaps hinged at front and back so that they can
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drop after head is inserted and lit snug around
the performer's neck. The case is open at the
bottom and quite hollow inside except for three
or four inches in front, hack of the doors V\x. 3
shows the doors removed. AA are small mirrors
joined at the center in front, and running I ack
on each side about three or four inches, leaving
two small triangular shaped spaces for a bottle,
glasses, egj,rs and fruit, or anything intended for
use during the performance.

Above the space occupied by the mirrors is a

little shelf about three or four inches wide. The
space above this shelf is backed by a piece of
perforated zinc to suggest a place for ice (Is).

No attempt is made to explain the tricks su^r-
gested, as any with which the performer is fa

miliar can be substituted.
1 will be glad to correspond with anyone re

garding this sketch, only asking that a stamp
lie enclosed for reply.

[Kilter The Animated Rkkricekator,
mopingface with red handkerchief. ]

T. A. R. Gee, ain't it warm tonight !

[Pulls handkerchief through fingers —turns
blue] Just been talking with the janitor.
[I 'anishes handkerchief] There is a sick
man, that janitor. Says he has been ail-
in"; for weeks. He was eating a Wiener
wurst and looked like a piece of oiled
paper round a pound of creamery butter.
I said, "Gee, man. why don' t yon stop
eating —skip a few meals." He said,
"Stop eating ? Why I just figger on eat
ing when I get sick — I just figgers on it."

. . . Gee, ain't it warm tonight ! [Opens

front of refrigerator case, takes out bottle

of beer and glass and pours out a drink]
. . . Here's looking at you! [Drinks
and puts back bottle and glfiss] W ish I had
a hot wicnerwurst myself! I was in
(nearby city) last week. Kig mystery
over there. Miss Anna Bell's dog disap
peared. I solved the mystery acciden
tally. Went into a restaurant on (swell
street in nearby city) street and ate a

wienerwurst. In it was a dog tag — num
ber 441.5. 1 certainly went crazy when 1

bit on that tag ! . . . Well, after the po
lice had quelled the riot, I brushed off
my clothes, went up to the city hall and
asked the license clerk whose dog was
numbered 4413. He looked carefully
through his many records and then he
said, "Miss Anna Hell's. It's a Scotch
terrier named Daisy I

"
. . . 1 told him,

"I've eaten her; better cancel the li
cense!" . . . When the beef trust puts
up prices so high that a restaurant keeper
can't afford to serve anything but dog,
its time to put hens on silver dollars in
stead of eagles, and change the motto to
"E Pluribus Henum." . . . What good
are eagles, anyhow. Whoever heard of
a farmer going to town with a basket full
of eagle's eggs and exchanging them for
a pair of shoes, a suit of clothes, a stove
and a motor cycle ? [Opens front and
takes out an egg] Here is an egg laid by
a hen that has just been invented out in
Kansas. This hen lays eggs with the date
stamped on them and the very valuable
property of disappearing if kept in cold
storage for more than thirty days. \Jigg
vanishes and performer appears surprised]
Gee, that egg worked with me for two
years! . . . My, ain't it warm tonight !

. . . I was over talking to the hotel clerk
awhile ago when one of those real lady
swells comes up to the desk and says,
"Say. is der a guy goes by de name of
Wenolds stoppin' here :" She had the
clerk going too all right ! He said, "I
beg your pardon ?" . . . "I say, is der
a guy by de name of Wenolds stayin'
here —Wenolds, Wenolds, do you get
it ?" Well, that clerk got red in the face,
stammered, stuttered and said, "I beg
your pardon, lady but I don't get that
yet." . . . Then she leaned over the bar
— I mean desk —and came back strong:
"Say, young fellow, if dis slab was
much wider a lot of good stuff would get
past you. / say, is der a guy what's named
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Wenolds, R-e-y-n-o-l-d-s [spells it]. Wen-
olds, stoppin' here ?" . . . "Oh, you
mean Reynolds — Reynolds, the gentle
man that comes here every Saturday
with his boss ?" . . . "Yes, dat'sdeguy,
dat's de guy, is he here ? 1 saw him
three times last week and every time he
gave me the Dr. Cook !

"
The clerk said,

"Why, do you know him t" . . . "Do
I know him ? Do I know him ? Say, he
fell for d is [indicates imaginary hat], and
dis [/hither boa\ and dis [tailor made
gozi'n\ do J know him ?" . . . Gee, ain't
it warm tonight !

(Enter Bell Hop. )

B. H. Oh, you Ice Box !

T. A. R. 'S'nuffinthe business, kid,
look him in de face ! Want an orange ?

B. H. Sure.
T. A. R. [Opens front, gets orange, hands

it to Bell Hop.] That's a ticker orange.
B. H. [Examines orange closely] Why

is a ticker orange ':

T. A. R. [Takes orange in left hand, rubs
it with fingers of right and suddenly jerks
out two or threeyards ofyellow ribbon] Be
cause, my young friend it is full of tape.
[Throws ribbon to one side and hands or
ange to Bell Hop, 'who cuts it in half and
shows if to be unprepared. ]

The Paper Rings
JMONG those who have not

been initiated in the manner
of performance, this little
arrangement, which we are
about to explain, will create

some astonishment; it gives rise to some
very interesting geometrical questions.
We will show how it is done.

Look at the illustration (Eig. 1). Here
are three paper rings. They ought to be
in reality of much greater diameter in
proportion to their length, but in the
cut we have reduced the circumference
so as not to insert such a large picture
as would be necessary if the true dimen
sions were given.

Eirst, I give you ring No. 1 with a

pair of scissors, and request you to cut
it as indicated by the dotted line. You
will then obtain two rings, as shown un
derneath. The dotted line will not be
in the paper bands in practice.

Then I request you to cut ring No. 2

in the same manner; but this time you
will be surprised to find in your hands,
when you have finished cutting round
the ring, not two rings as at first, but
one long ring, twice as large as either of
the former rings.

Now for No. 3. There is another sur
prise in store. As you cut the third ring
you will be astonished with the result.
You will again obtain two rings, but one
will be looped inside the other. Let us

explain this trick.
You must prepare paper bands 2 in

ches in width, and about 50 inches in
length. Take the first strip, cut and join
its ends directly in the ordinary manner,
as shown in No. 1, so that the same side

of the paper forms the edge all round.
The second band is united after it has

been twisted on itself, so that one of

the ends is united with the opposite sur
face of the other extremity; as for the
third band, you must give it two turns
before you unite the ends. Let the paste
dry, and then your apparatus will be
ready. The longer the rings are the less
apparent will be the turns in them.
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N effective little trick, that
every amateur can perform
when called upon to give a

convincing demonstration of
the powers of magic, is to

shake aplayingcard through a borrowed

Card Through a Handkerchief
One of the Simplest and Most Effective Tricks in Magic

(C. Lang Neil)
handed pass is made (See January num
ber of MacicI and the chosen card is
brought to the top of the pack. The hand
kerchief is now picked up from the table
(or one may be borrowed), and the gen
tleman or lady assistant is asked to hold
it for a moment. As if by an afterthought
the performer says, "Oh, but perhaps
you will be so good as to shuffle the
cards," palming the chosen card and
then handing the pack with the right
hand, and the handkerchief is taken hack
and held as in Fig. I.

The right hand is quickly placed under
the handkerchief al about the center.
The pack, which is now shuffled, is taken
from the assistant with the left hand,
anil placed upon the handkerchief im
mediately over the chosen card, which
is in the right hand underneath as seen
in Fig. 2.

The handkerchief is now folded o\er
the cards as in Fig. .3

,

saying, "We
will now cover the pack in the handker
chief — so.

' '

The left hand grasps the pack and also
the card beneath (Fig. 4), and the right
hand gathers up the loose ends of the
handkerchief, allowing the pack to fall

fig. i gently into the position of big. ri Fig.
Th.- handkerchief is shaken out thus. The card is palmed

in ritfhl hand.

handkerchief. For convincing it is; at
least it was to me the first lime I saw it.

A member of the audience chooses
any card from the pack, and replaces it

,

laying the pack upon the handkerchief,
into which it is entirely folded. The
corners of the handkerchief are held,
and the chosen card is shaken right
through the center of the handkerchief.

The performer offers the pack of cards
to someone, whom he asks to choose a

card and show it to the company, lb-
then takes the rest of the cards in his
left hand, and desires that the chosen
card be replaced, dividing the pack at
about the middle by lifting off about
half of the cards with the right hand. As
the ciird is placed on the lower half,
which is in his left hand, the little finger
ol that hand is inserted above it

,

and as
the top half is placed upon it the two-

Mi;. 2

Pack placed on handkerchief directly over the ciiosencard
in rijflil hand.

5a is a back view of the handkerchief and
pack as in Fig. 5

, showing the chosen
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FIO. .?

The handkerchiel douhled over tin* pack.

card between the folds of thf handker
chief.

A pretence is made of drawing the
card out by passing the left hand up and
c|o\vn in front of the handkerchief, say
ing, "You can see your card, can you
not':" The assistant will reply in the neg
ative, whereupon a slight shake of the
handkerchief will briny the card out of
the folcl as in Fig. 6, the performer ex
claiming, "No! Why there it is."

If instead of allowing the assistant at

the beginning of the trick to choose any
card one is forced on him, its name may

FIG. 4

Lffl hand urasns pack and card beneath, and rijrhl hand
gathers ends ol handkerchief.

be told. This adds a little effect when
the hand is being passed in front and
the performer says, "You can see your
card, can you not ?" He may point to
the pack and say, "No! Why, 1 can;
there it is. Look, the eiyht of dia
monds," or as the case may be.

Those who cannot execute the two-
handed pass can use a prepared pack of
thirty or forty cards all alike. Hut the
use of such a pack naturally tletracts
from the trick. It is much more effect
ive to show your audience an ordinary
pack upon beginning the trick.

FKi. 5a
B.iclf vi.-w III Kill. 5.

lie;. 5
Handkerchief is held thus.

Fit;, h

The card is shaken shiwl) "in.
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Flower Production
Spring

IjBfL
production of

I IK production of paper flow
ers of all sizes and colors
from a piece of paper shown
freely on both sides and then
rolled into a cone, or the

big, beautifully colored

feather flowers
plumes, from a

Flowers from a Paper Cone one of the Prettiest
Deceptions Known to Magic

inches long, and a little less than a

quarter of an inch wide; each strip must
then again be cut down its center to
within three-eighths of an inch of the op
posite end, as c, and the two portions
then bent apart as d in the same figure
—when it will be found that however
often they may be closed, they will
when released revert to the expanded
position. Taking one of the green papers
fold it across the middle, and placing
one of the steel springs between, secure
it with strong paste to the center of the
leaf, pasting a strip of the same paper,
three-eighths of an inch wide, over it to
conceal the spring. Lay these aside to
dry, and meanwhile taking pairs of the
smallest pieces of paper (each pair being
of the same color), paste two of their
edges together, and let them dry in like
manner. This done, take one of these
and inserting it in the opening of one of
the green papers, paste the free edges
to the corresponding edges of this lat
ter. The effect will now be as shown in
Fig. 2, a sort of compromise between a

sweet-pea and a butterfly. By pressing
the sides together, the flower becomes
perfectly flat, though it instantly ex
pands when the pressure is removed.

FIG. i

and magnificent
or

long
flag,handkerchief

forms one of the prettiest deceptions
in the art of magic.

The whole secret of this really beauti
ful illusion lies in the grace with which
it is performed, and in the spring flow
ers and feathers used.

The construction of the paper flowers
is extremely ingenious. They are made
as follows: The first step is to cut out a

number of pieces of green tissue paper
(not too thin) of the shape shown at //in
Fig. 1. The extreme length of each may
be 4 12 inches, and its greatest width
an inch and three quarters. Next should
be cut out double the number of mixed
colors, red, yellow, blue, pink, mauve
and white. These should be of the shape
of b in the same figure. They may be of
the same width as the green leaves, but
are only one and three-quarter inches
in length.

The next step is to provide the neces
sary "springs" to made the flowers ex
pand. These are made by cutting a sheet
of rolled steel or hardened brass, the
thickness of heavy p iper, into strips two

FIG. 2

Having provided himself with the
flowers, of which a couple hundred will
be required, the performer should divide
this quantity into (say) three "loads."
Taking the flowers one by one between
finger and thumb, he presses each flat
upon its predecessor, and when he has
thus dealt with a sufficient quantity, se

cures them with an elastic band, or, bet
ter still, between two slips of stiffish
cardboard, 3 by 2 inches, with an elastic
band passed round these in the direction
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of their greater length. If the ends of
the cardboard be pressed they naturally
separate in the middle, and at once free
the flowers. The getting off of a couple
of elastic bands from the flowers them
selves takes longer, and even seconds
are of importance to the effect of a con
juring trick.

Having thus prepared his "loads"

bag and pins it. Some introduce the load
in the act of making the cone; by palm
ing it and forming the cone around the
hand containing the load — then drop
ping it into the bottom.

The production of a second load is a

very easy matter, for the general atten
tion being drawn to the gush of flowers
from the mouth of the cone gives the

1

THE PRODUCTION OK FEATHER FLOWERS FROM A FLAG

(which will comprise about seventy flow
ers in each), and disposed them about
his person so as to be instantly get-at-
able when needed, the performer is

ready to show the trick.
His only further requirements will be

a full-sized sheet of wrapping paper, and
a pin, which he may stick into the col
lar of his vest till needed.

Showing both hands and paper to be

performer a chance to produce it.
The performer gets the third load in

the palm of his left hand, opens out the
empty cone. Then spreading the paper
over his right hand, he brings the left
hand down on its center, as if merely
crushing the paper, and twists it into a

crumpled ball, the load safely secreted
in the center. I Ie now unfolds the paper
and again a flood of flowers comes pour

empty, he twists the sheet intoa conical ing from it.
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FRONTISPIECE PORTRAIT OF ROBERT HOUOIN AM) TITLE PAGE TO NKW EDITION OK
"THE OLD AND THE NKW MAGIC"

The Old and the New Magic
A New Kdition of a Valuable Book

K^
KRK is a real magic book.
550 big pages of wonder in a

cover of brilliant red cloth
stamped in black and gold.
A genuine book. The beau

tiful frontispiece and colored title page
are reproduced herewith. Magic needs
more books like this. It is such a work as

will get a place on the shelves of the big
public libraries and will be referred to by
thousands of people who look up the sub
ject. And no better reference work will
be found for the individual who reads the
story of magic for the first time.

Here is written in Mr Henry Ridgely
Kvans' fascinating style the history of
natural magic, the romantic careers of the
world's greatest conjurers and the se

crets of well known tricks, automata and

THE OLD AND THE NEW MACIC. By H.rirv
Kidifely Evans. Socnnd Edition, revised and enlarged. In
traduction hv Dr. Paul Carus. Illestraterl. .ViOpanes. Price,

Published In The Open Court Publishini! Co., 358
Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.

second sight. No better idea of the com
plete manner in which the w hole field of
magic is covered can be given than by-

reproducing the entire table of contents:

Introduction by Dr. Paul Carus — History of
Natural Manic and Prestidigitation 1 he Cheva
lier Pinetti— Cagliostm: A Study in Charlatanism
— Ghost-making Extraordinary-- I he Romance
of Automata- Kobert-Houdin: I onjurer, At.-
thc ir and Ambassador — Some ( Hd-time Conjurei s
— The Secrets of Second Sight- i lie Confessions
of an Amateur Conjurer— A Day with Alexander
the Great — A Twentieth Century 1haumaturgist
— A Gentleman of Thibet— Magicians 1 Have
Met- The kiddle of the Sphinx —Treweyism- Thurston the Thaumaturgist -The I >avenport
Brothers— The Great Slate Test -Mysterious
Mr. Maskelvne—Automata: A Sequel to "'t he
Romance of Automata" — The King's Conjurer
-A Master of the Magi The Necromancy of

Numbers and Letters— Appendix: Additional
Notes on Preceding Chapters — Index.

One of the most entertaining chapters
in the book is "The Confessions of an
Amateur Conjurer,

"
in which Mr. Kvans
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tells of his own introduction to the mys
teries of magic.

The Old atid New the Magic is the great
est inspirational work on magic art ever
written, and will arouse, stimulate and
inspire every professional and amateur
magician and make magical enthusiasts
of those who read its enchanting pages.

Writing of magical books and litera
ture, Mr. Evans says:

"The literature of natural magic is not exten
sive. Thirty years ago, first-class works on leg
erdemain were rare. Houdin's 'Secrets de la
Prestidigitation et de la Magic,' which was pub
lished in I8(i8. was out of print and, says Prof.
Hoffmann, 'the possession of a copy was regard
ed among professors of magic as a boon of the
highest possible value.' Hoffmann picked up an
old second-hand copy of the work in Paris, and
translated it in the year IS77. To-day, hooks on
sleight of hand have been multiplying rapidly.
Every professor of the art thinks it incumbent
upon him to publish a treatise on magic. Strange
to say, the good works on the subject have been
written by amateurs. Prof. Hoffmann (Angelo
Lew is), a member of the London bar, has written
the best book; following him have come Kdwin
Sachs and C. Lang Neill. The autobiography of
that arch-master of magic, Kobert-Houdin, was
translated, in I85'>, by Dr. K. Shehon Mackenzi"
of Philadelphia. Thomas frost, in 1881, produced
an interesting work on 'Lives of the Conjurers,'

but it is now quite out of date. I know of no
really scholarly treatise extant to-day on the his

tory of prestidigitation."

Mr. Evans is too modest. The Old and
the AVii' Magic is the most scholarly trea
tise on magic that I know.

I cannot refrain from also quoting a

few words about Charlier, the card adept
and one of the most unique characters
in the history of magic:

"Charlier is a name to conjure w ith. He was a
species of Don Quixote and Kobert Macaire
fused together: a 'Mai in the Iron Mask,' minus
the covering of wire and velvet. Hut masked he
was, with the impenetrable face of an Egyptian
sphinx. There never lived outside the history
books a more mysterious personage. . . . Some
say that Charlier taught card manipulation to
Kobert-Houdin in Paris, and instructed many
other famous professionals of the Continent.
Some say he was a German, some a frenchman,
some a Turk, some a Russian, some an Italian,
some a Greek. Some men say he was the 'Wan
dering Jew,' Ahasuerus, about whom so many
legends cluster. No one seems to know exactly
who he was He spoke many languages w ell, and
preserved the secret of his identity and nation
ality. He appeared mysteriously in London, and
as mysteriously disappeared. 1 ask again who
was this sphinx-like Charlier, this old man, pos
sessed of such astonishing v itality; dried up like
a mummy, yet vigorous as a fellow of twenty ?"

The Dazzling Top
IgJjlLL the scientific playthings

ever invented do not com
part-, to my mind, with the
"Dazzling Top." This re

markable toy, founded upon
the persistancy of impressions upon the
retina, occupies the position of honor in
my cabinet of curious optical illusions.
I have entertained children, and grown
ups too, for hours at a time with this
charming novelty.

ll is an ingenious specimen of a per
fected Helmholtz lop —a metallic toy
put in motion by means of a cord wound
round a groove. It is well described by
IV1. Gaston Tissandier in Les Recreations
Scientifiques. The axis is hollow, admits
a metallic stem and fits into a handle
which is held in the hand.

The top is placed upon a little cup in
an upright position, and it is then set
spinning in the usual way with a cord.
The stem and handle are then withdrawn
and as the top will continue to spin for.
a long time, discs and various outline
shapes can be fixed upon it and various

bowls, candlesticks and jtigs can be seen

plainly revolv ing as the top carries the

wire representation in outline rapidly
objects will be shadowed thereon. Cups, past the eyes.
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The Changing Die
(See paper cut-out apparatus inserted as Frontispiece)

VERY few pocket tricks will
be found more effective than
this charming little decep
tion. An examined die is

ange

THE CHANGING OIK

completely from black to while, though
it is in reality only of the first named
color. A black paper or wooden die,
about an inch square, is submitted for
examination in a casual, off-hand way.
It is then taken and held between a linger
and thumb of the left hand by two di

agonally opposite corners, as shown in
the illustration, three of its sides being
thus simultaneously exposed. The per
former has but to pass the forefinger of
the opposite hand over it

,

in an upward
direction, when it is seen not only to
have changed points, but color, being
now white, with black spots. Another
touch of the right hand, and it becomes
black as before. It is immediately hand
ed lor examination, but nothing can be
found to explain the mystery.

The secret lies in the fact that the die

is used in conjunction with a paper or
tin shell, which exactly fits over it

,

cov
ering three of its sides. This is enameled
white with black spots. After the die has
been examined, this is privately passed
over it

,
and the die is arranged in the

hand, as shown in the diagram, in such

a way that only the three uncovered
sides are visible.

When the die is lor a moment covered
by the opposite hand, it is made to per
form a semi-revolution, bringing the
three white faces to the front.

When the trick is over, the die is taken

in the right hand, and allowed to drop
out of the shell, the latter being then
palmed, and the die offered for examina
tion.

NOTE —Tin* explanation tivvn here is from Professor
Itohmann's "Later Maific." A neat wooden die and white
enameled tin shell (or this trick may beobtainrd from any
ot tin- mauicnl dealers whose advertisements can l>efound
in litis maua/ine.

The Penetrative Penny

jlN a piece of stout paper cut1

a circle three sixteenth of an
inch less in diameter than

a penny. Invite any one to
pass a penny through the

hole without touching the coin or tear
ing the paper. He will naturally tell you
that it can't be done, the penny being
larger than the hole. And yet tin- thing
can be done— easily done.

Fold the paper exactly across the cen
ter of the hole; then take it in both
hands, and ask some one to drop the
penny into the fold. Let it rest just over
the hole, its lower edge projecting below.

(Professor Hoffmann)
Bend the corners of the paper slightly
upwards, as indicated in the illustration.

This elongates the opening and, if the
movement be continued, the penny will,
after a second or two, fall through by
force of its own weight. The paper re
mains uninjured.
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The

Boston School of Magic
( Established over 20 years)

Always exclusive features, to be had only of us

If its Leroy's, its the best."

Magician's Annual, Nos. 1 or 2, each, $1.25; No. 3, $2.00; Ma
gician's Book of Patter, 50 cts. ; Red Demon's Fire Book, 50 cts. ;

Goldston's Tricks and Illusions, $1.50; Selhit's Books of Patter, Nos. 1

and 2, each, 35 cts.; Some Modern Conjuring, $1.00.

Send $2.00 for our "Svengali" Pack and Mene-tekel Pack. These
cards surpass anything ever put out. "I consider they surpass anything
I have ever seen and are easily worth $5.00 a pack." —Max Holdf.n.

Send 10 cts. for Appendix Catalogue and latest lists; 50 cts. for 212
page Illustrated Book Catalogue, largest ever issued anywhere. None free.

W. D. LEROY, 103 Court St., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Representative of the "Society American Magicians."

A Magic Trick
CATALOGUE

FREE
Peerless Trick & Novelty Co.

Dept. 18, 3148 State Street

Chicago, III.

The Magician Monthly
Edited by W ill Uoldston

A journal for all interested in Magic and Mys
tery. In its sixtli year of success. Annual sub
scription, #1.15. Sample copy, 10 cts. Foreign
stamps not accepted in payment.
THE MAGICIAN. Ltd.. 6 Robin Hood Yard. London. E.C.

"Something Different"
This is the question invariably asked by the mod
ern magician in his quest for new material in his

chosen profession. His insatiable thirst for more
dge

the wonderful advancement of the Art in recent
know e ("something new" ) is responsible for

L'lLLUSIONISTE
Journal for Professional and Amateur Magicians. The

only Magical Magazine printed in the French Language.
Published Monthly. Illustrated. Annual subscriptions,
,S francs (.Sl.fjOi.Sample copy. 75centimes 115cts.).

Editor. CAKOLV, 20 Boulevard St. Germain. Paris. Kr.

years.
If you really want something new, novel and

practical you should order at once

The Book of the Year

SOME MODERN
CONJURING

By Donald Holmes

A Series of Original Experiments in the

Magic Art
Contains the explanations of more REAL

TRICKS than any book of twice its size. Not a

single space tiller. Tricks with Watches, Rings,
Handkerchiefs, Flags, Dice, etc., lucidly ex
plained. Of interest to professional or amateur
alike. Printed on fine paper, with elegant half
tone cuts. Something different in every respect.

Price One Dollar. Postpaid
Your dealer supplied

Burlesque Matfic Act. for two characters, 50 cents. A lot
of magical apparatus for sale cheap. D. L. RAINEY. 1404
Locust Street. Kansas City. Mo.

Donald Holmes
Box 315, San Angelo. Texas

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention MAGIC
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Martinka & Company
Magicians' Headquarters in America

493 Sixth Avenue, New York
Reliable and trustworthy. Our goods need no extravagant claims, being known
for solid quality the world over. Complete catalogue, 25 cents. List free.

A New Book by
David Devant

Latest Color Change Handkerchief
One hand only used. A blue
handkerchief with a white
border is held by the finder
tips and suddenly changed
to a bright red handkerchief
with a white border. Most
Surprising effect. No prac
tice necessary. Works on
first trial. Price, $1.50.

The Changing Spots
A solid 3-inch die, black with white spots, is shown. A metal
tube open at both ends is then exhibited, and performer puts
his arm through it. The tube is then placed ov er the die. A
handful of round, red paper discs are thrown into the tube. On
lifting it up the s|»its on the die are found to have changed from
while to red. Price, $4.00.

TRICKS FOR
EVERYONE
Clever Conjuring

With Common Objects
Price, 50 cents

MAGICIAN
ANNUAL

1909-1910

Kdited by Will Goldston
UK) pages, 300 Illustrations

Price, $'2.00

Production and Color Change of Flowers

A large shallow metal tray, 16x14 inches, is shown from both sides: suddenly, without any
covering the tray is filled with red flowers, heaped up high; just as suddenly all the red flowers
change into white, then they vanish completely. Each time the tray is shown from both sides.
This very startling trick is suitable for any act and will especially be appreciated by lady
magicians and Japanese acts, Price, $6.00.

The January Issue of
MAGIC

Thejanuary number of MAGIC is of great in
terest to magicians in general, as a glance at the
'fable of Contents will show:

The Matfic Shop — What a Conjurer Can Do —Joseffy's
Marvelous Rising Cards— An Effective Match-Box Fake—
A Vanishing Card— Bertram's Two-Handed Pass-Hand
kerchief and Rubber Band— Conjuring as a Social Advan
tage— The Magical Market.

A few left. 10 cents a copy while they last.

ERNEST EVANGELINE, Publisher
3619 Thompson Ave., Kansas City, Mo,

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention MAGIC

Copy Wanted
The publisher of MAGIC will pay real, if not
"big," money for articles, drawings, photo
graphs and sketches suitable for publication
in the "Twin Magazines of Wonder." Ma
terial must be of interest to amateurs and
the general public. No descriptions of com
plicated apparatus tricks or elaborate illusions
will be considered.

ERNEST EVANGELINE, Publisher
203 Temple Block, Kansas City, Mo.
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A New Spirit Collar
Collar will stand the closest examination. Any padlock used. In

stantaneous release. This is something different; will foil the fellow
who knows all about Spirit Collars. Complete, full directions, post
free, S3. 00.

Some Modern Conjuring
By Donald Holmes

Best Hook Published in years, Si. 00, post free

Catalogue Free

The Bailey and Tripp
Magical Company

Box 341, Cambridgeport, Mass.

Firstand Only Number Get in the Magic Game
Bof thyKorbiJd.n WotUj

CHOSTS

The February, 1910, issue of GHOSTS con
tains the following articles:

Spectral Illusions— Threading the Mazes —The Sphinx
Kiddle of Humanity — An Afternoon in a Magical Lil>rar>— How I Became a Spirit Medium.

Only a few copies left. 10cents each while thev last.

ERNEST EVANGELINE, Publisher
3C)1(> Thompson Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

If you want to know some MOKE about the
oldest and most fascinating amusement in the
world, subscribe to

THE SPHINX

A. M. WILSON. M. I).

A monthly magazine for amateur and profes
sional magicians.

Special, ski IIfnil v conducted departments give all the
latest news about professional magicians. News letters from
correspondents in all parts of the world are a regular feature.
•SIa year. Single copies. 10cents.

A. M. WILSON, M. D., Publisher
906 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

When writinK to advertisers, kindly mention MAGIC
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A irri-at mairic irick

Palladino's spirits

LEARN TO
ENTERTAIN

Instructive, entertaining and

amusing.

Results guaranteed with our
Magic Tricks and Illusions. We
sell only the best Tricks, and the
ones that are easy to perform,
and that require no skill. All our
directions are very plain and in
most cases illustrated.

No Practice Required
Send 2 cts. in stamps for our

Free Supplementary Catalogue.
Largest manufacturers of Magic
Tricks, Puzzles and Illusions in Anarchut (stink) bombs

the world.

Mysto Mfg. Co.

Fire eater

Factories:

Westville Station, Now Haven, Ct.

Fadeaway card

V

Card li-vitation

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention MAGIC
The caldron illusion
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Hamley Bros., Ltd.
Hamley's Special Conjuring Table

To meet the demand, we have just introduced a specially cheap line in Tables, which
we fee) sure will give ureat satisfaction. The top measures 15inches in diameter, covered with
splendid quality black cloth with border about 4 inches wide all round trimmed with fancy
yold silk braid and fringe. The legs are nicely made and are telescopic, making them very
portable for traveling. The table can be raised or lowered to any height to suit the convenience
of the performer. The legs when closed measure about 21 inches long, and for packing will
lay flat across the table. We an1 confident that these tables will have a great and lasting sale,
and we are offering them to our customers at a nominal cost. Price 8 | 6 <$2.0fhCarriage to be
paid on receipt.

We have also a splendid selection of Table Leys without tops, as follows: Cheap Table
Let;s. 3 I (. (84ci; Superior Nickel Plated Table Leys. 8 I (, ($2.04); Fancy Brass Table Leys.
15I 6 1*3.72).

The Wandering Jacks
The four Jacks are taken out of the pack, laid face upwards on the table; on each Jack

three in different cards are dealt, the audience choose one pile, this is left on the table in full
view of everybody and the other three piles are returned to the pack : the latter is now spread
out on the table, the Jacks have vanished, and on turning over what appeared to be one Jack
and three indifferent cards, they are found to he the four Jacks. Price I I - (24c).Post free 1 | 1.

LONDON BRANCHES
35, New Oxford Street, London. W. C, England

510aand 512.Oxford Street. W. 24. Ludgate Hill. E. C. 200and 202. Regent Street. \V.
5(>.Knightsbridge. S. W. JW and 87. High Hoi born. W. C. (Head Warehouse)

♦ WILLMANN'S ±
MAGICAL WONDERS^P

Everything that is NEW in Magic is his. His Goods stand alone. You
cannot compare other apparatus with Willmann's. They are the best made.
Cost more, but worth more. When you want GOOD tricks, buy Willmann's
and you will see what WORKMANSHIP is.

The Bamberg Magic and Novelty Company
1193 Broadway, New York, U. S. A.

ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY ARE

WILLMANN'S SOLE AGENTS
Send for our Professional Catalogue, KHI pages, Stage Tricks. Price, 5(>cents.
Send for our Amateur Catalogue, 90 pages, Parlor Tricks. Price, 10 cents.

It will pay you to visit our beautiful Magic Shop; finest in the world.

We Have Everything that is New in SB
Magical Construction

When writing In advertisers, kindly mention Mack"

Aerial suspension
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COVER

THK MAGAZINE OF WONDER

CONTENTS FOR OCTOBER, 1910

NUMBER 7

Ernest Evangeline

From a lithograph of "Herrmann the Great'

THE BOTTOMLESS TUMBLER
Illustration from a photograph

THE ELUSIVE POSTAGE STAMP
Illustrations from photographs

CRYPTOGRAPHY
VENTRILOQUISM
THE LIGHTNING ARTIST
PAPIERGRAPHY
THE MAGICAL MATINEE

MAGIC is published every month except July and August by F. T. Singleton
Thompson Avenue. Kansas City. Missouri. U. S. A.

London: A. W. Gamaffe, Ltd.. Holhorn. E. C.
Yearly subscriptions. $1.(X). Foreign postage, 25cents extra. Single copies. 10 cents.

Copyright. 1V10. by F. T. Singleton.

F.T. SINGLETON, Publisher, 3619 Thompson Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
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MARTINKA'S
CATALOGUE
Biggest and best catalogue of high grade

magical goods sent postpaid for 25c. Magi
dan's Headquarters in America. Reliable
and trustworthy. Our woods an* of the best
workmanship, being famous for solid quality,

The New Vanishing Coin
A pocket trick

that will greatly
please everyone.
A heavy brass
cap is given for
thorough exami
nation. In
cap is a

ale, go
ing right
through
it. Three
coins are
arranged
on the back of the spectator's hand and the
cover put over tjiem. Lifting the same im
mediately, only two coins are left. No sleight
of hand. Can be performed at once by any
one. Price, complete, $1.

MARTINKA & COMPANY
498Sixth Avenue, New York.

NOVEMBER 1910

PRICK 10 CENTS
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The Publisher Says
The Christmas number of Magic will he mailed to

subscribers on Dec. 17. Will be the best issue of a magi-
ical paper ever published. The cover design will be in
colors and gold, and many beautiful illustrations will
appear throughout the text. Among the leading articles
will be: "The Romance of Magical Collecting," by
Harry Houdini; "The Hand," by Henry Ridgely
Evans; "The Flying Card Pips," by Ernest Evangeline;
"Our Next President," a spectacular mind reading
trick. "Recollections of Robert-Houdin's Home."

News about the doings of magicians, ventriloquists,
mind readers, shadow and picture artists and novelty
entertainers of all kinds will hereafter be a regular fea
ture of Magic. Many thanks to the kind friends who
sent in news items for this issue. Four additional pages
have been added to get them all in, and much valuable
matter had to be omitted.

Let me, here on this page, "boost" Mr. Max Ster
ling's new weekly, "The Magical World," the first is

sue of which 1 received Nov. 14. It sets a high stand
ard and cannot help but contribute largely to the rapid
advancement of the art of magic. Mr. Sterling's paper
will attempt to record each progressive move while it is

yet news rather than history, and endeavor to promote
research and encourage originality by illustrated ex

ample. Address: The Magical World, S, Lawson St.,
Moss Side, Manchester, England.

Note that this number of Magic is out earlier than
usual. I hope to keep this up every month hereafter.
Have an assistant in the printing shop now.

If you are not a regular subscriber to Magic, you had
better send in your order for the Christmas number in
advance. Price, 25 cents.

F. T. SINGLETON
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TEN BEST BOOKS ON MAGIC

TEN BEST BOOKS ON MAGIC
SELECTED B\ A M. WILSON. M. 1>.

I. MUDEKN MAGIC. By Professor Hoffmann.

1. MORE MAGIC. By Professor Hoffmann.

3. LATER MAGIC. By Professor Hoffmann.

4. KING OF CONJURERS (Autobiography). By Robert-Houdin.
5. CONJURING AM) MAGIC. By Robert-Houdin. Translated by

Professor Hoffmann.

(.. STAGE CONJURING. By Robert-Houdin. Translated by Pro
fessor Hoffmann.

7. SLEIGHT OK HANI). By Edwin O. Sachs.

8. MAGIC MADE EASY. By David Devant.

<). THE OLD AM) THE NEW MAGIC. By Henry R. Evans.

10. THE MODERN CONJURER. By C. Lang Neil.



Ten Best Books on Magic
By A. M. Wilson, M. D.

GOOD set of books— a well selected, but not neces
sarily large, library of magical works is as essen
tial to the making of a real magician, either ama
teur or professional, as is a solid foundation to the
support of a good building.

The above list covers the entire ground of modern magic in
both theory and practice as it relates to manipulative skill and
the presentation of a program in the parlor or on the stage; and
more, for in Houclin's Autobiography and in Evan's The Old and
The New Magic will be found historical matter pertaining to mag
ic that is of great value to the genuine student of the art. The lat
ter mentioned book also gives the explanation of a number of
tricks and illusions not found in the others named.

My advice, based on almost fifty years experience in magic,
is: procure as many of the abovecl named books as you can,
but do not attempt to master them all at once. Hoffmann's Mod
ern Magic and Sach's Sleight of Hand Are best to begin with, as
they give great attention to the foundation principles of sleight
of hand.

1 am well aware that many will take issue with me as to the
selection here offered as the ten best books on the subject, but
out of several hundred which I have in my library I do not
know of any other ten complete works that come so near filling
the bill as do these, especially for the beginner in the art.

EDITORIAL NOTE— The above article was very kindly prepared last summer, I■x Or.
Wilson. Imii lack of space lias prevented its publication before this.

The Enchanted Table Knife
By Krnest Evangeline

HIS trick requires nothing but "nerve." a copy of
The Saturday livening Post, some gummed stickers,
a piece of thread and two table knives, not neces
sarily of sterling silver! The effect of the trick is
that a table knife is wrapped in a sheet of paper

torn from a periodical with the end of the blade protruding as
in Fig. I. The knife so wrapped is then held in plain view of
the spectators and suddenly crushed into a small ball between
the ha litis, showing the knife to have completely disappeared.

I'he trick is in the sheet of papei in which the knife is wrapped.
The paper should be the inside double page sheet of a copy of
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The Saturday Evening Post, or any other popular periodical that
has an everyday look. This sheet is prepared without separating
from the paper, with a pocket made by pasting a quarter page
advertisment, cut from another copy of the periodical, over a

quarter page advertisement
(lower i nside quarter of under
side) on the sheet to be used.
The extra advertisement (se

lect one with a border) is

trimmed down neatly to the
printed edge and pasted to
the full sheet along the top
and two sides only, leaving
an opening at the bottom with
the central part forming a
loose pocket. A duplicate
knife blade end, with a small
hole in the top, is fastened by
a thread and gummed sticker
within this pocket so as to
allow the knife blade to pro
trude about three inches when
it is dropped to its utmost
length.

Fit;. 2 shows a portion of
the full sheet to be used with
the duplicate knife blade end
attached by a thread and
gummed sticker to the center of a quarter page advertisement
as it will appear before pasting on a duplicate quarter page
advertisement.

In presenting the experiment, the performer must take the
knife, and, after letting it be demonstiated that it is quite the
usual thing, it should be laid on the table while looking about
for something to wrap it in.

The faked copy of The Saturday Evening Post, thank you, is

conveniently near at hand. This is opened out at the middle
with the pocket side away from the audience. The knife is then
wrapped up and held with the mouth of the paper pocket point
ing upwards. If introduced as a dinner table trick the performer
may now lower the parcel to the level of the table and allow
the genuine knife to slide out on his knees. If given as a parlor
trick the khife must be conjured into a convenient pocket during
the process of turning to someone to feel that the knife is still
in the package.

Directly the real knife has been transferred, the hand is turned
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over and the duplicate blade end permitted to fall to the end
of its tether. The action of showing the blade end is illustrated
in Fig. I.

No one not a conjurer himself will dispute the presence of
the knife in the paper. It only remains for the conjurer to push
the blade end quickly back into the pocket, crush the paper be
tween the hands and toss it carelessly to one side to furnish suf
ficient proof to the average
human that it has disap
peared. The original knife
may now be reproduced from
any place the entertainer may
choose — from an old gentle
man's sleeve to the chande
lier.

In another version of this
trick in which a napkin is used
prepared in a similar manner
to the sheet of paper, the use

of a "body bag" is recom
mended. This is a cloth bag
held in the performer's back
between his coat and vest by
means of elastic cordfastened
to his coat collar. The elastic
must be of a length to enable
the performer, while seated
at table, to hold the bag between his knees. When standing up
the elastic cord draws the bag up under the coat so that it is
not noticeable. The conjurer is thus enabled, when seated at a

table, to make all sorts of things disappear by letting them tall
in the bag on his lap, held in position with his knees. The bag
has only to be let free and the articles with the bag immediately
fly up behind him under his coat.

This bag plays a most important role in this trick, as the per
former, when enclosing the original knife in the cloth, makes it
slip into the bag. This is not noticeable, the more so as the per
former, just at the moment when the knife is slipping into the
bag, allows the faked blade contained in the cloth to be seen.
The spectators, of course, think that they are seeing the real
knife. Once the blade has been put inside, it is an easy matter
for the performer to bring the trick to a close.

When the napkin is used, the knife blade end is arranged to
disappear up in the cloth pocket when the napkin is shaken.

NOTE— Credit (or invention of the above trick is due Mr. Fullani McCiladt*. Some of the
dt-tiiils of tl xplanations are from "Tin- Wizard." Aup., 1'07. and "Tin- Magician Annual,"
l'XW-10.
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A New Magical Periodical
I IK first number of The Magical World, the new Eng
lish weekly, was received in Kansas City <>n Nov-.

14. The price of single copies is given as 2d. The
annual subscription price, however, is not stated.
The principal articles are devoted to a description

(not explanatory) of Mr. Oswald Williams bit; iic't, a new card
levitation by Dr. A. C. Lindsay Smith and 'A Japanese Floral
Fan-cy" by Max Sterling. A feature of interest to English
readers is "Whereabouts This Week," giving the location of the
leading performers for the week.

Advertisements of the leading dealers are piesent in gener
ous proportions, and the paper has a prosperous, healthy, come-
to-stay appearance that is very promising.

The Lightning Artist
Contributions under this heading will be devoted to Liirhtninif Sketches. Cartoons, and

Smoke, Sand and KaK Pictures, etc. Articles, illustrations, notes and items ol interest so
licited.

After a busy season, Kkank Lewis, lightning artist, is spending a few
weeks at his home in Pittsburg, ■

R. L. GoLDBl'RG, cartoonist, at Proctor's, Newark. N. J. Oct. 24-2">.

Rossi Ashton, who does not like to be billed as a "Lightning Cartoonist,"'
but whose black and white work is none the less one of the popular features
of London vaudeville, is doing some fine studies of music hall life and char
acter for the London "Music Hall."

LlEUT. Klmridge, " The Sand Man," opened the show recently at Ham-
merstein's, New York. He made a sinking ship of sand, a snowbound cot
tage and set San Francisco on tire with red (fames made of colored sand.

KowardTodd, cartoonist, at the Savoy, Baltimore, Oct. 24-2"'.

Alfred Jackson, |M>ster cartoonist, substituted at Hammerstein's Yic-
toria, New York, for two performances, Oct. 23. Is a decided novelty. Booked
for return Nov. 2X.

The Trillers, rag artists, at the Grand, Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 17-22.

KRANK Palmer, cartoonist, at the Thirty-first Street theatre, Chicago,
Oct. 17-22. A newcomer. Not quite at home on the sta>;e but will improve
and be well liked. Has a string of talk and pictures. New jokes. Draws on
sheets of paper which are turned over, making an awkward reach. Improved
way is to have the paper roll up like window curtains.

K EDI BLE Sims, cartaonist and "the thinnest thing in vaudeville," will
shortly go on the S. & C. circuit.
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Hypnotism

Contributions under this heading will be devoted to Hypnotism and Mesmerism, Crys a1
Gating and allied kindred interests. Articles, photographs, illustrations, notes and items j(
interest solicited.

Vernon, hypnotist, at Aurora, Mo., Oct. 31-Nov. 5.

Herbert L. Flint, hypnotist, at Kock Island, 111., Oct. 31-Nov. 6.

Frank J. Powers, hypnotist, at Beeville, Tex., Oct. 24-2*>.

Pauline was at the American, Chicago, Oct. 24-2V. As usual the end of
his art found tlte house in tempests of merriment and applause.

Psychical Phenomena

Contributions under this heading will be devoted to Mind Reading. Second Siwlit. Telepa
thy. Muscle Reading- Thought Transmission and kindred subjects. Articles, photographs,
illustrations, notes and items of interest solicited.

Count ani> Countess Cheilo, thought transmission, at tlte American,
New Orleans, Oct. 24-2M. Critics say that the act is different from anything
of the kind ever done.

ANNA EVA PAY'S CABINET MYSTERY
From "The Kansas City Post." Nov. 1410.

Anna Eva Fay was the big feature at the Empress, Kansas City, Oct.
31-Nov. 5. She did look the mystic in her simple white dress and quite man
ner. As usual, she was carried off the staj;e to recover from her trance after
reading the questions front the audience. Entire performance was convincing.

Mlle. Warrn, cabinet mysterv, at the New N'ickleodeon, Huston, Oct.
31-Nov. 5.

The SHARROCKS, in lightning mental suggestion, at the New Cozy, Hous
ton, Tex., Oct. 17-22.
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At the Coronet theatre, London, a psychic play, "Behind the Veil," will
he produced immediately.

LILLIAN Boon, mind reader, was featured at the Globe, Kansas City,
Nov. 7-12.

Chester IVAmon, mind reader, at the Orpheum, Sclienectadv, N. Y.,
Oct. 24-*).

At the Union Square, New York, Oct. 24-*>, Aletheia and Ai.eko of
fered their mine] reading act. Aletheia, in Oriental grab, blindfolded, sits
in the center of the stage, while Aleko, a bin broad-shouldered Greek in his
native attire, approaches different persons. After a whispered conversation
he asks Aletheia to tell the first name, initial and wish of the person in ques
tion. This the woman proceeds to do in a loud, clear voice.

Another "Eva Kay" was in the olio with "1 he Knickerbockers" at the
Star and Garter, Chicago, Oct. 24-2S). Made a big hit with her mystic work.
Voted the best entertainer, showman and comedian of all the mystic ladies.

The Great Benedict, master of mental telepathy and second sight, at
the New National, Cleveland. Answers questions written in any language,
the question being placed inside an envelope and not opened.

1Ia<;an was on the bill, Oct. 24-2V, at Hammerstein's Roof, New York.
Removed his clothes while enclosed in a big ball-shaped contrivance and
followed it up with some quick straight jacket releases. Closed by crawling
in a long steel tude, 14 inches in diameter at one end and twice as large at
the other, again removing his clothes and appearing at the finish in a bathing
suit.

Jack Akk, Diabloist, appeared for the first time in America at the Amer
ican, New York, Oct. 24-2°. Although the novelty of this form of entertain
ment has worn off, Ark handles the spools in an interesting manner and has
a well devised routine of tricks with them, some of which called forth hearty
applause. He had the full stage for about eleven minutes.

Adelaide Herrmann is working up a new act in which she will imper
sonate Cagliostro and work several new illusions. Shortly to appear in New-
York.

Talk of a magical theatre for New York after the pattern of the old Lon
don Egyptian Hall is going the rounds. It should prove a big money maker.

Anew tx>ok on magic is being looked for from M askei.ine and I )avant,
the St. George's Hall (London) producers. It will probably be published in
January.

Lawrence Crane acted as stage manager for the concert held on the
ship on his way to Europe. He opened at the Palace, London, Oct. 31.

The famous Maskelyne automaton, Psycho, recently revived after many
years of retirement, met with an accident the other day in a collision with a

scene shifter. It will be laid up for repairs for some time to come.

Garcia, the great European shadowgraphist. has arrived. He opened at
the Kulton Street theater. Brooklyn, Nov. 7.
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Novelty Entertaining

Contributions under this heading will he devoted to all kinds of unique forms of entertain
ing such as Hooii Rolling. Plat** Spinning. Bubble Blowing. Fire Acts. Handcuff and Straight
Jacket Escapes, Punch and Judy, etc.. Articles, photographs, illustrations, notes and items
o[ interest solicited.

(Iai.lando, clay modeling, at the American, Chicago, Oct, 24-*).

Mii.sk, Kre king, recently appeared at tin- Princess, San Diego, Calif.

At the Trevett theatre, Chicago, The RlNALDOS presented their novelty
hiNip act, "The Dawn of Day in Howerland.

"
They carry two cars of special

scenery and made good.

Sam Russell, plate spinner, Lionette, paper king, and Prof. Lvnch's
Punch and |udv were all on the hill at the New Nicklelodeon, Boston,
Oct., 24-2<>.

'

The STELLINGS, hat spinners, at the Star, Chicago, Oct. 24-2*>.

Hardeen, handcuff king, headliner at Pantages, S|M)kane, Wash..
Oct. 17-22.

Ollie Young and April, diablo and soap-buhhle manipulators, at
Shea's, Toronto, Can., recently. Very interesting act.

Jack Kelly, an Australian whip expert, was at the Temple, Rochester,
Oct. 24-29.

Heal'S fundi and Judy is meeting with success all along the line.

Contributions under this heading will be devoted to Practical Voice Throwing and Vocal
Miniicrv. Articles, illustrations, notes and items of interest solicited.

The Great Howard, ventriloquist, at the Majestic, Chicago, Nov. 7-
12. Hilled as

" The Premier Ventriloquist of Scotland." I )resses in Highland
costume. He is supposed to he a physician. The rising curtain shows him
toying with a violin. The talk that follows makes it plain that he is a doctor
w ithout patients. He is wishing that someone Would require his services when
the hell rings. He meets his visitor at the the door and manipulates the figure
so that a stuttering boy w alks in and explains that he is in search of another
young fellow who has toothache and was headed for the physician's office
w hen last seen. Another ringing of the bell and the second dummy, in Scotch
costume like the ventriloquist, is brought in. He has his jaw w rapped up and
the physician removes the molar, a clever bit of comedy. The Great Howard
displays skill as a ventriloquist and makes his dummies talk entertainingly,
and by using a telephone to introduce the voice of a girl singing (i

t is" Cen
tral") presents three different singing voices besides his own. The finish in
one is where he takes the dummy into the auditorium and has it address
some folks in the audience anil carry on a conversation with an assistant
dressed as an usher.

Ventriloquism
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Fred N'EIMAN, the popular English ventril<K|uist and agent was en a
henetit performance recently on the occasion of his fiftieth birthday.

At the President, Chicago, Oct. 24-26, McCormick and Wallace made
good with a really funny ventriloquial sketch.

Edward F. Reynard, clever ventriloquist. A whole show in himself. At
Shea's, Toronto, Can., Oct. 17-22.

Provol, experiments in ventriloquism, at the Majestic, Chicago, Oct. 24-
29 Minneapolis and St. Paul to follow.

UlNolIAM, ventriloquist, at the Scenic, Hartford, Conn., Oct. 24-29.

Johns. >n Clark, called by the critics, "A ventriloquist above the ordi
nary," was at the American, Chicago, Oil. 24-2').

Dan Harrington's ventriloquial act made a big hit recently at Kenney's
Third Avenue theatre, New York.

CllAKLIEK, foreign ventriloquist, billed to open at the American, New
York, Oct. 31, had not arrived up to Oct. 27.

Coram has an elaborate military setting for his ventriloquial sketch now
running in London.

\V. E. WHITTLE was on the bill recently at the Princess. St. Louis, with
his "Teddy" ventriloquial specialty. At the American Music Hall, Chicago,
Oct. 24-2".

Lander, ventriloquist, at the Lyric, St. John, Can., Oct. 17-19.

GREAT How ard, ventriloquist, at the Majestic, Milwaukee, Oct. 24-29.

The Shadow World

Contributions under this heading will be devoted to Shadowxraphy, Silhouette Shows,
and Shadow Plays and Entertainments. Articles, illustrations and items of interest solicited.

HlPPOLITA D'HELLAS appeared at the Palace, London, Oct. 17, in "'t he
Silhouette Dance." The dancing is done behind a screen with the shadow-

only visible. Certainly a novelty.

Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Harrow were at the Colonial, New York, Oct.
24-29. 't heir artistic sand and shadow pictures were executed in a most ex
cellent fashion.

Frevoli has a shadow novelty. He works in front of the sheet. His ringer
work shows up to good advantage and gets appreciation. He wears a won
derful hat. At the Trevitt, Chicago, Oct 24-29.

Holden and LeCi.air, "Shadowgraphs That Are Different," at the
Victoria, Baltimore, Oct. 24-29.

Garcia, shadow maker, at the Alhamhra, Paris. Will come to America
soon to open on Morris time.
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The Magical Matinee
News and Notes About The Magic Show

CARTER, illusionist, just finishing a world's tour, is in London. May go
on at the halls.

Hekk Bowmann and La Zola were in Chicago recently.

The Yander Koors and their mind reading duck, Kelix, were at Poli's,
Hartford, Conn., Oct. 24-29. They will work in the Last this season.

Rismer, illusionist, will play several Chicago houses this month.

The Society of American Magicians will hold their big show January
14, 1911. A handsome souvenir programme will be issued for the occasion.
Particulars regarding it can be had of the President, Mr. Elmore P. Ransom,
224 St. James Place, Brooklyn, N. V.

K AMESES, clever magician, at the Garrick, San Diego, Oct. 24-29.

Howard Thurston packed the Lvceum, Paterson, N. |., Oct. 24-2<>;

Jersey City, Oct. 27-29.

Henry Clive made his first appearance at Hammerstein's Victoria theatre,
New York, Oct. 24-29, scoring a big hit in a take-off on mental telepathy
and sleight of hand. He was assisted by Mai Stcrgis Walker.

A trunk mystery was shown at Keith's Fourteenth Street, New York.

Harry Bouton and Co., played New Rochelle, N. Y., recently.

Marshall, mystic, at the Gem, Philadelphia, Oct. 24-29.

C. Porter Norton at the Grand, Knoxville, Tenn., Oct. 24-29.

The Great Raymond lias a new illusion, "The Hoy Scout's Dream."
All the scouts turn out to see it. He opened the new Kmpire, Kingston-on-
Thames, England, Oct. 24. Thirty-five people in company, twenty tons of
baggage. Soon in London for indefinite period.

Van Hoven, comedy magician, on the bill at Hammerstein's Victoria,
New York, Oct. 31 -Nov. 5.

Avon, at the New Nickelodeon, Boston, Oct. 31-Nov. 5.

Le Roy, Talma and Bosco are one of the big features at the Alham-
bra, Paris, doing magic and illusions.

Alberto, conjurer, and VALLI, another one, recently sailed for America
from Australia.

Chris Krispen tried to break into magic at a recent Bush Temple (Chic
ago) tryout. Could not be heard over the footlights. Tricks were poor. But
keep at it

,

old man, you can heat 'em yet.

Professor Hoffmann, dean of the magical writers, lias just finished a new
hook. "Magical Tit-Bits." The book will contain twelve tricks, carefully
explained, giving the author's methods of doing them.
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Marvelovs Walker recently opened one of the Hush Temple weekly
tryouts (Chicago) with a magic act, hut did not score a big hit with the critics.

Adolphe Bund, "Le Professeur Magicus," Villa Kli/ahette a Chemin
des Chalets I, Petit Saconnex, Geneva, Switzerland, is making a unique col
lection of magical folk's autographs on the card index plan. The idea is a
very good one from the collector's standpoint.

The Lingermans (Samuel and Lucy) are hack home in Philadelphia for
the winter They will present their act of Ventriloquism and magic at local
church and society entertainments.

RUSH LING TOY & CO. IN "A NIGHT IN THE ORIENT"
Cartoon from "Tin- Show World." Chicago, Nov. 5. 1910.

The mystic creation, "A Night in the Orient," presented by GEORGE
Hurst' II li m; as "Kush Liny Toy & Co.," was at the Kedzie, Chicago, Oct. 24-
2*>.favorable comment was made of the act by the Chicago papers. The audi
ence does not know that a Chinese magician is not entertaining until the necro
mancer removes his wig for a final bow. Sufficient comedy is introduced to j;et
away from a straight act. The comedy tricks are old but introduced in a new
way. The magician appears from a Sedan chair carried on the stage by his two
assistants. The chair is smaller than has previously been seen in magic acts and
does not appear to he sustaining any weight. A double production of a fire
bowl and a water lx>wl discloses the nature of the offering and it is followed
by a presentation of ducks and other tricks along usual lines. A box mystery,
a frame vanish and a departure from the usual cabinet trick, which is billed
as "Voi Koi Yoi," are presented in such a manner as to reflect credit on the
artists. At the last the magician appears in the audience when he is thought
to he snugly lioxed up on the staire
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Maurice, tlie new English Illusionist, claims to have no fewer than three

thousand tricks.

Hornmann put on a new act of magical Keeney's Third Avenue theatre,
New York.

IIkkk Janshn, of the magical firm of Halton, Jansen & Le Hoy Co.,
played at the Lyric, Terre Haute, hid., Oct. 24-29. He hail six people in his
show, live big illusii ins and the usual small stuff. Jansen' s work with the billiard
balls is extra fine. He is bunking himself right ov er the managers" heads, but
will only be out a few weeks, returning to Chicago in time for his firm's busy
season.

"Magicians' 't ricks," the new lxiok by Hknky Hatton and ADRIAN
Plate, is receiving some good notices from the press.

Kari. Germain was at the Princess Theatre, Brandon, Man., Oct. 2(1-22.

Loi.o, mystic, at the Maryland, Baltimore, Oct. 24-29. Held over.

Mahatma, a new mystery act, at the Verdi, Chicago, Oct. 24-29.

Lovers of magic in Phoenix, Ariz., recently had the pleasure of witnessing
Frederick the Great with his own magic and mystery show.

TlH'RSTON's big show will be in Cleveland, Nov. 2l-2(>; Dayton, O., Nov.
28-30; Columbus, Dec. 1-.?; Wheeling, Dec. 5-7; Youngstown, Dec. 8-10;
Akron, Dec. 12-14; Ft. Wayne, Dec. 15-17.

Adams and Mack, quack illusionists, at the Majestic, Schenectadv, N. Y.,
Oct. 17-22.

That wonderful Japanese magical wateractof The Great Asahi was at
the Orpheum, Spokane, Wash., Oct. 17-22.

Leipzig returned to London on Oct. 10th from a provincial tour. He put
in the week at the Hippodrome, making his third appearance there this year,
and will shortly sail for South Africa and Australia.

Clement De Lion was at Keith's Columbia theatre, Cincinnati, Oct. 23-2" K
CLIVETTE was showing at the Orpheum at the same time. Clivette at Prin
cess, St. Louis, Oct. 31 -Nov. 5.

Jarrow's clever palming and breezy patter wins his audiences. At
Keith's, Philadelphia, a few weeks ago, he worked his famous "lemon"
and coin shifting trick on a young man in a box. When the shift was made
the youngster was so angry that he threw the coin in Jarrow's face while
the house gave him the laugh.

W'ALDEN & Co., magicians, at Mexico, N. Y., Nov. 5.

Harry E. Thurston, brother of Howard Thurston, will manage the
Young Buffalo Bill Wild West next season. He has had considerable ex
perience in the amusement world, rising from ticket seller to special agent
for Adam Forepaugh and Sells Bros.' Shows. Later he was business mana
ger for his brother on the hitter's trip around the world. He controls the
Chicago Museum and other places of amusement in Chicago.

At the Victoria, Philadelphia, Sartf.lla was on the bill, Oct. 24-29, with
magic and crayon sketching.
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Back Numbers of MAGIC

MAGIC
rut MAGAZINE Ol WONOKR

WhatA ConjurerCanDo

J In Marvelou*RikingCardsof J-.»ctf>

VOLUME ONE READY
BOUND IN CLOTH

The first volume of Magic can
now be had neatly bound in cloth
with title page and index. It con
sists of the first six numbers, Jan
uary to June, 1910, including the
February number, .Ghosts.

Price, $1.0(1.

SINGLE COPIES
Single copies of only the Jan

uary, March, April and May is
sues remain. They can be had, as

long as the supply lasts, for 10

cents each. Complete your file
before they are out of print.

A Few Copies of the Only Number
of GHOSTS Issued

The second issue (February,
1910) of Magic was given the title
of Ghosts. A few copies remain
and can be had for 15 cents, while
they last.

CONTENTS— The Sphinx Kiddle of
Humanity- Spectral Illusions—Thread
ing the Mazes— An Afternoon in A Mag
ical Library— How 1 Became A Spirit
Medium.

Cover in four colors. Colored frontis
piece and 1'* illustrations. Most unique
magazine ever issued.

F. T. SINGLETON
Publisher

3619 Thompson Avenue

Kansas City, Mo.
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14 MAGIC ADVERTISEMENTS.

$25.00 VALUE FOR $1.00
A $25 course in "Expert Billiard Ball Manipulation," as given at the

leading New York Magical Studio.

100 Tricks and Sleights. 2<X) Beautiful Photographic Illustrations. 56
Original Tricks. 35,000 Words of Expert Instruction.

Studio Edition, Enameled Art Paper, Lizard Skin Finish Art
Covers, Gold Titles, Silk Bound. Most beautiful, unique and ar
tistic Mystery Volume yet produced. Price $1.00, postpaid.

BURLING HULL CO., 393 4th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
rp t t f-^ T T 7 f r~F \ T~» T"\ The Leading British Magical Monthly Maga

I H H W I /.A K I 1 zine. Now in the fifth year of its success. Fk.v* *■ TT TURKS— A guinea trick in every number. Bright
chatty gossip. Humorous patter. Valuable articles and interesting news itemsfrom all parts of
the world. Profusely illustrated. Official organ of the "Magic Circle." (>ddiet, postpaid to any
partof the world. Subscription. 5 I - ($1.20)per annum, or 2 I (iiMJc'i for h m >nths. WIZARD
PUBLISHING COMPANY. 4. Duke Street, Adelpbi. London, W. C. England.

"Something Different"
This is the question invariably asked by the modern magician in his quest for new material

in his chosen profession. His insatiable thirst for more knowledge ("something new") is re
sponsible for the wonderful advancement of the Art in recent years.

If vou really want somi'tbing new, novel and practical you should order at once The Book
of the Year, SOME MODERN CONJURING, by Donald Holmes. A Series of Original Ex
peri ments in the Magic Art.

Contains the explanations of more REAL TRICKS than any hook twice its size. Not a
single space filler. Tricks with Watches. Rings. Handkerchiefs. Flaws. Dice, etc.. lucidly ex
plained. Of interest to professional or amateur alike. Printed on fine paper, with elegant half
tone cuts. Something different in every respect.

DONALD HOLMES
Box 351, San Angelo, Texas.

L5
f ¥ f T TOI AXTTCHTP Journal for Profes ional and Amateur
I LLUMUJN 1 H* Magicians. Theonly Magical Maga-X-L'J-'V^^'1-V-'^^J-*JJ- zine printed in the French Language.

Published Monthly. Illustrated. Annual subscriptions, 8 francs <$l.o0).Sample copy, 75 centi
mes <IS cts.h Editor. CAROLY, 20 Boulevard St. Germain. Paris, Fr.

Edited by Will Goldston. A
journal for nil interested in

lagicand Mystery. In its sixth
year of success. Annual subsoription, $1.15.Sample copy, lOcts. Foreign stamps not accepted
in payment. THE MAGICIAN. Ltd.. f>Robin Hood Yard. London. E. C

The Magician Monthly f»
year of success. Annual subsor'
in payment. THE MAG1CLU

MAGIC (London. Eng.) The pioneer of Conjuring Magazines. Its tenth
successful >ear of publication. Oldest, brightest, best and most
widely circulated montbly for magicians. The recognised Journal
of the professional magician. Features every month —Original

lessons in Magic, being illustrated explanations of all the latest tricks and stage illusions. Ex
planatory programmes of prominent magicians, showing the order of tricks presented, with
an explanation of each trick, etc. Sample copy. 6 1 2d (15 cts).Twelve months. 5|6 f$1.50).
Table of Contents of the ten volumes mailed free. American stamps and Dollar n<Mesac
cepted. STANYON & CO., 76Solent Road. West Hampstead, London. N. W.. England.

THE SPHINX
A Monthly Magazine for Amateurand Professional Magicians.

Tells you more about magic than any magazine published. News letters from corres
pondents in all parts of the world area special feature. $1a year. Single copies, 10c.

A. M. WILSON. M. D., Publisher 906 MainSt., Kansas City, Mo.
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Professionals of Note and Amateurs of Distinction Are
Reading "Wrinkles" and Each is Discovering Suggestions of
Value, as well as Innovations W hich Open New Fields in Con
juring.

There is No Padding —There is No Junk-
— There are No

Dreamy Impossibilities.
Can you afford to neglect your education when the sum

which stands between you and enlightenment is 50 cents. Ask
any Reliable Dealer for "Wrinkles" or the Publishers,

The Bailey & Tripp Co.
16Inman St., Cambridge, Mass.

We have for quick sale the outfit of "Baker." This was
once the property of "Charles Curtis Dunbar," supposed to be

the best private collection of Magical Apparatus in this coun
try. Also the entire stock of the Silvey and Buclgen Co. Both
lots, as they are, must be sold for cash at once. We offer same
on our Bargain Sheet No. 28, which will be sent FREE.

Catalogue No. 27 FKEE.

The Boston

School of Magic
(Established over 20 years*

Always exclusive features, to be had only of us.

"If its Leroy's, its the best."
"Magician Annual," Nos. 1 or 2, each, $1.25; No. 3, $2. "Magician's

Iiook of Patter," 50c. "Keel Demon's tire Book," 50c. Goldston's "Tricks
and Illusions," $1.50. Selbit's "Books of Patter," Nos. I and 2, each, 35c.
"Some Modern Conjuring," $1.

Send $2 for our "Svengali" Pack and "Mene-tekel" Pack. These
cards surpass anything ever put out.

'"I consider they surpass anything I have ever seen and are easily worth ."KSa pack."
— Max Hoi.dkn.

Send 10c for Appendix Catalogue and latest lists; 50c for 212 page Il
lustrated Book Catalogue, largest ever issued anywhere. None free.

W. D. LEROY, 103 Court St., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Representative of the Society of American Matficians

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention Magic

NOVEMBER 1910

PRICK 10 CENTS
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Loaded cigars

Sneeze powder

Exploding matches

Mat production

The water miracle

LKARN TO
ENTERTAIN

Instructive, entertaining
and amusing.

Results guaranteed with
our Magic Tricks and Illus
ions. We sell only the best
Tricks and the ones that
are easy to perform, and
that require no skill. All
oilr directions are plain and
in most cases illustrated.

No Practice Required
Send 2 cts. in stamps for

our Free Supplementary
Catalogue. Largest manu
facturers of Magic Tricks,
Puzzles and Illusions in the
world.

Mysto Mfg. Co.
Factories:

Westville Station

New Haven, Conn.

Falladino's spirits

Fin- eater

Anarchist (stink) Lombs

Fadeaway card

The caldron illusion Aerial suspension

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention Magic

Aerial suspension

The caldron illusion
When writing to advertisers, kindly mention Magic
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Hamley Bros., Ltd.
Hamley's Special Conjuring Table

To meet the demand, we have just introduced a specially cheap line in Tables, which
we feel sure will give great satisfaction. The top measures 15inches in diameter, covered with
splendid quality black cloth with border about 4 inches wide all round trimmed with fancy
gold silk braid and fringe. The legs are nicely made and are telescopic, making them very
portable (<>rtraveling. The table can be raised or lowered to any height to suit the convenience
o| the performer. The legs when closed measure about 21 indies long, and for packing will
lav Hat across the table. We are confident that these tables will have a great and lasting sale,
and we are ottering them to ourcustomers at a nominal cost. Price S I (>($2.04).Carriage to be
paid on receipt.

We have also a splendid selection of Table Leys without tops, as follows: Cheap Table
Legs. 3 U» <S4d:Superior Nickel Plated Table Legs. K I 0 1*2.041:Kancv Brass Table Legs.
15| (. <:*H.72i.

The Wandering Jacks
The (our Jacks are taken out of the pack, laid face upwards on tin* table; on each Jack

l hree indifferent cards are dealt, the audience choose one pile, this is left on the table in full
view of everybody and the other three piles are returned to the pack: the latter is now spread
out on the table, the Jacks have vanished, ami on turning over what appeared to be one Jack
and three indifferent cards, they are found to be the four Jacks. Price 1 | (24c>.Post free 111.

LONDON BRANCHES
35, New Oxford Street. London. W. C, England

510aand 512.Oxford Street, W. 20. Ludgate Mill. K. C. 200and 202.Regent Street. W.
50, Knightsbridge. S. W. .SOand S7. High Holborn. W. C. (Head Warehouse)

♦
ENTERTAIN YOUR
FRIENDS AT HOME

Then* is no greater ft on earth than to be able to entertain. How many
times have yon seen a clever Magician, and was mystified with his perform
ance — and the thought came to you, how 1 wish that I was clever! We offer
the solution. You can be as clever. We offer the Greatest Card Pack for
performing clever tricks ever invented. You require no skill at all. full in
structions are sent for performing an entire ev ening. No sleight of hand
manipulation necessary, you get the pack of cards, read the instructions,
and in rive minutes you will be able to entertain as clev er as a professional
magician.

THE LANIGIRO CARD PACK
Price complete with all instructions, 4>'I.(X). Cards can be told bv mind

reading. Cards are made to rise at command. Cards selected appear in your
pocket. Cards placed in pack are made to appear at top of pack at will of
the performer. A COMPLETE ENTERTAINMENT OK MYSTERY.

SICNDOKIlKKSTO

Bam berg Magic Company Bfl
H Broadway, New York ^^^W' S'nd for cmr WinCatalogue. M) Tricks. 10ct-nts.

Whi-n writinw to advertisers, kindly mention Magic

.... . . .,. .Venal susix'Hsiont In- caldron illusion

When writinu io advertisers, kindlv mention Magic
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MARTI NKA'S
CATALOGUE
Biggest and best catalogue of high grade

magical goods sent postpaid fur 25c. Magi
cian'ss Headquarters in America. Reliable
and trustworthy. Our goods an- of the best
workmanship, being famous for solid quality

The New Vanishing Coin
A pocket trick

that will greatly
please ei
A heavy brass
cap i> given for
thorough cxami
nation. In the
cap is a small
hole, go-
ing right
through
it. Three
coins are
arranged
on the back of the spectator's hand and the
cover put over them. Lifting the same im
mediately, only two coins arc left. No sleight
of hand, (.'an he performed at once by any
one. Price, complete, $1.

MARTIN KA & COMPANY
493Sixth Avenue. New York.

Learn Stunts inMAGTC
You don't know what you are missing if you are not

in the Magic Game. A few GOOD tricks with Cards,
Coins, etc., carefully practiced and rehearsed, will af
ford a lot of entertainment, and the cost is small.

Better send for my new "loose-leaf" Catalog of

HIGH CLASS CONJURING TRICKS
Practical tricks only. It's free. Special attention paid

to Amateurs. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DONALD HOLMES
Box 315, San Angelo, Texas

"Only Magic-Craft Shop in the Great Southwest

When writing to adTtTtisers. kindly mention Magic
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PRICK 10 CENTS
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The Publisher Says
The premier magical journal of the world!

Going some, isn't it? The hest magical paper ever
published, and out ahead of time, too!

With this number Magic completes its first year. Ten
numbers have been published, including the first and
only issue of Ghosts, the publisher being compelled to
take a vacation in July and August. These two months
will be skipped again next year, with another big spe
cial Christmas number thrown in for good measure.

Of the ten numbers published during 1910, the best
was reserved for the last, somewhat reversing the usual
course of most new periodicals. This ought to augur
well for the future of this one.

Hereafter, Magic will contain 32 pages, or more,
every month.

Referring to the very complete magical newsservice
now a regular feature of this paper, attention is called
to the fact that I endeavor to give A LL the news, with
out prejudice or personal criticism. Merit alone will get
performers' notices and pictures in the news pages.

If you like this number, write what you think of it
on a postal card and send it to me. Is it worth a cent?

The January number will contain the world's best
card tricks for amateurs under the title, "Ten Good
Card Tricks Without Sleight of Hand." Fully illus
trated. Other articles will be: "What Every Conjurer
Should Know," the first of a series on standard sleight
of hand; "A First Lesson in Shadowgraphy ;

" "A
Geometrical Jag," a new and novel lightning sketch
entertainment.

Magic is coming into its own !

F. T. SINGLKTON

Tin- caldron illusion
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The Romance of Magical Collecting
By Harry Houdini

HENRY EVANS EV ANION
From a lithoitra'ph in tin* collection of Harry Houdini

lO the late Henry Evans Kvanion I am indebted for
many of the most important additions to my collec
tion of conjuring curios and my library of magic,
recognized by fellow-artistes and litterateurs as the
most complete in the world.

Kvanion was an Englishman, by profession a parlor magician,
by choice and habit a collector and savant. He was an enter-
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taincr from to the year of his death. For fifty years he
spent every spare hour at the British Museum collecting data
bearing on his marvelous collection, and his interest in the history

30m

Y D ESIRE.

THURSDAY, Nov. 22nd.

EVANS,"
TOE CMISTIC PRESTIG1TAT0R,

AGICIAN,
LOSOPHER,i\ Tin: asseiirlv noon,

iecqners Tavern Preston Street.
At SEVEN o'clock. —Admittance, Is.

0- Prttvte Kuerttlmnti hud

ONE OK EVANS' EARLY POSTERS. 1849
Frinn tin* only one in existence, Harry Houdini collection.

of magic was shared by his excellent wife, who conducted a

"sweet shop" near one of London's public schools.
While playing at the London Hippodrome in 1*X>4 I was con

fined to my room by orders of my physician. During this illness

.MTiai snPiM'iJsion
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I was interviewed L>y a reporter who, noticing the clippings and
bills with which my room was strewn, made some reference to
my collection in the course of his article. The very clay on which
this interview appeared, 1 received from Henry Kvanion a mere
scrawl stating that he, too, col
lected programmes, bills, etc., in
which I might be interested.

J wrote at once asking him to
call at one o'clock the next after
noon, but as the hour passed and
he did not appear, I decided that,
like many others who asked for
interviews, he had felt but a pass
ing whim. That afternoon about
four o'clock my physician sug
gested that, as the day was mild,
I walk once around the block. As
I stepped from the lift, the hotel
porter informed me that since one
o'clock an old man had been wait
ing to see me, but so shabby was
his appearance, they had not
dared send him up to my room.
He pointed to a bent figure, clad
in rusty raiment. When 1 ap
proached the old man he rose and
informed me that he had brought
some clippings, bills, etc., forme
to see. I asked him to be as expe
ditious as possible, for I was too
weak to stand long and my head
was a-whirl from the effects of
la grippe.

With some hesitancy of speech
but the loving touch of a collector
he opened his parcel.

"I have brought you, sir, only
a lew of my treasures, sir, but if
you will call

I heard no more. I remember only raising my hands before
my eyes, as if I had been dazzled by a sudden shower of dia
monds. In his trembling hands lay priceless treasures for which
I had sought in vain — original programmes and bills of Robert-
Houdin, Phillippe, Anderson, Breslaw, Pinetti, Katterfelto, Boaz,
in fact all the conjuring celebrities of the eighteenth century,
together with lithographs long considered unobtainable, and

AN EVASION POSTER OF 1863
Fruiii thi' Harry Koudini collrction
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EVASION ENTERTAINING A JUVENILE PARTY AT THE MANSION HOUSE. IXM

From a woodcut in The Illustrated London News. Feb. y. ISM. In the accompanying text
tin- paper said: "On the evening of Tuesday week the Lady Mayoress entertained a juvenile
party at tin- Mansion House. . . From half past six till eight there was an exhibition of eon
juring. in the Egyptian Hall, by M. Evanion. followed by one of Marionettes in the saloon at
intervals, and at nineMr. Hilton amused the company with a display of ventriloquism. . ."
Reproduced front a copy of the paper in the collection of Harry Houdint.

newspapers to be found only in the files of national libraries. I
felt as if the King of England stood before me and I must do
him homage.

Physician or no physician, I made an engagement with him
for the next morning, when I was bundled into a cab and went
as fast as the driver could urge his horse to Evanion' s home,

a musty room in the basement of No. 12 Methley Street, Ken-
nington I'ark Road, S. K.

In the presence of his collection I lost all track of time. Oc
casionally we paused in our work to drink tea which he made
for us on his pathetically small stove. The drops oi the first tea
which we drank together can yet be found on certain papers in
my collection. His wife, a sympathetic soul, did not offer to dis
turb us, and it was 3.30 the next morning, or very nearly twenty-
four hours after my arrival at his home, when my brother,
Theodore Weiss (Hardeen), and a thoroughly disgusted phy
sician appeared on the scene and dragged me, an unwilling vic
tim, back to my hotel and medical care.

Aortai susprnsiou
The caldron illusion

When writing to advertisers, kindl\ mention M.\<;ic
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ONE COLOR (BLACK! LITHOGRAPH USED BY EVASION
Si/r ol original, 18x15inches. From tin- Harry Houdini collection

Such was the beginning of my friendship with Kvanion. In
time I learned that some of his collection had been left to him
by James Savren, an Knglish barber, who was so interested in
magic that at frequent intervals he dropped his trade to work
without pay for famous magicians, including Dobler, Anderson,
Compars Herrmann, De Liska, Wellington Young, Cornillot,
and Gyngell. From these men he had secured a marvelous col
lection, which was the envy of his friendly rival. Evanion. Sav
ren bequeathed his collection to Kvanion, and bit by bit I bought
it from the latter, now poverty stricken, too old to work and
physically failing. These purchases I made at intervals when
ever I played in London, and on June 7th, 1905, while playing
at Wigan, I received word that Kvanion was dying at Lambeth
] nfirmary.

After the show, I jumped to London, only to find that cancer
of the throat made it almost impossible for him to speak intel
ligibly. I soon discovered, however, that his chief anxiety
was for the future of his wife and then for his own decent
burial. When these sad offices had been provided for, he be

JAIN UAKY IV 1 1
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came more peaceful, and when I rose to leave him, knowing
that we had met probably for the last time, he drew forth his
chiefest treasure, a superb book

GREENWICH SOCIETYof Robert-Houdin's programs,
his one legacy, which is now
the central jewel in my collec
tion. Evanion died ten days
later, June L7th, and within a

short time his good wife fol
lowed him into the Great Un-

nown.

ForHeStqmsilioDud Mum ofIMcl Kjuiltdgt,

ROYAL IIII.I.. ((HEKNWICH.

Juvenile Night.
On TUESDAY EVENING, JAN. 3, 1882,

M. EVANION
tt,Ufiar,.. (A,J/ull»/(V.,1....Anrfy.Kitnif■>fabrtouw.l.

"
JnCffoning of Illusions,"

Invfcichhewillintruluw

NATURAL MAGIC

THIS NOVEL

Editorial Note—The foregoing
contribution is one of the most inter
esting chapters in Harry Houdini's
famous book, " The Unmasking of
Kobert-Houdin." We are permitted
to reprint it here through the courtesy
of the publishers, Messrs. Geo. Rout-
ledge & Sons, New York. Houdini
very kindly loaned the original )X>st-
ers, programmes, etc., from which
the illustrations were made and they
appear here for the first time.

Mr. Houdini practically supported
Mr. and Mrs. Evanion the last few-

years of their lives, and raising a fund
for Mrs. Evanion after her husband's
death, doubled out of his own pocket
the total amount raised. Among the
other contributers to this fund were:
Harry Day, Hardeen, Phil Doreto,
Hackenschmidt, Maskelyne & [Le
vant, Max Sterling.

Mrs Evanion did not long survive
her husband, and both are sleeping
peacefully together in the quiet Lam
beth Cemetery, 'l ooting. Mrs. Ev an

ion died March 10, 1<X)6.
Oneol Mr. Houdini's most valued

treasures is a letter from Mr. R.
Evans, nephew of Mr. and Mrs.
Evanion, written just after her death.
At the close of this letter to Mr. Hou
dini, Mr. Evans says: "I enclose a
memorial card and thank you once
more for all your kindness to the
poor old couple, and feel assured
that you will receive the reward
which always in some indefinable
way seems to follow the performance of a good action and vice versa."

Magic needs more men like Harry Houdini!
The bill show n on page 4,S is a programme of the first date Ev anion ever

played. He wrote the date on it himself. Two other programmes of Evan-
ion's in the collection of Mr. Houdini, not shown, are dated 1867 and 1S74.

PROGRAMME
Utrtmgiiwitha v toinvnaturluiih tilwilt-utietr^lu><BnflfcufM■hthit,-hmrntlaJ*>tf.-u>y-imt*™tiH t iatflaanf
InimitableRecreations,MagicalIllusions,Enchantments,

CabalisticSurprises,SingularDevelopments,Amazing
DeceptionsandTransformations.

* •i.wri'i*will h oivwrnoMthkwllowtho—

PRESTIDIGITATION.
THEWONUBHKULUOLDMMIILU'MO.V

LES CARTES SYMPATHIQUES.
THK AHAIIIAN HWOF!I> I'EAT.

THENOVELAUTOMATON,OAANIMATEDFIGURE

VENT RI LOQ U ISM
THE TELEGRAPHIC BACCHTJg.

MODERN MYSTICISM.
The rvatlonttl Btwiwlnrd.

A CELEBRATED HINDOO FEAT

^intttmtb (Jcntnrg Jt'otomotion
HOVEL LEGERDEMAIN.

AROUN-EL-RASHID'S WATCH.
Lk Gaj«tVoyaosubandFaithvli. Rkstitution.

EVANION here, EVANION theie, and
EVANION

EVANION 8 Souvenirsto his Patrons.

ToeWONDERSOF ALADDIN,,ud CHRISTMASTREE.

Mumbera Free, IVon - Member- 0d.
OK TUESDAY.JANDASYTHB 101k,

TheCREMONA MUSICAL YJIVIOTV
flUpni Y00ALAID DtBTBUHEHTAL00I0EIT

AX EVANION BILL OF 1882
From the Harry Houdini collection

. .\tTi;il SUSiiriiMuil
1 l»>caldron illusion
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Our Next President
A Sensational Thought Reading Triek

|LL magic seems to be divided into three parts; card
tricks, handkerchief tricks and billiard ball tricks.
For a change let us get on the magical merry-go-
round and see what old stunt we can dish up for our
Christmas entertainment.

Running rapidly through some of the books in our magical
library for an inspiration, our glance falls on Mr. Robertson-
Keene's explanation of his brilliant v ersion of the following ex
cellent trick. That it is a good
one we have Mr. Keene's
word that he has found it a

trump card on many occa
sions. The effect is great and
difficult to fathom.

Effect— Performer comes
forward with a sheet of paper
which is quite unprepared
and may be even supplied by
audience. This he divides in
to six strips, and requests the
spectators to give him the
names of six likely candi
dates for our next President.
As they are called performer
writes them down one on
each slip. These slips being duly folded and mixed up are laid
upon a tray in a heap, and one is selected by a member of the
audience, who retains it without opening it.

An ordinary envelope is now shown, and freely examined.
A length of tape, having at right angles to it a similar length
of tape, is now placed under the flap of the empty envelope,
which is then fastened down by audience — in the manner shown
in Fig. 1 —with the central tape hanging from point of flap,

The two ends of tape on either side are tied upon hooks, or
in the case of a drawing-room performance, the backs of two
chairs may be used, thus suspending the envelope in the air.
Meanwhile the remaining five slips are destroyed beyond re
call, by being torn into shreds and burnt up. This of course pre-
eludes any possibility of performer learning name of candidate
chosen from the remaining five slips.

He now requests several of the spectators to come forward,
and giving the loose end of the hanging tape to the one who

FIG.
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chose the slip, he requests the remaining spectators who have
volunteered to join hands round, he himself completing the
circle by taking the disengaged hand of the gentleman who is
holding the tape.

I said completing the circle, but this is scarcely correct, as the
circle is broken by the aforesaid gentleman who holds the tape
and only joins the circle with one hand.

KKi. 2

Nothing taking place, this latter gentleman is requested to
complete the circuit by joining his hand to that of the person
next him, still holding t he tape. No sooner has he done so than
a violent shiver convulses the performer, who drops the hands
which he is holding, and rapidly rolling up his sleeve he shows
written in thick red letters upon his arm the name of the candi
date selected ( Fig. I).

The hanging envelope is cut down by one of the spectators,
and upon being opened, it is found to contain a photograph of
the identical candidate whose name is upon performer's arm,
and when the chooser unrolls his slip of paper this is found to be
exactly the man selected.

Explanation — Readers acquainted with the "dodge" will of
course know at once that instead of writing the names given by
audience, the performer cheerfully scribbles on each slip alike
the name of the man whose name he has arranged to appear, so
that whatev er slip is taken the result is precisely the same.

Very little difficulty will be found in getting the correct name

Tin' ca'dron illusion
.*'•!i.l l MISSM'liMMU
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reversing the metacarpal phalanges of the fingers, so that when
the hand is extended it is convex." Trewey possesses this facul
ty. Another peculiarity of his hands is the formation of the
fingers; they differ very much in length. The middle finger ex
ceeds the ring-finger by nearly an inch. The hands of Alexan
der Herrmann were aristocratic and graceful, and he was proud
of them. The fingers were long, forming an exception to the
rule laid clown by Houdin. Harry Kellar's hands are the hands
of "a worker in brass and other metals" like Tubal Cain.
W ithout exception Kellar has the strongest hands and wrists
I have ever seen. In some former incarnation he was doubt
less a gladiator. In setting-up his illusions he could do the
work of two stage assistants. His powerful wrists enabled
him to stand a tremendous strain in the rope-tying tricks of
the Davenport Brothers. Houdini, the handcuff king, has
powerful hands and wrists, but with all he possesses a delicate
touch and handles cards beautifully. T. Nelson Downs has
wonderful hands. As a manipulator of coins he is the peer of
the profession. Says Chicot: "Herrmann was once considered
the most skillful palmist, but in his particular line Downs far
exceeds him in point of skill and artistic finish."

Editor IAi. Note —Owinff to the fact that this number of Magic was out somewhat earlier
than was originally planned, several photographs intended for Mr. Evans' article had to he
left out. not huvinu been received. They will appear in future issues.

The Flying Card Pips
By Ernest Evangeline

|HE problem in this trick is to paste a blank playing
card on a slate, have several cards, freely drawn by
the spectators, put into an envelope and retained
by one of them, and then invisibly transpose some
of the pips on the cards to the blank card on the

slate, which is held by another spectator, wrapped in a news
paper.

A forcing pack of four different cards will be required to in
sure the selection of the fourcards to be used. One set of these
four cards must have some of the pips carefully cut out with a

sharp knife as shown in Fig. 1. The large ace of spades was
originally printed in open work design on the cards but I inked
all in the forcing pack solid black to heighten the effect. The
choice of cards and pips for this trick depends on those con
tained in the forcing pack, unless they are assorted to order.

A trick slate with a flap will also be required. I used the
frame of a small single slate, substituting rather heavy black
cardboard for the slate, and a black cardboard flap, covered

The caldron illusion '" ""
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with newspaper <>n one side, to just fit snugly inside the frame.
The slate is prepared by pasting (by the comers only, to avoid
warping) a blank card in the center of one side, on which the
cut out card pips have been pasted in scattered fashion. The
black cardboard flap is fitted (it should fit just snug enough to

A RlCYCLL

TOUSRwiNGCARDQXj

uan «WWWftcrav

KKJ. 1

prevent it from falling out easily, but so that a slight rap will
dislodge it) in over the prepared card with the black side ex
posed, and the slate is ready for use. Fig. 2 shows the slate,

prepared card and the flap with a duplicate blank card pasted
on. This duplicate blank card
is not pasted on, however,
till later in the trick.

The set of cards from which
the several pips . have been
cut must be placed in a dup
licate of the envelope to be

used, sealed, and placed on
top of several sheets of news
paper lying on the table. A
piece of newspaper, cut just
a trifle larger than the envel
ope, is now put on top of the
prepared envelope, conceal
ing it from view. The pre
pared slate can be also placed
on the newspapers, just in
front of the envelope. An

empty envelope and a blank playing card are left lying on the
table where they can be seen by the audience.

The four cards are now selected by the spectators. A good
way to use the forcing pack with safety is to have the sides of
all the cards but three shaved off slightly. The three wide cards

FIG. 2
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ment of transposition. When the wrapping on the slate is torn
off and the envelope opened, the card pips scattered over the
previously blank card are found missing from the four cards
in the envelope.

Kimtohmi. Notk —Tin- oriyiniil sutf«cstii.n for die [orvvoint; trick cami' front "Some New
M;iyic."l»> I. K. Burrows.

Magicians' Tricks: How They
Are Done

A Valuable New Conjuring Book
Magicians' Tricks: How Thev Are Done. By Henry Hatton and

Adrian Plate. Over J.So illustrations. Price, Sl.oO net; postage, litems. 'I he

Century Co., New York.

MIS is the best of books for amateur magicians, and
indeed for any person, young or old, who wants to
entertain a company in a novel and delightful lash-
ion. Here are instructions, clear, simple, definite
— telling how to perform successfully tricks with

out number, tricks with cards, tricks with handkerchiefs, tricks
with coins, with balls and eggs, paper tearing, and so on; de
scribing fully many kinds of "passes" and "changes; "

telling
all about shuffling, dealing, and forcing cards, and all about
palming, etc., etc.

Nothing is left to chance or guess work. The amateur is told
how to provide his clothes with the necessary secret pockets,
how to manage the servante, the use of the wand, and, in fullest
detail, the equipment for every trick and just how the finished
result is to be obtained to the complete mystification of the on
looker. The secrets of many old favorites are revealed; and there
are many new and novel effects, gathered by the authors, Henry
Hatton and Adrian Plate, through their years of amateur and
professional experience, in this country and abroad.

There are scores of illustrations making the clear, helpful
text clearer and more helpful. Young folks — and folks not so
young -will find a great fund of pleasure in this book.

From the authors' foreword:
"

There is a distinct fascination
about conjuring not easy to understand. In the many years that
we, the writers of these papers, have practiced the art, we have
known many men and some women, who took it up for pleas
ure or money, or both, and we have never known one to lose
interest in it"

That 'the hand is quicker than the eye,' is one of those ac-

JAMUAKY 1V11
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cepted sayings invented by someone who knew nothing of con
juring -or, as is more likely, l>y some cunning conjurer who
aimed still further to hoodwink a gullible public. The fact is,

that the best conjurer seldom makes a rapid motion, for that
attracts attention, even though it be not understood. The true
artist in this line is deliberate in every movement, and it is
mainly by his actions that he leads his audience to look not
where they ought, but in an entirely different direction.
Mr David Devant .... has said: The conjurer must bean
actor. By the expression of his face, by his gestures, by the
lone of his voice, in short, by his acting, he must produce his
effects.'

"

A MONTH OF MAGIC
All the Magical Entertaining News Without

Prejudice or Personal Criticism

Acknow i.kii(;i;mi.n r— Besides regular ;md siu t i.t! ruiri'MKUidi-nt-- u>New York. London.
Hoston. Phihidel phia. Chicago ami San l*ranciso >.and iicca*-i<>nalo<rrespondents all over tin*
world. Mack*'- news service is obtained Imm i In- leading dailv newspapers, and tin* theatrical
and \audevilh- press as represented I>vThe Billboard, The New \ orli l'h|>|M*r.Variet*. The
Pla\ rr and The Show World. And I.im. but n<•( least . imm our I'Mn-iiirtl coineinmirarv . The
Magical World.

ArcuR \t'\ —Tbo Publisher desires to make tht^marit al new*.MTvicr dependable, and will
lie itraiohil \\ Iit*n liis attention i.

s

called to an \ misstatement ol tact or errors of any kind.

Atunii s-s All Corkksi'iisdhx* k to K. T. Sinuleton. Publisher. Thompson Ave.
Kansas f ii\ . Mo.. I', a. A.

ADELAIDE HERRMANN'S NEW ACT
B\ Samuel K. S'linridrr, M war's Chirl of Cnrri'siiondcnl?.

Those who imagine that magic is dead would change their views after
having witnessed the new art presented by Adelaide Herrmann, week of
November 2S, in New York, at the Victoria theater. Her act was the third
on the program, reading;

ADKLAIDK HKKKMANN

i Widow of Herrmann the fimat'

AS "C.UiLiOSTKU." THK MASTKK OF MVsTKKIES

Introducing ber Latest and (ireateM Illusions: "Tim M\stU Tea rhest." "KU*c
troculion. Fin- Phantom Bride" and main others,

I'tiitnie Special Stvner\ and Lik'ht KhVcts,

She presented nearly an entirely new act of illusions and may;ic, x'w en in a
very elaborate sta^e setting, with her shapely self costumed as the nUHlern
"Cay;liosti"o." Mine. Herrmann made her appearance in male costume, and
Iter departure stored an undoubted hit.

Thesta«;c settiny represents a earni\al scene with beauty predominating

The caldron illusion
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everywhere. Tlie two female attendants represent natives of China, and the
two male attendants represent the famous Pierrots of the Old World. The
four attendants enter the stage holding lanterns and take places in the cor
ners of the stage. Then conies Mine. Herrmann carrying a closed umbrella,
accompanied by the usual orchestra fanfare. Artiste swings umbrella and it
suddenly turns into a small table supported by an iron stand. Then she
throws a handkerchief over an apparently empty plate, and upon removing
handkerchief, two pigeons fly from the plate over the stage.

The male attendants then bring
in a large tea chest which is shown
to be empty. Small cases of tea are
poured into the large chest. 1 he
chest is then removed to rear of
stage center, and closed. After do-
ing the usual magical passes with
her wand, the lid of the chest is
opened and out comes a handsome
young woman. This illusion is
known as the "Mystic Tea Chest,"
and is a dandy.

Next, a huge arm chair is placed
in the center of stage. A lady takes
a seat on chair and is strapped to

it
,

and covered with a four-fold
screen. Upon touching the bottom
of the screen with her wand. Mine.
Herrmann produces a great elec
tric flash, and when the screen is

opened to v iew, the chair is found
vacant. This illusion is "Electro
cution." A small dummy, dressed,
representing "Baby Mine," is then
brought out and placed in standing
position on a chair. She undresses
the dummy and places its clothes
on a screen erected on back of
stage, and a wind-mill, water, land
and houses are produced on this
screen by the arrangement of these
clothes. Then, a lady dressed as a

bride comes on the stage. She re- MME. HERRMANN AS "CAGLIOSTRO"
moves her bridal veil, and lays
down on what resembles a shelf which is situated on back of stage center.
Mine. Herrmann then places a white sheet over her entire body. Slowly
the covered form is seen rising into the air, without any means of suspen
sion, and remains there for a few seconds. She is then slowly lowered.
I'pon removing sheet, she has vanished. This illusion, "The Phantom Bride,"

is one of the greatest, if not the greatest, presented on the stage.
After the act, I interviewed Mme. Herrmann, and asked her if she would

say just a few words to the magicians of the world, through the pages of
"MAGIC." To this she replied, "1 send them my compliments, and wish
each and every one of them success for the coming new year."

Let me say here that credit for the act is also due to her clever assistant,
Mary Koltair, widow of the famous illusionist and creator of "Creation,"
which closed lately its sixth successful season at Dreamland, Coney Island.

In conclusion, let me say, that her act was a big success and that she
well deserves the title, "Queen of Magic

JANUARY 1911
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Count and Countess Chilo, mind readers, at the Princess, St. Louis,
Oct. 31 -Nov. 5.

Lolo, "manifestations of occult power." seems to he creating quite a

sensation everywhere she goes. She is presented by her father, J. L. Cotton,
and has been held over for a second week several times lately.

ANNIE ABBOTT, mysterious act, at the Wilson, Baltimore, Md., Oct. 31-

Nov. 5.

Anna Eva Fay will he at Keith's Mary Anderson, Dec. 5-10.

"Eva Fay," mind reader, at the Arcade, Toledo, Nov. 7-12.

D'A.mon, mind reader at the State Street theater, Trenton, N. J., Nov. 7-12.

Anna Eva Fay opened the New Empress theater (formerly Avenue),
East St. Louis, as the headliner, Nov. (>.

THE NOVELTY ENTERTAINERS
Valazzi, a juggler who is rapidly making his way up on the English

music hall bills, returned to the Empire, London, Oct. 31.

ALBURTUS, juggling, at the Majestic, Kalamazoo, Mich., Nov. 7-12.

Kashima, juggler, at Young's Pier, Atlantic City, Nov. 14-19.

Jack Ark, diabolist, at the American, New Orleans, La., Nov. 14-19.

Mrs. Lf.kkv, formerly Carrie Monroe, the original paper tearing queen,
recently entertained The Ahekns, novelty equilibrists, when they were in
Phoebus, Yt., recently.

Fred Rowland is a European heavyweight juggler who works with every
thing thats loose on the stage.

\V. C. Fields, famous comic juggler, is at the Circus Yariety, Copen
hagen, for a month.

Hilda, handcuff queen, at the Family, Elmira, N. Y., Nov. 14-19.

The Gregorys' hoop moling act was at the Palace, London, Oct. 31-
Nov. 5.

After finishing twenty weeks on S. & C. time, Boyle Bros, will show
their club juggling and hoop rolling act around Chicago for a few weeks.

The OzAVS, burlesque jugglers, opened at the Family, Buffalo, Nov 13.
They will do twenty weeks on the Loew time.

The Four Mi llers, jugglers and ho>p rollers, put on a very strong act
at the Lyric, Terre Haute, lnd., Nov. 2l-2(>.

John Tomblin, Otterville, Out., Canada, wants to know where he can
get the figures for "The Babes in the Woods," a marionette show.

The Great Vento, handcuff expert, is in New York.

Geo. Tallman succeeded in making a good act out of his exhibition
pool playing at the American, New York, Nov. 14-19. Mirrors show the shots
to every spectator in the house.

Tin' caldron il lii^iv»n
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Bertini, handcuff king, at the Lyric, Dover, N. H., Nov. 7-12.

Karland, linndcuff king, at the Opera House, Palmyra, N. V., Nov. 5.

ZENTO, handcuff and escape expert, with liis own company is playing
through Louisana and Texas.

CUNNING, handcuff expert, at the Rapides, Alexandria, La., Nov. 5-6.

The BKAMSONS, hoop rollers, at the Majestic, Chicago, Nov. 7-12.

The Alphas, hoop rollers, at the Orpheum, Denver, Nov. 7-12.

FRANCIS Wood, hoop rolling and juggling, was on one of the recent
twenty-two act hills at the American Music Hall, New York.

Irwin's Punch and Judv at the Ninth and Arch Street Museum, Phila
delphia, Nov. 21-26.

THE CROMWELLS
The C ROM WELLS, novelty jugglers from England, opened at the Presi

dent, Chicago, Nov. 21. Work done by a young lady with a lad as an assist
ant. Starts juggling with shuttlecocks and battledores and works up to
heavier objects. At the finish, a bucket, a wash bowl, a mop, a plate and a

shovel are kept in the air at one time. Expert diabolo spinner. Catches the
wheel from behind while skipping the rope. Balances a billiard cue on chin
with two balls on top of it

,

and keeps a dust pan spinning on the handle of

a duster with one hand and four ball going in the other. The lad helps out
with the fun. They do lightning club work, too. The girl juggles two clubs
with one hand and manipulates one club with the other.

THE VENTRILOQUISTS
Grace Wallace, ventriloquist, at the American, Davenport, la., Nov.

7-12.

Marshall Montgomery, ventriloquist, at Shea's, Buffalo, N. V., Nov.
14-19.

TROVOLLO, ventriloquist, at the American Music Hall, New' York, Nov.
7-12.

Travis, ventriloquist, arrived back in England last month from Australia.

Nan Acker, ventriloquial sketch, at the Bijou, Bayonne, N. J., Oct. .^1-

Nov. 5
.

The Great Lester is bark in New York from England

Barrow, ventriloquist, at the Theato, Houston, Tex., Nov. 14-l'>.

The Great Howard rehearsed a new act with five people during his
recent Chicago engagement.

Great BARRINGTON, ventriloquist, at the Hopkins, Louisville, Kv.,
Nov. 7-12.

Ed REYNARD, ventriloquist, at the Alhambra, New York, Nov. 14-18.

Grace DeWinters, ventriloquist, at the Majestic, Montgomery, Ala.,
Nov. 14- 1<).
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Alkx Wilson, ventriloquist, at Opera House, Rutland, Vt., Nov. 2l-2d.

Hilda Hawthorne, ventriloquist, started around the Orpheum circuit
at Spokane, Nov. 20.

Prof. Brooks, ventriloquist, at the Ninth and Arch Street Museum, Phil
adelphia, Nov. 2 1-2f>.

A. O. Dl'NCAN, ventrilo(|iiist, at 11if Grand, Evansville, lnd. , Oct. 31-
Nov S.

Thk Great Burton lias hail a new ventriloquial act written for him.

The GREAT Moran, ventriloquist, recently in Schenectady, N. Y.

Will Adams, music al ventrilo<|uist, at the Maryland, Cumberland, Md.,
Nov. 7- 1J.

The Silhouette dance promises to become the rage. First produced at the
Palace, London, last month, it is on in New York and will soon be seen on
all the big time soon. It makes a v ery nov el act, weird but artistic. The
dancer appears as a silhouette— just a black, mysterious figure in flowing
robes -and uses her arms with great effect.

Maxinf. Wells, ventriloquist, at the Orpheum, Alliance, ()., Nov. 14-19.

Lks F. Wilson, at the Globe,
Kansas City, Nov. 7-12. Does re

markably well-executed poster car
toons in colors upside down at light
ning speed. Also does a complete
oil painting in full colors in three
minutes. Made a big hit Saturday
night by caricaturing a light haired
"cut-up" who was leading a crowd
of college boys in general merri
ment, at the expense of the au
dience, in a lower front box. Will
certainly get on the "big time"
soon.

Charles C k eg i f. k , Chicago, has
invented a ventriloquial device that
causes music to float about a thea
ter auditorium in a most mysterious
manner.

RIGOLETTO BROTHERS
Now appearing for the first time

in America. At the Majestic, Chi
cago, Nov. 14-1'>. They do musical
juggling, Chinese magic and big
illusions, plastic poses and acroba
tic work. Conclude with work on a

LKS K. WILSON

revolving ladder. Pronounced a wonderful act. Three assistants required to
keep props mov ing.

"On the Farm," Dave Rafael's ventriloquial offering, is booked solid
for the rest of the season.

'I'll,' caldron i;hn:..ii
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Hornmann appeared on Hammerstein's Roof Nov. 14-19. Received fa
vorable mention in the "N ew Acts" reviews. Shows particular skill in palm
ing. Has a special drop. Good flag trick for close.

Mrs. Imko Fox now resides at 450 High Street, Newark, N. J. She will
be pleased to see any of her late husband's friends.

The Great Barnelli, black art act, at the Maryland, Cumberland
Md., Nov. 7-12.

Horace Goldin has a new illusion. Four bowls of water are placed on
a stand and covered with a cloth. They disappear when the stand is lifted
and shaken.

Bkston and his magic stick at the New Nickelodeon, Boston, Nov . 21-26.

Hakkv Bouton and Co., comedy magic, at the Congress, Portland, Me.,
Nov. 7-12.

Mildred and Roiclere in "The Flight of the Princess Iris," at the
Baldwin,. Wellsville, N. Y., Nov. 4.

BRUSH, magician, at the Calumet theatre. Calumet, Mich., Nov. 4.

The Great Albini was at the Princess, Ft. Worth, Tex., Nov. 7-12.

Herr Jansen AND Co., tricks and illusions, at the Plaza, Nov. 14-16.

Van Camp, burlesque magic, at the Crescent, Schenectady, Nov. 21-26.

THE LIGHTNING ARTISTS
Alfred Jackson, poster cartoonist, will appearagain at Hammerstein's,

New York, Dec. 12.

The LELANDS, transparent paintings, at the Lyda, Chicago, Nov., 21-2.^.

Olson, cartoonist, tried out at the Hush Temple, Chicago, Nov. 5.

Reoi'BLE Sims, comedv cartoonist, at the Walnut, Louisville, Kv., Nov.
21-26.

John ZAl'BOl'LAKIS, clay modeling, at the Orpheum, Newark, <)., Nov.
14-1').

Leo Carrillo, cartoonist, at the Bronx, New York, Thanksgiving week.

Howard Dotson, clay modeling and smoke fantasies, at Rutland, Yt.,
Nov. 7-12.

Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Darrovv, artistic sand and shadow pictures, at
the Orpheum, Brooklyn, Nov. 7-12.

Chalk Saunders, cravon drawings, at the Colonial, New York, Nov.
2l-2(,.

E. A. BfSHNELL, cartoonist, at the Orpheum, Cincinnati, Nov. 21-26. First
appearance in vaudeville.

Hi Greenway closed the bill at the Lyda, Chicago, a few weeks ago,
with his juggling and lightning sketch act.
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Bert Lew, tlie famous cartoonist, arrived hack in New York Nov. 2<>,

from London. He appeared at Hammerstein's in his famous specialty the
following day. He also assisted Mr. Hammerstein in arranging the artistic
features of a silhouette dance at the Victoria. Mine. Heloisedid thedancing.

Sartelle, at the Empire, Bridgeport, Conn., Nov. 7-12.

LON DON PROGRAMME OF CARTER THE GREAT
Carter the Great appeared for the first time in England at the Pal

ace theater, Manchester, Nov. 7. Stage setting of green and crimson plush,
five small tables and a center glass-topped stand with small properties on
them. Enters regular, without mystery or music. Commenced by taking up
one of two decanters and a red silk handkerchief. Moving down to the foot
lights he places the handkerchief in thedecanter he holds and w ithout cover
ing, it vanishes to appear filling the decanter left standing upon a distant
table. From bran, sawdust, and paper cuttings he proceeded to extract
coffee, cream, and sugar, poured out steaming hot and sweetened to taste.
Stage then cleared and a trunk, traveling on a small isolated platform, was
introduced. The front was opened, the lid raised, glass sides and panels fixed
within by attendants, the whole closed up again aiid wheeled entirely round.
When the front is again allowed to fall, a lady is discovered within.

The "spirit hand" forms his next item. Then the back tableau curtains
parted to disclose the distant stage draped in a dull setting of Indian striped
pattern extending to the stage itself to form a partial carpet. In front of this
lay a couch. Lady assistant mesmerised and carried rigid to the couch. From
there she rises up beyond the height of the performer. Couch removed. Car
ter gets on chair to pass hoop over body.

The back curtains partially close again, and a trellis garden cloth fills the
opening. A stand cabinet partly erected is wheeled toward the back and the
remaining doors and roof are added. It is shown empty, but manifests the
usual spiritualistic phenomena the instant the front panels are closed. For a
second the stage is in half-lights and a materialised "spirit" face protrudes
from an opening of the cabinet.

Once more the curtains are drawn aside to reveal a cage cabinet, dis
played open on each side and shown empty. A lady enters, gates closed
and curtains drawn. A soldier opens the cabinet and steps out, while the
lady is discovered in the audience. Cage is suspended in the air; she enters
a duplicate cabinet and at command is transposed invisibly to suspended
cage.

The final item is a cleverly worked version of the familiar illusion, "Gone."

Hanlon Bros., illusionists, at the Orpheum, Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 7-12.

Prince Albene and LeBrandt, mystifying act, at the Family, Pitts
burgh, Nov 7-12.

Ziska and Sanders were seen last month at Keeney's Third Avenue
theatre. New York.

Carl Hertz may return from Europe to tour this country after an ab
sence of several years.

Mvstekii rs Moore was recently tried out in New York for the Cnited
Hooking Office. 1'resented about seven minutes of card tricks and finished
up with trunk mystery. Comedy patter while working.

T. Nelson Downs, "King of Coins," at the National, San Francisco,
Nov. 14-1').

TIk- c;t!cJn»nillusion
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Krsn Lino Tov, Chinese illusionist, will work over the Western Associa
tion time until next July.

The Ki ma Family, magic, mystery ami balancing, at the Maryland,
Baltimore, Nov. 7-12.

Wilson and Waknkk, singing, dancing and funnv magic, at the Cres
cent, Schenectady, X. Y., Nov. 10-12.

The Great Asa hi and Co., Japanese magical water act, at the Orpheum,
San Francisco, Nov. 21-26.

The Fot'R La Dells, magicians, are resting at their home in Decatur,
Ind. Frederic La I )elle is meeting with great success w ith his new lx>ok, "How
to Knter Vaudeville." He is conducting a correspondence course in connec
tion with the lxKik.

Frederic Klmoke, magician, is home in Lowell, Mass., for a few days.

Powell and Company, magic and illusions, at the I'la/a, New York,
Nov. 21-26.

William H. Caulk, the well known magical collector, enthusiast and
correspondent of Terre Haute, Ind., is hack in harness again. He has liis
date sheet well rilled with club, lodge and church contracts for the season.

At their last meeting, The Society of Twin City Magicians elected the
following officers for the coming year: David Y.. Stifft, president; F. II.
Fokd, 1st vice-president; A. C. Hoese, 2nd vice-president; K. A. Mc-
CllESNEY, treasurer; J. J. Brown, secretary. A banquet will be held at an

early date at the Rogers Hotel. This lively society, organized about two
years ago in M innea|xilis, holds monthly meetings w hich are very successful.
The president's address is 24 )J Lyndale Ave., Minnea|>olis, Minn.

Hknkv Clive and Mai StI'RGIS, are still making good w ith their funny
magic around New York. They were at the ( Irpheum, Brooklyn, Nov. 21 -2d.

Rt'SSELL, comedy magician, was in New York a week or two ago arrang
ing h >ra new act.

At Hammerstein's, New York, Nov. 21-26, Schichti.ek's M annikins
appeared (or the first time in America. The artistic manipulation of the little
figures, and the beautiful miniature scenic effects and transformations won
heavy applause. This act has no open time in America until 1912. A miniature
"black art" act was one of the features, introducing a skeleton mannikin.

Hakky Moore, paper tearing, and Yii.lieks De Gaston, magician,
were among the newcomers on the bill at the Holhom Knipire, London,
Nov. 14.

The Stanleys, shadowgraphs, at the Savoy, Atlantic City, Nov. 21-26.

Khai.DAH, from the land of the lotus eaters, will s<N>nput on a Svengali-
Trilby mystery act.

Mysto, at the (iirard, Philadelphia, Nov. 7-12.

TWIN CITY MAGICIANS

MANN1KINS IN A BLACK ART ACT
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Last month, Harry Hoi'Dini \ isitcd the old hum at Music Hall Home.
England, and passed around tobacco.

CHEFALO and CAPRETTO, illusionists, will do the English halls for the
next few months.

The Albany Club, of Albany, N. Y., were recently entertained by CARL
Stevenson, a wi/ard from Great Britian.

HAKKY SELLMANN ARRESTED
Harrv Ski. i. man.n complains that he was arrested for improper use of

hypnotism while presenting his new levitation a few weeks ag<i at the Idle
Hour, Grand Kapids, Mich., and imprisoned for two weeks. After investiga
tion he was found to be innocent and released. He is presenting a travesty
on modern magic and mind reading, closing with the levitation.

Allan Shaw, expert coin manipulator, is doing some nice work out on
the coast this month.

Rl'SH Lino Toy and Co., magic and illusions, at VYaukegan theater.
VVaukegan, 111., Nov. 14-1(>.

Horace Goldin was at the Palace, Hull, England, Oct. 31-Nov.R.

J arrow, magical jester, at Hammerstein's, New York, Nov. 7-12. Very-
popular around the big Eastern towns. Is a master at magical fun making.

Harry Clark, Charles Carter and The Great Raymond had a
"grand blow-out" at the Savoy Hotel. London, one Sundav night last month.
'Lasted till 2.30 a. m!"

NEWS FROM THE GREAT NICOLO
Letters from Grv I). Li ndy, in advance of The Great Nicolo, magician

and illusionist, touring China, have been received in New York. Mat sheds
with seating capacity of 25<H>were erected in some of the towns under the
personal direction of Mr. Lundy. In Peking, a big sign, 14x35 feet, was put
up over one of the principal gates to the city on the ancient wall of China.
On it was the word, "Nicola," in big letters. It was the talk of the tow n but
the city officials ordered it torn down. It had done its duty, however, and
helped to pack the house. •Nicolo's company includes: Nadoly. comedy jug
gler; AlVonArx, illusionist; Marguerite SlTTON, hypnotic subject. After
visiting Manila, India and the Straights Settlements, the company will pro
ceed to Australia.

That popular wizard, Nate Leipzig, on the eve of his departure from
London for a South African and Australian tour, was given a dinner at the
German Club by American and Knglish friends. He sailed for Cape Town
Nov. 8. He w as also presented a silver magician's cabinet from his many ad
mirers.

The Great Lafayette was at the Empire, Liverpool, England, Oct.
31-Nov. 5.

Harry Hoidini was at the Palace, Hammersmith, England, Oct. 31-
Nov. 5.

Lolo, mystic, at the Shubert, I'tica, N. Y., Nov. 7-12.

— - — n.ti .«u.'|"nMinr
Tin- caldron illusion
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GARCIA, -SPANISH SHADOW PROJECTOR
GARCIA, the Spanish shadowgraphist, appeared last month in New York

for the hist time in America. His work is clone in front of the screen, in full
view of the audience. He gets many laughable figures and situations with his
manipulations, including two monks, who gravely scratch themselves and
each other. Does a pantomime of a man visiting his lady love and the dog's
objection. Shows two figures juggling a ball on their heads and noses. Has
a Romeo and Juliet scene. He kept the audience in good humor and got on
the "All-star" bill, week of Nov. 14.

P. T. SELBIT COMING OVER
P. T. Ski. bit, formerly editor of The Wizard and one of England's clever

est and most skillful conjurers, will shortly arrive in this country to do twen
ty-four weeks on the Orpheum circuit, beginning Christmas. Mr. Selbit has
lately been featuring Dr. Wilmar's spirit pictures, finished oil paintings that
seem to come on the canvas from nowhere according to the free selection
of the audience.

PROGRAMME OF RAMESES
R AMESES, Egyptian Wonder Worker, was at the Orpheum, Kansas City,

Nov. 28-Dec. 3. Act entitled, "The Temple of Mysteries." Stage setting
mystical, awe-inspiring, superb. The performer is assisted by a company of
men and women who wear rich, showy Egyptian costumes. They are as
solemn and peculiar as Rameses himself. He keeps his audience guessing
and gasping from the start.

The act is completely silent. Curtain rises with stage set for the appear
ance of Rameses from space. At the back is an altar approached by a short
flight of steps. Behind this, across the back, is a drop with paintings of the
sphinx and pyramids. At the sides of the altar, guarding the steps, two
bronze lions support large flaming urns. Clusters of purple lights abound. To
the left, in front, are two oddly designed small tables or stands holding a
few properties, and immediately back of them a decorated oblong box (af
terwards shown to be full of paper cuttings) supported on a light pedestal
table. To the right, front, is a light stand holding a lighted globe. In the
center is a movable, curtained cabinet, with the curtains drawn open on all
sides. Two assistants stand at the sides. They quickly close the empty cabi
net and as quickly pull aside the curtains again. Rameses is discovered in
side. Stepping down he picks up a glass cylinder and a handkerchief which
is placed in the cylinder. This, in turn, is placed on one of the stands. Sud
denly the light in the globe on the right goes out, and the handkerchief fills
it. The glass cylinder is found to he empty.

Then a coppergohlet is rilled with paper cuttings and the paper turned to
water. A small pyramid is now erected on the floor of the cabinet. A d<x>r

in the front of the little pyramid is closed and when opened again a woman
steps out followed by a big white goose. A stand is brought to the front and
what looks like a large chafing dish is placed on it. Eggs and water are put
in and a tire lighted underneath. Rameses eats a few spoonfuls of the tire.
Eggs and water changed to three pigeons. A woman is then bound and led,
screaming, to the altar where a cloth cone is lowered over her. Kire is ap
plied and the cloth falls. Woman has vanished and is discovered in thecab-
inet after curtains are drawn and opened. Several other disappearances and
reappearances in the cabinet conclude the show.

The Trewey Brothers, hand shadows with battle and electrical effects
in new form. Recently seen in Philadelphia.
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Prof. Caki. Gross] is now touring the Phillipine provinces with magic
and illusions.

Morton and Moore, clialk comedians, now have a hindoo valet who
does magic.

The Great Aluini will start liis tentli consecutive season on the S. &
C circuit Kcli. 2d with a new act, carrying live assistants.

LAl'REYNS recently gave a magical entertainment at the Bedford Ave
nue Y. M. C. A., Brooklyn, N. Y.

IN THE SHADOW WORLD
March's, shadowgraphs, at the Garrick, Burlington, Iowa, Oct. 31-Nov. 2.

Hoi.den AND Claire, sliadowgraphs, at the Palace, Philadelphia. N'ov.
7-12.

Frazee's Shadowgraphs, at the Family, Pittsburg, Nov. 7-12.

Chassino, shadowgraphist, at Keith's, Columbus, <>., N'ov. 7-12. Makes
figures with hands and feet.

M. Barnuls offered a new act at the Olympia, Paris, last month. Draw
ings made on blackened glass in view of the audience were thrown on a
screen, throwing the design out in strong relief.

Olivette, veteran shadowgrapher, at the Princess, St. Louis, Oct. 31-
Nov. 5.

SHADOW ACT STOLEN ?

Lewis Braua.vi complains that The Silvenos are using his original
Phantographs act, or shadowgraphs with illuminated scenery. Mr. Braham
first produced his act March 28, 1910, at which time The Silvenos were doing
straight shadowgraphs on a plain sheet.

WITH TIIK BRAINSTORMERS
Spiritualism has been utilized with some little success in "The Sev enth

daughter," a play by Richard Harding l)avis, now at the Cort theater.
C hicago. The story concerns Vera, a medium, who is surrounded by a band
of trickster spiritualists. Many of the usual manifestations seen at seances
are offered on the stage with thrilling effect.

CarlS. Lohrev, the necromantic comedian, writes: "I am taking a much
needed rest at my home, 50 Garfield St., Dayton, (). 1 will play vaudeville
time again after the Holidays, presenting my new comedy nov elty magic,
act twenty minutes in one, which was framed up by H. Helms ol Milwau
kee, Wis!"

Powers Hm-notic Show, Columbus, Ga., Nov. U>-2(>.

The psychic play, "Behind the Veil," was withdrawn attheCoronet thea
ter, London, Nov . 12.

The Great Powers, hypnotist, at Rutland. Vt., recently.

The caldron illusion
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$25.00 VALUE FOR $1.00
A 3>2.icourse in "Kxpert HilliarJ Hall Manipulation," as given at the

leading New York Magical Studio.
Kki Tricks and Sleights. _'i"> liiautiful I'hotojrraphic Illustrations. 5<i

Original Tricks. 33,0)1 Words of Kxpert Instruction.

Studio Kriition, Knameletl Art Paper, Lizard Skin Finish Art
Covers, (io/d Titles, Silk Hound. Most beautiful, unique and ar
tistic .Mystery Volume yet produced. Price .Sl.(K), postpaid.

BURLING HULL CO., 393 4th St., Brooklyn, N. V.

Paper Cut-Out for the Changing Die
The .March number of

Magic contains a Ken-
nine novelty in the form of a

paper cut-out apparatus for
I lie (.'hanging Die. With a
pair of scissors and a little
glue, a beautiful Mack paper
die and white shell can he
made that will enable anyone
to perform this charming il
lusion. Complete instructions
given. A few copies left. 10
cents each, while they last,

•mpson Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Lt I I ¥ T TO I / \ "V T I CT* IT* Journal Inr Professional and Ainaii-urlL,L>UMUJNl0l L, -V^ians. Tju- ;..,h
Mmrical M.«>

/ine printed in the rrench Lauguatte.
Published Monthly . Illustrated. Annual subscriptions. 8 francs i$l.nO). Sample copj . 75centi
mes ll.S cts.t. Editor, CAKOLV, 20 Boulevard St. Germain. Paris. Fr.

The Magician Monthly
year of success. Annual subscript ion, $1.15.S imple c >py,10cts. Foreign stamps not accepted
in pavnient. THE MAGICIAN. Ltd.. U Kohin Hood Yard, London. E. C.

Edited by Will (ioldston. A
journal for all interested in
M ai*ic and M ystery. In its sixth

MAGIC 'London. Eng.* The pioneer of Conjuring Magazines, lis tenth
successful year of publication. Oldest, brightest, best and most
widely circulated monthly for magicians. The recognised Journal
of the professional inagtciaii. Features every month —Original

lessons in M atfic. being illustrated explanation sol all the latest tricks and stage illusions. Ex
planator> proKrammes of prominent magicians, blowing the order i>(tricks presented, with
an explanation of each trick, etc. Sample copy. U 1-2d (15 ctsi. Twelve months, 5 | 6 <$L50>.
Table of Contents of the ten volumes mailed free. American stamps and Poll; r notes ac
cepted. STAN YON & CO., 7nSolent Koad. West Ilampstead. London. N. \V.. England.

THE SPHINX
A Monthly Magazine for Amateuraiul Professional Magicians.

Tells you more about inattic than an\ maya/inr published. News letters from corres
pondents in all parts of the world are a special feature. $1a year. Single copies. 10c.

A. M. W ILSON, M. D., Publisher, <m Main St., Kansas City. Mo.

When writing l" advertisers, kindlv mention Mac;ic
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Back Numbers of MAGIC
VOLUME ONE READY

BOUND IN CLOTH
The first volume of Macic can

now be had neatly bound in cloth
with title page and index. It con
sists of the first six numbers. Jan
uary to June, 1910, including the
February number. Ghosts.

Price, $1.00.

SINGLE COPIES
Single copies of only the Jan

uary, March, April and May is

sues remain. They can be had, as

long as the supply lasts, for 1<»

cents each. Complete your file
before they are out of print.

A Few Copies of the Only Number
of GHOSTS Issued

The second issue (February,
1910) of Macic was given the title
of Ghosts. A few copies remain
and can be had for IS cents, while
they last.

CONTENTS— The Sphinx Kiddle of
Humanity- Spectral Illusions — Thread
ing the Mazes — An Afternoon in A Mag
ical Library How I Became A Spirit
Medium.

Cover in four colors. Colored frontis
piece and 19 illustrations. Most unique
magazine ever issued.

F. T. SINGLETON
Publisher

3619 Thompson Avenue

Kansas City, Mo.
\\ In-n writinK to advertisers, kind!) mention Magic

Tin' caldron illusion
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Special Limited Offer
"Magician Annual" for 1907-08, 1908-09, 1909-10.

The set of three, cloth bound, regular price 54.50, while
they last 53.00.

Down's "Art of Magic," regular price $5.00, while
stock lasts, $2.50.

"Wrinkles" still sellingat 50c the copy.

"Magicians' Tricks," By Hatton 6c Plate, 51.60
Net, postage 12c extra.

Catalogue 27 FRIldl/ Bargain sheet 30

The Bailey & Tripp Co.
24 In man 8tM Boston, A., Mum.

_MInnum Mtvrt. Camhridi.''-. A. BnMmi. M.i>s.

The Magical World
A WEEKLY REVIEW OF INTER

NATIONAL MAGIC AM)
KINDRED ARTS

EDITED BY

MAX STERLING
Published ev ery Wednesday. Yearly

subscriptions. $2.00; single copies, 4
cents. All the magical news while it is
news. Regular departments of "What
Others are IX)ing," "Practical Magic,"
"Whereabouts," etc. New tricks of
merit in every number. Only weekly pa
per in the world devoted to the inter
ests of the magician and the magic art.
Will "ginger up" your interest in the
subject every week. Sit down tonight
and write for a sample copy.

THE MAGICAL WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY
s. Law son Steet, Moss Side, Manchester, Kngland.

When writing to advertisers, kindlv mention Magic
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ft

l...,id.-d ,-iLMr

NllM'/C |Ml\\(lt>t

Kxpludiiiu in.i

Tin- v\;iler miracle

LKARN TO
KNTKRTAIN

Instructh c. entertainiiiii
and amusing.

Results guaranteed with
our Mairic Tric ks and Mills-
ions. We sell 011K the Ih'SI
Tricks and the ones that
are easy to perform, and
that require no skill. All
our directions are plain and
in most cases illustrated.

No I'nntice Required
Send 2 cts. in stamps for

our Tree Supplementary
C atalogue. Largest maim
facturers of Mayic Trieks,
I'llzzles and Illusions in the
wi irhl.

Mysto M f^r. Co.
Factories:

W'cslville Station

New Haven, limn.

Palladino'ti ĵ«iri t

Kin* »*at»T

\n;iri'liisl IMUlkl luiiiiliy

Kadea\va\ card

Tin- r:ildnm illusion
A<'^ill,suspension
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Entertain Your Friends at
Your Homes

There is no greater gift on earth than to be able to entertain. How many
times have you seen a clever Magician, and was mystified with his perform
ance —and the thought came to you, how I wish that 1 was clever! We offer
the solution. Vou can be as clever. We offer the Greatest Card Pack for
performing clever tricks ever invented. You require no skill at all. Hull in
structions are sent for performing an entire evening. No sleight of hand
manipulation necessary, you get the pack of cards, read the instructions,
and in rive minutes you will be able to entertain as clever as a professional
magician.

THE LANIGIRO CARD PACK
Price complete with all instructions, $1.(X). Cards can be told by mind

reading. Care's are made to r'se at c<n n and. Cards selected appear in y<ur
pocket. Cards placed in pack are made to appear at top of pack at will of
the performer. A COMPLETE KM EKTA1NMENT OF MYSTERY.

SEND OKHF.KSTO

BAMBERG MAGIC COMPANY
1193 Broadway, New York

Srnd fur our big Catalogue, dOOTricks, 10cents.

The Magical World
A WEEKLY REVIEW OF INTER

NATIONAL MAGIC AND
KINDRED ARTS

EDITED BV

MAX STERLING
Published every Wednesday. Yearly

subscriptions, $2.<H); single copies, 4
c ents. All the magical news while it is
news. Regular departments of "W hat
Others are Doing," "Practical Magic,"
"\\ hereabouts," etc. New tricks of
merit in every number. Only w eekly pa
per in the world devoted to the inter
ests of the magician and the magic art.
Will "ginger up" your interest in the
subject every week. Sit down tonight
and w rite for a sample ropy.

THE MAGICAL WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY
S, Law son Steet, Moss Side, Manchester, England.

Wlii-n writing to advertisers kindly nientii n Magic
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MARTI NKA'S
CATALOGUE
Bitfwst and best catalogue of high grade

magical good* sent postpaid fur 25c. Magi
clan's Headquarters in America. Reliable
and trustworthy. Our goods art- of the best
workmanship, U-ini! famous for solid quality.

The New Vanishing Coin
A pocket trick

that will great 1>
please everyone,
A hrav<
cap is given tor
thorough exami
nation. In the
cap is a small
hole, go-
in« right
through
it. Thr«e
coins arc ....
arranged
on the hack of the spectator's hand and tin-
cover put over them. Lifting the same im
mediately, only two coins are left. No sleight
of hand. Can be performed at ence by an\
one. Price, complete, $1.

MAKTINKA 81 COMPANY
4S3 Sixth Avenue, New Vork

Learn Stunts in MAGIC
You don't know what you are missing if you are not

in the Magic Game. A few good tricks with Cards,
Coins, etc., carefully practiced and rehearsed, will af
ford a lot of entertainment, and the cost is small.

Better send for my new "loose-leaf" Catalog of

HIGH CLASS CONJURING TRICKS
Practical tricks only. It's free. Special attention paid

to Amateurs. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DONALD HOLMES
Box 324, Kansas City, Missouri

When writing to advertisers kindly mention Magic
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A
Night with the Moon

"A PARLOR PRESENTATION OK' ANICMl Willi HIE MOON"

A Practical Lightning "Chalk-Talk"
for Amateurs
Bv P. T. SELBIT

Tru* J .i'ie, Nh), n im'jcr n( Music, containing I'. T. Selbit's
splendid "chalk talk," "A N i h t With The Moon," being now
out of print, the publisher has reprinted the sketch in attrac
tive pamphlet form.

In this unique entertainment, Mr. Selbit presents a practical
form of lightning sketch work that anyone, l>c he or she never
so ignorant of the art of sketching, may produce without much
practice, and provoke considerable merriment.

Price 10 cents, postpaid.

F. T. SINGLETON, Publisher
3619 Thompson Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

Thi' rildron illusion
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The Publisher Says

Still growing.

36 pages this month.

Three times the size of the Octoher numher.

At its present rate of growth. Magic: will soon double
its present size.

Compare this numher with the first number issued
a year ago.

Then try to see what this paper will be in 1912 if the
improvement is as great during the present year.

This number completes the publisher's original con
tract to supply 12 numbers for a dollar.

Therefore all the original subscribers who have not
already renewed will please note that this will be the
last number they will receive.

For the first time the publisher is obliged to apoligize
for the presswork on his paper, this number being-
marred by poor printing on some of the pages. This
was due to the phenomenal weather conditions effect
ing the ink rollers of his press before he could obtain
new ones.

Although several additional pages were added to this
number it was found necessary at the last moment to
omit some of the very best features, including much late
magical entertaining news and illustrated department
of "New Tricks from the Dealers." Room will be
found next mouth for this last feature.

F. T. SINGLETON

■v
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A Disappearing Bird Cage
Kditokial Note This splendid parlor illusion lias been the star item

on the editor's programme for several years. If it looks difficult to you, or
imperfect in any way, please bear in mind that your editor lias performed
it many times right under people's noses in a crowded room, and has never
(ailed to make it a convincing demonstration of his magical powers, and has
always receiv ed a great round of applause. Let me add here that few tricks
appear ill Macic that have not been tried out and actually performed before
spectators. Credit for the invention of the trick goes to Mr. David Devant,
and the following description is mostly in his own words.

ot them.

Uti. I \\ KAPI'IMi IT 1 UK IWliK

HK conjurer brings forward a litile wooden birdcage
with a living bird in it. He hands the cage round
for inspection, opens out a copy of /'he Saturday
livening Post on the top of his talile, tears out some
of the sheets and carefully wraps up the cage in one

Holding the cage thus, in both hands, he advances
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FIG. 2. CAGE ON SHELF.

towards the spectators, and asks two persons, one on either
side of him, to hold his wrists. In spite of the difficulty of the
feat which he has set for himself the conjurer once more tri
umphs, for he suddenly squashes the paper into a ball and
throws it into the air. The cage has absolutely disappeared, and,

with a polite bow to his audience, the conjurer follows suit.
A copy of The Saturday

Evening Post, or any large
popular periodical, is pre
pared in the following man
ner: Two or three of the mid
dle sheets are removed with
out disturbing the wire bind
ing staples. These are after
wards laid in loosely and used
in wrapping up the cage. Now
another double page sheet is
taken out and backed up with
white linen to strengthen it.
(For a single performance of
the trick the linen reinforcing
could possibly be dispensed
with.) In the center of one page a stiff piece of cardboard about
nine inches square is glued on the linen, and another double
sheet is taken out of the middle of the paper and pasted over
the linen and cardboard.

The conjurer now has two double sheets from the Post pasted
together with a piece of linen between them and a piece of card
board between them on one side. The edges of the linen should be
trimmed neatly to the size of the paper sheets. Another piece
of cardboard, about nine by seven inches, is covered on both
sides by odd pieces from the pages of the Post and fastened to
the first piece by gluing on a hinge of strong linen at the bot
tom edge. Now, when the paper is held up, this piece of card
board falls down by its own weight. Two white tapes are then
passed through it

,

and attached to the cardboard in the paper
so that the flap is held out at light angles to the paper. Thus,
when the paper interleaved with linen is placed on a table so
the part prepared with cardboard hangs over the edge, the flap
of cardboard falls down and forms a little shelf (See Fig. 1

.
)

This prepared sheet of paper is folded again with the shelf flap
inside, and bound back in the center of the Post.Thc wire staples
can be bent out for this purpose and then bent back securely.
The several loose sheets of double pages are then laid in be
tween the prepared sheets without being secured by the staples.
Along the top edge of the prepared paper, several sheets back

Aerial suspension
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114 MAGIC

er the agency by which such things arc accomplished is natural
nr supernatural, it is certain that trustworthy, scientific men —
"cranks," perhaps, upon this one subject — have certified to the
phenomena happening.

Therefore, when we were confronted with the announcement
that Mr. 1

'. T. Selbit proposed to materialize spirit paintings

in the full glare of the footlights upon the stage of the ( )r-

: ART P\RLOR"OF THE B \XGS SISTERS. SPIRIT PIC TURK MEDIUMS

pheum Theater, Kansas City, we thought the opportunity for
an interesting and unbiased investigation had arrived. Let us
say right here that we were hot mistaken. The more you probe
this subject the more interesting does it become. To start with,
you are face to face with a mystery. The detection of crime is

not half so absorbing as the attempt to pierce the veil between
the known and the unknown. Moreover, the sordidness of the
former is unhealthy, and in the latter, the environment charms.

In Mr. Selbit's mystery you see the thing happen before your
eyes. 1 hen you are invited to solve the riddle. I he perfor
mance does not end there, for the whole thing is repeated de
tail for detail, and. if you desire it

,

you may impose your own

Tin- r:i]drni] illusion Aerial suspension
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conditions. All the evidence and every cine that is possible is
right there under your nose. You do not have to go searching
for something that a criminal may have tried to hide with
fiendish cunning. On the other hand you have a polite, urbane
and interesting individual in the person of the performer to as

sist your investigation, an entertainer whom you may cross ex
amine to your heart's content. We started out with the full in-

\ SELBIT SPIKIT PAINTING SKAXCE.

tention of discovering how it was possible to take an unpre
pared canvas, and in full view, cause a beautiful reproduction
of any old masterpiece to appeal in lasting colors on its sur
face. Perhaps we tried Air. Selbit with the impertinence of our
questions and the length of our interview. If we did, he has an
elegant manner of concealing his impatience. If wedid not, he

has acquired the philosophy of Job. Our investigations began
at the matinee. They continued in Mr. Selbit's dressing-room,
were prolonged at the night show, and they are not yet com-'
pleted.

If yon think the canvases are prepared .Mr. Selbit begs you
to help yourself to as many as you please and have them an-
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alysed If you find any preparation of any kind you will be

rewarded for your trouble with S5CKJ for each canvas that will
not stand the test. We were
asked to inspect six canvases
and see them carried on to
the stage for the show. To
make sure they were not go
ing to be changed we asked
permission to mark them and
this was cheerfully granted.

Then came the call for Mr.
Selbit's turn. We were invited
to watch the setting of the
stage, and we even assisted
to the extent of carrying on
the canvases just marked. We
stood in the wings while the
performer introduced himself
and, a committee being in
vited on the stage, we walked
on with all the assurance of
a chorus lady. We were asked
to choose the blank for the
first subject; we indicated one
at random, and another in
vestigator selected a second
canvas. These were placed
face to face on an artist's ea

sel that we had carefully in
spected at the outset. Then
a strong electric lamp was
placed behind the two can

vases, and the light shining through them proved at once their
absolute clearness of deception.

Then we were asked what subjects we would like materalised.
There was a list of famous artists and another schedule of well-
known masterpieces exhibited for our guidance. W e chose a pic
ture by Land seer.

"Do you happen to be familiar with any of Landseer's
works?" enquired the demonstrator. Having primed ourselves
with a little artistic lore for the occasion we truthfully said we
should recognise a copy of Landreer's "Dignity and Impu
dence," Who would not ?

"Well, 1 never guarantee which subject Landseer will incline
to produce, but there is no harm in you mentally desiring that
work." explained tin- professor.

MR. 1'. T. SKI. HIT

The rildron illusion
A,'ri''1 suspension
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So to the best of our belief we hoped that we would catch the
artist in the right mood to supply the subject we should recog
nise. We sat quite close to the canvas, and, sure enough, pres
ently a faint color became discernable. We were asked to touch
the canvas to see that it was neither hot nor wet. It was neither.
W e walked behind, looked underneath, overhead, round behind
the scenery at the back, and no clue to the trick was apparent.
By the time we returned to the front of the easel the picture
was all but complete. Here and there a little detail remained
unfinished, but these were soon supplied, and there was the
finished picture. It was in
deed Landseer's "Dignity
and Impudence." And we
pledge our faith no better
copy of the original seemed
possible. According to the en
tertainer the whole operation
had taken but sixty-five sec
onds. We did not time the
performance but are quite
willing to concede this point,
which is interesting but quite
inmaterial. Then the can
vases were separated. On the
front one was our subject. The
other was free from any sug
gestion of color. We verified
our marks, testetl the canvas,
and found that a slight pow
dery substance adhered to
the finger when you rubbed
a patch of color.

The effect was inexpli
cable. No indication of any
kind remained as to the cause,
but here was the result. Here
was art if you like. Perhaps
it might be described as a

triumph of artistery. You see
an elegant, refined perform
ance of which you can carry
away a pleasurable remem
brance. Hut something more
remains— something beauti
ful and eminently tangible -one of the world' s greatest pictures
- all done on the vaudeville stage in sixty-five seconds!

MKS. I'. T. SELBIT.
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A Telepathic Card
By T. C. Bonney

HE following little trick when presented either as a

feat of magic or an experiment in mental telepathy,
will be found very mystifying and has the advantage
of being easily mastered. It can be preformed any
where, the only accessory needed being a pack of

common playing cards.
I will give my method of presenting it as "an exhibition of

thought transfer. nice,
"

in the hope tha't some of the many
readers of Mr. Singleton's excellent magazine will find it use

ful when they are unexpectedly called upon to"do a few tricks."
The cards are thoroughly shuffled and someone requested to
draw one, note what it is and allow the other members of the
audience to do the same.

No "forcing" is required, the spectator being really allowed
free choice of the cards. When the card is returned to the pack,
insert the tip of the left little finger under it

,

and square up
pack. Turn the pack in position for shuffling, remove all the
cards from under the lip of little ringer and shuffle them onto
the top of balance of cards held in left hand. The chosen card

is now on the bottom.
Again grasp lower half of pack in right hand and do oxer-

hand shuffle, being careful towards the last to run the cards one
at a lime till you come to the last (chosen card,) which you
place on top.

Now do any false shuffle or riffle that will leave the chosen
card at its position on top of the pack and continue "patter
ing" something to the following effect:

"You will observe that the cards have been thoroughly
shuffled and the chosen one lost to view. It is not on the bot
tom (showing the bottom of the pack,) nor on top." (Here you
lift the two top cards by grasping them with the fingers at one
end and the thumb at the other, and exhibit them as one.)

Replace them on the top of pack and continue:
"I have shown you the top and the bottom cards to prove

beyond any question of doubt that I have made no effort to
keep track of the chosen card, and I now desire to prove the
truth of my former statements regarding the transmission of
thought, by having the audience themselves locate the card for
me.

"
You then invite some one to step forward and cut the deck

into four little heaps, keeping in view the chosen card which,
you remember, is still on top of the pack.

Thr imIdroil illusion Aerial suspension
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Then "force" the heap containing the chosen card upon the
audience by the well known method of "Choose two of the
heaps, please, . . . one of the remaining heaps, thank you, "and
place the heap containing the chosen card in the inner coat
pocket of some member of the audience, at the same time re

questing all who saw the card to think of nothing else for the
time being.

After a few moments, during which you pretend to lie think
ing deeply, reach quickly into the pocket and remove the top
card from heap contained therein, and the trick is done.

If you glance at the bottom card of upper half of pack when
you first commence shuffling, you can easily see the chosen card
and if you wish to add effect to the trick, name it before taking
it from pocket.

You may vary the shuffling if you wish, by inserting the tip
of little finger under one card beneath chosen card, and when the
shuffle is finished it will be the first card below the top one, and
you can then really lift the top card alone when you reach that
point of the trick.

The only objection I find to the latter method is
,

that one
cannot produce card from pocket so quickly, which, in my
opinion, detracts somewhat from the effect.

A Cigar Box Servante
By Max Sterling

I' smoking concerts, or other entertainments where
difficulty of setting tables

is experienced, a cigar box
(providing a reasonable ex
cuse is advanced for its in

troduction) may be readily converted
into one of the most illusive servantes
ever constructed.

The special advantage claimed for
the design now submitted is that at
any moment —before and after use — it

conveys the impression of absolute in
nocence. It is therefore suitable for use

on a glass-topped table or any im
promptu support the place of entertain
ment may offer where a special table is not available.

The drawing practically reveals the secret and its details,
hirst, a portion of the back is cut out by a fret-saw, to follow
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the lines of the usual paper i hiding. This is supplied w ith two
side supports, cut as illustrated, and mounted on pivots of wire
arranged at the base to allow of a free swinging movement. A

AN EFFECTIVE ROPE RELEASE

stop piece on the inner side of the box prevents it falling too
far outward. The box can then be lined with any soft material
to deaden the sound of anything falling within it. A shell, re-

Tlie ("iklr..n illusion V. rinl suspension
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presenting cigars, with a small well at each end to contain the
simon pure, should be fixed so that on opening the lid the ap
parently genuine article is visible and actually taken from the
box. This can be done with the servante "up" or closed, and
on placing on the table quietly "let down" without raising the
slightest suspicion. After use, at the finish of the show, the fin
gers naturally close it again, and the "clever ones" are left
wondering.

An Effective Rope Release
By A. E. Bloom

HE following rope trick is about as good as any you
can wish for, when called upon to do something
mysterious —an advantageous feature being that the
necessary paraphernalia can usually be borrowed
from the audience.

First borrow two pieces of rope or clothes line —one of which
should be several yards in length, the other long enough to al
low your wrists to be tied in the manner depicted by Fig. 2.

Instruct someone to place the long rope, which we will call
A, behind the rope H, which is tied between the wrists. Then
tell him to grasp the ends of A and pull as hard as he can. You
now explain that you will cause him to pull rope A through rope
H, without injury to either of the ropes.

This seemingly impossible experiment is accomplished by
the following procedure: While your assistant is pulling rope
A, move your hands backwards and forwards, so as to slightly
loosen the ropes around the wrists. While continuing this motion
the fingers of the right hand are given an opportunity to bring
rope A, up under the rope B, which is tied around the left hand
C. (Consult Fig. 3 of the accompanying illustration.) The fin
gers of the right hand D continue to pull rope A up over the
back of hand C, (Fig. 4). A hard pull on the ends of rope A
will now dislodge it

,

and the release has been accomplished.

Presuming that you are doing a card trick and that a lady
will not select the card you are attempting to force, do not
swear at her. Swearing is not considered polite in society.

If you bungle a trick, and the audience notice it
,

do not ex
plain the mistake by saying that you must be a fool. Possibly
they might fall in with your belief.
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One Hundred Good Tricks Without
Sleight of Hand

Part II. Ten Good Coin Tricks
Selected and edited by Krnest Evangeline

I. COIN AND CARD. —Balance a playing card on the tip
of the second finger of the left hand, and on the center of the
card, i. e. immediately over the finger, lay a penny. Flick the

corner edge of the card sharply with the second finger of the
right hand, taking care to strike quite straight. The card will
spin away and leave the penny balanced on the finger.

II. VANISHING COINS ON A PLATK.— Half a dozen

coins are swept from the table into a plate, on which they are
heard to clatter. The plate is immediately displayed empty.
Half a dozen pennies and two plates are necessary. One of the
plates is secreted in the servanie, and the other laid upon the
table. Lay the coins on the table. Take up a position behind

it
,

hold the plate just below the edge of the table and —appar
ently —sweep the coins into it. They will be heard to clatter
on the plate (for they really fall into the plate previously se

creted in the servante,) and the empty one is then produced
with all possible alacrity.

HI. BALANCING COINS.— Use three coins with thick
edges, and a thin strip of wood, slightly longer than the three
coins placed on end. Lay the three coins edge too edge in a

row in the left hand, and upon them place the wood that has
been concealed in the palm of the light hand. Grip the ends
of the stick between the thumb and second ringer of the right
hand, at the same time holding the top and bottom coins tight
ly. The coins can then be raised perpendicularly, and shown
as if self-supported upon their own edges.

IV. THE WALKING COIN. (Will Goldston)— A borrowed
coin is placed at the end of the (able nearest the performer.
At command the coin will slowly move to the other end when
the conjurer walks away. A length of fine black thread is laid
across the table; one end is fastened on to the performer' s vest
button, and the other, which contains a small pellet of wax, is

on the end of the table near the conjurer. The borrowed coin

is placed over the wax; the thread, it will be seen, is carried
under the table. When the performer walks backwards the coin

is made to g<> in the opposite direction. After the trick has been
repeated the coin is taken off the table and handed to owner.

V. COIN AND HANDKERCHIEF. (Will Goldston)— A

'I'll.- i-ildrun illusion
A,-rial suspension
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borrowed coin aiul handkerchief arc handed around for exami
nation. The performer places the coin in the center of hand
kerchief so that the movement can be followed by the entire
company. Everybody is quite satisfied that the handkerchief
contains the coin, until the conjurer opens it out, shaking it
thoroughly. The only requisite required for this startling yet
simple trick is a small fine rubber band. When the coin isshown
the conjurer slowly pushes it into the center of the handker
chief; the rubber band, which is at the back of the handker
chief, fjiips the coin and holds it securely, enabling the per
former to shake the handkerchief, proving that the coin has
completly disappeared.

VI. COIN THROUGH A HAT INTO GLASS. -Threecoins
are thrown into a borrowed hat, which has been stood upon a

glass, and one of the coins passes right through the hat into the

ylass. A der'oy hat. a tumbler, and four coins are necessary.
The bowl of the hat is laid on the rim of the tumbler, and just
underneath it a coin is wedged half-way in the glass. Two coins
are then dropped into the hat, and the third one thrown at the
side of the hat, so that it releases the coin, which falls into the
glass. Take the coins out of the hat with the right hand, palm
one by holding it against the inside of the hat with the thumb,
and display two. (Fig. 2.)

VII. COIN INTO A MA TCH HON. <Kixis Stanvon) Pre
pare a match b jx as follows: push open the sliding portion

ILLUSTRATIONS KOK CARD TRICKS
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about one inch. Then fix between the top of the slide and the

back end of the box, a coin, the greater part of which is over
hanging the box, the whole being out of sight of the casual
observer. Arranged thus, give the box to someone to hold with
instructions that when you count three the box is to be closed
smartly. This will have the effect of jerking the coin into the
box. You now take a duplicate coin and vanish it by means of
any convenient method, counting "One! two! three!" when,
upon acting according to your instructions, the person who is

holding the box will close it and the coin will be heard to fall
inside.

VIII. DISAPPEARING COIN. (Will Golds-ton)— A dime
is dropped into performer's open hand, then closed. Without
his hand touching any part of his body, it is opened, and the
coin is nowhere to be seen. Before commencing the trick se

cretly cover the third finger nail of the left hand with soft soap.
Place the small coin in the hand, near the ball of the thumb.
Instantly the hand is closed the coin will adhere to the finger
nail. When opening the hand, take care the finger-nail holding
the coin should not be seen.

IX. HKADS OR TAILS. (David Devant)— This is an easy-

catch. The performer takes a coin, spins it on the table, and
without looking at it announces to the audience whether it has
fallen head or tail uppermost. He repeats this trick over and
over again, and is always able to tell which way the coin has
fallen. All you have to do is to get a quarter or half-dollar,
notch a little place out, and then raise it up. The notched side
will always sound quite differently from the other when the
coin falls on the table. The audience must not be allowed to
suspect that you do the trick by listening to the fall of the
coin. Keep them in suspense for a little time before you tell
them the result, and ask them to look at the coin and to think
of it. Remember that this trick must be performed on a bare
table.

X. A GOOD CATCH. (David Devant. >— This is only a catch,
but it will puzzle any any one who does not know it. Put three
coins on the table, and pick them up one at a time, counting
"One, two, three." Put them down again, one at a time, count
ing, "Four, five, six." Pick them up again, counting "Seven,
eight, nine;" but when you get to "nine," hold up the coin
quickly, and put it down again. Then put the other two clown,
counting "Ten, eleven." You appear to have altered the multi
plication table, and made four times three eleven. Now give the
coins into anyone' s hands, and ask them to do it. They will assur
edly fail, even if they partly see through the trick, because the
coins must be on the table at the beginning of the trick.

ThiT.ildri.il illusion Aerial suspension
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What Every Conjurer Should Know
II. How to "Palm" a Card

Selected and edited by Ernest Evangeline

HK card which you desire to palm should he brought
to the back of the pack, which should be held face
downwards in the left hand. The right hand ap
proaches the pack to cover it and at the same time
the left thumb pushes the top card up a little (Fig. 1

is slightly exaggerated). The right hand, half closed (Fig. 2),

covers the pack with the fingers pressing down on the projecting
card. A slight pressure on this card will force the other end up

Fii

HOW TO PALM A CARD

into the palm of the hand when it can be gripped as in Fig. 3,

which is a back view.
Another method is to push the top card to the side, towards

the fingers of the left hand. With the third finger of the left
hand, which is now immediately below the card, press it up
ward into the right hand, which should half close over it.

You must not mind about bending the card, which will lie
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curled up against the inside of the hand. You may either let the
hand drop negligently to your side, or, still better, take the

pack between the fingers and thumb of the same hand and offer
it to be shuffled. This will give you the opportunity, often very
valuable, of seeing what the card in question is. W hen it becomes

necessary to return the card to the pack the mere motion of
taking the pack in the right hand, whether from the left hand
or from the table, will effect that object in the most natural

man ner.

Second Sight Card Divination
By M. Michel

From Tin- MrU'ical World, bv courtesy ol Mux Sterling

HIS effect must be worked by two persons, one of
whom retires from the room during the selection of
a card from an ordinary pack offered to the audience
by the second party. When the card has been chosen
(not forced) it is placed within any ordinary box,

which in turn is covered with a black cloth, and left in full view
of the spectators. The absent "thought reader" is now invited
into the room, blindfolded, and led to the platform. He is then
seated upon a chair and his hands are allowed to rest,upon the
wrapped up box. Without a word being spoken he is now able
to describe the face value and suite of the card chosen, after
some little pretence of mental exertion.

Method.- - The trick is worked by a prearranged series of sig
nals given by the second performer, consisting of barely per
ceptible Hicks with the nail of his second finger upon the thumb
of the same hand, which can easily be done without the audi
ence being any the wiser, if a careless atitude is assumed with
the hands behind. The code is, diamonds one flick, hearts two
flicks, spades three flicks, clubs four flicks. A second's pause
after the suite is indicated, then ace one flick, and so on up to
the jack, which receives eleven flicks, the queen twelve, and
the king thirteen. Suppose, for example, that the seven of dia
monds has been selected, one flick- would convey the suite, and
after the slightest pause, seven flicks in quick succession give
the "pips." All that is necessary for the satisfactory perform
ance of this trick is a pair of sharp ears.

"I believe that there would be more amateur conjurers if the
old method of teaching conjuring could be swept away."

—David Dkvant.

'I'll.- caldron illusion -Vril11 suspension
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A MONTH OF MAGIC
All the Magical Entertaining News Without

Prejudice or Personal Criticism

Acknowledgement— Besides regular and special correspondents in New York, London,
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago and San Francisco, anil occasional correspondents all over tin-
world. M agic's news service is obtained from the leading daily newspapers, and the theatrical
nn.i vaudeville press as represented by The Billboard. The New York Clipper. Yariety, The
Pin\er and The Show World. And last, but not least, Ironi our esteemed contemporary. The
Matrical World.

Accuracy— The Publisher desires to make this magical news service dependable, and will
be grateful when his attention is called to any misstatement of fact or errors of any kind.

Address All Correspondence to K. T. Sin-rleton. Publisher. .V>I9Thompson Ave.
Kansas City. Mo.. L'. s>.A.

HORACE GOLDIN'S NEW MAGICAL PLAY
Mr. Horace Goldin, the famous "illusionist," has now determined to

cross the Rubicon which separates the variety from the theatrical stage. Some
little time ago Mr. Goldin was struck by the idea that a play in which dra
matic action and magic were neatly blended would prove to the liking of the
public. A newspaper paragraph provided him with the ground-work for a

plot, and that he at once set himself to elaborate. Having finished his pan
of the task, he sought the assistance of a collaborator. 1 he net result is a
three-act play, entitled "The Tiger and the Pretender," for which a short
provincial tour, beginning in March, has been booked by Mr. Wentworth
Croke, and which, if a suitable theater can be obtained, will be seen in the
West-End of London two months later.

In conversation with a representative of the "Daily Telegraph," Mr. Gol
din himself gave some details of the piece. " The plot," he said "is based
upon actual events which occured some two or three years ago. The story
opens in the courtyard of a Moorish palace in Mekinez, a town in Morocco.
The principal characters are the Pretender, whose aim it is to recover the
throne from the usurping Sultan, and a beautiful young girl, called Safia,
who has a powerful rival in the fascinating Leila, a spy in the pay of the
Sultan. Among the visitors to Mekinez is Horace Goldin, at the moment con
siderably perturbed because he is due in Paris to fulfil an important engage
ment. Events lead up to the capture of the Pretender by the Sultan's sol
diers, and Goldin is called upon to effect the release of the former, by means
of his magical powers, whereof he has already given substantial proofs. He
urges, in reply, that time presses and he must at once set forth for Paris
Thereupon an attempt is made to seize him, but eluding the guard he slips
into an empty box. When that is opened — w«*ll, you can imagine the sur
prise and the bewilderment of the soldiers on discovering that it is

,

as before,
full of nothingness!

"Act 2," continued Mr. Goldin, "is divided into two scenes, the first
representing the exterior of the Theatre Houdin in Paris, the second the
stage of that playhouse. There I shall give an entertainment ranging over
six centuries. In world's greatest conjurers: Blitz of the fifteenth century,

I loudin of the sixteenth, 1 )ekolta of the seventeenth, Ching Ling Foo of the
eighteenth, Hermann Picktet of the nineteenth, and — here you must make
a little allowance for my natural modesty- -Horace Goldin of the twentieth.
That finished, away we go to Morocco again, which, of course, is the easi

est thing in the world for a magician. There, I can tell you, matters have
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arrived at a pretty pass. The Sultan's triumph is complete. 15y his orders
the Pretender is to be put to death by by means that declare his persecutor
to be a master of the art of replied cruelty. The prince is to be thrown into
a den of a ferocious tiger and there torn to pieces. Contined in a dungeon
lie is even now awaiting his awful fate. The Sultan, however, lias reconed
without the arrival of Horace Goldin, to whom the difficulties of time and

space are es nothing. To penetrate through the solid walls of the Preten
der's pJison-house is but the work of a moment; to change places with the

Prinee an act of becoming magnanimity.
Then comes the last scene of all. It is laid in the city square. In the cen

ter of the stage stands the tiger's cage, with the tiger -mind you, a real, live
tiger—pacing about in it

. The square is crowded with people. A proces
sion enters, headed by the Sultan and Leila. Goldin, disguised as the Pre
tender, is introduced. Three pistol shots will be the signal for the opening
of the cage into which the prisoner is to be thrown. Hut somehow a mistake

is made and the door of the cage opens before the attendants are readv.
Profiting by the chance the tiger springs out. The magician eatches him in

mid-air, carries him down to the footlights, and rends him in twain. The

people madly acclaim the Pretender's triumph, the Sultan and Leila are

promptly dispatched, and--<|uick curtain.

S. A. M. MAGICAL CARNIVAL
The S. A. M. Magic Vaudeville was given at Carnegie Lyceum, Satur

day night, January 14th. The house was well filled with members of the or
ganization, and lovers of the magic art. The following well known magi
cians took part: -—

Ziska and Saunders (vaudeville's classiest magicians), magic singing
comedy.

Kohl), a bit of patriotic magic.
Frank Ducrot, novelty act.
The trickiest trickster in tricks is Hendrickson (of Hendrickson and Ros-

ani),an entertainment of pure sleight-of-hand—someold tricks newly dressed.
Hewes, the white Yogi (assisted by Miss Frances Frizonette), "The art

of magic."
Dante (courtesy of New York Hippodrome). Challenge handcuff escape.

Famous mail bag escape. Marvelous escape from sealed milk can.
The smart entertainer, Henry Clive, assisted by Miss Mai Sturgis Walker.
Mine. Adeliade Herrmann and Co., mysterious entertainment.
Ziska and Saunders made a phenomenal hit. Ziska's work is clean, his

humor is not ov erdone, and he is without a doubt, an ideal-looking magi
cian. His talenled wife sang one difficult number, and scored a hit.

Kobb presented a bit of patriotic magic, assisted by a draw-box well filled
with American and foreign flags. The turn showed class, and was well re
ceived.

Frank Ducrot and his rag pictures scored the usual hit, his paper tearing
stunts were also done well.

Kd. Hendrickson did 30 minutes of rapid magic, each experiment well
executed; by many he was the "hit" ofthe bill.

Howes, the white Yogi, surprised the audience with his clever work. He

is an old showman and knows a lot about magic. He was ablv assisted by
Miss Frizonette. The target trick was a hit.

Henry Clive and Mai Sturgis Walkerdid a clever bit. Clive is very good,
and his humor most excellent. He burlesques magic without exposing the
secrets. The act is classy.

Mine. Adelaide Herrmann and company were the real headliners of the

'I'll.- i-ildron illusion Aerial suspension
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bill. The act made its usual hit, and was received with round after round
of applause.

Charles Koltare filled a few minutes with some cleverhandkerchief work.
He has wonderful stage presence and is a clever magician.

Dante, the handcuff expert, closed the well-balanced programme, and
mystified the audience with his marvelous escapes.

Many out-of-town magicians were in attendance.
The e.itire programme was arranged by Charles Koltare, and reflected

great credit 0:1 his ability as a purveyor for entertainments.
The S. A. M. show was the best entertainment of its kind ever given in

\'e>v York. It will he very hard to equal.

A SHADOW SHOW
At the American Music Hall, New York, the "Three Maids of Sais," an

illusory living shadow show made a hit. The shadow effects were executed
by three graceful girls and are very attractive and artistic. The act is in

three parts, each requiring special scenery. The final effect representing a

Grecian frieze, on a red back ground received merited applause. The act
was brought over from the London Hippodrome by Otto Heineman.

Kara, juggler, left for Germany Jan. 28. He will return to America the
latter part oi the summer and open at the American Roof Garden, New-

York.

The Great Myst.) is touring Canada with his company.

Dl'NNlNGER, the mysterious, and Eugene Freund gave a program of
magic, mystery and spiritualism at th- Broadway Central Hotel on Friday,

[an. 13. Eugene Freund's work consisted of feats in spiritualism and thaum-
aturgy. Dunninger entertained with magic and illusions. He is truly a king
of cards and ranks with the best and he introduced many new tricks and
mystifying illusions.

Charles Carter, illusionist, is having a very successful tour in the En
glish provinces.

Melville presented his mystery of the Moto girl at the Majestic theater,

Montgomery, Ala. It was well received.

There are no less than fifteen magic acts shown at the various halls in
London. Two Americans, Goldin and Lafayette are among the favored ma
gicians.

Hewes, "The White Yogo," is at the Kden Musee, New York.

J ARROW, the comical trickster, has an imitator who copies both Jarrow's
tricks and patter. The "copy act" showed for three days in New York, but
was not very well recened.

Adams and Mack at the Nemo, New York. They expose many of the
tricks they do but have toned this feature of thcr act down somewhat.

Prof. Suriani, illusionist, has returned from Europe and is playing on
the Western coast. He has brought numerous new material home with him
and will use this in his act.

Marvelous Griffith at the Orpheum, Los Angeles, Jan. 2-7.
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upside down illusion -The piercing arrow The inexhaustible cocoanut -

The lady and the boy. In which a trunk and cabinet are used. (Cabinet in
midair.) Several unexplainable changes taking place —closing the enter
tainment with, " The Triple Mystery.

"
Two light boxes standing on ele-

vated platform are shown empty. Large trunk suspended from ceiling of
theater. Boxes are nested and lady appears. Lady is placed in Egyptian
Mummy casket which is then hoisted in air. Shot is tired ane lady disappeass
from casket. Suspended trunk is brought down, placed on elevated stand
from which two smaller trunks are taken. Lady appears in last trunk.

The Great Wii.ber and Co., who offer novelties in ventriloquism atthe
Virginia theater, Chicago, in Jan. The act has recently completed a tour of
the Pantages circuit and is now honked up by agents who are members of
the Theatrical and Vaudeville Agents' Association of America.

Ai.etheia AM) Aleko at the New Broadway theater, Camden, X. | , |an.
9-14.

Sherman, magic act, at the 31st St., theater, Chicago. His magic is of
tirst quality, his personality pleasing, talk good and his act was the hit of
the bill.

Frank Palmer, cartoonist, is appearing at various theaters around Chi
cago. His offering is really creditable and the comedy is both amusing and
interesting.

La Fayette at the Coliseum, London, is in his second yearly engage
ment. His performance lasts one hour. He is still using the big finish w.th
the flags and guns.

Victor, ventriloquist, at the I'nion Square, New York, Jan. 9-14. He
uses but one "dummy." He walks through the audience singing, thus giv
ing them a chance to inspect his voice deception at close range.

Kai.KRATUS, juggler and hoop roller, who has been ill of pneumonia, in
Cleavland, died Dec. 28.

Jack Akk, diabolo expert, at the Plaza, New York, Jan. 9-14.

Howard Dotson, clay modeler, at the Plaza, New York, Jan. 9-14.

The Frank L. Gregory Troupe introduced a new hoop-rolling trick
that made a hit at the Palladium, London.

Fred Nkiman died in London Christmas day, very suddenly. He was a

ventriloquist of much merit, and he appeared in America for three years.
Of late he has been an agent. He was a member of several lodges.

Van Lkar and Rome, burlesque magicians, at the Armory, Binghapmton ,

N. Y., Jan. 9-14.

Lamb's Manikins at the American, New York, Jan. 9-14. They have
improved their stage setting somewhat and their act was well received.

Braham's PllANTAGRAPHS at the Oak, Chicago, Jan. 9-14.

Great Klverton, juggler, gave an excellent performance at Young's
Pier, Atlantic City.
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Duncan Hypnotic Comedy Co. opened to a large audience at the Audi
torium, Hot Springs, Ark., Dec. 26-31.

Walter J. Keknk and Co., magical entertainers, at Polis, New Lon
don, Conn., Dec. 28-.* I.

The Great Runtons, in a good novelty juggling act, appeared at the

Lyric, Kome, X. V.. Dec. Dec. 22-24.

Van Leak and Co., burlesque magical act, at the Lyric, Koine, X. V.
Dec. 22-24.

Mildred and Roiclere at the Darling, Gloversville, X. V., Dec, lit.

W. C. Fields, juggler, is playing a month's engagement at the Apollo,
Vienna.

Tai l Valadon and Co., at the Crystal, Chicago, Jan. 2-7.

The Van de Kooks at Keith's, Boston, Jan. 2-7.

Frank H artley, juggler, at the American, New York. He works alone,
introducing hits of humor himself. Must of his tricks have been seen but
Hartley's execution of them is very creditible. He shows particular skill in
a cup, saucer, and spoon trick, in which each article is thrown from his toe

to his forehead one at a time, each setting in place without a miss.

Norman, magician, at the Ninth and Arch Street Museum, Philadelphia,
l*a. Jan. 2-7.

Kameses, at the Majestic, Milwaukee.

Mme. Herrmann at Poli's, Hartford, Conn., Jan. 2-9.

BoswoRTH and Otto, jugglers, at the Linden, Chicago, Jan. 2-7.

Fdwin George, billed as "The Juggling Jester," was at the Empress,
Chicago, Jan. 2-7. His act consists of juggling stunts and an amusing line
of talk.

LaKOLA AND LORAINE opened the show at the American, Chicago, with
some good juggling, Jan. 2-7.

VV. F. Whittle, ventriloquist, at the Circle, Chicago.

Rush Ling Toy was at the Verdi. Chicago, Jan. 4-S. He produced anew
European illusion, a Chinese triple mystery entitled "The Transmission of
Souls.

GEORGE S. Lander, Australian ventriloquist, is playing the Loew cir
cuit.

Riffnkr and Cooke, comedy jugglers, were on the bill at the Princess,
St. Paul, Christmas week.

Ned Mac, clay modeler, at the Orpheum, Lima, ().

The Great Lester, ventriloquist, at Poli's, Scranton, Pa.

Phasma, electrical act, at the Victoria, Wheeling, W. Va.

Schechtl's Manikins, at the Orpheum, Montreal.

Tin* caldron illusion Aerial suspension
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Larola, juggler, at tlic- American, Music Hall, Chicago.

RANDALL, sand pictures, was on the bill at the American, Chicago.

Kivk Juggling Jewels were at Hammerstein's Victoria, New York,
during the holidays.

Am Goza, fire eater at the Ninth and Arch St., Museum, Philadelphia,
Jan. l>-14.

Krevoli, at the Orpheum, Savannah, Ga., Jan. 2-7.

Van Hoven, the mad magician, who has been playing the Inter-State
and United time is back in Chicago. W hile in the Fast he played Hammer
stein's three times and several return dates on the Keith time.

Hoi. AM) Travers and Co., magician, presented his illusions as the Or
pheum, Cincinnati, O., Jan. 9-14.

"Chinese" Johnny Williams at the Casino, Providence, H. I., Jan. 9-
14. He has recovered from his illness and was assisted in his act by his wife
and their talking dog, "Foolish."

MYSTERIOUS MOORE AND BILLY WALDRON DO A "STUNT"
Mysterious Moore and Billy Waldron of the Waldron Bros., pulled off a

funny stunt at the Scamper, Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 9-14, just after El Gor
do, the magician presented his lemon trick. Waldron was introduced by
M<x>re as the world's greatest magician and out popped our little Billiken
Billy. Instead of using the lemon, the produced a huge pumpkin, cut it open
w.th a butcher cleaver and to the astonishment of the audience, out fell hun
dreds of ten dollar bills, with the advertisement of Dad b razier's Hotel on
the back. The two wonderful magicians received large applause and took
an encore.

Ed RUSS, magician, at the winter garden, New Orleans.

Cuvette, "The Man in Black," has engaged A. H. McKechnie to drrect
his world tour. The Company will leave Chicago in March.

THE LlSShTTS, equilil rists, at the New theater Baltimore, Md. Jan. 9-14.

The Great Asahi at the Orpheum, Salt Lake City, Jan. 9-14.

Lightning Hopper is a crayon artist of considerable merit. He appeared
at the Victoria theater, New York, week of Jan. 9-14.

Chassino, shadowgraphist, at the Manhattan Opera House, New York,
Jan. 9-14.

Al Fin Foo, Chinese magician, with the Boheman Burlesquers made a

big hit recently in Cincinnati.

PAVL Cinqvf.VALLI, juggler, at the Argyll theater, Birkenhead, Eng.
He assisted on an impromptu, benefit performance for the relief of the im
poverished shipbuilders of that district.

The TomsoNS, mystery act, appeared at the Casino. Harrisburg, Pa.
Owing to the National theater Co.'s canceling their lease to the theater,
their engagement lasted but three days.
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Kesterson Bros, are on the Webster time. Tlieir act of singing danc
ing and novelty paper tearing lias more than made good in the Chicago
houses.

The Zancigs at the VVilliard, Chicago. They have disposed of tlieir mov
ing picture interests in New York.

The Great Leon, Hindow illusionist, at the City Opera House, Water-
town, N. Y.

Henella, with his novelty mvstery, "The Sinning Head," (jloversvillc,
N. Y.

Hesse, juggling comedian, lias just closed on Fisher time. He will re

turn to his home in Los Angeles.

TROVOLLO and Co., ventriloquists, were on the bill at the American
Music Hall, Chicago. They presented "The Boston Road Inn." Their act

was a decided novelty in the ventriloquial line, the comedy bright and ch an

and even the "dummies" were above the ordinary.

Prof. Graham's Educated Fleas were at at Keith's, Providence, R.
I. These little insects perform really wonderful feats and make quite a sen

sation wherever shown.

Harry Lamore at the Alhambra, Paris, Christmas week. His act was
a parody on the conjurer and juggler and caused much laughter.

Sei.ma Brat/., juggler, at the Colonial, Akron, ( ).

Pewitt, the man with many faces, at the American Music Hall, W Y.,
Dec. 26-31, is really novel. A gigantic head, a perfect copy of his own Pier
rot face, at the word of command duplicates Pewitt's changing facial ex
pressions, tragic or comic - all giv en with extreme skill and truly marv elous.

Kara, the juggler, at the American Music Hall, N. Y., Dec. 26-30, in
troduced new features in his already clever act. Entertaining in full dress,
he did the regular work, umbrella and hat, but sheds his coat hv somersault
ing his valet over his back. Manipulating oranges and knives, he halved
and quartered the fruit in the air. A clever bit was the juggling of a score
of billiard balls as they rolled down an inclined rack, balanced on his chin
on a billiard cue.

Bert Levy, the cartoonist, at the Fifth Avenue theater, New York, Dec.
26-31, presented his original picture idea in full stage setting, showing an
artist's studio. He drew his cartoons in lampblack upon a glass plate about
four inches in diameter, and projected them on a colossal screen through a

stereopticon. Mark Twain, an Indian, and a twentieth century girl were
some of the subjects displayed, and Mr. Levy interjected written comedy
between, whistling as he sketched.

Pollard, the juggler, opened at the Fifth Avenue, New York. His
tricks are effective and begins them with rapidity. He excells in the jug
gling of billiard cues, keeping four of them in the air at once. He balances
a cue on his chin, catches a socket in the end of this cue, then tosses a
large ball into the socket In his work with balls and plates, he keeps live
plates in the air atone time. His "shooting" a couple of objects on the
table with a cue, and "scoring" on the rings of a portier caused laughter.
He concluded with the spinning of a long stick by the means of two small
ones.

Tin* ciildmii illusion
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MARTINI AND MAX1M1LL1AN

At the Empress, Kansas City, Jan. 16-21. They get laughs and applause
fur their tunny magic, making up as a youthful magician and a comic old
man. The youngster wins with his charming self confidence and the old man
is a splendid subject for the boy's fun making, accidently exposing some of
the better known tricks in the most innocent manner, (jood fun is obtained
with a red plush chair or throne seat mounted on four pedestals against one
side of the back drop. The old man runs off stage after some comedy acci
dent, with the boy and a big knife in pursuit. The youngster returns bear
ing something covered with a cloth and announces that he has cut off the
old man's head, which he proceeds to place on the chair. The cloth is with
drawn and, sure enough, there is the old gentleman's head, being stuck
through the backdrop and chair by the old man himself, the seat of the chair
being on a level with his head when standing up. For the last a good comedy
disappearance illusion is worked with a cage and curtains.

Thompson's Turkish Troubadours opened the New Palace theater,
Lowell, Mass, Dec. 24. Their program consisted of singing, dancing and
magic.

The Van De Koors at Manchester, N. H., Dec. 26-28.

The Koppes, hoop rolling experts, at the Victoria Roof Garden, New
York, last month.

Lafayette at the Coliseum and Horace Goldin, Hippodrome, the week
before Christmas made quite a gathering of conjuring folks around the west
end of London. Goldin introduced a new illusion. An assistant is seated at
a piano, covered with a large cloth, and Goldin fires a gun, wherefore both
the piano and lady disappear. His engagement at the Hippodrome will last
for seven weeks.

HERR. Jansen & Co., at the Majestic Cedar Kapids, Iowa, Dec. 26-31.

Paul Poole, magician, has a very entertaining act consisting of good
card tricks and the water changing illusion.

The Two Vaudells, clay modelers; Charliek, ventriloquist; Wal
ter Bellonini, juggler, appeared on the opening programme of the Cas
ino de Paris last month.

SOME GOOD JUGGLING BUSINESS
Christy and Willis were seen around New York last month in their ex

cellent juggling act. Christy has some very funny props and does some fine
work with small objects. Miss Willis makes her appearance by bursting
through a large paper hoop. Christy starts out with a grotesque miniature
auto which blows up. He shoots a balloon as it goes up, "winging" it and
bringing it down, tires at the rising moon and brings that down, and shoots
eggs out of a duck that is flying across the stage. His hat tricks are a scream,
and his work with the little rubber balls is wonderful.

Allen Shaw mystified the audience at the Fulton theater, Brooklyn, N.
Y , Christmas week. His coin palming and card tricks gained him much ap
plause.

The Balzars at the Majestic, Chicago, Dec. 26-31, offered an act of
legerdemain that scored heavily. The straight man proved uncommonly deft
in the coin manipulations and the comedian provoked much laughter.
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Kennedy and Rodney were at the Kedzie, Chicago, last month, with
their "Happy Medium." The acton takes place in a spirit medium's office
with a setting of skeletons and hones. Just nonsensical nonsense.

T. Rov Barnes and Besue Crawford made them laugh around New
York last month. Barnes puts over some clean cut comedy.

The LtSSETS, in difficult ladder stunts, were at Keeney's Third Avenue,
New York, recently.

Cl-IVETTE at the American, Chicago, Dec. 26, added variety to the pro
gram with his shadowgraphing.

Mabel Johns >n, vent rilii(|iiist, will go abroad in February for her first ap
pearance on the other side.

The Kratons, hoop rollers, at Keith's. Boston, Dec. 26-31.

Marshall Monk; iiikkv, ventriloquist, has introduced some nc* ma
terial in his act which appeared at Keith's Philadelphia theater, Dec. 26-31.

Howard, ventriloi|uist, at the Orpheum, San Fransisco, Dec. 25-31.

Sam Barrincton, vent ril<><guist , at the Majestic, Rock Island, III., Dec.
26- 2X.

Pail \Va<;ner, comedv juggler, at the Garrick, Burlington, Iowa, Dec.
26- 2S.

The Mysterioi's Henei.la at the Ar.norv, Binghamton, N. Y., Dec.
2(>-2S.

North, The Snow Man, who offers scientific demonstrations, scattered
ready-made snow halls throughout the audience at the William Penn thea
ter, Philadelphia, Dec. 26-31.

Nan Aker and Co., ventriloquial act, at the Plaza, Philadelphia, Dec.
2o-3l.

Tanna, juggler, at the Happy Hour, Krie, Pa., Dec. 26-31.

The Sidonias, novelty cartoonists, at the Cozy, Houston, Tex., Dec. 26-

31.

The Great Colonis, hypnotists, are doing big business in the North.

Kalcraivs, juggler, is seriously ill at the City Hospital in Clevland, 0.

Henry Clivk, magical entertainer, will produce a new act before long.

RAMBHl'J SI ED BY AN ASSISTANT
The necromancer Ramhhuj was recently defendant in a law suit, brought

against him by a girl who had been his assistant for awhile. She had been
used in a water illusion, but one night when the trap would not work, she

got her feet wet and took a severe cold which caused her to be unable to

appear on the following evening. Ra nbhuj gave her two weeks notice, but
paid her only one weeks' salary. Hence the law suit, which was decided
against the illusionist, who was directed to pay the other weeks' salary of
*'I2. He also had to pay the court outs of the suit. Ramhhuj will be seen

in America in April, having been booked by \Vm. Morris
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Lewis Davenport, the well known English dealer, was married Dec. 2(>

in London.

A new English comedy drama, "The Doctor's Experiment, "announced
for early production, will introduce illusions.

PROGRAMME OF CAPRETTA AND CHEFALO
At Bedford Music Hall, Loudon, Dec. <

),

1<)10. Billed as "The Garden of
Mystery." Setting shows an ornamental wall about t> ft. high, recessed in the
center, two statuettes on each side, a small table, a nickeled frame and a

black assistant standing in recess at back.
Mile. Capretta attired as a fairy; Chefalo wore an old-fashioned court dress.

The following tricks were executed in the order given: Wooden bowl of flow
er bouquets produced from shawl Doves from the shawl -"Strip" change
with two knotted handkerchiefs- Dying tube—Three handkerchiefs passed
through tube changed to a large one -"Homing Bells" About 12 cards pro
duced Iron) air -Seven cards vanished, one by one, and reproduced at fin
ger tips Handkerchief placed on muzzle of a gun and reproduced on the
point of a sword A handkerchief vanished between hands is discovered
knotted between two others prev iously knotted and held by musician -Show
er of spiked bouquets from a shawl Linking rings (brilliantly executed,
mostly down in the audience)- Capretta produced from three sided cabinet
proved empty Flowers from a paper cone Flowers from a bowl of hou-
quets — Paper coil from bouquet — Live ducks from a small tub.

For the conclusion a large wooden drum was prov ed empty and both ends
closed up with brow n paper. This was raised on a table while Capretta drew

a sketch of an imp's head on one side. Drum then suspended in mid-air and
Hags of all nations produced w hen paper ends were broken. Chefalo finally
revealed in drum made up as |olin Bull.

Thk Ckoxivv ki.i.s worked around New York last month, being at the
American Music Hall early in the month. The "girl" in the act turns out to
be a bov. He is a star in speedy and finished juggling and balancing.

Frank Hartley, the English boy juggler, has arrived in America.

Carlton, comedy magician, had a part in the Birmingham, England,
pantomime, lie has a mysterious blackboard that materialises everything
that ■ is drawn upon it.

Mysterious ElJNA at the Colonial, Erie, Pa., last month.

Kelanim), clay modeler, at Plaza Music Hall, New York.

David VA'arfiei.D's new play, "The Return of Peter Grimm," was pro
duced at the Mollis theater, Boston, Jan. 2

. The play is based on the great
riddle of the ages, "Is there life after death ?" The return of Peter Grimm
to earth constitutes the action of the play.

Emory Manly, the entertaining whistler, juggler, paper tearer and ac
robat, is working on the Gus Sun time.

Alfred Jackson, cartoonist, was held over for another week during bis
recent engagement at Hammerstein's, New York.

Mysterious Moore at the Avenue Grand, Washington, I). C, last
month.

I In- e ddrun illusion Acrinl suspension
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Kizal and Ati.ma, jugglers, at the Mission, Salt Lake City.

The Cromwells made such a big hit on the Pantages circuit that they
have been engaged for a return date, which begins when the first round is

ended. This will he in St. Joseph, Mo.

Marcus, shadowgraphist, at the Empress, Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 6-11.

Great Weaver, handcuff king, was at the Clark, Chicago, Feb. 6-11.

The Great Rissell, with the Chauncey Kieffer Stock Co., is meeting
with success. His mind reading act is sensational.

The Great Raymond opened at Vigo, Spain, Oct. 29. The big reception
which was planned for him at the landing was a great success. The show
was to open at Madrid Dec. 8 but owing to washouts on the railroads the
route was changed. The Colyseu dos Recreios, Lisbon, at which the Great
Raymond appeared 1)ec. II, has the largest stage of any amusement house
excepting the New YorK Hippodrome. The show was at Lisbon until after
the holidays, then played in Oporto, and Southern Spain, and will arrive in
Madrid next April.

HouDINI, while at Newcastle, Eng., proved his skill. A special case was
made by the men employed at the Elswick Engineering works which they
believed would baffle the handcuff king, but much to their surprise he es

caped.

Nate LikI'SIZ, touring in South Africa, had brilliant success.

Albini at the American Music Hall, New York. He presented his regu
lar line of work. While he exposed many popular tricKs of other magicians,
he exposed none of his own. He gave way, fully, the entire act of Eva Fay:
handcuff escapes, slate tricks, second sight, etc.

PROGRAM OF CARTER THE MYSTERIOUS
Carter the mysterious, is giving his full show at the Rotunda, in Glasgow.

The entertainment is divided into four parts, as follows: Modern miracles,
consisting of eight very clever sleight of hand effects and new tricks; the
seance of Simla, similar to the illusion of the same name shown here by
Prof. Kellar; Corinne Carter, presenting psychic phenomena; "A Night in
China," where Carter shows his versatility by impersonating the famous
Ching Ling Foo, duplicating theChinaman's most difficult tricks; the Magi
cal Divorce, a clever disappearing illusion — new levitation, the most astound
ing of its kind. Needless to say his act, wherever shown, fills the theaters.

The Mexican Herrmann, makes a feature of the coin ladder. He was
recently at Proctor's, I'tica, N. Y.

Great Powers, hypnotist, at the Apollo, Atlantic City, Jan. 23-24. He
advertised as "Pauline's Only Rival."

Ita, the Mentalist, at the Gennett, Richmond, lnd., Jan. 12-14.

Anna Eva Fay at the Miles, Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 16-21.

Allen Shaw at the Orpheum, Cincinnati, 0., Jan. 16-21.

Canaris, illusionist, at the Clintes, San Francisco, Jan. 23-28.
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The Great Alvin at the Palace, Philadelphia, Jan. 23-28. His act is a

very showy one and his handcuff escape work is well received.

McCormack and Wallace produced a new ventriloquial act at the
Hudson, Union Hill, X. J., Jan. 30.

Hilda Hawthorn, ventriloquist, at the Orpheum, Lincoln Neb., Jan.
9-14.

GRIFF, the English juggler, arrived in New York Feb. 1. He will appear
at the American Feb. 6-11.

Claude Goloin, the Australian card king at the American, Chicago,

Jan. 23-28.

SOCIETY OF TWIN CI TY MAGICIANS
By David E. Stitit. Special Correspondent. ,

VVe had a rattling good me eting of the S. T. C. M. Feb. 7th, with an en
thusiastic number of Magicians present. The Society is growing stronger
with each meeting, and is in good financial condition. After a most appetiz
ing lunch, the Social Session began. Count I >e Boese led off, as usual, with
a few choice selections in Card Tricks. Trebor, Chas. Way, Huey, and
Krawczyk kept the crowd interested to a high pitch with their own select Il
lusions and Sleights. Letters were read from Bros. Roterberg, of Chicago,
Many (Cellar, Los Angeles, and F. T. Singleton, Publisher ol Magic.

THE KOBEKT-HOUDIN CLUB
The Kobert-Houdin Club, Kansas City's new magical society, is now fair

ly organized. Frequent meetings will lie held for the next month or so until
the complete success of the society is assured. Dr. T. S. Blakeseley is Pres
ident, and Donald Holmes is Secretary, 311 Hall Building, Kansas City, Mo.

Chester, magician, at Center Junction, la., Jan. 19-20.

Van Camp at the Music Hall, Chicago, Jan. 30- Feb. 4. His act consists
of light magic and comedy patter. His act pleased.

Hona and Price, comedy cartoonists, at the Colonial, New York, Jan.
.30-Feb. 4.

F. Reynard, ventriloquist, at the Colonial, New York, Jan. 30- Feb. 4.

Mercedes, mind reader, at the Family, Moline III., Jan. 30- Feb. 1.

Lawrence Johnston, ventriloquist, made his first New York appear
ance at the Greenpoint, Jan. 30-Feb. 4. He works with a single "dummy,"
does the regular smoking and drinking while talking and adds eating. Per
haps the cleverest part of his offering is the quick talking where he and the
dummy seem to both be speaking at once. Aside from Arthur Prince no
other veniriloquist has heretofore used this feature. Johnston's manipulation
of his dummy is effective.

CHESNO and Co., magicians, at the Bijou, Bayonne, N. J. Jan. .30-Feb. 4.

HARRY Rose, ventriloquist, at the Bijou, Bayonne, N. J.
,

Ian. 30-Feb. 4.

The caldron illusion A"riil1 ^pension
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Back Numbers of MAGIC

MAGIC
VOLUME ONE RE\DY

BOUND IN CLOTH
The first volume of Magic can

now be had neatly bound in cloth
with title paije and index. 11 con
sists of I he first six numbers, Jan
uary to June, 1910, including the
February number, Ghosts.

Price, SI. do.

SINGLE COPIES
Single copies of only the Jan

uary, .March. April and May is
sues remain. They can be had, as
long as the supply lasts, for 10

cents each. Complete your file
before they are out of print.

A Few Copies of the Only Number
of GHOSTS Issued

IThe second issue (February,
1910) <>fMack: was given the title
of Ghosts. A few copies remain
and can lie had tor 15 cents, w hile
I hey last.

CONTKXTS The Sphinx Riddleot
Humanity- Spectral Illusions -Thread
ing tlie Mazes An Afti moon in A Mau-
ical Lit rary How I Became A Spirit
Medium.

Cover in four colors. Colored frontis
piece and V> illustrations. Most unique
magazine ever issued.

V. T. SINGLETON
Publisher

3619 Thompson Avenue

Kansas City, Mo.

The \\\mder%nf trwFitrbi.ldc-nWorld

CH0Sl$T Mfl.MAMFAM) RCASOS
*
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Magical Books
PROFESSOR HOFFMANN'S BOOKS

MODERN MAGIC. For many years Professor Hoffmann
has held the field as the standard writer upon the fascinating
subject of natural magic, and his two
books, Modern Magic and More Mag
ic cover almost the whole range of
known tricks up to the date of pub
lication of the latter 1880, 578 pages,
.SIS illustrations. Handsomely bound
in cloth. Price, $1.50.

MORE MAGIC. Uniform with the
above, 457 pages, 140 illustrations.
Price $2.00.

LATER MAGIC. Professor Hoff
mann's latest book. Most up-to-date
book on magic. Explanation of the
latest tricks. 557 pages, 221 illustra
tions. Price $2.00.

BOOKS BY HENRY R. EVANS
MAGIC AND ITS PROFESSORS. The life stories of many
famous magicians. 220 pages, fully illustrated. Price SI. 25.

THE OLD AND THE NEW MAGIC. Introduced by Paul
Carus. With numerous illustrations and programmes of enter
tainments of leading magicians of all times. .583 pages. Price
$1.50.

D. P. ABBOTT'S BOOKS

BEHIND THE SCENES WITH THE MEDIUMS. The best
work on this subject ever printed. 328 pages. Price $1.70.

THE MARVELOUS CREATIONS OF JOSEFFY. 25 pages.
15 illustrations. Price 15 cents.

Any of the above books wiil lie sent on receipt of price by

F. T. SINGLETON
3619 Thompson Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

. . ... Atrial suspension
] In- caldron illusion
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The Boston

School of Magic
(Established over 2tl years'

The "Invisible Aeroplane," Handkerchief Trick, complete,
$10.00. Finest Nickel Pedestal, to appear a silk in glass tum
bler, complete, $7.00. Hatton and Plate's "Magicians Tricks,"
$1.75. Halley's "Dramatic Art of Magic," $1.(X) and $1. 15.

Goldston's 'Young Conjuror," $.50 and $1.00. Goldston's
"More Tricks and Puzzles," $.60. Expert Billiard Ball Manipu
lation, $1. 00. Medrington's "Magician's Book of Patter, $.50.
Barnello's "Red Demons," Fire King Book, $.50. "Satan Out
done," New Marvelous Card Principle, $1.(X). Lcroy's "Cag-
liostro" Card Trick, any pack used, $.50.

Send 10c for Appendix Catalogue and latest lists; 50c for 212 page Il
lustrated Book Catalogue, largest ever issued anywhere. None free.

W. D. LEROY, 103 Court St., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Representative of the Society of American Magicians

Paper Cut-Out for the Changing Die
The March number of

Magic contains a gen
uine novelty in the form of a

paper cut'out apparatus for
the Changing Die. With a

pair of scissors and a little
glue, a beautiful black paper
die and white shell can be

made that will enableanyone
to perform this charming il

lusion. Complete instructions
given. A few copies left. 10

cents each, while they last.

T. SINGLETON, Publisher, .V.l<) Thompson Ave. , Kansas City, Mo.
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The Spirit-Photo Card
The very latest and most popular card experiment, involving

a clever effect in "Spii itualism.
" A spectator selects a card

from any pack, makes
a memo of it

,

and
then replaces the card
and shuffles the pack.
A piece of blank pa
per is next examined
and sealed in an en

velope, after which
the cards are cut by
anyone, and the seal
ed envelope inserted
between the two parts
of the pack", which is

now tightly held by

a spectator. Upon
opening the envelope

a few monents later,

it is found that an in

visible "spirit'' artist has made a perfect reproduction of the
chosen card upon the enclosed slip of paper. 1 he envelope is

freely shown, and the "Spiril-Pholo" presented as a souvenir
to the person who selected the card. No prepared cauls or con
federates. A most weird and startling problem, easily learned
by anyone. Price, 5!) cents.

You Can Learn
all about the unusual tricks I am offering this season by en
closing six cents in stamps for complete lists.

DONALD HOLMES
Originator and manufacturer of

PRACTICAL MAGICAL NOVELTIES AND CONJURING
EXPERIMENTS

P. O. Box 324, Kansas City, Mo.

Tin- caldron illusion A. -rial suspension

Wlii-n writinu to advertisers, kindly mention Magic
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ENTERTAIN YOUR
FRIENDS AT HOME *

Tliere is no greater gift on earth than to be able to entertain. How many
times have you seen a clever Magician, and was mystified with his perform
ance and the thought came to you, how I wish that 1 was clever! We offer
the solution. You can he as clever. We offer the Greatest Card Pack for
performing clever tricks ever invented. You require no skill at all. Full in
structions are sent for performing an entire ev ening. No sleight of hand
manipulation necessary, you get the pack of cards, read the instructions,
and in five minutes you will be able to entertain as clever as a professional
magician.

THE LANIGIRO CARD PACK
Price complete with all instructions, $1.01). Cards can he told bv mind

reading. Cards are made to rise at command. Cards selected appear in your
pocket. Cards placed in pack are made to appear at top of pack at will of
the performer. A COMPLETE ENTERTAINMENT OF MYSTERY.

SEND ORDERS TO

Bamberg Magic Company
I I'M Broadway, New York

Send for our hit.*Cnuilomu*. HI) Tricks. 10cents.

The Magical World
A WEEKLY REVIEW OF INTER

NATIONAL MAGIC AND
KINDRED ARTS

EDITED BV

MAX STERLING
Published every Wednesday. Yearly

subscriptions, $2.50; single copies, 4

cents. All the magical news while it is
news. Regular departments of "W hat
Others are Doing," "Practical Magic,"
"Whereabouts," etc. New tricks of
merit in every number. Only weekly pa
per in the world devoted to the inter
ests of the magician and the magic art.
Will "ginger up" your interest in the
subject every week. Sit down tonight
and write for a sample copy.

THE MAGICAL WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY
8, Lawson Steet, Moss Side, Manchester, England.

When writinK to advertisers, kindh mention Magic
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MARTINKA'S
CATALOGUE
Biggest and best catalogue i>f high grade

magical (foods sent postpaid for i5c. Magi
cian's Headquarters in America. Reliablr
and trustworthy. Our gooJs ;ir«"of tin* best
workmanship. heiny famous for solid quality.

The New Vanishing Coin
A pocket trick

thai will ureal"
please rVeryone.
A hravy trass
cap is uiven for
thorough exami
nation, In i in'
cap is a small
hole, iio-
ilig riuhi
through
if. Thr.-i'
coins are.
arranged
on tin- hack of tin* spectator's hand and the
cover put over them. Lifting tin* same ini
mediately. only two coins art* Jeft. No sleight
(if hand. (.'an be performed at oner by any
one. Hrice, complete, SI.

MAKTINKA & COMPANY
4'*.%Sixth Avenue, N»*w York

PROFESSOR HOFFMAN'S BOOKS
MODERN MAGIC. For many years Professor Hoffmann

has held the field as the standard writer upon the fascinating
subject of natural magic, and his two
hooks, Modern Magic and More Mag
ic cover almost the whole range of
known tricks up to the date of pub
lication of the latter 1889, 578 pages.
oIS illustrations. Handsomely bound
in cloth. Price, $1.50.

MORE MAGIC. Uniform with the
above, 457 pages, NO illustrations.
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EATER MAGIC. Professor Hoff
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The Publisher Says
I was in Chicago recently. Saw Thurston's magic

show and met some of the leading magical lights of
the town.

The most enthusiastic magic "hug" I ever ran across
is Harry O. Pearson, Secretary of the World's Master
Magicians, Chicago's new society of conjurers. He
is a splendid organizer with stick-to-it qualities. With
my own eyes I saw him collect $3 apiece from Mr.
A. Roterberg and R. W. Read, the well known Chi
cago dealers, for annual dues as charter members. Mr.
Howard Thurston was also persuaded to add his name
to the roll. This Chicago society is in a flourishing con
dition and a good example of what push and persistence
will accomplish along any line of effort.

I spent a pleasant hour with Mr. and Mrs. Roter
berg, famed the world over for their excellent conjur
ing apparatus. Mr. Roterberg was slightly indisposed,
having just returned that morning from a holiday in
Milwaukee, beer town. Mr. Roterberg is another good
organizer, but puts all hisenergy into his business, which
is conducted along systematic lines that would put to
shame the methods of some of the biggest businesses in
the country. Roterberg is an independent cuss, too.
No man can come into his place, lay a row of bright
S20 bills down on the show case and expect to get away
with anything he wants. Mr. Roterberg says: "Yes I
will sell you anything but there is the price — take it
or leave it."

I spent some time in the establishment of Messrs.
Read &. Covert, with some profit, too, for I got their
signature to an advertisement contract. Their first ad
vertisement appears in this issue. Under pressure, and
while enthusiastic about my magazine, Mr. Read con
tributed a splendid trick to this month's issue, "The
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Ghostly Silk," after performing the trick in a most fin
ished manner for my pleasure.

In time, however, I was badly "stung," biting hard
when Mr. Read in an adjacent room smashed his fin
ger badly and, after running water on it forsometime,
came out with his finger bandaged in a blood stained
rag, requesting me to tie a string around to hold it. Full
of solicitude and sympathy, I did, to suddenly find a

faked finger tip rag in my hands, his sound finger with
drawn and compelled to join in the riot of fun that en

sued. This novelty, an imported one, will soon be on
the market as, "The Bloody Finger."

Just a word, now, about the Society of Twin City Magi
cians, of which I have the honor to be a member. Although I
have never met any of the members of this hustling club, face
to face, I have been given some pretty good evidence of their
caliber. A finer lot of fellows it is not possible to get together
in any association. From Stifft (The Great Naicigam), the
President, down, they all seem to be engaged in the occupa
tion of.lessening the tragedy of existence. In their correspon
dence, hardly ever a word of themselves; always of the other
fellow. A spirit of good fellowship prevades this society that
can be emulated by any kind of an organization.

The first installment of "Secrets" of the Society of Twin
City Magicians has just been sent to members. It is strictly
limited in circulation and is put up in most unique format —
typewritten manuscript with gray cover tied with shoestring.
A splendid souvenir, containing several excellent tricks and
magical effects. Every magician in the West should join this
society. Dues are moderate and real value is assured from a

membership. Write to the Secretary, Mr. J. J. Brown, 595
Aurora Ave., St. Paul, Minn., or to the President, Mr. D. E.
Stifft, 2400 Lyndale Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

The very excellent drawing accompaning the article on "An
Effective Rope Release," in last month's Magic, should have
been credited to the author, Mr. A. E. Bloom. Another trick
by this well known writer will appear soon.
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Bunkum Conjuring Patter
"Ladies and gentlemen, with your kind and polite attention 1 shall

commence my entertainment, which I have had the honour of per
forming before the Kine. of the Cockatoo Islands, by turning up the
sleeves ol my coat and trousers (does so), not to show you my arms
and ankles, of which my mother tells me I may justly feel proud, hut
to convince you before I begin that I have nothing secreted in my
sleeves nor m the legs of my trousers, nor do 1 resort to them to pro
duce articles used in my experiments," The best professors in the art of pres-ti-di-gi pres-ti-di-gi -well,
the best conjurors use very little apparatus, I use none at all, nothing
but the ordinary articles found in any dwelling-house.

"1 require, for my first experiment, a small table — round, square, oc
tagonal, or oniony. 1 prefer borrowing it from a member of the au
dience, as it looks less suspicious than if I borrowed one of my own.

"Is there no lady or gentleman present who will lend me a small
table? 1 assure you that 1 will not injure it in any way, and that 1 will
return it

.
I would much prefer to borrow it than to have it lent tome.

Any kind of table will do.
"

Robert Gantiiony

A Pretty Thimble Vanish
By Krnest Kvangeline

\\ ith Illustrations from Photographs of the Hands of Then. Bamberg, the
Man With the Mysterious Fingers, now Presenting Hand

Shadows with Howard Thurston's Big MagicShow

Photographs posed by Mr. B;unl>t-n expressly tor this article in Chicago, Feb. 21, 1911.

UK Flying Thimble, one of the prettiest sleight of
hand tricks ever devised, "in its original form, "says
Professor Hoffmann, "is the invention of Mr. David
Devant, but it has been expanded in half a dozen
directions. In its essence, it is simply the passage

of an ordinary sewing thimble from the forefinger of one hand
to that of the other, or elsewhere, but the amount of diversity
which may be introduced even into so simple an effect is sur
prising.

The beautiful thimble work performed recently for the writer
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A PRETTY THIMBLE VANISH
From photographs posi-d by Thro. BambtTtf. thr

Man With llu- Mysterious Kinifi*rs

in private by Theo. Ram-
berg, one of the best teach
ers of sleight of hand now
living, is artistic to a de
gree, and would excite the
admiration of the most
blase magical fiend. Mr.
Bamberg was kind enough
to pose for several photo
graphs of a simple thimble
move, which are presented
herewith to the readers of
Magic. We advise them to
get a red celluloid thimble
and start in to learn this
charming vanish. Vouwill
become fascinated with this
form of magical work.

The thimble is placed on
the tip of the right forefin
ger and apparently trans
ferred to the left hand,
which closes as if contain
ing it. The thimble, how
ever, is thumb-palmed
when covered by the left
hand as shown in the sec
ond photograph. A little
explanation of this thumb-
palm will be necessary.
The thimble is placed by
the forefinger clear back
into the fork of the thumb,
as very clearly illustrated
in Photo. No. 2. In this
position the top of the
thimble rests on the loose
skin or "web" between the
thumb and forefinger. The
top of the thimble is push
ed down by the forefinger
rather smartly against the
loose skin and the base
of the thumb pressed
against the side. The
thimble gripped in this
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manner, the forefinger can be withdrawn and the hand opened
out. The thimble, securely nesting in the loose skin down in
the fork of the thumb, will be found when the hand is opened
out, to have turned, mouth downwards or outwards, in the
position shown in Photo No. .3 and, more clearly, in the photo
graph on the front cover, which shows the move completed and
hands opened out.

When making this thimble move, Mr. Bamberg stood with
his right side to the spectators, his hands slightly extended in
front of him. The photographs were taken from the rear, the
camera facing the audience.

The thumb-palm once mastered, it will be an easy matter for
the amateur to devise moves and passes for himself; though it
will probably be some time before he is able to execute them
with the ease and finish of Mr. Bamberg.

Many surprising passes can be made with one thimble only,
but for a complete trick two thimbles exactly alike are required.
When the thumb-palm can be executed with equal facility with
both hands, a thimble can be made to disappear from the fore
finger of the right hand and appear on the corresponding finger
of the left hand, or vice versa, without the hands approaching
each other.

For a quite complete exposition of thimble sleights and tricks,
the reader is referred to Prof. Hoffmann's Later Magic. There
will be found a description of further possibilities of thimble
magic, with a description of

"
The Thimble and Paper Cone,"

"The Patriotic Thimble, Fhe Multiplying Thimble," and
"The Vanishing Thimbles."

A Master of Magic
Some New Light on the Life of Cagliostro

By Henry Ridgely Evans

I

AGLIOSTRO ! The name is one to conjure with. It
has a cabalistic sound. Who in reality was this in
comparable master of magic and mystery, this Rosi-
crucian and arch necromancer of the Eighteenth

-11 century, who suddenly emerged from profound ob
scurity, flashed like a meteor across the stage of life, and then
vanished in darkness in the gloomy dungeons of the Castle of
San Leon, Italy, charged by the Church with magic, heresy,
and freemasonry? He hobnobbed with princes and potentates;
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he was the bosom friend of the Cardinal de Rohan, Grand Al
moner of the Court of France; and was mixed up in the Dia
mond Necklace Affair, which was the precursor of the French "

Revolution.
Cagliostro was the founder of the Egyptian Rite of Free-

masonary, an occult order, now defunct. Me claimed to be able
to evoke the spirits of the dead. In fact, he was the prototype
of the modern spirit medium.

Was he a knave or a martyr?
The question is worthy of investigation.

COUNT AND COUNTESS DE CAGLIOSTRO
From rare portraits in the collection of Harry Houdini

One hundred fifteen years have passed away since his death.
In drama, romance, and history his personality has been ex
ploited. Alexander Dumas made him the hero of his novel, "The
Memoirs of a Physician; "grim old Carlyle wrote an essay about
him full of vituperation and condemnation; the great Goethe
wrote a drama in five acts portraying his career, called "Der Gros
Cophta;

"
and at this very moment, Madame Herrmann, the

lady conjurer, is presenting a magical skit called, "Cagliostro,"
in which she impersonates the celebrated sorcerer of the old
regime. Perhaps there never was a character in modern history
who has been so denounced and vilified as Cagliostro. Were
there no good points about him? Was he simply a character
preying on a credulous public; heartless and unscrupulous? Did
he not have some redeeming traits; some ideals?
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Recently a voluminous book has been published in London,
which treats the subject of the arch hierophant of the mysteries
in an impartial manner. It is entitled "Cagliostro, the Splendor
and Misery of a Master of Magic," by W. K. H. Trowbridge.
The author has, in my opinion, partially lifted the black pall
of evil which has rested upon the name of the sorcerer, for a

century and more, and shown very clearly that Cagliostro was
not guilty of the hundreds of crimes imputed to him, but on
the contrary was in many respects a badly abused and slan
dered man. As all readers of history know he was mixed up in
the Diamond Necklace trial, which dragged the fair name of
the beautiful and innocent queen of France, Marie Antoinette,
in the mire. But the necromancer was acquitted, after having
been imprisoned for over a year in the Bastille. He was after
wards banished from France. The French Minister of Police
then sought to blacken his reputation, by endeavoring to iden
tify him with an imposter, forger, and all-round rascal named
Joseph Balsamo, who some years before the advent ofCaglios-
tro in Paris had made a criminal record for himself in France
and other countries and then mysteiiously disappeared.

A French Police-spy and editor of a newspaper in London,
named Morande, an infamous blackmailer, published a series
of vitriolic articles about the magician, claiming that he was
Joseph Balsamo, but the evidence added was flimsy and in
sufficient. A book was published at Rome in 1791, purporting
to be an account of the trial of Cagliostro by the Inquisition.
It also identifies him with Balsamo, but no dates are given, and
it is to be taken with many grains of salt. Upon the letters of
Morande and the Inquisition biography all subsequent authors
have based their opinions that Cagliostro, the arch-enchanter
and occulist, was Joseph Balsamo, blackmailer, forger, swind
ler, and panderer for his own wife, who was "wanted" by the
police of France, Italy, Spain, and England. "But," says Mr,
Trowbridge, "there is another reason for doubting the identity
of the two men. It is the most powerful of all, and has hitherto
apparently escaped the attention of those who have taken their
singular theory of identification for granted. Nobody that had
known Balsamo ever saw Cagliostro.

"Again, one wonders why nobody who had known Balsamo
ever made the least attempt to identify Cagliostro with him
either at the time of the Diamond Necklace trial or when the
articles were published in Morande's paper brought him a sec
ond time prominently before the public. Now Balsamo was
known to have lived in London in 1771, when his conduct was
so suspicious to the police that he deemed it advisable to leave
the country. He and his wife accordingly went to Paris, and it
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was here that, in 1773, the events occurred which brought both
prominently under the notice of the authorities. Six years after
Balsamo's disappearance from London, Count Cagliostro ap
peared in that city. How is it

,

one asks, that the London po
lice, who 'wanted' Joseph Balsamo, utterly failed to recognise
him in the notorious Cagliostro''" And so with his identifica
tion in Paris. The Balsamo legend seems to be punctured. But,
after all is said, who was "Cagliostro?" He admitted that the
name was an alias. Balsamo was devoid of education, or even
the appearance of respectability; grasping, scheming, and ut
terly disreputable. Count Cagliostro was a highly accomplished
charlatan and past-master in wonder-working, a chemist of
no mean ability, an empiric, who made many remarkable cures.
He was charitable and generous to a fault, and gave away im
mense sums of money to the poor. As head of the Egyptian
Rite of Freemasonry he was fairly worshiped by his followers.
How could Balsamo have transformed his character so com
pletely. As Trowbridge says: "Whoever Cagliostro may have
been, he could certainly never have been Joseph Balsamo."
Now let us turn "to the man whose career under the impene-
tiable incognito of Count de Cagliostro" astonished all Europe.

II

In July, 1776 — the exact date is unknown — two foreigners ar
rived in London, and engaged a suite of rooms in Whitcombe
Street, Leicester Fields. They called themselves Count and
Countess Cagliostro. They were presumably of Italian origin,
and possessed money and jewels in abundance. The Count
turned one of the rooms he had rented into a laboratory. It was
soon noised abroad that he was an alchemist and Rosicrucian.
To please some people whom he met, he foretold the lucky
numbers in a lottery by cabalistic means. Refusing to be mixed
up any further in such matters, he was persecuted by a gang of
swindlers, and spent some months in the King's Bench prison,
on various technical charges. To avoid further troubles —and
the evidence is conclusive that he was the innocent victim of
sharpers—he left England. But before doing so, he was initiat
ed into a masonic lodge in London. It was known as Esper-
ance Lodge, No. 369, and was composed mainly of French and
Italian residents in London, holding its sessions at the King's
Head Tavern (Gerard Street). It was attached to the Contin
ental Masonic order of the Higher Observance, which was sup
posed to be a continuation and perfection of the ancient asso
ciation of Knights Templars. The date of the initiation of the
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famous sorcerer was sometime in April, 1776. Immersed in the
dreams of Rosicrucians, Cagliostro determined to found an Egyp
tian Rite of Freemasonry upon the first three degrees of the
Fraternity, where magical practices were to be perpetuated.
Some claim that he originated the ritual of the new order him
self, others that he borrowed it from the writings of an obscure
spiritist, George Caston, which he picked up in a bookstall, in
London. He gave out that he had been initiated into the order
in Egypt by the Grand Cophta, or High Priest of the Egyp-

'
tians. According to him, freemasonry was founded by Enoch
and Elias. He declared Moses, Elias and Christ to be the Se
cret Superiors of the Order, because having "attained to such
perfection in masonry (or occultism) that, exalted into higher
spheres, they are able to create fresh worlds for the glory of
the Lord. Each is still the head of a secret community."

Power over the spirit-world was promised to those who became
adepts in Egyptian masonry. The meetings of the Egyptian
lodges were in reality spiritualistic seances. The medium was
either a young boy (pupille) or young girl (colombe) in the stage
of virgin innocence, "to whom power was given over the seven
spirits that surround the throne of the divinity, and preside over
the seven planets." The boy or girl would kneel in front of a

globe of clarified water, which was placed upon a table covered
with a black cloth, and Cagliostro, making strange mystical
passes, would summon the angels of the spheres to enter the
globe, whereupon the youthful clairvoyant would behold the
visions presented to his or her view, and often describe events
transpiring at a distance. Many eminent people have testified
to this fact. This is what is called Crystal Vision, though the
object employed is usually a ball of rock crystal, and not a

globe of water such as Cagliostro used. The Society for Psy
chical Research has shown that people in a state of hypnosis fre
quently develop clairvoyant powers. Undoubtedly Cagliostro
was an accomplished mesmerizer. He possessed in a remark
able degree "psychic powers," which he confessed that he did
not understand. But like many modern mediums, who have
genuine psychic gifts, he often resorted to trickery and sleight
of hand to accomplish results when power was not forthcoming.

From England Cagliostro went to the Hague. Throughout
Holland he was received by the lodges with masonic honors—
beneath "arches of steel." He discoursed volubly upon mag
ic and masonry to enraptured thousands. He visited Milan
and St. Peters in 1779. In May, 1780, he turned up at Warsaw.
A leading prince lodged him in his palace. Here the necromancer
"paraded himself in the white shoes and red heels of a noble."

(To be concluded in the April number)
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Comedy Picture Building
By "Chilton"

|F you are provided
with some humor
ous patter on the
ludicrous materi
als employed, this

simple "sketch" will create
uproarious fun even with a

highly proper aristocratic au
dience.

A basket or tray upon your
table contains a stocking, a

sock, three paint brushes, a

piece of brown paper, a small
flat tin, a piece of crepe hair,
some hairpins, a length of
black tape, and a small teddy
bear.

An easel holding a white
board is used to work on, and
is pierced in position to hold the tin (see diagram).

To commence the drawing, the tape is twisted round pins or
fine nails already fixed in the board, to form the face, and con
tinued down to bottom right-hand cor
ner of board, as in the sketch.

Next the stocking is added—pins be
ing already fixed in it with cardboard
stiffener — foot uppermost. Then the

Soch /or

af card
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brown paper to form brim of hat, over which is placed the tin
and brushes. Screw eyes hold the latter in position.

The sock is next arranged toe uppermost, so that the leg
portion forms the arm. A ready-made hand follows, and if cor
rectly gauged will appear to be holding the tape.

Add the teddy bear to end of tape; paint in foot; fix crepe
hair for her tresses and a trouser button for the eye, and the
caricature is complete.

A Deceptive Coin Pass
By T. C. Bonney

BOUT the first thing a student of conjuring learns is
the art of palming a coin, for the reason that a pock
et piece of some sort is carried by nearly everyone
and one can always find a little time each day in
which to practice with it, something not always pos

sible with tricks and sleights of a different nature. In the Jan
uary number of Magic appeared an excellent article, "How
to 'Palm' a Coin," under the general title of "What Every
Conjurer Should Know," showing exactly how to do what is

sometimes spoken of as the "ordinary" palm, and it is this
sleight which forms the foundation of the following pass or
vanish which, while not new, is very effective and well worth
mastering by anyone desirous of acquiring a passable skill in
sleight of hand.

The pass in question was shown me by my father nearly
twenty years ago, and I have never happened to see any one do
it besides himself and as it does not appear in any of the litera
ture I have at my command, I offer it to the readers of Magic
in the hope that that they will derive as much pleasuie in mas
tering it as I did, it being my first lesson in the interesting
study of magic.

The description follows: Roll up sleeves and take coin in
right hand in a position for ordinary palm. Apparently take
coin in left hand but in reality palm it in right, which drops to
side, with fingers spread apart in a natural manner. The coin
is now apparently placed in the mouth with left hand which you
at once open and show empty, at the same time lifting right
hand (taking care not to expose coin palmed therein), and tap
ping on cheek with ends of fingers. By slightly inflating the
cheeks and giving a few quick taps you can produce a sound
very similar to that which would be produced if you really held
a coin between your teeth and cheek.
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Again drop right hand to side, at the same time making a

wry face and go through the act of swallowing as though with
difficulty. If you have mastered the "palm" herein described
you will find the rest of the trick is simply acting.

The act of swallowing, like the other moves, should be done
naturally, always remembering that you are trying to make your
audience believe you are doing something more or less diffi
cult. Do not produce coin too quickly, but give it time to
"gravitate" and bring it to light from bottom of vest with fin
gers of right hand which, during the supposed act of swallowing
coin, has been brought up to that position.

The Ghostly Silk
A Star Trick for An Amateur Programme

By R. W. Read

HIS is an easy trick requiring absolutely no apparatus
of a mechanical nature, and there is

,

probably, no ex
periment with hankerchiefs any more effective. It
possesses the advantages of being easily prepared
without expense (except for the handkerchiefs) and

can be presented under almost any circumstances.
Effect: —The operator states that many persons have men

tal delusions, in other words, are continually "seeing things."
These delusions, he explains, are phantoms of the mind. The
"ghosts" which they see are not material, in fact, do not ac
tually exist, although the impression is often so vivid and real
istic that the subject would swear he had really seen something.
A small red handkerchief is introduced, and although quite in
nocent in appearance, it is said to be composed of "Ethereal
Silk." This variety of handkerchief can quickly dematerialize
itself, in which invisible condition its "Astral" form floats about
creating ghostly impressions in the minds of certain people.

To illustrate this fact, a glass goblet is borrowed, shown per
fectly empty and covered with a large handkerchief, being then
placed on a side table. From a sheet of newspaper is formed a

cone into which the small red silk is placed, the hand pressing

it down. As the hand is withdrawn, an impressionable specta
tor imagines he sees the ghostly form of the handkerchief re
moved as well. It is explained that the silk never assumes its
spectral form at this stage of the experiment; however if the
spectators insist, an investigation will be made. The hand is

shown to contain nothing, while the handkerchief is seen to be
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still within the cone, its supposed absence being merely a de
lusion. The handkerchief is again thrust down into the cone
which is laid upon the table. The operator announces that he
will now cause the handkerchief to dissolve and pass invisibly
into the covered goblet. Hardly has he made this statement
than a spectator remarks that the handkerchief is already gone
from the cone — he "actually saw it go—caught a flash of the
red silk" as it left. This time he is cjuite positive, in fact, the
entire company seem to have received the same impression and
loudly proclaim the fact. The operator is openly accused of de
ception — the very idea ! To prove his innocence, he once more
shows the handkerchief still safely within the cone. To remove
all further doubts and prevent the spectators from again "seeing
thirjgs," the handkerchief is thrust down into the cone by the
aid of the wand and the mouth of the cone folded over. Being
assured that no further suspicion exists, the operator lays the
cone upon the table. A few passes are made over it and the
silk commanded to invisibly pass from the cone to the goblet.
He asks if anyone saw it go. "No? It is strange that you
have previously seen it wandering around so many times when
it had not moved at all. And this time, when it actually trav
elled from the cone to the goblet, some ten feet, you failed to
observe its passage." The goblet is uncovered and sure enough,
there is the handkerchief. "Although the peculiar properties
of 'Etherial' silk enable it to become invisible, it cannot oc
cupy two different places at the same time, as you have already
discovered. The handkerchief has left the cone, and here it
is." The performer is about to pass to the next experiment,
when there seems to be a lingering doubt regarding the empti
ness of the cone. This doubt will exist, although the specta
tors at this point are not apt to express their belief as freely as

before. The cone is finally taken and unrolled while the paper
is held by one corner, both sides being freely shown, and no
trace of the handkerchief.

Preparation —Three small colored silk handkerchiefs exact
ly alike and one large handkerchief, preferably of a color sim
ilar to the small ones. Also a double sheet of newspaper (four
pages, folded once). This is prepared by pasting together the
three open sides, except four inches on each side of one of the
open corners. Roll this into a cone of such size that when pressed
flat, it will be exactly the width of the open corner at the top.
If properly rolled, one pasted corner will come exactly oppo
site the open corner, both projecting an equal distance. With
the cone pressed flat, it is imposssble to tell whether you ac
tually open the cone proper, or the inside compartment. Insert
one of the small silks in the inner compartment pushing it fairly
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ly well down and as flat as possible. Unroll the cone, fold the
paper over once and lay on your table with the open corner
away from the audience. The second small handkerchief is rolled
into a ball and concealed in a fold of the large handkerchief
which is placed on a side table. The remaining small handker
chief is left in full view upon the center table. After showing
the goblet, the large handkerchief is picked up, and with it the
small concealed handkerchief, the large handkerchief being cas
ually shown and placed over the empty goblet. The small hand
kerchief is

,

of course, allowed to drop into the goblet during
this operation. 1

After the introductory remarks, the prepared newspaper is

formed into a cone as described and the last outside corner is

pinned to make all secure. Stand with your left side to the au
dience holding the cone in the left hand. Take the small hand
kerchief from the table with the right hand which places it into
the cone proper, pushing it to the bottom where it is left. The
right hand is removed quickly and makes a feint as though get
ting rid of something in the back pocket. The movement of the
coat tails adds suspicion and some one is sure to "discover"
you. Of course you can show the same handkerchief still in the
cone. This time you hold the handkerchief by one corner and
simply allow it to drop into the cone which is laid upon the
table with the mouth away from the audience. While announc
ing his intention of causing the handkerchief to dissolve and
pass from the cone to the empty goblet, the operator stands
with his right hand near the mouth of the cone. With the left
hand he indicates the goblet, at the same time quickly extract
ing the handkerchief from the cone with the right hand which
drops it on the servante or upon a chair close to and behind
the table. Loud will be the objection to this procedure. After
protesting his innocence, the operator picks up the cone, press
ing it flat. He reaches into the cone (really into the inner com
partment) and shows the handkerchief to be still there. With
the wand the handkerchief is pushed well down into the inner
compartment, the mouth of the cone is folded over, being then
placed upon the table. All that now remains to be done is to
command the handkerchief to pass and show that it hasappear-
ed in the goblet. The by-play regarding the emptiness of the
cone will be readily understood. In opening the cone, hold it

by the open corner, extract the pin and cause the paper to un
roll with a shake. The paper can be rolled into a ball and thrown
carelessly aside. In any event, see that the paper is out of reach
of the audience. If you use an assistant, you can step close to
the wings, or to your screen, and have him reach into the cone
extracting the handkerchief instead of you jerking it from the
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open cone and dropping it upon the chair. The trick is not at
ail difficult, but the patter should be well rehearsed. I have of
ten introduced the trick as an extra item in my program when
I discovered my audience to contain one of those persons who
"know it all." As a means of taming such a person, this trick
ranks almost with the well known and justly popular "Sliding
Die Box."

The Severed Apple
By W. H. H. Pugh

Editorial Note— Mr. W. H. H. Pugh is a veteran magician 70 years
old, who long ago retired from thestage, after a successful career of 36 years.
His liume is in Burlington, N. J., where he is always glad to see and hear from
the younger generation of magicians.

T any party where apples are used for refreshments,
take two apples and a needle and strong thread,
sew around one apple as near the skin as possible,
[Hitting the needle back in the same hole so as to
make no mark. After going all around as in picture,

tie the thread as shown. Then pull on the knot until the thread
comes out and your apple will be cut in two. Now take another

THE SEVERED AFHLK
From an original drawinie by \V. H. H. PukIi

apple and sew it two ways and you will have it cut into four
parts and so on. If a little care is taken in sewing no one will
see the needle holes. Take apple in left hand, give turn with
the right hand and it will fall apart of itself. No one need see
the movement of the hands.
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What Every Conjurer Should Know
III How to Throw a Card

Selected and Edited by Ernest Evangeline

(HIS sleight belongs rather to the ornamental than
to the practical part of conjuring, but it is by no
means to be despised. It is a decided addition to a

card trick for the performer to be able to say, "You
t^y -"T^'ll observe, ladies and gentlemen, that the cards I use
are all of a perfectly ordinary character," and by way of offer
ing them for examination, to send half-a-dozen in succession
flying into the remotest corners of the hall or theater.

The card should be held lightly between the first and second
fingers, in the position shown in the illustration. The hand

should be curved in
ward toward wrist,
and then straighten
ed with a sudden jerk,
the arm being at the
same time shot sharp
ly forward. The effect
of this movement is
that the card, as it
leaves the hand, re
volves in the plane of
its surface in the di
rection indicated by
the dotted line, and
during the rest of its
course maintainssuch
revolution. This spin
ning motion gives the
flight of the card a

strength and directness which it would seem impossible to im
part to so small and light an object.

A skilled performer will propel cards in this way to a dis
tance of sixty or eighty feet, each card travelling with the pre
cision, and well-nigh the speed, of an arrow shot from a bow.
The movement, though perfectly simple in theory, is by no
means easy to acquire in practice. Indeed, we know no sleight
which, as a rule, gives more trouble at the outset; but, after a

certain amount of labor with little or no result, the student sud
denly acquires the desired knack, and thenceforward finds no
difficulty in the matter.

DIAGR \M KOR THROWING CARD
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One Hundred Good Tricks Without
Sleight of Hand

III Ten Good Handkerchief Tricks
Selected and Edited by Km est Evangeline

XXI. HANDKERCHIEF FROM COLLAR— Hold the
wand under the left arm, take a small silk handkerchief, and
roll it as small as possible between the hands. Clench the left
hand tightly, and pretend to hold the handkerchief with it

,

but
actually palm it in the right hand, holding it in position with
the thumb, and well display the back of the hand with fingers
open. At the same time take the wand from under the left arm
with the right hand, which will enable you to clench the hand
and effectually hide the palmed handkerchief. Now tap the
clenched left hand with the wand, open it

,

and show that the
handkerchief has vanished, put the left hand up to the collar,
and produce the handkerchief which was secreted there before
beginning the trick.

XXII. HANDKERCHIEFTHROUGH LEG (Will Gold-
STOn) —A borrowed silk handkerchief is tied around the per
former's leg, yet without untying a single knot he pulls the
piece of silk through, and hands it for examination. Obtain a

large soft silk handkerchief or muffler, twist it round and put

it around the leg under the knee half way making a loop, then
bring the ends back and tie them into three knots. Call the
company's attention to the secure manner in which the hand
kerchief is tied, then pull forward by taking the silk double un
der the knots and hand it round for inspection.

XXIII. WATCH THROUGH HANDKERCHIEF (Will
Goldston) —A borrowed watch is placed in the center of a silk
handkerchief, the four corners are pushed through the inside
of a small ring and the corners are held by two members of the
company. With all these precautions the performer removes
the watch from the hnndkerchief without taking the ring off the
latter or requesting the people to remove their hands. Slowly
work out of the ring the center edge of the handkerchief (the
four corners are firmly held); when you have sufficient space
remove the watch. This is a most interesting trick and easy to
perform.

XXIV. A PUZZLING KNOT— The company are asked to
let some one hold each end of a handkerchief, and tie a knot
in the center without letting go. Roll the handkerchief rope-
wise, and lay it flat upon the table. Then cross the arms, catch
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hold of an end of the handkerchief with either hand, and on
unfolding the arms, a knot will be tied. This is a very puzzling
trick to one uninitiated (See illustration).

XXV. THE BALANCING HANDKERCHIEF— A hand
kerchief is made to stand perpendicular on the finger. A hand

kerchief and a piece
of stout wire about 20
inches long, on to the
end of which fix a very
sharp hook or point,
will be required. Push
the wire up the sleeve,
leaving the hook to
wards the hand. Take
a handkerchief by
the corners diagonal
ly, twist it in the form
of a rope, then at
tempt to balance it
on a finger of the left
hand. In this you will
be unsuccessful, and
the handkerchief will
collapse. Now take a

corner of the hand
kerchief in the right
hand, and hook it to
the wire protruding
from you rsleeve; drag
this through your left
hand so that the wire
is concealed by the
handkerchief. Direct
ly the whole of the
wire has been pulled
out of the sleeve, and
you again twist the
handkerchief rope-

wise — with the wire inside. You can then quite easily balance
the handkerchief on your finger. The hooked end, of course,
must be at the top, to prevent the handkerchief from slipping
down.

XXVI. TWO HANDKERCHIEFS KNOTTED (Will
Goldston) — Two borrowed silk handkerchiefs are thrown into
mid-air, when they descend tied by the corners. This trick is
highly recommended as an impromptu trick, and can be per

I ILLUSTRATIONS FOR HANDKERCHIEF TRICKS
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formed almost anywhere. The performer only requires a small
fine rubber band, which can be obtained at any high-class sta
tioners. The band is concealed over the conjurer's coat button.
When handkerchiefs have been borrowed the performer secret
ly obtains possession of the rubber band and holds it over his
thumb and fingers. In the act of throwing the silks up he slips
the band over the corners.

XXVII. HANDKERCHIEF AND APPLE— An apple is
placed in the center of a handkerchief, the four corners of which
are joined together, tied, and the bag then suspended by a cord
from a rod or a hook. Take a saber or a strong knife with a

thick blade but very sharp edge— the thicker and sharper the
blade, the more likely is the experiment to succeed. A clean
upward cut must be made underneath the apple, without saw
ing, and perpendicularly to the point of suspension. The apple
will jump up slightly, and the handkerchief will enter with the
blade and be uncut.

XXVIII. HANDKERCHIEF FROM MATCH BOX—A
household matchbox and a small silk handkerchief are required.
Have matchbox lying half open on table, and the handkerchief
secreted inside the open end of the outside case. Take a match
from the box, close it

,

and the handkerchief is pushed into
the hand and produced when wanted (See illustration).

XXIX. THE MYSTERIOUS KNOT— A handkerchief is
wound round a stick, an assistant places his hand upon it

,

and
the handkerchief is wound round both hand and stick; the ends
are tied together, the stick is held at each end, the hand is re

moved, and the handkerchief drawn away without the knot
being untied. Ask two persons to hold a stick between them,
twist a handkerchief ropewise, and wind it twice around the
stick, leaving the ends hanging over the stick; let one of the
persons lay a hand on the fold, carry the ends of the handker
chief backwards, and wind again, this time around both stick
and hand, but carrying the handkerchief the reverse way of
other wind. Tie the ends of the handkerchief together, let the
assistant show that he can hold stick unsupported, and then have
his hand drawn away. Pull the knot sharply, and the handker
chief will come away from the stick. Care must be taken not
to cross the handkerchief.

XXX. BURNT HANDKERCHIEF RESTORED— Conceal
in left palm a small piece of cambric. Borrow a white handker
chief; take it by the center with the same hand, and draw out
between the thumb and forefinger about half way the piece of
cambric you have concealed. Set the false piece on fire. When

it has almost reached your fingers blow it out and rub it with
the other hand, drawing the piece away.
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THE MAGICAL REVIEW
Some of the Best Tricks From the Current

Conjuring Periodicals

PUBLISHER'S NOTE— A man recently asked me why I spent so much space "boosting"
other conjuring papers. Hi- said; "Don't let your readers know that there are any magical
papers in tin* world other than your own."

WAX

WAND

AN ORIGINAL CHANGING CARD EFFECT
From The Magic Wand. February, 1911

Prepare a Four of Diamonds by fastening on it an extra pip, "A, "as shown
in the illustration, with a small portion of wax so that the appearance will be

a Five of Diamonds. On the end of the wand have
a small dab of wax as shown in the figure. The
back of the extra pip is the colour of the end of
the wand.

Bring the pack in with a duplicate Four of Dia
monds ready to force, and the Five (?) of Dia
monds the third card from, the bottom. Force the
Four, and burn it

,

showing the bottom card as the

I D chosen one, and when it is told that this is wrong,
lay aside, as also the second. Place around the
pack two rubber bands, "B B," and show Five
(?) of Diamonds. When told of mistake say you
will make it the chosen card. Touch the pip with
the waxed end of wand, but do not show change
as yet. (As pip is same colour on back of end of
wand it cannot be seen.) Holding face downwards,
ask audience to hold it

,

pronounce any magical
formula, showing that the card has changed.

If only a little wax is used on the extra pip, the
pack of cards may be examined.

This effect is original with myself; have never seen it described in a book
or even performed by anyone but myself. Find it good for the "wise guy."

"THK IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBLE"
Percy Naldrett, in The Magical YVorid, February 22. 1911

Like many another "original" trick, this bewildering effect owes its in
ception to a familiar principle of earlier origin — in the present case to the
"Drumhead Tube."

An ordinary glass tumbler, a piece of tissue paper, and a wide, strong,
rubber band, are handed to the audience for thorough inspection and per
sonal treatment. Some one is respectfully requested to place the paper over
the mouth of the glass, and secure it by means of the rubber band. As a
further protection against any substitution of glasses a circular gummed pa
per ticket is also handed out, to be attached anywhere on the outside of the
glass itself, and marked in pencil or ink with any identifying initials or de
sign. In this sealed and secured condition it isshown to be perfectly empty,
and then placed at some distance away within a borrowed hat. A handker
chief is vanished by any of the numerous ways, and is eventually discovered
within the original sealed and covered glass, and the tissue-paper head has
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to he actually broken to get the silk out. This proves a "licker" to the aver
age audience.

Procure from your dealer a tumbler neatly fitted with an inner shell of
celluloid. Place a duplicate silk handkerchief in the celluloid lining, and
fix a paper disc to t lit- upper edge, with gum, to enclose the silk. This is

secretly loaded into the borrowed hat while the real glass is under examina
tion. If left in the hat in an inverted position, the glass, after sealing, etc.,
is simply pressed over the fake, which pierces the paper head, replacing it
with its own, while the torn edges are hidden by the rubber band around
the outer glass. The rest is obvious.

SUGGESTION FOR CARDS TACKED TO CEILING
John Nelson, in Tin' Sphinx, February.

The trick of having a card taken from the pack and then throwing the
pack to the ceiling and the chosen card sticks there, is certainly one good
trick and will always be good. But to pick the cards up afterwards never
did agree with me. Whenever I do the trick now 1 always have a rubber
band. After bringing the card to the top and the tack has been placed, 1
take a rubber band and place around the pack, but not around the card that
is to be stuck on the ceiling. In placing the rubber band around the cards, I
have the tack card on the bottom and draw it back from the rest of the cards,
and then it is an easy manner to place the band aroundthe rest of the cards.
Those wishing to do this trick will like it when they see no cards to pick up

afterwards.

THE PROPHETIC SILK
R. H. Townshrnd. in The Maitical World. February 15. 1911

A member of the audience is asked to select a card and replace it in the
pack. The performer, going to another member of the audience, asks per
mission to remove a portion of the lining of the victim's coat; this he does
with a tearing noise. The magician then produces magically a large white
handkerchief. In this he wraps the pieces of lining, wrapping the bundle up
in a piece of ordinary newspaper, previously shown both sides. The packet
is then given to a member of the audience to hold.

After a magical incantation, the packet is opened by the performer, who
finds that the pieces of coat lining have attached themselves to the white
silk handkerchief, roughly forming an eight of spades, which was the card
actually taken by the first person in the audience.

PREPARATION A pack of cards, with the ace of spades on the bottom,
or a forcing pack, is placed in readiness on the table. A piece of black
coat lining is put in the right profonde. A representation of the eight of
spades is made by cutting out eight spade pips, and sewing them on to a
large white silk handkerchief. A plain sheet of newspaper is put flat on a
table, and the silk eight of spades is placed flat ov er it and covered by a
second piece of newspaper, and both sheets securely pasted together round
the edges. This faked sheet of paper is also placed to hand on the table.

In presenting the trick, the eight of spades is forced, then the lining and
handkerchief are wrapped together in the prepared sheet of paper. To ex
tract the silk eight of spades the outer piece of paper only is torn. If it is
found to difficult for the beginner to produce a handkerchief magically, it

may be previously arranged to "borrow" one.

The February Sphinx contains a fine series of card shuffles by Surgeon
Rell M. W oodward.
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THE MAGICAL MARKET
Latest Tricks, Sleights and Apparatus From

the Conjuring Shops

Publisher's Nutr—All tricks, sleights and apparatus reviewed here will bo considered
strictlvon their merits, no effects being described as being possible that cannot actually he
obtained. Tin- secrets involved in these new tricks, of course, cannot be given.

THE LANIGIRO CARD PACK
From Bamberg Manic Co.. 11**3Broadway. New York

The principle involved in this trick is one of the must interesting develop
ments in later day card magic, and is capable of application in many direc
tions. The secret alone is worth more than the price asked, although a pre

pared pack of beautiful
ivory finished cards, with
red plaid backs is provid
ed. A dozen or more ef
fective tricks can be per
formed with this deck
without sleight of hand or
much practice. One of the
most important effects ob
tainable is that any spec
tator can insert a knife
blade or tinker in the pack
at any place in the deck
while the operator is run
ning over the cards from
the end (See illustratoin),
and the card on either
side of the inserted blade
can be withdrawn by the
spectator; yet the card
thus selected is instantly
known to the operator.
We have made a hit with
this pack by thus forcing
a card, having it placed

back in the pack anywhere, the pack placed in the hand of another specta
tor, or the same one who selected the card, and covered over with a hand
kerchief. After a great show of mental effort, we brought forth the selected
card. All, be it remembered, without sleight of hand. The price of the pack
is $1,

THE "CIO AND COME" COIN TRICK
r'roni \Y. I). Leroy. 103Court St.. Boston. Mass.

This is one of Leroy's latest coin effects. An examined, unprepared sil
ver quarter is placed on the open hand to vanish and appear at will. Hand
can be shown front and back. No sleight of hand or spider used. No skill
required. A most ingenious little piece of apparatus, easily worth t lie 25
cents asked for it. Good enough fora professional. If you do it in front of a
a mirror you w ill deceive even yourself.

KNIFE BLADE FORCE WITH LANIGIRO DECK
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A MONTH OF MAGIC
All the Magical Entertaining News Without

Prejudice or Personal Criticism

Acknowlkdgkmknt— Besides regular and special correspondents in New York, London.
Boston. Philadelphia. Chicago and San Francisco, and occasional correspondents all over the
world. Magic's news service is obtained from the leading daily newspapers, and the theatrical
and vaudeville press as represented by The Billboard, The New York Clipper, Variety. The
Player and The Show World. And last, but not least, from our esteemed contemporary, The
Magical World.

Accuracy —The Publisher desires to make this magical news service dependable, and will
be Krateful when his attention is called to any misstatement o( fact or errors of any kind.

Addrkss All Correspondence to F. T. Singleton. Publisher. 3619 Thompson Ave..
Kansas City. Mo.. U. S. A.

QUEEN ALEXANDRIA ACCEPTS BERTRAM S BOOK

Her Majesty Queen Alexandria has graciously accepted a copy of the
late Charles Bertram's book. "A Magician In Many Lands," which deals
in an interesting manner with his travels and experiences in various parts of
the world. The hook is profusely illustrated. Intending subscribers for the
edition de luxe should communicate with Mrs. Bertram at 41, Christchurch
Road, Streatham Hill, England.

P. T. SELBIT will put on his "Spirit Paintings" at the Orpheum, Spok
ane, March 2<>-25: Seattle, March 27- April I.

Howard Thi'RSTON will play the Haymarket, Chicago, March 20-25;

Pittsburg, March 27-April I.

David Devant may come to America shortly for a trip around the big
v audeville houses. He is England's favorite conjurer, well known in this
country through his popular writings on magic.

One of the results of the recent controversy between Sir Hiram Maxim
and Mr. Maskelyne will shortly be seen at St. George's Hall, London, where
Messrs. Maskelyne and Devant will present a series of spiritualistic mani
festations entitled "The Maximum Miricles."

Hewes, the white Yogi, is still at the Eden Musee, New York. He is
preparing a new illusion to be called, " The Bride."

Kinnakd submitted a puzzling and cleverly conceived magical act to the
patrons of the Empire, W akefield, England.

Madge Temple has arranged to exhibit in the foyer of a West End,
London, hall a magic mirror. W hen one looks at it

,

it appears to be an or
dinary looking glass, but every few seconds a picture of the lady appears
mysteriously in the glass, vanishing no one can tell where.

The Zanckjs have gone to England for a long stay.

Russell, Batavia, N. Y., has sent us a copy of an excellently arranged
leaflet describing his original novelty magical acts: "The Mysterious Silks, "
"A Night in Wonderland," and "Russell, Master of Sealed Manacles."
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CHRIS. VAN BERN: THE SURPRISE PACKET
By Max Sterling, Special Correspondent

Seen at the Oxford, London, February 17. This very novel act is not

presented as a conjuring performance, the magical part being apparently in

troduced without design in the course of some smart patter. Attired in a grey
frock suit, with gloves and tall hat of same colour, artiste enters, carrying
bag and stick in left hand and white handkerchief in right. After a few pithy
opening remarks, the white handkerchief suddenly changes into a crimson
one. His walking stick next takes the liberty of setting at defiance the law
of gravity by rising between his ringers. Asserting that stick possesses mag
ical virtues, one of them being that a mere tap with it suffices to produce
anything desired, artiste demonstrates its properties by tapping the lapel of
his coat, the appearance of a red flower being the immediate result. Picking
up a box, which occupied a position on the stage prior to artiste's appear
ance, it instantly transforms itself into a chair. Remarking that he has no
where to put his hat, performer picks up chair and transforms it into atable.
The box lie originally entered with likewise changes into a table and occu
pies opposite side of stage. A particularly good effect was the next item which
consisted of instantly changing a blue silk cloth into a full-size broom. Ex
plaining that he has a weakness for mislaying his gloves, performer places
them for safety within his hat only to find a moment later they have again
eluded him. A bottle, after having a drink poured out, is transformed into a

black baby to the evident disgust of performer. A particularly neat version
of the wine and water trick, using but one tumbler and glass jug of water,
was the next surprise.

Explaining that professional singers might combine other items with their
vocal efforts, Van Bern illustrates his theory by singing, "Love, could I only
tell thee," and performing tricks at same time. In the twinkling of an eye,
an umbrella is changed into a light tripod table. Glass of wine is poured
into a vase from which, the next second, a host of coloured ribbons are pro
duced, leaving vase quite dry. After instantlychanging a coloured silk hand
kerchief into a billiard ball, performer introducesa funny comedy "wheeze"
with a sheet of brown paper and a cigarette, which latter vanishes in a flash
of flame on having a match applied to it. After 'proving his versatility by
giving a mimetic banjo sketch, he proposes retiring to bed, and a mere turn
of his body shows him ready attired in a pyjama sleeping suit. Advancing to

a four legged table, which has done service throughout the act, it in turn
becomes a "trunk," which is carried off by artiste as conclusion to his act.

The applause which was lavished on this unconventional act proved it

was quite to the taste of a large audience.

VALA DON IN KANSAS CITY
Week of Feb. 20, Kansas City magical "bugs" had the pleasure of wit

nessing the performance of Valadon, a finished and painsta'king performer.
His "My next swindle— I mean, trick," will be remembered pleasantly for
a long time. He is doing a well-chosen selection of tricks, opening with tri-
colored ribbon throw-outs from colored tissue, producing an American flag
from the gathered-up ribbon. The act closes with the levitation of a girl,
covered with a sheet, from a table. W hen suspended in the air the table is
removed, the sheet covered body lowered and suddenly vanished completely.

R. L. Vilas, the popular local manager of the Pluto Powder Company,
Ishpeming, Mich., who is a clever magician, was an extra attraction at the
Owl's minstrel performance recently held in that city.
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THURSTON'S EXTRA CHICAGO BILLING
W e were in Chicago a few weeks ago and saw Thurston's big show. The

city looked as though a fortune had been spent on extra billing, eight-sheet
lithos of Thurston being put up lavishly all over town. The very first thing
our eyes caught as the train entered the city was one of these lithographs.
Thurston is a believer in good advertising and is insuring himself for the
future. The two big new illusions, " The Lion and the Lady," and "The
Automobile Mystery," are successes of the unusual kind, and are put over
in a most convincing manner. A most artistic bit is "The Piercing Arrow,"
which is shot through a young girl to the target, with long red ribbons trail
ing through her body. Theo. Bamberg adds class to the show w ith his splen
did hand shadows done in view of the audience.

Ppof. A. E. Mattkon gave a demonstration of mind-reading and thought
transmission at the first semi-annual banquet of the Twin City Freight
Rate Clerks" association, Minneapolis.

George Huey, who is one of
the only two men in Minneapolis
who could mystify Kellar, the
magician, when that wizard was
entertained by the local magi
cians' association, was one of
the headliners at a recent post-
exam "Riot, "at his college. Al
though he is a junior he had
never before exercised his art
in campus circles, having given
his entire leisure to practice and
over-town engagements.

VV. H. H. Pi (in, Burlington,
N. J., writes that he used to do
the rope release given in MAGIC
last month with a handkerchief
tied around his wrists in place
of the pieces of rope.

Mighty Oaks is working on
a new escape that he says will
outclass anything in this line. It

CiKoKGE HUEY is ? lar^e £lass tank which, after
being thoroughly examined, is

filled to the brim with water. The can is transparent and will also be used
for a water test. It sounds good. Oaks; may surpass the famous can mys
tery.

Canaris, the French magician, at Pantages, St [oseph, Mo., Feb. 27-
March 4.

T. NELSON. DOWNS IN KANSAS CITY
T. Nelson Downs, incomparable "King of Koins," was at the Empress,

Kansas City, Feb. 27-March 4. F ew conjurers appear more often before the
public than Downs. His superb manipulation is unsurpassed by any living
man, and his bold patter helps him to hold his audiences. His act has be
come a vaudeville classic, and we hope will come around regularly for many
years to come.
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HENRY CLIVE'S NEW ACT
Henry Clive presented a new act at the Fifth Avenue, New York. He

has left the magical comedy tricks, and does not walk into the audience. To
replace the former matter, Mr. Clive has a humorous travesty on lightning cal
culations, with MaiSturgis Walker once again as his pretty assistant. Another
new bit is a little skit on ventriloquism, with Clive wearing a drooping mus
tache, holding a "dummy" on his knee. While speaking he makes a large
jar of milk disappear ostensibly drinking it. To conclude, a little magic with
handkerchief and billiard hall is explained as the orchestra drowns out his
voice through loudly playing "The Glow Worm." it is another act, with
Clive still the easy going, pleasing entertainer. In an important spot at the
Fifth Avenue, the house evinced so strong a liking that' Mr. Clive and Miss
Sturgis bowed many times. Clive is always laughable, and his present ma
terial is much preferable to the other.

RECENT DATES PLAYED
Hal Merkitt, poster caricaturist, at Keith and Proctor's Fifth Avenue

theater, New York —TOM Edwards, ventriloquist, at the Colonial, New
York —Griff, juggler, at American Music Hall, Chicago — Paul Spadoni,
juggler, at the Orpheum, Brooklyn — Mrs. Eva Fay, mind reader, at the
Greenpoint, Brooklyn—McCoy, Mystic, at the Colonial, St. Louis— Law
rence Johnson, ventriloquist, at Keith's, Providence--MARSHALL Mont
gomery at Hammerstein's, New York.

Van Camp, magician, will make a world tour with Vesta Victoria.

Fanny Rice put over her novel cabinet entertainment at the Alhambra,
New York. She has added a "kid" and a "Suffragette" character to her
miniature bodies, for which she forms the head. She still leads all her imi
tators.

Sears produced "The Court of Mysteria," a new illusion, at the Alham
bra, Glasgow, last month. It is on a big scale and was a success.

Pauline, hypnotist extraordinary, starts on a return trip over the Pan-
tages circuit Marcli 5.

Claude Golden, card manipulator, opened at Omaha, Neb., for seven
weeks of time for Walter Keefe.

THE INQUISITION: A DARING MYSTERY ACT
We take great pleasure in presenting to the readers of Magic this month ■

a description of Carlton's new mystical episode, "The Inquisition," a bril
liant creation by Max Sterling.

In arranging this daring subject for the stage the greatest delicacy has
been exercised to avoid the slightest possibility of offence towards the his
torical associations of any Religious body, and that without sacrificing the
powerful dramatic intensity of the blood-stirring spectacle of the Torture
Chamber itself. This has been treated with such artistic skill that, however
realistic the horrors of the situation may appear, subtle stagecraft relieves
the momentary tension of anything approaching vulgar brutality.

While the instruments and engines of torture used in the act are exact
replicas of their terrible originals, the story is advanced as a mythical epi
sode under the regime of the "Fehrngericht," a notorious secret tribunal
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all-powerful throughout Westphalia during the 14th and 15th centuries; an
influence which actually lingered larinto the 18th century.

The Argument — A bewitching maiden accused by her spurned lover
with traffic in the Black Arts (witchcraft), is arraigned before the Bloody
Tribunal. The President of the Inquisition falls a victim to herbeautytand,
in a stolen interview vows to save her from the wrath of the "Fehrngencht"
in spite of torture and death, even though he sells his soul to Hades. The
action covers the weirdly mysterious fulfilment of his oath.

Detailed Synopsis — With the Tableaux held by two cowled inquisitors
the performer steps forward to disclaim any religious inference in thestrange
title of the act, etc.; he is attired in ordinary evening dress, which instantly
changes to German costume as the curtains rise on the stolen interview be
tween the President of the Inquisition and the fair victim, within the judge
ment hall or crypt.

She points the way to her own liberation and calls for a certain book. By
apparent occult force she is obeyed: a huge folio detaches itself from a num
ber of chained volumes in the wall, descends to a lectern, mysteriously opens
and turns over leaf after leaf unaided until a blaze of fire illuminating the
entire crypt indicates a passage wherein lies an ev il spell to aid him. Horror-
struck and trembling he reads how he may accomplish his task — at the
cost of his soul.

The deep booming of a muffled bell announces the hour of trial and ap
proach of the councillors in torch-lit procession chanting a weird dirge.
Hastily donning his robe of office the President mounts the dais, and the
trial proceeds.

Condemned to torture and death the fair victim prostrates herself in an
unavailing, impassioned appeal for mercy. Seized by halbardiers and stripped
to the waist, she is secured to a column, while the torturer sears her "nak
ed" back with a red hot instrument heated in an open brazier on the stage.
The frightful realism of the scene is accentuated by the agonized screams
of the sufferer, and the sizzling of the burning flesh under the steaming iron
completes the awful illusion.

Unconscious, the girl is then placed within the yawning embrace of the
"Iron Maiden," whose fatal knife-studded gates close to fill the penaltyde-
manded. A terrific thunder-crash strikes consternation and confusion among
the swaying "Freischoffen" (Free Judges) still droning their sombre mel
ody. A blinding column of light bursts from the "Iron Maiden" and the
"Spirit of Kvil" leaps out over Hie heads of the Inquisitors. At a flash of
the Satanic hand the chanting councillors are strangely vanished into noth
ingness, while the armed guards rush in abject frenzy for safety. In an attitude
of protest, the President rises from the dais and the limelight concentrated
upon him reveals an invisible and instantaneous transformation to the ori
ginal maiden none the worse for her tragic experience. His head-dress re
moved discloses the "Evil One" to be the President himself who has thus
fulfilled his vow.

Fifteen people are required for the act, which runs thirty minutes.

Herr Kl( hard A. BOLKE has an act that iscreating something of a sen
sation wherever shown. It is called "Creo," and consists of the formation
of a woman from wood, plaster and cloth. Special scenery, an artists studio,
and electrical effects are included.

Howard Dotson put on an act of smoke pictures at the American, New
York. He made two sketches on a smoked glass surface, to which a gilt
frame was added after the picturers were completed. Very well done. Per
former makes a good appearance, dressing oddly, but attractively.
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SATANI, wonderful illusionist, was at the Palace, Bristol, England.

Perrikr, a smart and very popular ventriloquist, was at the Hippodrome,
Eastbourne, England.

David Toole, another smart ventriloquist with entertaining patter, was
at the Empire, Edinburgh.

TEDNAC, comedy magician, was at the Nickelodeon, Boston.

Joseffy, the incompar
able, spent a Sunday even
ing with friends in Kan
sas City recently. He is
rilling dates in the South
and reports good business
His "Talking Skull" still
makes them sit up and
take notice, and his violin
is as enchanting as ever.

Palermo and Chafa-
LO, with their very pretty-
magical act, were at the
Kotherhithe Hippodrome
(England). Miss Palermo
is an accomplished magi
cian and impersonator.
Chafalo is known as the
"King of the Magic
Kings." He certainly can
do this mystifying trick.

Maude Edwards, the
famous English lady ven
triloquist, has a new act
in preparation of a novel
character.

Ching Ling Fee, an

other Chinese magician,
was at the Aberdeen, Eng
land, Palace theater with
smart conjuring tricks.

Albert E. Bodie, a
A JOSEFFY POSTER worthy son of a talented

sire, proved himself a most
dexterous wizard at the Blackpool, England, Hippodrome.

IONIA: THE GODDESS OF MYSTERY
By Max StiTlinir. Special Corr<ispondt*nt

At the Hippodrome, Birmingham, England, Jan. 30. "Ionia" (in whom
we recognise the younger daughter of a famous Paris magical dealer) is of
charming presence and handsomely costumed in a mixed Egyptian-Oriental
style. Her act is nicely staged in spectacular fashion and neatly performed.
She is assisted by a troupe of some seven or eight attendants.
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Her opening effect introduces two decanters, one on either side of stage.
A handkerchief put in one rinds an invisible way to its opposite neighbor at a
pistol shot. A raised platform is then introduced, with a contrivance re
sembling an umbrella supported in the centre. The apparatus is brought
forward and displayed empty. A curtain of draperies masks the vacant space
for a moment— another shot — and curtains fall to disclose a lady wearing a
gigantic "Merry Widow" hat, with which she walks off. The umbrella lias
disappeared.

The production of a fish bowl forms the next effect, and living goldfish
are secured from the atmosphere by the aid of a net similar in design to
that used to "produce" pigeons.

An Egyptian mummy case, supported in an upright position on steps, is
next displayed. A lady assistant is secured within and raised to mid-air and
steps removed. The coffin cabinet is spun around, and while still suspended,
the lid is opened to apparently display the lady still within. The revolver
shot signals her disappearance, the cabinet is thrown open — empty, and the
lady reappears from the auditorium. A version of the parasol trick was the
next effect. In this, handkerchiefs placed in a paper bag vanish at revolver
shot, and the skeleton parasol, unwrapped from its matting, shows the hand
kerchiefs properly attached to the ribs, forming the conventional parti-color
ed covering.

For the final effect a large platform is placed in the centre of the stage.
Uprights at each corner carry draperies to allow of enclosing. It is present
ed as empty; top, flooring, sides, etc., are thoroughly exhibited. The cur
tains are then drawn, and the revolver again brought into play. On the re
opening of the cabinet the "chamber" is discovered containing two fair
maids in picturesque attitude.

The show was well received, and should do well in Kngland, as Ionia has
practically the field of mystery to herself as far as her sex is concerned.

PROGRAMME OK THE GREAT JUP1TERS
Seen at the American theater, New York, Feb. 20. The act is a comedy

turn, pure and simple, with a little mystery attached. The Jupiters dress in
the approved cowboy fashion and work in a wood set, employing horse
blankets to frame up their tent for a sort of a black-art cabinet. One of the
brothers calls for a committee from the audience. Among those answering
are several "plants," who help the laughs. The committee is seated on the
stage. The comedy is gotten from a trick chair with a needle spring attach
ment. The other brother is seated on a high Stool, his hands bound to his
thighs and the shirt sewn to his trousers, and blindfolded. The front cover
is then let down. There is an opening through which his face is shown. Sud
denly there is a hand waved above the covering, then it shows from another
part of the impromptu cabinet. Just as suddenly two hands are shown. The
play of palms and fingers goes on for some few minutes. Although the trick may
be meant for comedy the audience seemed too mystified to laugh. The hands
are commanded to bring forth fresh flowers. These are distributed in the
audience. Finally a bouquet is brought forward and a "plant" from the bal
cony conies down to receive it. This gives the man in the blanket time to
return to his bondage and when the curtain is pulled aside, he is still tied
and sewn. The act is one that can fill in on any bill and get laughs.

- _ — — •

Captain Sfailding, the fire-proof man, found molten lead palatable at
the Palace, Halifax.

Bert Levy, cartoonist extraordinary, at Keith's, Boston.
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A BRILLIANT ENGLISH MAGICAL SEASON
By Max Sterling. Special Correspondent

There is every indication that the present year is destined to mark greater
progress in the Art of Magic than in any like period of the past. Never
has there existed such puhlic demand for good mystery, and never at any
time has such strenuous energy been exercised by the professional magician
to meet the situation.

Competition for originality and public favour stands almost at breaking
point. The competitors are not unknown, untried men. They embrace the
most famous names our modern stage history holds Chung Ling Soo, Harry
Houdini, Horace (ioldin, Lafayette, Carter, Sears, and many others of no
less renown.

Cluing Ling Soo for many months has been secretly concentrating his en

ergy upon a mammoth spectacular mystery symbolising "The Dream of
W ealth." Houdini, who demonstrates the impossible as being possible, has
promised a new sensational escape from a solid block of ice. Goldin is to
shine in mystical drama at an early date, in which the centuries of magic
past will be revealed.

Of the grand spectacular order, the most pretentious effort yet made is

that of the American wizard, Sears, who occupied the entire programme at
a special Press performance given at the Peckham Hippodrome recently.
"The Blue Pearl," as the majestic spectacle is named, employs no less
than 45 people in its action, while elephants, camels, horses, snakes, etc.,
help to create an atmosphere of Oriental realism. The show is good, and
likely to prove a popular success.

Another gigantic production, practically ready for the stage, is thatofPic-
itt and Lizette. This involves six special scenes and settings, with effects of
a novel character. Of purely dramatic character is "The Inquisition," to be
produced in March by "Carlton." In this a legitimate story runs throughout,
which the illusions only help to intensify. Of other acts, "Satani" has a

broad comedy production well in hand, with which he intends to follow up
the successful "Mysterious Raffles." Harrv Lamore is staging new work in
new settings, and Herbert Lloyd, " The Diamond King," meditates a bur
lesque of cabinet illusions. Collins and Bretma are launching a new act, and
from what we personally know of these young creators of magic we are
liable to have some brilliant novelties to record to their credit.

In all this striv ing for place there is possible disappointment in store for
some, and in some cases heavy loss. Of recent years the tendency has been
to duplicate popular effects and illusions w ithout regard to the rightful owner
or originator, the consequence being a surfeit of similarity distasteful to the
public and detrimental to the performer. Novelty and showmanship must
go hand in hand if success is to he won, and we sincerely trust to rind nov
elty in the forthcoming acts, for without question they are in the hands of
perfect showmen.

THE MAID OF THE MIST
Mr. Max Sterling sends particulars of the new spectacular mystery he de

signed and produced for Lewis's Exhibition, Manchester. It is called "The
Maid of the Mist and Her Flaming fountains of Fire." A vision of enchant
ing beauty is seen, In the middle of a beautiful garden is a fairy fountain
playing jets of water and flames of fire, out of which is evolved a charming
Maid, gradually materialising in full view, without the aid of mirrors, traps,
or cabinets.

Schichti.kr's Manikins were at Keith's, Philadelphia.
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MILWAUKEE NOTES
B> Ora S. Harmas. Special Corrt'spoudcni

Performers here recently: Hilda Hawthorne, ventriloquist; RICHARD
Nadrac'e, ventriloquist; Morton Jewell Troupe, club' jugglers and baton
spinners — Chas. Weber, juggler, lias just signed for 13 weeks on S. & C.
time, to open in Butte, Mont. His act is full of comedy and skillful work.
Recently played tlie Orpheum circuit- -Although Milwaukee is a small town
for its size, it boasts of 3000 people who are interested in magic, a magic
shop where illusions and acts are built, and a retail magical store where one
can buy anything from an "Imp's Mottle" to a stage illusion. Drop in most
any day and you will find "would-be (Cellars and Thurstons" adding to their
stock of tricks — A magician's impression of Milwaukee: Hounded on the
East by Blatz.on the West by Pa list, on the North by Jung and on the South
by Miller. The Milwaukee river flows between and "schooners" are con
stantly crossing the bar (joke). But you can't get a drink on Sunday — the
saloons are too crowded.

CRIS VAN BERN WRITES A BOOK

Few people who have seen and appreciated the volatile and versatile Chris
Van Bern on the stage, would imagine that he has written works on philoso
phic research and occult mysteries. He has, however, just been honored
with the decoration of the Bronze Star of Merit and diploma from the Grand
Chancery of Great Britain and Ireland A. P. R. for his services during the
past eight years in Masonic, occult and philosophic literature. His writings
and essays which comprise two large volumes, will shortly be published by
Win. Tait and Co., booksellers of Belfast. Mr. Van Bern was one of the
original pioneers of New Thought in England and is well-known in many
societies as a lecturer upon abtruse subjects.

BAMBERG STORK NOTE
Mr. Theo. Bamberg informs us that the stork left a beautiful girl baby

at his Brooklyn home, March 2, l'JII.

William B. Caulk, Terre Haute, Ind., reports all time filled for rest of
season with club, lodge and church engagements in his home town and
nearby.

Theo. Bamberg gets a lot of notices about his mysterious fingers. He is
the representative of the sixth generation of magicians, and his hands show,
if anything does, the result of application by successive children tothe same
business. Bamberg says: "Magic is just like music; there's always some
thing to be learned and practiced."

Great Pool, stunts in magic, at the Lincoln Square, New York.
Henry E. Dixkv introduced magic into his act at Hammerstein's,

New York.

Chesani, Russian magician, at the Dixie, Philadelphia. Produces large
carp in glass bowl instead of goldfish, doing the trick in the midst of the
audience.

Willis and Estelle made good with a novelty and ventriloquial act at
a recent Thirty-first Street theater, Chicago, try-out.

Lightning Hooper, cartoonist, at the Majestic, Chicago.
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The Mysterious Discs
A novel and clever trick suit

able for parlor or stage. The
performer introduces an oblong
sheet of cardboard on which are
printed different rows of figures.
This cardboard is stood up
against some object so that it is
at all times plainly visible. At
tention is next called to a num
ber of cardboard discs, on each
of which are printed numbers,
each disc being different from
the other. The discs are all
thoroughly shuttled by a spec
tator who drops them into a bor
rowed hat. One of the discs is
taken out and held in the per
former's hand, but with the back
of the disc to the audience. Any
one is now asked to choose any one of the rows of figures on the cardboard
(no forcing, etc. ). The moment the row is called out, the performer turns
around the disc in his hand and shows that the numbers on his disc are ex

actly the same as those chosen, much to the astonishment of the spectators.
Easily performed, no sleight of hand being required. Repeated as often as
desired. Complete with neatly printed cardboard, discs and full instructions.

Price, 25 cents

We handle a complete line of tricks, magical apparatus and
magician' s supplies.

Amateurs supplied as well as

Professionals
Send four cents, stamps, today and receive the following

FOUR CATALOGUES
Superior Magical Apparatus

Latest Supplements New Card Miracles
Trick. Novelties and Jokers

READ & COVERT
817-D East 43rd St., Chicago, 111.

When writing to advertisers kindly mention M agic
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A
Night with the Moon

A PAKLOK P.tKSEXT \TION 1JF "A NIOHT W ITH rHK MOON"

A Practical Lightning"Chalk-Talk"
for Amateurs
By P. T. SELBIT

Thvjune, [yiO, number of Magic, containing P. T. Selbit'a
splendid "chalk talk," "A Night With The Moon," being now
out of print, the publisher has reprinted the sketch in attrac
tive pamphlet form.

In this unique entertainment, Mr. Selbit presents a practical
form of lightning sketch work that anyone, be he or she never
so ignorant of the art of sketching, may produce without much
practice, and provoke considerable merriment.

Price ID cents, postpaid.

V. T. SINGLKTON, Publisher
3619 Thompson Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
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Back Numbers of MAGIC

MAGIC
THE MACA7.r\E OF WONDER

Whit A < 11<rCanDo

VOLUME ONK READY
BOl'ND IN CLOTH
The first volume of Magic can

now be had neatly bound in cloth
with title page and index. It con
sists of the first six numbers, Jan
uary to June, l()l(>. including the
February number, G HOSTS.

Trice, $1.00.

SINGLE COPIES
Single copies of only the Jan

uary, March, April and May is

sues remain. They can be had, as

long as the supply lasts, for 10

cents each. Complete your file
before they are out of print.

A Few Copies of the Only Number
of GHOSTS Issued

The second issue (February,
191(0 of Maoic was given the title
of Ghosts. A few copies remain
and can be had for 15 cents, while
they last.

CONTENTS The Sphinx Kiddle of
Humanity Spectral Illusions Thread
ing the Mazes -An Afternoon in A Mag
ical Lihrarv- Him- 1 Became A Spirit
Medium.

Cover in fmir colors. Colored frontis
piece and I') illustrations. Most unique
magazine ever issued.

F. T. SINGLETON
I'VBLISHER

3619 Thompson Avenue

Kansas City, Mo.
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The Boston

School of Magic
(Established over 20 years)

The "Invisible Aeroplane," Handkerchief Trick, complete,
$10.00. Finest Nickel Pedestal, to appear a silk in glass tum
bler, complete, $7.00. Hatton and Plate's "Magicians Tricks,"
$1.75. Halley's "Dramatic Art of Magic," $1.00 and $1. 15.

Goldston's 'Young Conjuror," $.50 and $1.00. Goldston's
"More Tricks and Puzzles," $.60. Expert Billiard Ball Manipu
lation, $1.00. Medrington's "Magician's Book of Patter, $.50.
Barnello's "Red Demons," Fire King Book, $.50. "Satan Out
done," New Marvelous Card Principle, $1.00. Leroy's "Cag-
liostro" Card Trick, any pack used, $.50.

Send 10c for Appendix Catalogue and latest lists; 50c for 212 page Il
lustrated Hook Catalogue, largest ever issued anywhere. None free.

W. D. LEROY, 103 Court St., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Representative (if tin- Society of American Magicians

Paper Cut-Out for the Changing Die
The March number of

Magic contains a gen
uine novelty in the form of a

paper cut-out apparatus for
the Changing Die. With a

pair of scissors and a little
glue, a beautiful black paper
die and white shell can be

made that will enable anyone
to perform this charming il

lusion. Complete instructions
given. A few copies left 10

cents each, while they last.

F. T. SINGLETON, Publisher, 3619 Thompson Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

¥ 911 T I Tni /- X X T I CrT^ IT* Inurnal (or Professional and Amateur
I - iL,l>Uolwi\lol H. Magicians. The only Magical Maga-*-* 1 A v A V ^ k 7 1 V ' 1 ^ 1 <J 1

zine printed in Hie French Language.
Published Monthly. Illustrated. Annual subscriptions. H francs ($1.60),Sample copy, 75 centi
mes l.scts.. Editor, CAROLY, 20 Boulevard St. Germain, Paris. Kr.

The Magician Monthly gES.
year of success. Annual sub*siription, $1.15.Sain pie copy, lOcts. Foreign stamps not accepted
in payment. THE MAGICIAN. Ltd.. f. Kohin Hood Vard. London. E. C.

Will Goldston. A
ill interested in
stery. In its sixth

When writing to advertisers kindly mention Magic
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The Spirit-Photo Card
The very latest and most popular card experiment, involving

a clever effect in "Spiritualism." A spectator selects a card
from any pack, makes
a memo of it

,

and
then replaces the card
and shuffles the pack.

A piece of blank pa
per is next examined
and sealed in an en
velope, after which
the cards are cut by
anyone, and the seal
ed envelope inserted
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The Great Needle Trick
Performed by Houdini and Clement De Lion

By Rob G. Williams

|HE needle threading from the mouth is essentially
a parlor or club room trick, and in the hands of
gifted operators like Harry Houdini and Clement
de Lion is a remarkable and startling deception.
To tell the truth, I do not know just how these

two gentlemen do it
,

but I have succeeded several times lately
in doing the trick myself before a good crowd and getting away
with it. It is worth while to practice this trick.

THE GREAT NEEDLE TRICK

I first saw the trick explained in "Magicians' Tricks," by
Henry Hatton and Adrian Plate. A number of needles (I use
twelve), and a piece of thread about eighteen inches long, are
shown to the spectators. The thread is wound around the nee-'
dies. A piece of bright colored sewing silk is selected by the
audience from several pieces offered and tied to the end of
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the thread with which the needles are bound. The operator
then puts the needles and thread into his mouth, leaving the
short length of colored silk thread hanging out. After some fa
cial by-play and swallowing efforts, the operator pulls on the
silk and brings out of his mouth the needles threaded (Fig. I).

In the first place, the points of the needles must be rounded
off by grinding, and then some little practice in private is nec
essary before attempting to perform the trick. A duplicate lot
of needles already threaded is used; "the rest of the length of
thread is wrapped around them, except about three inches.
This bunch of needles is passed under a ring" of flesh colored
thread "on the second finger of the performer's left hand, and
is kept there concealed, as shown in Fig. II. A similar num
ber of needles and a thread are now exhibited. The needles are
bunched together and the thread is wound around them except
about three inches. Then they are put between the thumb and
the first and second fingers of the left hand for a few moments,
and the loose end is, apparently, run between the fingers and
left hanging outside. We say, apparently, for in fact it is dropped
inside the hand and the end of the other bunch of needles is

allowed to show outside. One of the colored threads is now se

lected and tied to the loose end that belongs to the threaded
bunch. When about to 'swallow' the needles, the performer
takes them, seemingly, with his right hand, but drops them into
the left hand and takes those that are under the thread. The au
dience have no suspicion that any change has been made, for
they see the colored silk that they suppose was tied to the nee
dles first shown. The needles are put into the performer's mouth,
the silk thread dangling outside, and the trick is brought to a
conclusion, as described."

A Master of Magic
Some New Light on the Life of Cagliostro

By Henry Ridgely Evans

II {Concluded}

N September, 1780, he arrived in Strasburg, where
he founded one of his Egyptian Lodges. He lavished
money right and left, cured the poor without pay,
and treated the great with arrogance. The Cardinal
de Rohan invited the sorcerer and his wife to live

at the Episcopal palace. He presented the Cardinal with a dia
mond worth 20,000 francs which he pretended to have made.
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the churchman claiming to have been an eye-witness of the
operation. A laboratory was fitted up in the palace for alchemical
experiments. Cagliostro persuaded the Cardinal that he was
able to make gold. The skeptical Baroness d'Oberkuch, in her
memoirs, says that while at Strasburg, he successfully predicted
the death of the Empress Maria Theresa. "He even foretold the
hour at which she would expire," relates the Baroness. "Cardinal
de Rohan told it to me in the evening, and it was five days after
that the news arrived." What is the explanation of this feat?
A lucky guess, or psychic powers above the ordinary ? We leave
it to the occultists.

In the year 1785, we find him at Lyons, France, where he
founded the world-famous Lodge of Triumphant Wisdom, and
converted hundreds to his mystical doctrines. But his greatest
triumph was achieved in Paris. A gay and frivolous aristocracy,
mad after new sensations, welcomed the magician with open
arms. The way had been paved for him by Mesmer. He made
his appearance in the French Capital, January 30, 1785. The
Cardinal de Rohan selected and furnished a house for him.
Prints, medallions, and marble busts of him decorated all the
shop windows. There were neckties and hats a la Cagliostro. His
home was always thronged with noble guests, who came to wit
ness the strange seances, where ghosts were summoned from
"the vasty deep." How were these phantoms evoked ? Confed
erates, concave mirrors, and images cast upon the smoke aris
ing from burning incense explain many of the phenomena. We
do not doubt the truth of the telepathic, hypnotic, and clair
voyant feats, for we have seen enough to warrant the genuine
ness of such, but the materializations were undoubtedly fraudu
lent. Says Trowbridge: "To enhance the effect of his phenom
ena he had recourse to artifices worthy of a mountebank. The
room in which his seances were held contained statuettes of
Isis, Annbis, and the ox Apis. The walls were covered with
hieroglyphics, and two lacqueys, 'clothed like Egyptian slaves
as they are represented on the monuments at Thebes,' were in
attendance. To complete the mise en scene, Cagliostro wore a

robe of black silk on which hieroglyphics were embroidered in
red. His head was covered with an Arab turban of cloth of gold
ornamented with jewels. A chain of emeralds hung en sautois
upon his breast, to which scarabs and cabalistic symbols of all
colors in metal were attached. A sword with a handle shaped
like a cross was suspended from a belt of red silk."

On August 22, 1785, Cagliostro was arrested under a lettre
de cachet, and cast into the Bastille, charged with complicity
in the affair of the diamond necklace, a cause celebre familiar to
all readers of French history. He was acquitted by the Parli
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ament, but was banished from France by order of Louis XVI.
He fled to England, where he was attached by the editor
Morande, as previously explained. From England he went to
various places on the Continent. But his reputation was ruined.
In the year 1791, fate drew him like a lodestone to Rome, where
he attempted to found a lodge of Egyptian masonry. He was
arrested and condemned to death as a sorcerer and freemason,
but Pope Pius VI commuted the punishment to life imprison
ment. In a subterranean dungeon in the Castle of San Leon,
Urbino, he fretted away his life in silence and in darkness
until August, 1795, when the news of his death leaked out. The
cause of death and place of sepulchre of the famous sorcerer
were never divulged. His wife died in a convent in Rome.

Many theosophical writers declare that Cagliostro was a secret
emissary of the Illuminati, an order devoted to the destruction
of thrones, and the elevation of the people.

Cagliostro' s house in Paris still remains. The curious reader
will find it at the corner of the Rue St. Claude and the Boulevard
Beaumarchais. It is a gloomy old mansion, just the sort of abode
for a wizard. It has a court yard with cordons of large stones
blackened by time. Two summers ago I visited it, accompanied
by my good old friend, Monsieur Trewey. I ascended the ghost
haunted, time-worn staircase, feeling my way carefully along
in the semi-darkness, and holding on to the forged-iron balus
trade, thinking all the while of the high-born seigneurs and ladies
who once passed up and down that winding way. The place
seemed full of echoes. I climed to the very attic of the mansion.
I slowly descended the stairs. A door on the landing below me
noiselessly opened. I stopped. Was the phantom of the great
necromancer coming out to greet me ? No, it was but the wind !

The laboratory and seance rooms have been cut up into
smaller apartments. The present tenants of the house comprise
a carpet dealer, a furniture manufacturer, a dealer in chains for
motor cars, a furrier, and a keeper of a wineshop.

Alas, how the glories of the place have departed, since Cag
liostro held his mystic seances in the Egyptian Room.

Don't Give It Away
"How clever that is !" your friends will often say, as you conclude

a trick. But, beware; if you desire to retain your prestige, don't be
tempted to reveal how the trick is done. If you do show the method
by which the mysterious change is accomplished, the inevitable reply
of the spectators will be: "Is that all ?" and your reputation for
cleverness will have forever vanished. — Fkank Desmond.
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A Match Box Sleight
By P. T. Selbit

|HE following sleight with an ordinary match box is
extremely deceptive, as will be ascertained if the
movement is performed before a mirror.

Place the box in such a position that it protrudes
from between the thumb and first finger of the left
Fig. I. Then with the fingers of the right hand ap

parently place it fairly into
the closed left hand by an
upward push (Fig. 11). Really,
the box is finger palmed in
the right hand. Instead of
pushing the box upward, the
right hand remains stationery
while the left moves down
ward, this action turning the
box around on a pivot made
by the base of the thumb and
the tip of the first finger of
the left hand. Fig. Ill is a

back view of the position in
Fig. II, showing the box half
turned over. Fig. IV shows
the move completed, with the
box finger palmed in the right
hand, and the left hand ready
to apparently close over the
match box and be withdrawn
as though containing it. The
performer's eyes must, of
course, follow the imaginary
box in the left hand.

The box can now be rubbed
away, or vanished from the
left hand in any suitable man
ner, and the hand shown
empty. The box can be pro
duced with the right hand
from behind the right knee,
or elsewhere.

The continuous back and
front hand palm can also be

executed with a match box. A match box sleight

a JDeaunrui rarior iaoie illusion
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The Tumbling Coins
By Ernest Evangeline

|HIS is merely a pretty bit of coin juggling, although
after some practice it will enable you to pick up a

stack of coins from a table and put them down im
mediately, without apparently changing them in
any way, but with the bottom coin brought secretly

to the top.
Take several coins in the fingers as shown in Fig. I. Now press

the thumb on the edge of the front coin and roll it up against
the forefinger (Fig. II) until it hangs over the other coins. Then
let it drop back in behind, guided by the thumb, which presses
against it on the lower half as in Fig. HI.

m

THE TUMBLING COINS

The entire move is made with the thumb, the hand and all
the other fingers being held perfectly still, except for a slight
upward turn of the entire hand made simultaneously with the
movement of the thumb. The extent of this turn of the hand
can be seen by comparing the three illustrations. The entire
revolution of the coin is made against the forefinger.

A very little practice will enable you to keep a stack of coins
continuously tumbling over from front to back in this manner,
one after the other in regular order, making a showy illustration
of the saying, "The first shall be last."

We have known many men, and some women, who took up maj;ic for
pleasure or money, or both, and we have never known one to lose interest
in it. — Henry Hatton and Adrian Plate.
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An Old Card Trick Improved
By T. S. Bonney

N the following trick you will need a pack of cards,
one of which (we will say the Jack of Clubs) must
have a white back. This can be made by soak
ing a card in water until the back comes off, then
drying the front (face) half and pasting a piece of

medium weight white paper on. Two duplicate Jack of Clubs,
and. ten or fifteen pieces of plain white paper about the size of
a playing card will also be required. The prepared card must
have a trifle shaved off of one edge and be placed at the bottom
of the pack, which is laid on the table along with your wand
and the blank slips.

The table thus set, and having one of the duplicate Jacks in
the upper inner corner of each trouser pocket, you are ready
to begin. Exhibit both trouser pockets empty (the position of
the cards makes this an easy matter), and as you replace
pockets push cards down to bottom where they remain till you
are ready to produce either of them. Allow someone in the
audience to chose one of the slips of paper, and throw the rest
carelessly on the table, allowing them to scatter a little.

Now write "The Jack of Clubs" on the chosen slip (without
allowing the audience to know what you have written), fold
and give it to some one to take care of till the end of the trick.
Pick up pack and give it a false shuffle, leaving the prepared
card at the bottom. Take pack in the left hand, with the fingers
of the right above and the thumb below,1 and draw back the
top cards a few at a time with the fingers of the right hand re

questing any one to stop you when they wish. When you have
been requested to stop, draw off with the fingers of right hand
all the cards you have drawn back, at the same time bringing
away with the thumb the prepared card from the bottom, and
exhibit it to the audience, calling attention to the fact that you
have not seen it and request them to note what it is. Place cards
in right hand on those in left, leaving the tip of left little finger
under chosen (prepared) card. Turn pack in position for ordinary
shuffle, remove all the cards from beneath little finger tip and
shuffle them on to balance of pack in left hand. The chosen
card is now on the bottom. Make any false shuffle that will
leave the prepared card on the bottom, and lay pack on table
on top of the scattered pieces of white paper.

Show hands perfectly empty and ask some one to choose the

1 See MAGIC, January, 1911, page 85, for description and illustration of
this move.

A Beautiful rarlor ianie illusion
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right or left hand empty (?) trouser pocket. We will assume
the left is chosen. Pick up pack from table leaving the prepared
card on slips of white paper, where it is absolutely unnoticed
at the distance of even a few feet, on account of its white back.

The prepared card having been slightly reduced in width
renders it a very simple matter to carelessly pick up pack and
leave it on the table. Touch pack with your wand and command
chosen card to vanish. Pass pack for examination, reach into
left trouser pocket and produce (duplicate) Jack of Clubs and
request the party holding slip of paper to open same and see
what is written thereon.

The effect is all that you could desire and while I do not
claim originality for the trick, I find the added effect of having
the name of the chosen card appear on slip of paper, a decided
improvement, and I think aiso the method of using the blank
slips an improvement over the old method of backing the card
with newspaper and laying the pack down on a newspaper,
which is on the table for no apparent reason. If the blank slips
are thrown carelessly on the table and the pack laid down and
picked up from them in a natural manner, the prepared card
will be left free from detection even though the spectators are
standing right around the table. He sure to get your card
smooth when preparing it

,

so it will lay flat on the blanks when
balance of pack is picked up.

The cards known as "Steamboats, No. 999," you will find
well suited for preparation, as by soaking them for a few mo
ments in warm water the colored backs can easily be removed,
and drying and putting on a new back takes but a little time.

If you are proficient enough, you may make the pass to get
chosen card to bottom of pack, but I suggest the shuffle referred
to as an excellent substitute for that sleight, being easily
learned and very natural both in execution and effect.

Three Good Tricks
By Ora S

. Harm as

I. The Chameleon Thimble
WHITE thimble on the forefinger of the right hand
changes to black when covered by the left hand,
which is at once shown empty. Covering the black
thimble for an instant it is found to have returned
to its original color. Again the white thimble is cov

ered and this time when the hand is removed no sign of the .

thimble is seen, both hands being shown empty.
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THE CHAMELEON THIMBLE

Two thin metal thimbles fitting one within the other are
needed. The outer one is painted white and the inner, or
smaller one, black or any contrasting color you wish (Fig. I).
The two thimbles are nested and placed on the forefinger of
the right hand. The right forefinger approaches the left hand
(Fig. II) and is covered by it for a moment. The top or white
thimble is then instantly thumb-palmed by bending the finger
into the fork of the thumb, where it is gripped in the loose skin
or "web" between the thumb and forefinger. When the left
hand is removed the black thimble remaining on the right fore
finger is exposed (Fig. III).

When the finger is once more covered by the left hand the
white thimble is restored to its original position. For the final
disappearance both thimbles are thumb-palmed when covered
again by the left hand (Fig. IV), and the hands shown empty
by means of the "change over." The white thimble can be re

produced from the elbow or from behind the arm, or from any
thing that will "cover" the insertion of the finger into the
nested thimbles.

II. A Match Trick
(That Can't Be Matched)

Two ordinary flat paste
board matches (such as are
used for cigar ads, and put
up in "books") are shown
and marked on one side with
pencil or any distinguishing
mark. Held by the ends,
with the fingers of the left
hand (Fig. I), the matches

A match trick are shown both sides. Then

A Beautitui rarior lame illusion
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taking them between the thumb and forefinger of the right hand

(marked side up), they are deliberately and openly turned over,

but on exposing the upper side to view the marked side is still
up. This may be repeated as many times as desired without
fear of detection, marked or plain side appearing up at will. I
believe this to be the very best little impromptu trick in exist-
ance.

The matches are turned or rolled between the fingers (once

over) in the act of turning them over to show the other side.
Fig. II shows the matches (end view) just half turned and held
on edge. If the printing extends from end to end of the match
it must be scratched off and the ends on both sides made to
appear the same, so that no change will be noticed in the
matches after turning them until after you have removed your
fingers.

III. The Black-and-White Changing Card
For a simple home-

madechangingcard that
makes them say, "That
is all right, old man,"
this changing four-spot
is hard to beat. A fifth
pip is cut out of the cen
ter of a four of spades
after first being carefully
outlined in the proper
position with a pencil.
The correct position can
be obtained from a real
five-spot. A piece of tis
sue or tracing paper can
be used to get a perfect
outline of a spade pip. THE black and white changing cakd
A sharp pointed knife
blade will be necessary to make a clean cut-out. It is wise to be
a little bit "fussy" about this.

If this prepared four of spades is placed in front of the two,
and the pair held in front of the performer's black clothing or
in front of any dark background, and the two-spot suddenly
withdrawn, the four instantly changes to five. A perfect illusion.
Cards without indexes may be used to good advantage, but not
one person in a hundred Will notice the corner indicators after
the back card is withdrawn, the attention being drawn entirely
to the additional pip in the center.
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Loading the Hat
By J. Caroly

Translated from L' Illusionniste by Cliarpiot Ch.

OWEVER pompous or barbaric may be the titles by
which innovators have essayed to restore, at least
by name, the classic experience, among all, of the
inexhaustible hat, it is no less true that this trick,
of a good old age, has always remained the same.

So that the trick may be effective, all magicians are unanimous
in recognizing that one must be able to produce, as coming from
the hat, a quantity of objects which will finally form on the
scene an important and voluminous unloading.

In effect, the first apparitions produce a very ordinary sur
prise to the public, which knows vaguely that all that is shown
as coming from the hat could be bundled up and held in the
head covering; but it no longer conceals its admiration when
the quantity of objects which have appeared exceed what it
estimates as the capacity of the hat. And when the load attains
five or six times this dimension the applause becomes contagious.

It is then necessary to the magician, anxious for success (and
is it not the case with us all ?)

,

to reload the hat several times
under the eyes of the audience to whom this move of reloading
must remain absolutely unperceived.

Occasionally an artist (?) receives from

a confederate, when it is not taken from a

back table, a hat already loaded from which
he proceeds to take in a cool way a few
collapsible balls and a serpentine (paper
roll) or two, after which he (the artist)
passes to other tricks. This is a shabby trick,
and under such conditions forbearance is

preferable.
Since we have spoken of serpentines (pa

per rolls), let us recognize that paper rib
bons coming in streams from the head cov
ering no longer surprises anyone, even
though the magician tries vainly to return
the mass to the hat. Well, as it is known
that before its introduction into the hat, 1

that these paper ribbons are tightly rolled and form a very
small compass, there is always some of your audience who are
amused and by contagion, the amusement spreads to the whole
audience.

A tfeautitui rarior lame illusion
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This virtue of the paper rolls would find no favor with me
for its use, if it did not constitute one of the best "cover all"
for the following load. When the mass of ribbons has formed a

"real mountain" on the scene you show the hat saying, "At
last, I have succeeded in emptying it." and lifting the mass of
paper to your table you continue, according to custom, and say,

"I will, sir, return
your goods to you,
not wishing to keep
that which does not
belong to me." Un
der cover of the pa
per you take from a

servante the load al

ready prepared which
you place in the- hat
while pretending to
replace the mass of
paper ribbons in or
der to return the
whole to its owner.
It is evident that the
mass cannot go into
the hat, as you have
in it your second

A white wire- and thread wen- used to show in the photn.
load, SO addressing ltS
owner you say. It

won't all go in (making a pretense to force it in with your knee)
so I will send it to the lobby where vou may get it on leaving
the theater. In the mean time, here is your hat, but hold, it is
still full." And you continue to unload.

This method cannot be repeated without attracting attention
to the system employed and killing the novelty of the surprise.
By the aid of a small apparatus which I will now describe this
inconvenience is wholly avoided, and the closest observer can
not detect the manner of your reload. I tried this trick before
a confrere who is well known for his perspicacity (this one time
was at sea) and I gave him the secret as I shall now do for you.

Take a wire about 1-16 inch thick and bend it into an eliptic
shape about three inches long by one inch wide. Bend again
in center to form a right angle (Fig. 1). The ring in this shape
offers the peculiarity that placed on the table in any position
it is always possible to slip into it your magic wand.

Attach to the ring a strong thread about 14 or 16 inches long,
to the other end of which is attached the load you intend for
the hat which reposes in your servante, the wire ring resting in
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center of table. As you are about to execute the loading.slip your
wand into the ring attached to thread, and having in hand the
hat you turn to back of table holding hat in position shown in
Fig. 2. Raising your wand, as you pronounce some appropriate
words, the load comes up right back of hat, and by moving
hand towards audience load naturally falls into hat, both hands
visible to the audience at all times.

This method also offers the advantage of loading without use
of servante, in which case load is attached to table cover at
back by means of a pin in such a manner that pin will pull out
easily on raising load with the thread.

It is up to you, my dear readers, to judge my small invention,
and may it prove the means to make easier and doubly mar
velous the surprises that delight the small and mystify the big.

isi
A Novel Card Frame

By W. C. Wakefield

|HE effect of this new card frame, partly my inven
tion and partly the work of a friend of mine, is that
a card selected by one of the spectators is put into
an envelope from which it makes an invisible flight,
to appear a few seconds later in the card frame

while the frame is covered for a moment with a handkerchief.
When the handkerchief is withdrawn the card is shown, but
with the back facing the onlookers.The performer, not noticing
this until the spectators call his attention to the matter, apolo
gizes for what is evidently a blunder, and covers the frame with
the handkerchief for a second time. Upon instantly withdraw
ing it the selected card appears, this time with the proper side
to the front. The frame and card are then given for examina
tion.

The selection of the card can be forced by any method fa
miliar to the operator. The envelope is faked by pasting the
address side of two envelopes together. The chosen card is in
serted in one side right under the noses of the spectators, and
in carrying it to the table the empty side is turned up.

The frame is backed with thin black silk on which is pasted a

strip of white cardboard with a loose projection, or tongue,
which serves as a clip to hold a duplicate of the forced card.
This is shown in the center of the illustration. A narrow mat
of thick paper is now placed over this, and a second piece of
black silk inserted on which is a duplicate of the cardboard
strip and a card reversed as shown in the right hand frame in the

A tseautitui rarior lame illusion
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illustration. The playing card on this piece of silk is lightly
pasted down so that it will not be pulled off. Another mat is
now put in and another loose piece of black silk inserted, on
which a triplicate of the cardboard strip is pasted as shown in
the left hand frame. A third mat is then put in.

A NOVEL CARD FRAME
Apparatus hy Ernest Evangeline from specifications and drawings by W. C. Wakefield.

The card is first forced and put in the envelope. The frame
is then covered with a handkerchief for a second and when
pulled off the fingers also grip the first piece of loose black silk.
This is dropped on the table behind some object. The next
piece is also removed in the same manner at the proper time,
showing the chosen card.

After handing out the frame and card, and showing the card
to have vanished (?) from the envelope, the trick is completed.

One Hundred Good Tricks Without
Sleight of Hand

IV. Ten Good Anti-Spiritualistic Tricks
Selected and edited hy Ernest Evangeline

XXXI. THE HYPNOTIC MATCH BOX.A match box is
placed on the back of the performer's hand, and at the word of
command it is made to rise or fall. One end of the box is
opened slightly and pressed on the back of the hand, catching
a bit of the skin when closed. Kend the fingers and box rises.
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XXXII. THE HYPNOTIC MATCH. Two common wooden
matches are placed on the table crossed one over the other in
the center. By means of a silver coin the operator apparently
makes the top match move anyway he chooses. The coin has
nothing to do with the moving of the match. The performer
quietly blows the top match and passes the coin over it in the
same direction.

ILLUSTRATIONS FOR ANT1 SPIRITUALISTIC TRICKS

XXXIII. THE RAPPING WAND (See illustration). A wand
and tray or plate are given for examination and placed on the
table, the wand projecting over the side of the tray in the
direction of the spectators. The performer stands quite awav
and puts questions, the wand replying by raising its forward
end a couple of inches, and bringing it sharply down on the
edge of the tray. It will rap out numbers in like manner. The
secret lies in a fine black thread passing across the room over a

door or shelf into the hands of an assistant. The wand and
trav can be passed out for examination at any time.

XXXIV. THE MAGNETIZED TUMBLER. An examined
glass is made to adhere to performer's hand by apparent
hypnotic passes made with the other hand. A glass with a

smooth, hollow bottom must be used. Dampen the palm a little
and place it on the bottom of the tumbler, twisting the palm until
you feel that the suction securely holds it

,

when the fingers
can be straightened out and the hand raised with the tumbler
clinging to it.

XXXV. THE MESMERISED RULER (See illustration). A

A Beautirui rarior lame illusion
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ruler is made to adhere to the palm of the hand, which is held
palm down. Hold the ruler in the palm of the right hand tightly
clenched, and with the left hand hold the wrist of the hand
containing the ruler. Then, while talking, extend the forefinger
of the left hand, and hold the ruler in the palm of the right
hand with it. Gradually open the fingers that clench the ruler,
affecting great nervous tension the while, and the ruler will
appear to be adhering to the palm of the hand.

XXXVI. THE AERIAL WAND. A wand is exhibited and
then made to hand in the air unsupported. Two pieces of
thread 3 or 4 inches in length, with a loop at one end of each
and a piece of conjurer's wax at the other, are hung on waist
coat buttons with the waxed ends secreted underneath the bot
tom hem. The loops are slipped upon the first finger of either
hand while securing the wand from the table. The waxed ends
of the thread are attached to either end of the wand, when the
hands can be gradually drawn away, leaving the wand appar
ently suspended in the air.

XXXVII. THE CLIMBING RING. Another pretty experi
ment with a wand and ring. A lady's ring is passed over end of
the wand, which is held in a perpendicular position. The ring
now commences to climb up the wand very slowly, stopping or
descending at command, finally jumping off the wand. Another
black thread is required, about twice the length of the wand.
One end of the thread is attached to the top end of the wand
and the other secured to a coat button, with the slack running
down the side of the wand. When the ring is placed over the
wand it can be stopped at any point by extending the hand
holding the wand.

XXXVIII. THE SPIRIT LIGHT. Performer takes a match
and strikes it on the box, holding the burning match in his
right hand. By blowing down his left sleeve the match is seen
to go out. Use a wooden match, as this is the only kind the
trick can be performed with. Hold the match upright, blow-
down the other sleeve, and at the same time strike the other
end of match with some force with the third finger.

XXXIX. THE JUMPING HANDKERCHIEF. The effect
of this trick depends upon a black thread stretched across the
room, one end being in the hands of an assistant. Several knots
are tied in a handkerchief, one of them, towards the end, being
tied right over the thread. The handkerchief is dropped to the
floor, the thread being lowered with it. The thread can then be
jerked by the assistant when the handkerchief will jump about
in the most amusing manner.

XL. THE MESMERIZED HAT. A piece of black thread
about 26 or 27 inches long is tied at the ends and placed over
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the operator's hand like a necklace, hanging down in front of
him. If a stiff hat is passed through the loop of thread under
neath the hand, the hat can be pressed on the crown by the
fingers, the thread supporting the hat. The effect is that the hat
appears to adhere to the finger tips.

What Every Conjurer Should Know
IV. How to Make a False Shuffle

rifli!

Selected and edited by Ernest Evangeline

|HE selected card is brought to the top of the pack
by any method. Take the pack in 'the left hand,
holding it upright on its side, the edges of the cards
resting on the palm, the four fingers (which should
be slightly moistened) being at the back or top, and

the thumb on the face
of the pack. Now, with
the thumb and middle
finger of the right hand

(sec illustration) lift out
edgeways that portion
of the cards which now
forms the middle of the
pack, and drop them by
packets of five or six at
a time upon the face of
the cards remaining in
the left hand, moving
aside the left thumb to
allow of their passage.
The pressure of the fin
gers will always keep
the top card in its place,
however many of the re

maining cards you lift
out with the right hand;
and as you only shuffle
onto the face of the
pack, however often you
repeat the process, this card will remain at the top. If there are
three or four cards to be kept in view, it makes no difference
in the mode of operation, save that you must treat those cards
throughout as the single card, and keep them together.

HOW TO MAKE A FALSE SHUFFLE

A tfeaumui rarior lanie illusion
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THE MAGICAL REVIEW
Current Tricks and Conjuring Methods for

Busy Amateurs and Professionals

HANDKERCHIEF COLOR CHANGE IN GLASS

Mr. L. B. Burrow, in an American contemporary, develops a good idea
as an aid to the 20th Century Flag and Handkerchief trick, or for the change

of color of handkerchiefs, etc.

Use two tumblers (alike) and hav
ing perpendicular sides, a paper
or cardboard cylinder through
which the tumblers will slide easily
but not too loose, and a tabic with
a servante on back. Place the tum
blers and cylinder as in illustra
tion, the tumbler on the little
shelf containing a red handker
chief and the one on table a yel
low one. Show cylinder empty,
grasping near the bottom with
right hand. While still holding the
cylinder, pick up glass on the ta
ble and pulling the handkerchief
out show both to he unprepared.
While holding up in left hand to
show it

, the right holding the cyl
inder is slowly lowered over glass
on servante, which is grasped hy
squeezing cylinder, then the hand
rises and places cylinder contain
ing tumbler on the table. Right
hand now grasps cylinder and with
left hand the other glass is let
into top of cylinder and allowed
to slide down until it almost

HANDKERCHIEF CULOR CHANGE touches the hidden one, where it

is stopped by a gentle squeeze and
the cylinder lifted up, showing the yellow handkerchief having apparently
turned red in the process of covering the glass. While the left hand picks up
the tumbler to show that it contains a red handkerchief, the right hand lowers
the cylinder (containing the exchanged tumbler) onto servante. Cylinder is

then shown empty.

THE POLE UN-"COOK"-ED
Prof. Leslie, B. S. A. M.. hy courtesy of M;ix Sterling

1 will endeavor to describe a little improvement on the old pudding sauce
pan which may prove useful to a few of my magical confreres. I have worked
the trick in the following manner for some time past, always with gratifying
success. Requirements and cost are altogether small in proportion to the
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value of the effect. Kirst procure a large tin saucepan or stew-pan, alxmt 25c.
Take it to a tinsmith and get a tray 3 in. deep fitted in, with a little cup in
the center. A glance at Fig. 1 will convev the best idea of what is required.
The pan itself is loaded with a quantity of oranges or other articles intended
for distribution, and topped with hand
kerchiefs or flags, a coil, etc., and in the
middle a giant "Barber's Pole," sold
by most dealers at 75c or $1 each. The
upper tray is now fitted in the top, with
a small quantity of ether, containing a

piece of metal potassium placed in the
center raised cup. All preparations are
now complete, and the lid is rested cross
wise on thestewpan.

After performing a general program,
leave is asked to retire to allow of a

change of costume, stating at the same
time it is your intention to give a con
jurer's idea of how Dr. Cook discovered
the Pole. You then leave the platform,
and in a few seconds return garbed as
the conventional French cook in white
jacket, apron, cap, etc., and carrying
stewpan in both hands. You now pro
ceed with the regular "Pudding-in-the
fiat" process, placing the usual ingre
dients into the pan, mixing with water
poured from a glass jug. When sufficient fun has been obtained from the
humorous lesson in cookery, a further quantity of water is allowed to flow
into the center cup, and it bursts into flame. As a suitable extinguisher the
lid now covers the pan, fitting closely into the tray containing the pudding
mixture. The pistol is fired, and lid is removed, carrying with it the tray,
and the Pole is produced several feet in height un- "Cook" -ed. This is fol
lowed by the rest of the productions, and finished by distributing the fruit or
bon-bons to the audience. Of course, the presentation must be made in a

broadly humorous manner, with appropriate comical patter suggested by the
title given. As a rough guide, shape jokes in sequence around this skeleton:
"A certain, or rather, uncertain cook went on a voyage of discovery. Appro
priated any materials, found himself in hot water, burned his ringers, hut
discovered a pole, if not the genuine, at least to his own satisfaction, and I
trust it is illustrated, uncooked, to yours," etc.

A. Tray tittinji top of pan. Ii, Cup to
hold trtlior and potassium. C. Body of

pan lioldintf production. D, Lid.

THE CAPTAIN CARD
F"or a London paper The Great Maurice has prepared an original card

trick called "The Captain Card." The conjurer has a card selected and re
turned to the pack. The pack is well shuffled and dropped into a hat. After
that, the patter is as follows:

"Ladies and gentlemen, 1 am going to attempt rather a difficult trick, and
it will help me if you kindly exercise your powers of imagination. I want you
to imagine, if you will, that this hat is a ship at sea, and the cards are the
ship's crew. Further, will you also imagine that the sea is rather rough— I
am sorry to call up anv unpleasant memories of bad Channel crossings —per
haps it will assist you If I just show you how a ship dips and tosses in the
waves." (Here the conjurer shakes the hat up and down in imitation of a
ship at sea). "Now 1 am going to ask you to imagine the sea is so rough
that the crew decide to take to their only boat. We must imagine that the

a ueautimi rarior laoie illusion
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table is the boat. The crew launch the boat and scramble into it anyhow."
(Here the conjurer throws the cards out of the hat on to the table.) "But, of
course, the captain of the ship, being a good captain, would not desert his
ship, and therefore remained until the last moment, and you can see for
yourselves that he is in the ship still. What card did you take, sir ? The three
of spades ? Well, we must call that the captain card, and you will see that
the three of spades is still in the hat." (Shows it there, and then removes

it
, thus showing that it is the only card retained in the hat.)

When the card is returned the conjurer brings it to the top of the pack
and palms it off. The pack can then be given out for shuffling. When it is

returned the conjurer holds the hat in his right hand and thus easily conceals
the card which is in that hand, and gets the chooser of the card to drop the
cards into the hat and to shake the hat, so that the cards are obviously mixed
up. It will be quite an easy matter to slip the palmed card into the hat directly
the hat has been turned over and the other cards have fallen from it.

A NEW RISING CARD EFFECT
This exceptionally attractive sleight will appeal

to all on account of its simplicity. It is taken from
an English contemporary.

Performer squares up the pack, and placing the
forefinger of the right hand upon it the chosen
card rises up clear of the pack, clinging to the fin
ger as though to a magnet. Left hand then re
moves the card, and hands it for examination.

The secret is simple, and is revealed by the
figure. The little finger of the right hand is slightly
moistened and pressed on the back of the card,
when the card will rise with ease. When the left
hand is about to remove the card from the right,
care must be taken to close the little finger, so
as to give no clue.

NEW WATER TO WINE TRICK
This clever version of the ever popular water

to wine illusion is the invention of Will G. Per
kins, and was published in an Australian paper.

An ordinary letter envelope is shown empty. It

is then sealed and held length way up, top cut
off and glass of water (which performer drinks
some) poured in envelope. One bottom corner
of envelope is cut off and water allowed to run into glass changed to wine.
Silk flags and flowers are then produced from the envelope.

Get two envelopes, cut front off one and just tip the edges with gum
and stick on front of a second envelope, previously placing in a few silk
flags and spring flowers. In most envelopes the flaps are not gummed down
to the corners; if so, put a little gum right along flap and allow to dry, and
when sealing up be suretodamp right along flap, corner to corner. Put a few
grains of Condy's Crystals in one corner of the envelope proper.

Show envelope (apparently) empty, seal up. Hold end ways up, and cut
top off (not end where crystals are). Show and sip glass of water, pour in
envelope portion containing Condy's Crystals. Place glass on table, wave
hand or wand over envelope (this will allow crystals to melt and discolor wa
ter). Hold envelope over glass and cut one corner of envelope to allow col
ored water to run into glass. Now produce silks and spring flowers.
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ANOTHER SUBSTITUTE FOR THE PISTOL SHOT
Mr. Will Cook, a well-known magical artiste, introduced a motor horn as an

effective substitute for the conventional pistol shot at a recent seance of the
British Magical Society. Its use, however, is not recommended by any per
former less clever in handling comedy.

A COLOR CHANGING WAND
This very subtle and baffling color change of a wand is the invention of

an Englishman, Mr. A. A. Alldrick, and was recently described in a London
paper. A black wand is pushed through a paper tube, two and one-half in
ches shorter than itself, coming but at the other end white.

An ordinary "disappearing" wand is used, made of a tube of white glazed
paper to match your regular black wand in thickness and length, with solid
wood for about an inch on each end, the glazed white paper being wrapped
over the wood ends. A hollow tube of black glazed paper is madetofit neatly
over the white wand, but two and one-half inches shorter. The white wand
with the black shell over it

,

pushed to one end, is put behind something on
the table so that the white end cannot be seen. Your regular black wand is

placed in your inside coat pocket, or elsewhere.

WHITE WAND

I

g-PAPER TUBE >t-RUBBER RING

A COLOR CHANGING WAND

A piece of white paper a quarter of an inch longer than the black shell,

is rolled up into a tube, in view of the audience and secured with a rubber
ring. The wand is picked up so that the hand hides the white end. It ap
pears to be the performer's regular black wand. The wooden ends permit

it to be struck against a plate or something to prove it solid. The papertube

is held between the first finger and thumb of the left hand, with the little
finger over one end. Insert the faked wand into the open end of the tube.
As soon as it is inserted, the white wand inside the outer black shell can he
allowed to slid" through, the little finger over the end preventing it from
corning out at the other end of the paper tube. The thumb and finger of the
left hand can now grip the wand and shell, leaving about half of the black
wand to remain visible. Remove the right hand from the tube and draw at
tention to the fact that the solid wand has been pushed in about three parts
of the way. With the right forefinger push the black shell slowly into the tube
and allow the white wand to come out at the other end. The wand will ap
pear to change color as it goes through the tube. Pull white wand out, show
hands empty, pass the wand through the tube once more to prove tube
empty and then crush tube (and black shell) and throw it out of sight and
reach. Wrap white wand in newspaper and crush paper and paper wand to

a small ball, which is in turn thrown aside. Solid black wand can now be
produced from pocket or in any manner desired with suitable patter and
explanation

A JBeautirul rarlor lame illusion
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RUSSELL'S HANDKERCHIEF VANISHING WAND
VV. A. Russell has originated a simple but effective handkerchief vanish

ing wand that deserves more than passing notice. It consists of thin brass
tubing enameled black with open ends, and is described by the inventor in
the current issue of an American contemporary.

3
RUSSELL'S HANDKERCHIEF VANISHING WAND

A and B are two small brass rings, soldered inside the tube. A cord elastic
fastened securely to B runs freely through A and is tied toC, a small minnow
fishook filed clean and smooth. A handkerchief can be vanished by merely
passing the "loaded" end of the wand over it. Possibly the most artistic
effect is to hold the handkerchief in plain view in the left hand, with the
center drawn through the fingers to the back of the hand. The wand is ap
plied behind the hand and the handkerchief apparently vanishes through the
palm.

A COIN PRODUCING FAN
By courtesy of Max Sterling

In the first place allow me to give credit for this effective piece of appar
atus — as far as the central idea is concerned— to the "Coins, Glass, and Fan,"
described by Robertson- Keene in his "More Novel Notions." 1 have tried
the hinge for the coin which he suggests should be fastened to the fan, and
found that if not given the necessary "jerk" would frequently fall behind
the fan and make matters a hit uneasy.

7hm tubing

soldered-^
to cover

T/rm rod-* \
wJiicn narks

inside tubing

/foot itpush
coin up above\fyn with finger

D&gram .
stam/tg coyer /?
inplace before
otter side offrit
is pas fee/ oyer

Com on rod'
whenpushed

upshemscoijt on
edge offin.

A COIN PRODUCING FAN

I, therefore, have made and used the improvement I now describe, and
find it not only safe and sure, but possessed of other advantages, as any num
ber of coins could be produced, and, if desirable, left on top of the fan.

The idea is this: I have a small cover of tin, made to exactly cover a penny
or other coin to be used. This has one end open, the sides are closed, and
the bottom also closed, with the exception of a small hole in the center to
hold the rod, which will be explained later. The cover is exactly the width
of a penny, i. e., when placed over the penny. To this I have soldered a
small thin tube exactly the length of a fan, and which is fastened at its lower
extremity to the handle of the fan behind. So much for the fan. Now the
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coin. This is soldered to a thin wire rod, which will just work with ease within
the tube, which is fastened to the cover. This rod with the coin is exactly
the length of a penny in excess of the tube, so that its end will not project
more than the length of the fan, when open. 1 fasten the cover and tube on
the center of a fan lengthwise, and then paste over this another fan exactly
the same as the first one, so that whichever way the fan is turned, either
back or front, is alike. This, 1 may say, is not pasted over the top of cover
which holds the coin. The coin fastened to the rod is then inserted, and will
lay in position inside its cover until required. 1 may further say that at the
end of the rod with the coin 1 have a minute knob to facilitate the working
of the operation. It will be seen, therefore, that the fan can be practically
closed and opened out and shown both sides, but with a little flicking or fan
movements, the knob can be pushed up with the finger which is holding the
fan handle behind and so produce the penny or coin on the edge of the fan.
This can then be pushed down in the action of taking a coin off, and is so

ready for the production of another coin. The coin is held on top of the fan
until required to be pushed down again by the tip of one finger, which, as
above stated, is holding the fan and fanning.

I think this way is better than having a hinge to the coin, as the coin will
keep a firm position until ever you wish to remove (?) it.

THE MAGICAL MARKET
Latest Tricks, Sleights and Apparatus From

the Conjuring Shops

Publisher's Note— All tricks, sleights and apparatus reviewed here will be considered
strictly on their merits, no effects being described as being possible that cannot actually lie
obtained The secrets involved in these new tricks, of course, cannot be given.

DELANO'S PERFECTION CHANGING CARD
This latest production of the world" s greatest inventor of card tricks is

the most perfect and artistic of all his wonderful creations. A ten of spades
actually melts into a ten of clubs and back again while held by the performer
at finger tips. An entirely new principle involved. No holes or flaps in card.
Hack can be shown at any time. Made of celluloid. One of the most satis
factory tricks ever offered to the public. Price 50 cents.

ANOTHER CARD TRICK
Another new trick from London is, "The Baffler." Two selected cards

are covered with an empty hahdkerchief and given to a member of the
company to hold. Then the performer takes any two cards from the pack
and fixes them in a clip on the cork in a bottle. At command the two cards
leave the handkerchief and appear in the place of the two cards on the cork
in the bottle. The handkerchief is shaken and shown to he empty. The
cards previously placed on the cork are nowhere to be seen.

REAL EGGS FROM A NET BAG
A new trick recently offered in London is named, "Materialization of

Real Eggs in a Net Bag." The performer introduces a net bag having a
measurement of <)inches square. The bag may be handed to the audience

A beautiful Parlor table Illusion
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for examination since it is innocent of anything in the shape of preparation.
Holding it in front of him, the performer gives the bag a gentle shake, when
an egg is seen to appear in one of the bottom corners of the bag. This egg
is removed, the hag shaken again, and another egg appears. The producing
process is carried on until six or eight eggs have been obtained, when the
bag is again given into the hands of the audience, who fail to discover the
secret of the "mystery."

A MONTH OF MAGIC
All the Magical Entertaining News Without

Prejudice or Personal Criticism

Acknowledgement— Besides regular and special correspondents in New York, London.
Boston. Philadelphia. Chicago and San Francisco, and occasional correspondents all over the
world. Magic's news service is obtained from the leadingdaily newspapers, and the theatrical
and vaudeville press as represented Dy The Billboard. The New York Clipper, Variety, The
Player and The Show World. And last, but not least, from our esteemed contemporary. The
Magical World,

Accuracy— The Publisher desires to make this magical news service dependable, and will
be grateful when his attention is called to any misstatement of fact or errors of any kind.

Address All Correspondence to F. T. Singleton. Publisher. 3619 Thompson Ave..
Kansas City. Mo.. U.S. A.

MILWAUKEE NOTES
By Ora S. Harmas. Special Correspondent

Magic's correspondent has just returned from a pilgrimage to the shrine
of Louis C. Haley (at Madison), that veteran magician and author of the
famous book, "The Dramatic Art of Magic," which was received so well.
Mr. Haley is in very poor health, compelled to abandon his magic and music
entirely for the present and is not looking on the bright side of life just as

he might.

Madison has several magical enthusiasts, foremost among them being
Emil Fauerbach, Ed. Swain and Walter Fischer, who are always on the
lookout for something new in their line and were, of course, much impressed
with the magazine of wonder, Magic.

Rush Ling Toy and Co. were at the Majestic (Madison) week of March
27, presenting their mystery act entitled, "A Night in the Orient." Many
of the illusions are the invention of "Rush Ling" (Mr. W. A. Randall),
whose "upside down" is of an entirely new and novel principle. Mr. Ran
dall is a gentleman and if he comes your way don't fail to see his act and
call on him. He will treat you more than right as he did the representative
of Magic.

Botz, a product of Milwaukee and a magician who is making a name for
himself, was at the Columbia recently, where he made a big hit with his
pure sleight of hand, handkerchief work and flag production.

Henderson, a wielder of the magic wand, kept them all guessing at a
minstrel show given at the Y. M. C. A.

A State "Brainstormer's'
'

Convention was held here recently. "The power
of communication with the spirit world is scientific rather than religious,"
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says their leader. Some of the professional mediums have the "communica
tion" business down to a science.

The act of Haymack at the Majestic might be classed as one of the
"allied arts" of magic. It consisted of lightning changes, magical appear
ances and vanishes and a bewildering succession of surprises that kept the
audience in a constant amazement.

He works alone, using full stage with trick furniture and a complicated
"breakaway" case which develops into a dummy while Haymack makes
a complete change of costume during the few seconds that the attention of
the audience is attracted by the opening of the trick case.

McCormac & Wallace at the Orpheum house have a novel ventriloquil
act using four figures, chief among them being an old man "who" keeps the
audience in a constant uproar of laughter.

The public Library here contains 20 volumes on magic including some
very old and rare books, a donated volume of "Tricks," a monthly maga
zine long since discontinued.

CHAS. WEBEK ADDS NEW FEATURE TO HIS ACT
Chas. D. Weber made a tremendous hit with his eccentric juggling,

being every bit. as clever as that great juggler, W. C. Fields. He keeps
everyone in splendid humor and does some difficult tricks wtth great ease.
He certainly has some act and deserved all the applause he received. He
has just added a harem skirt to his wardrode, which makes his act more of
a "riot" than ever, but not the kind of a riot that some of the first of these
freaks of fashion received.

ELMINA and Gregoiri at the Empire last half of the weekof Marco 20.
They do a novel balancing and juggling turn, using all the theater "props"
lying around loose, featuring the balancing of an ordinary lounge while
performing on a ladder.

LA PETITE MAGICIENXK
Grace Hazard, in her great opera hit at the Victoria Theater, New York,

recently, introduced some very startling magical features in her act. She pro
duces several sensational transformations — a long staff is changed into a
clothes rack, on which to hang the numerous costumes which are changed
with lightning like rapidity. A fan changes to flowers. A basket of roses into
kilt jacket of a Scotchman, and lastly, the sudden appearance of a drum
from which she extracts as much noise as Fritzi Scheff from the real article.
Hereafter she desires to be called "La Petit Magician.

The Great Leon was recently atthe Odeon Theater, Y. N. , duplicating
some of Thurston's illusions.

Hal Mf.rton, the magician and ventriloquist played recently in San
Francisco.

Hornmann was at Proctor's One Hundred and Twenty fifth Street Theater
N. Y. with a new program recently.

Wagstaff, magician and illusionist, was at Mount Holly, X. C. recently
with his mystery and illusion show.

A tseautitul rarlor lanie illusion
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Germain performed before the Milwaukee Auto Club recently, and the
fact that lie had the undivided attention of the entire company of this "worldly
wise" assembly is proof enough of his ability to entertain. "His work was
superb, his patter chosen and his appearance pleasing," was said of his
entertainment.

Nello, juggler, was at the S. & C. house, Milwaukee, week of March IV.
His act pleased.

MENETEKEL, THE MYSTERY OF BABYLON
The baffling European illusion, Menetekel, the mystery of Babylon, in

troduced by William Bevol, was at the American Music Hall, Chicago. Upon
a drawing board, hung in the middle of the stage, an ordinary tennis ball,
covered with ink is placed. Any person in the audience may choose a name,
and immediately the ball will write it.

Earnest Hipkins, known to magic fame, as "Earnesto," is night clerk
at the Reeves Hotel, New Philadelphia, O. He recently did some of his
magic and handcuff work at the Band- Elk's minstrel show.

Mildred and Rouclere will finish their most successful season April
29. They have leased their hotel at Kidgewood, N. J., and will be at their
new home in Bogota, N. J.

PROGRAMME OF CHUNG LING SOO
By Max Sterling, Special Correspondent

Seen at the Grand theater, Birmingham, England, February 25th, 1911.

Chung Ling Soo, in his truly wonderful matinee performances, proves up
to the hilt his title of the "Marvelous Chinese Conjurer." More than that,
he has demonstrated by overflowing houses the popularity of the "Big Magic
Show," at the same time drawing to the variety palaces throughout the land
a class of public who have never prev iously entered a vaudeville theater.
The lengthy programme performed entirely by himself and assistants de
mands more than an ordinary repertoire and comes as a revelation to those
who believe a professional limited to a 15 minutes' show. There is more real
magic in this single entertainment (worked entirely in silence on Chung Ling
Soo's part) than in any dozen average programmes now before the public.
It is impossible to detail all the effects in their respective perfection, but a

small idea may be gleaned from the actual programme. The performance is
given in the following order:

Fart I —The demon smoke — Mystic change of water and ink — Enchanted
knots and rope —The phantom egg and handkerchief — W ith a piece of paper
-The wandering milk and wine — Where did it come from ?— The charmed

dove and bouquet —The rice of the mandarin —Sun and moon — Mesmerised
cards — Something from nothing — Unlucky finger rings — A chainof handker
chiefs — The traveling cannon ball- - Aerial catching of gold fish -Misfortunes
of a watch — A knotty problem —The creation of flowers — The girl who
changes to an orange tree.

Part II. —The flying handkerchief —The flags of all nations —Aladdin's
lamp —How to make coffee — Fairv casket of balls The flight of the canaries
—The escape of a penny —A bottle of ale—The unfortunate sunshade — The
drum of the Geni —Egg production extraordinary —The omelette —Sword
walking —The Chinese linking rings — The human volcano — A living target
— The bewitched dice— The birth of the pearl —The crystal lamp of enchant
ment —The mystic cauldron.
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A FLOATING MAGIC THEATER
Translated from Das Programme by Harry Houdini

The idea of building a theater like a ship, independent of halls and per
manent buildings, has already been realised by the father of W illi Agoston;
he acquired such a vessel, in 1872, from the old Circus Lend, andhe named
it "The Floating Palace." It accomodated 1500 people. Later (1905) a similar
ship was launched in Hamburg Yard of Blohm and Voss; it held 1200 persons
and was destined for America. Now the Kheinische Ruhr Zeitung speaks of
a floating Magic theater, for the building of which the well known magician,
bellachini, has already got interested parties. The ship, which will visit the
larger towns on the Rhine, between Strassburg and Rotterdam, it is said,
will be a large wooden building on iron pontoons, replete with every comfort
of modern times. Outside of the space occupied by the theater, there will
be a first-class restaurant, which will be under separate management from
the theater, and which is already let. The constructional costs of the inter
esting Magical theater will amount to about one and a quarter million marks.
The auditorium will seat 1000 people. According to the paper above mentioned,
a meeting of the interested parties, to further discuss the scheme, was held
on the 13th instant, at Ruhr.

A NEW SPECTACULAR MYSTERY ACT
"Satan's Defeat and the Resurrection" is the name of a new mystery act

just finished by William Schumacher. The act is claimed to be founded on
the feats of the Oriental Hata Yogi, who were adepts in producing sponta
neous creations. It is the more mysterious from the fact that no glass or other
illusions are used.

It begins by showing the creation of a woman from nothing by his Satanic
Majesty. He then places her upon the altar and cremates her before the
eyes of the audience without concealing or lowering the lights, until nothing
is left but a tray of ashes. An angel suddenly appears and commands Satan
to restore the woman to her original form and life. It is upon his failure to
obey this command that brings about a series of brilliant happenings. This is

the Resurrection. "The end crowns the work," for the woman at the end
appears full of life and beauty.

\V. H. B. Mason, the well known Denver magician, says of the Selbit's
spirit paintings that it is "the greatest spirit mystery ever shown in Denver
— the best ever put on the public stage anywhere."

M artinelle has a "Phroso" act. Was at the Palace, Philadelphia. Used
two girl assistants. Emerges from a packing box and works through the au
dience. For the finish he is placed back in the box and "comes to life" be
fore the lid is put on.

Cleopatra is an Egyptian enchantress and wonder worker presented by
Professor Leanjeant. Now playing dates from Chicago to New York. Will
go to London in June.

J. W. Cooper is presenting a novel ventriloquial sketch, "Fun in a Barber
Shop." Five dummies are used in a setting representing a barber shop.

Charles Carter, now touring Scotland, will pay a short visit home soon.

Fred W. Morton, at the Victoria, Philadelphia, played the mouth
harmonica and tore designs in paper.

A beautiful .Parlor Table Illusion
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A TRICK GAMBLING EXPOSE ACT

J. P. Quinn, at the Grand, Hamilton, O., a reformed gambler, thoroughly
exposed the various methods, tricks and deceptions practiced in gambling.
He illustrated his statements with practical gambling devices of various sorts.
The act, aside from its novelty, possessed educational and reform features
which deserve approval.

Fanny Rice, miniature mimic stage, at the Dominion, Ottawa, Canada.

Morton and Morton, lightning crayon artists, at the Savoy, New York.

Mysterious Moore, magician and illusionist, at the Dominion, Ottawa,
Canada.

D. J. Powers, ventriloquist, is featuring Paulina, whose impersonation
of a big wax doll is letter perfect. An electrical storm at sea is introduced
in the act. Recently at the Grand, Hamilton, O.

LONDON NOTES
From Correspondence of Harry Houdini. by permission

Carl Hertz, for the next six weeks, is playing the English provinces,
with companies of his own, playing the music-halls on percentage. At the
present time, there is a controversy on, between Williams and Hertz, as to
who is the originator of the "Merry Widow" illusion; perhaps the thing will
be brought to an arbitration committee, and perhaps not.

De Biere is at the A'hambra, Paris.

Alex Weyer, the Continental magician, wasoverin London for 24 hours,
and has gone back to Germany. He is booked for an opening, in June, in
one of the prominent London Halls. Weyer is a wonderful magician and
producer; he is assisted in his performance by his beautiful wife and two
children. I am certain that he will make good in England.

The Zancigs have arrived in London; they are very busy advertising new
material, but, up to date, have not appeared anywhere.

I saw the opening of Maskelyne's introducing his "Rope-tying Cabinet
Mystery," which he presented during his controversies regarding the Dav
enport Brothers. I believe I was the most interested spectator in the audience,
as you know the history of Magic appeals to me more than the tricks them
selves. I might mention that the world in general has been under the im
pression that both Davenport Brothers had died. I believe 1 am the last man
who has had a personal interview with Mr. Ira Davenport, as I was his guest
for a number of days and spent all the time talking about his past battles.
Mr. Kay is also very much alive, and has settled down, a very wealthy man,
in Melbourne, Australia.

Horace Goldin is having very expensive scenery painted for his forth
coming production.

Chefalo and Capreto, the Italian necromancers, are doing a very
nice show and, I believe, they have made good; they now call themselves
Chefalo and Palmero.

Carlton, the card manipulator, who played a short engagement at
Keith's in America, played Wolverhampton last week and, as a feature,
exposed the "Mysterious Cross" trick. He did the trick for fournights, and
then announced he would expose it for the Friday evening.
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NEW ZEALAND NOTES
By William C. Talboys, Special Correspondent

Hassan, Indian conjurer, is the star turn on the Fuller Circuit.

Kasloa is the star turn at the Tivoli, Sydney, Australia.

Leipzig is a big draw at the Tivoli, Adelaide, Australia.

When Fasola was in Melbourne, he caused a great sensation with his illusion,
"The Lion and the Lady." One night when putting on this illusion, the lion
escaped and took a walk along one of the main streets. They had a great
hunt and captured the lion in a shop.

Holmes, comedy magician, has gone East for the rest of the season.

W. E. Whitle, ventriloquist, opens in England, June 12, at Southport.

Anna Eva Fay, the famous mind reader and cabinet expert, at the Hop
kins, Louisville, Ky. Anna has brought suit against Albini for exposing her
act.

Howard Thurston finished a three weeks' engagement around Chicago.
Phenomenal business was reported, with every body well and happy.

Pauline, hypnotist, at Pantages, Seattle.

Prof. Hall, magician, at the New Nickelodeon, Boston.

THE MAXIMUM MIRACLES
At St.- George's Hall, Langham Place, London, Mr. J. N. Maskelyne

ha? re-introduced a series of so-called spirit manifestations entitled "Maximum
Miracles," with which he created considerable excitement forty years ago.
He had no intention of ever introducing these mysteries again, but rhe con
troversy he had last year with Sir Hiram Maxim in the Strand Magazine
has revived an interest in such tricks, and in compliance with numerous re
quests he has decided to show some improvements he made in the cabinet
manifestations of the Davenport Brothers, the secrets of which he has never
explained and no one has ever discovered. Feeling himself hardly equal at

his a^e to the task of manipulating these illusions, he deputed the duty to
his son. The manifestations are simply inexplicable and will, nodoubt, puzzle
the present generation quite as much as they did visitors to the Egyptian
Hall forty years ago. The proprietors of the Strand Magazine have reprinted
the articles showing the controversy between Sir Maxim and Mr. Maskelyne,
in pamphlet form.

OLD TIME MAGICAL APPARATUS

VV. H. H. Pugh, of Burlington, N. J., whose clever apple trick appeared
in last month's Magic, has been in magic over 50 years. His famous col
lection of old-time apparatus is known all over the country. A party of
Philadelphia magicians recently made a special trip to Mr. Pugh's home to
view this collection. It includes apparatus that was used by Anderson, Signor
Blitz, Weyman and others. Some of his visitors have funny ideas about magic;
one of them some time ago asked him how many tricks he could teach him
for 50 cents ! This reminded Mr. Pugh of the story of the fellow who asked
the door-keeper of a show if he could have a ticket to go in the show without
paying. The showman said "N'o, but you can pay without going in."

A tfeautitul Parlor lable Illusion
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The Post Card Album is a new electrical novelty in the posing line,
consisting of a hugh frame resembling an album. The different poses are
shown by the swinging of the door or cover.

Hvmack at the Orpheum, St. Paul.

Frevoli, shadowist, at the Academy, Chicago.

Herr Jansen and Co. at the President, Chicago.

Van Hoven, "dippy" magician, at Keith's Philadelphia.

Nate Leipzig will reach San Francisco from Australia to start over the
Orpheum Circuit.

The Van Uer Koors, comedy conjurers, with their famous mind-read
ing duck, were at the Colonial, New York.

Henry Clive kept them laughing all the time at the Majestic, Chicago.

T. Nelson Downs was at the Hamlin, Chicago.

Chassino, shadowist, at the Prospect, Cleveland.

MEPHISTO, THE MYSTERIOUS
By Max Sterling, Special Correspondent

Seen at the Alhambra, Glasgow, March 6th, 1911. In this elaborate act
the curtains rise on a tableau disclosing Mephisto, attired in the costume hon
ored by his name, supported by several assistants. The setting is entirely
black, relieved only by sundry pieces of apparatus.

Fire flies into the air from Mephisto' s fingers, and atthew«ve of his sword
two braziers, mounted on graceful tripods, break into flames. A young lady
is introduced, and finds aerial support upon the point of a single iron bar.
Defying all laws of gravity, she revolves in every direction, with her elbow
for a fulcrum. Added draperies represent her as of various nationalities, and
a casque, trident, and shield convert her into Britannia on her descent from
her mystical voyage. This finished, a tambourine is constructed of loose rings
and tissue paper, and a quantity of real flowers are produced from itsappar-
ently empty interior and distributed to the public. Standing in the center of
the stage is a pillar-box painted in orthodox post-office red. A maiden rushes
on to post a letter, followed by Mephisto, who opens the box. This allows it

to clear itself of a greatquantity of post-cards automatically. These are thrown
into the auditorium. A see-saw is constructed, upon one end of which the
lady assistant stands, beneath a canopy of drapery. Mephisto, from the op
posite end, fires; the drapery falls; the lady gone, to be recovered from the
post-box. In the next item three buckets are employed. These are full of
water. They empty and refill themselves. Fans and birds are produced from
them, etc. Two draped fans permit a third to be fired between them. Next
in order is presented a particularly fine illusion. Several boxes are nested one
within the other until a miniature case containing a doll completes the series.
These are hoisted by chains from the stage, and the lid opened in mid-air to
show the contents intact. A pistol shot, and a lady "doll" steps out in place
of the vanished interior series. Lady possesses umbrella without a cover. Me
phisto produces one from an empty canister, also a quantity of parti-colored
drapery. Mounted over the umbrella a cabinet is improvised, from which a
"polar bear" breaks out, is caught and led off in chains. An artist" s lay figure
falls to pieces. The several limbs, etc., are collected and brought to life
while laid upon a table undercover of a piece of drapery. A huge phonograph
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horn is filled with colored balls, small and in ureal quantity. A cup of suit
able proportions contains a large sphere. The positions are effectively trans
posed. 1 he best effect is reserved for the finale. In this a lady is cremated
without apparent covering, the flames enveloping her full figure. The back
draperies are then drawn aside to disclose a magnificent electrical butterfly.
The body opens and discovers the lady none the worse. The brilliance of the
final tableau is well worth seeing, for it is as unexpected as it is beautiful.

The Great Frederick at the Bijou, Savannah, Ga.

Zomah presented an almost silent thought-reading act at the Alhamhra,
London. An assistant passes through the audience to obtain material for tests,
and Zomah immediately describes with unerring accuracy the objects held
by her assistant.

Kellar will open a theater to be devoted exclusively to magic, says
New York gossip.

Sartello at the Auditorium, Lynn, Mass.

Ziska and Saunders at the Colonial, Indianapolis, Ind.

Salvail, "The Card Sharp," at the Star, Chicago. Few more clever
with the cards. Does some wonderful things.

Pronol, vcntriloquial whistler, at Sittner's. Chicago.

Henry E. DixeY proved that he has not forgotten all he knew about
magic at the Victoria, New York. In his sketch he burlesqued a magician,
but his coin and card palming and card throwing was real art.

Owen Clarke, who has been on the bill at St. George's Hall, London,
for some time will shortly start out at the music halls.

Morton and Elliott, musical paper manipulators, will tour Europe for
fifteen months, opening at The Hague, Holland.

THE BLUE PEARL
By Max Sterling. Special Correspondent

Seen at Finsbury Park Empire, February 13, 1911. This stupendous and
magnificent production, redolent of the Orient, with all its fabled mystery,
is by far the most superb magical spectacle ever witnessed on the variety stage
of F^urope. The cost enormous; detail perfection; stage craft and setting be
yond praise.

The "Blue Pearl" is a mystical pantomine phantasy in five scenes. Scene 1
discloses a busy bazaar in the principal street of Benares. Merchants selling
their wares, customers buying, Devotees, Fakirs, dancers, natives, guards,
etc. The scene had an absolute scent of the East, it was so realistic. In this
scene one of the natives gave imitations of animals, etc., very cleverly. Then
came Indian dances, an Indian fakir stopped a crowd of F^uropeans and per
formed the Flgg Bag trick and the Indian Basket trick. In this scene one of
the snakes escapes and nearly bites one of the maids, who is saved by the
priest, with whom she falls in love. Scene 2 is the interior of the temple of
Siva, where priests and slaves are offering jewels, etc., to their god. The
Rajah enters on a pilgrimage to see the "Blue Pearl," the eye of the god
Siva. He covets the pearl and determines to steal it. Two British soldiers
blunder into the Temple and try to loot it

,

but they are surprised by the
priests and slaves, who give chase to the soldiers. The Rajah, finding the

A tfeautitul Parlor lable Illusion
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Temple deserted, succeeds in stealing the pearl and escapes unseen. The
priests returning notice its absence, and are distracted and appeal to their
High Priest, who goes into a trance and sees in a vision the enactment of
the theft. Then he instructs the priest to follow the Kajah, get into his ser
vice, and steal from htm the pearl. In this scene a cauldron emits huge
clouds of vapor and on this the vision is seen, as on a lantern slide. Scene3:
The road to Bahar (evening). In this scene there is a procession of animals
and attendants, and the full strength of the company is seen, but there are
no illusory effects. Scene 4: The borders of the Sacred Jungle (night). The
Rajah enters at the head of his caravan, and, seeing as he supposes a road
side fakir, he demands to see his tricks. The fakir performs several tricks,
including the rope trick. In this the boy climbs the rope with the rapidity of
a monkey, and as soon as he is out of sight the rope falls to the ground and
the boy comes running from the back of the crowd, who are watching the
fakir. Then the Kajah wishes life brought back to the skeleton of one of
his favorite dancing girls. '1 he skeleton at once becomes a beautiful girl,
and executes a graceful dance. The Kajah is enraged and tries to kill the fakir,
who in his anger causes the Princess to disappear from a palanquin, and
the priest snatches the pearl, but is discovered by the Kajah, who orders
his execution by having his head crushed beneath an elephant's foot. The
slave girl who loves him pleads for his life, but to no purpose. The High
Priest (the fakir) at the last moment gives convincing proof of his powers
and saves the priest, and the Kajah, overcome with fear, gives up the pearl,
which is restored to Siva's eye. Scene 5: The King of Mysteria and his
court are entertained in the palace of a famous illusionist, who also uses his
power to prevent the death of the King by a desperate anarchist, who forces
his way into the throne room. In this scene Sears comes on in evening dress
and performs his principal illusions.

His first act is to produce a male assistant from a tub, now familiarised as
that of "Diogenes." Then three cylindrical cases are brought forward, each
fitting within the other and provided with lids. All are shown empty, and
raised in the air. A platform, about a yard square, standing on four legs, is
next introduced. This supports four brass uprights and canopy. A fourfold
screen is displayed, lifted, and placed completely around the uprights. Krom
this improvised cabinet a girl is produced who executes a Russian dance.
Some quick-fire effects follow, in which the lady assistant is put into a trunk
and elevated into the air. Sears enters a cabinet at the "Wings," lit by elec
tric lamps, to appear the next instant behind a large fan opened out at rear
of the stage. In place of the lady in the elevated trunk, a 5001b. weight is
discovered, which a second or two later is burst open to display a small hoy
within. The lady herself appears in the center one of the three suspended
cylinders, while the male assistant appears in the cabinet at the side of the
stage recently vacated by the Wizard. The final illusion consists of building
a box upon a table, placing an assistant within, and causing the inevitable
disappearance.

Herr Conradi, Berlin's famous magical expert, has recovered from a
serious illness.

Maskelyne and Devant are preparing for another Australian tour.

R. F. Moore, cartoonist and ventriloquist, at the Bijou, Philadelphia.

Herbert Brooks, in his "$25,000 Trunk Mystery," at the Family, Ot
tawa, Canada.

Mr. "X" is an American conjurer who is meeting with success in the
English provinces.
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Back Numbers of MAGIC
VOLUME ONE READY

BOUND IN CLOTH
The first volume of Magic can

now be had neatly bound in cloth
with title page and index. It con
sists of the first six numbers, Jan
uary to June, 1910, including the
February number, Ghosts.

Price, $1.00.

SINGLE COPIES
Single copies of only the Jan

uary, March, April and May is
sues remain. They can be had, as

long as the supply lasts, for 10

cents each. Complete your file
before they are out of print.

The Magical World
A WEEKLY REVIEW OF INTER

NATIONAL MAGIC. AND

KINDRED ARTS

EDITED BY

MAX STERLING
Published every Wednesday. Yearly

subscriptions, $2.50; single copies, 4

cents. All the magical news while it is

news. Regular departments of "What
Others are Doing," "Practical Magic,"
"Whereabouts,' etc. New tricks of
merit in every number. Only weekly pa
per in the world devoted to the inter
ests of the magician and the magic art.
Will "ginger up" your interest in the
subject every week. Sit down tonight
and write for a sample copy.

THE MAGICAL WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY
8, Lawson Steet, Moss Side, Manchester, England.

A beautiful .Parlor Table Illusion
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A
Night with the Moon

A PARLOR PRESENTATION OK "A NIGHT WITH THE MOON"

A Practical Lightning "Chalk-talk"
for Amateurs
By P. T. SELBIT

The June, 1910, number of Magic, containing P. T. Selbit's
splendid "chalk-talk," "A Night With The Moon," being now
out of print, the publisher has reprinted the sketch in attrac
tive pamphlet form.

In this unique entertainment, Mr. Selbit presents a practical
form of lightning sketch work that anyone, be he or she never
so ignorant of the art of sketching, may produce without much
practice, and provoke considerable merriment.

Price 10 cents, postpaid.

F. T. SINGLETON, Publisher
3619 Thompson Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
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The Boston

School of Magic
(Established ov<*r20 years!

The "Invisible Aeroplane," Handkerchief Trick, complete,
$10.00. Einest Nickel Pedestal, to appear a silk in glass tum
bler, complete, $7.00. Hatton and Plate's "Magicians Tricks,"
$1.75. Halley's "Dramatic Art of Magic," $1.00 and $1. 15.

Goldston's "Young Conjuror," $.50 and $1.00. Goldston's
"More Tricks and Puzzles," $.60. Expert Billiard Ball Manipu
lation, $1.00. Medrington's "Magician's Book of Patter, $.50.
Bamello's "Red Demons," Eire King Book, $.50. "Satan Out
done," New Marvelous Card Principle, SJ.OO. Leroy's "Cag-
liostro" Card Trick, any pack used, $.50.

Send 10c for Appendix Catalogue and latest lists; 50c for 212 page Il
lustrated Book Catalogue, largest ever issued anywhere. None free.

W. D. LEROY, 103 Court St., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Representative of the Society of American Magicians

Paper Cut-Out for the Changing Die
The March number of

Mack: contains a gen
uine novelty in the form of a

paper cut-out apparatus for
the (."hanging Die. With a

pair of scissors and a little
glue, a beautiful black paper
die and white shell can be
made that will enable anyone
to perform this charming il
lusion. Complete instructions
given. A few copies left. 1(1

cents each, while they last.

E. T. SINGEETON, Publisher, 3619 Thompson Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Send Me Your PHOTO
. For My Gallery

And I will send you the "best imqromqtu trick made." Neatly boxed.
Sells for 50c and 75c.

Harmas, 134 Eourth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Whfn writing to advfrlisrrs. kinillv mention M u.tr

A tfeautitul rarlor Table Illusion
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\
The New Triple Color
Changing Handkerchief

An original novelty. An instant hit.

This beautiful new effect is the very latest handker
chief creation. A single green handkerchief is exhibited,
held by one corner with the finger tips of one hand. With
a downward stroke of the other hand (which conceals
nothing at any stage of the trick), the green handker
chief changes to red ; another pass and the red becomes
yellow, —three successive colors. The change can be in
stantly reversed and the trick repeated as often as desired.
Beautifully and durably made in the best manner possi
ble. Easily operated by anyone, no fakes, the trick being
contained within itself. Price, $1.50.

We handle a complete line of tricks, magical apparatus and
magician' s supplies.

Amateurs supplied as well as

Professionals
Send tour cents, stamps, today and receive the following

FOUR CATALOGUES
Superior Magical Apparatus

Latest Supplements New Card Miracles
Trick Novelties and Jokers

READ & COVERT
S17-D East 43rd St., Chicago, 111.

When writing to advertisers, kindlv mention Magic
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THE MAGAZINE OF WONDER

CONDUCTED BY A. M. WILSON, M. D.

THE TREE OF CREATION
A MYSTICAL DRAWING BY CHARLES RICKETTS

JUNE 1910

PRICE 10 CENTS

A Night With the Moon
A Eightning "Chalk Talk"

The Disappearing Vase and Flower
A Beautiful Parlor Table Illusion
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Hamley Bros., Limited
Hamley's Special Conjuring Table

To meet the demand, we have just introduced a specially cheap line in Tables, which we feel
sure will give great satisfaction. The top measures 15 inches in diameter, covered with splendid
quality black cloth with border about 4 inches wide all round trimmed with fancy gold silk
braid and fringe. The legs are nicely made and are telescopic, making them very portable for
traveling. The table can be raised or lowered to any height to suit the convenience of the per
former. The legs when closed measure about 21 inches long, and for packing will lay flat across
the tahle.

We are confident that these tables will have a great and lasting sale, and we are offering them
to our customers at a nominal cost. Price 8 j 6 ($2.04). Carriage to be paid on receipt.

We have also a splendid selection of Table Legs without tops, as follows: Cheap Table Legs,
3 [ 6 (84c). Superior Nickel Plated Tahle Legs, 8 | 6 ($2.04). Fancy Brass Table Legs, 15 | 6(13.72).

The Wandering Jacks
The four Jacks are taken out of the pack, laid face upwards on the table, on each Jack three indifferent cards are

dealt, the audience choose one pile, this is left on the tahle in full view of everybody, and the other three piles are return
ed to the pack, the latter is now spread out on the table, the Jacks have vanished, and on turning over what appeared
to be one Jack and three indifferent cards, they are found to be the four Jacks. Price 1 | ■(24c). Post free 1 | 1 (26c).

LONDON BRANCHES
35, New Oxford Street, London, W. C, England

510a and 512, Oxford Street, W. 29, Ludgate Hill, E. C. 200 and 202, Regent Street, W.

59, Knightsbridge, S. W. 86 and 87, High Holborn, W. C. (Head Warehouse)

▲ WILLMANN'S JLV MAGIGAL WONDERS ^
Everything that is NEW in Magic is his. His Goods stand alone. You cannot

compare other apparatus with Willmann's. They are the best made. Cost more,

but worth more. When you want GOOD tricks, buy Willmann's and you will see

what WORKMANSHIP is.

The Bamberg Magic and Novelty Company
1193 Broadway, New York, U. S. A.

ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY ARE

WILLMANN'S Sole Agents
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The Publisher Says
I think we will all agree, with

out making too much noise about

it
,

that it is an exception for a ma
gician to speak of a fellow artist's
work in terms of the highest praise.

It is with great pleasure, therefore,
that I take the liberty of making
public, but without consulting the
writer, the following letter from
Mr. Max Sterling, one of the most
artistic of present day conjurers. I

think it is quite the most beautiful
letter I ever received, and a source
of continual inspiration to try to

deserve all the nice things he says

about my little mystery paper.

"kerswell"
cullompton, devon

May 9th, 1910

Dear Sir: — In "The Golden Age of
Magic" (published in your March issue)
lies the golden key opening up "The
Only Way" to artistic and professional
success in the mystic art. There is more
real help in that one article than in all
the volumes published for years past —

for it is thoroughly practical.
How simple it all seems when placed

so lucidly before one ! Yet, "dressing
an act" is by no means as easy as it

would appear.

"Pierrot and the Giant Card Case" is

an example of perfect stagecraft, trans
forming an ordinary manipulation act
into a spectacular head-liner capable of
commanding top-notch salaries.

It stimulates original thought in ap
plication to other mediums than cards,
although card novelties are by no means
exhausted.

In England, "Carlton" juggles cards
simply as a foil for his running fire of
inimitable comedy. "Dunningato" —

another card expert —surrounded his
work with a powerful dramatic story as

a frame to display an expose of tricks
at the gambling table, and titled it "The
Master Card."

Both of these acts instance actual
magic as secondary to an entertaining

interest. Moreover, an act so "dressed"
provides invaluable misdirection by di
viding attention on the dual parts.

Original suggestion is contained in
every line of that editorial and it is just
what magicians have long been waiting
for.

Provide more such articles treating
upon similar stagecraft, with the same
ingenious brilliancy of effect; propose
other problems to which your readers
can themselves apply true magical prin
ciples; project novel schemes for indi
vidual research, then shall "The Golden
Age of Magic" dawn in your own time,
in your own beautiful little publication,
at the waft of your own magic thought.

Wishing you complete success in your
labor of love, believe me,

Yours fraternally,

MAX STERLING

The July number of Magic will con
tain two tricks that will be worth many
times its cost to discriminating ama
teurs. "The Reversed Oatmeal Car
tons, "and "A Black Art Box and Bot
tomless Tumbler" will be completely
illustrated from drawings and photo
graphs, and will form a valuable ad
dition to an up-to-date parlor or club-
room program.

A Twenty-five Dollar Prize
for Magical Students

Twenty-five Dollars (real money)
will be paid January 1

, 1911, for the
best contribution offered to Magic
for publication during the present
year. The length of the article and
the style in which it is written will
not be considered. The award will be
made on the merit of the idea ex
pressed, and is offered to the magi
cians of the world for the best trick,
illusion, idea, method, book or arti
cle that is invented during the pres
ent year.

The award will be made by a com
mittee comprising the following gen
tlemen: Mr. Adrian Plate, Mr. How
ard Thurston and Dr. A. M. Wilson.
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"Magic is an art, by means of which a man can exercise a kind
of spell over others, and persuade them into believing that they
have seen some natural law disobeyed." — David Devant.

"Magic is among the earliest growths of human thought. It is
and ever has been present in some form or other, among all the
races of mankind." —Hermann Pallme.

A Night With the Moon
A Practical Lightning "Chalk Talk" for Amateurs

By "Selbit"
Reprinted by special permission of G. Ornum & Co., London

N submitting the following given as examples. Furthermore, the
performance the author experience gained by introducing this
would preface his instruc- number will give the reader confidence
tions with the remark that to extend his repertoire in this branch
no artistic merit is claimed of entertaining to include the more per-

A PARLOR PRESENTATION OK "A NIGHT WITH THE MOON"

for it. This item is merely something
that each reader, be he or she never so
ignorant of the art of sketching, may
produce without much practice and, by
its means, provoke considerable merri
ment even though the "sketches" be,
if possible, worse than those we have

feet studies to be given later in this
magazine.

Obtain a black-board such as is sold
by dealers in artists' materials, and firm
ly outline a circle with white paint there
on. The size of the board and circle must
be subject to the entertainer's particular
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requirements. For drawing-rooms, quite
a small board will answer the purpose
admirably. The board shown in the il
lustration is a "dough" board painted
black. The total cost was twenty-five
cents.

A duster to wipe out the expressions
as they are done with, and a pennyworth
of prepared chalk complete the outfit.
The chalk may be obtained in lumps
from the druggist; it is the same that
ladies use for purposes that are outside
the scope of this treatise.

For further information we can only
refer the reader to the accompanying
sketches. Taking each expression as it
is portrayed herein as a copy, the bud
ding artist must enlarge it to fit his own
circle. Then he must practice until, with
out hesitation, he can create the same
expression in the fewest number of
strokes. There is no necessity to keep
the sketches exactly as they are given
in the examples; so long as the different
lines are given an approximately correct
slope the drawing will tally with the
patter set out to give point to some of
the sketches. Should the reader sudden
ly find that one of his "creations" does

Fig. 1. A Vacant Expression.

not match with the remark he intended
to make, he must alter his patter in
preference to having a second shot at an
elusive expression. If a sketch somehow
falls very wide of the mark we can, with
a clear conscience, recommend the read
er to sign the drawing and inform his
audience that he did so to indicate which
was the bottom of the sketch. On one
of our first attempts with this unastro-
logical lecture we escaped from a di
lemma this way, and the chance remark
"went" considerably better than a well-
executed sketch might have "gone."

PATTER
Ladies and gentlemen, having drawn

such a large audience, permit me to draw
your attention to this drawing board.
Here you see the moon, and I want you

to particularly notice its expression. No
tice how pathetically vacant it looks.
(Fig.l.)

By stroking this face in the proper
way with a piece of chalk I hope to il
lustrate the different expressions that
appear on the face of the man in the
moon during a single night. You may
verify each character by looking upward
on a dark night with a long telescope.
You get a better result if you shut both
eyes. All drawings are made up of high
and low lines. Here are a few "eye"
lines. These are the nose lines. Of course

Fig. 2. The Moon Asleep. Fig. 3. The Moon Awake.
(Do not rub out Fin. 2. Simply add eyes to make Fig. 3.)

the moon requires no clothes line be
cause he only wears an expression. It
is very hard lines, and I really believe
the moon pants for an overcoat these
cold evenings. There you see the moon
snoring. If he was a trifle nearer you
would hear him. (Fig. 2.)

Having all day to sleep through this
is just about the time he wakes up. He
always wakes when the sun casts reflec
tions on him. You notice he has caught
a bit of the cast in his eye. (Fig. 3.)

I must now wipe him off the face of
the family circle. There go his eyes and
his mouth, and now we will wipe his nose.
You have all heard of yawning chasms,
and I want to show you the moon giv-

FlK. 4. The Moon Yawns. Fig. 5. Looking Downward.

ing an imitation of that kind of scenery.
Of course when the moon can see every-
thingthatgoeson in[local to\vn]he has to
close his eyes to a lot of things. For the
benefit of a lady and gentleman at the
back of the hall he is shutting them now.
This gap is an important item of the
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moon's face. He uses that to yawn with.
(Fig. 4.)

Having stretched his face sufficiently
he has a look down stairs to see if all
married men are safely at home. At the
present moment he is looking at [local
town]. He actually sees a policeman who
is sleeping on his beat. (Fig. 5.)

Naturally the moon is very much sur
prised that a [local] policeman should
be out in the cold street at this time of
night. You know that when people are
surprised they say, Oh ! The moon says
five O's. There are his Eye O's— fortu
nately he has no need of I. O. U.'s — a

little nose O, and a big mouth O. (Fig. 6. )

Fik. 6. O! What a Surprise. FiK. 7. Looking Upward.

People are apt to imagine that the
moon is lonely. Such is a long way from
the truth. If he wants company he mere
ly looks round until a star winks at him.
Tonight, I am sorry to say, he is carry
ing on with the milky way. That forward
young lady is just over the moon' s head,
and in this picture you may see him
looking pleasant at her. (Fig. 7.)

He has reason to think that the milky-
way favours his pursuit. Mind, he has
no ground for his belief, because she is

an "airy" young lady, but at any rate
he sees his way clear to a flirtation. In
our next figure you can see him weigh
ing up his possibilities. (Fig. 8.)

Fit?. 8. "I wonder if she Fitr. l)
. Looking for Trouble,

saw me?"

The moon stands well in his own es

timation, although he has no legs. He
thinks he can outshine any rival, and
trusts himself to cast an encouraging
glance on Miss Way. It isn't much of a

glance I must own, but perhaps if the

young ladies will look at it quickly they
will see the effect this look has on their
susceptibilities. (Fig. 9.)

The Milky Way twinkles, and the gen
tlemen here will perhaps tell the ladies
how they feel when they are twinkled
at. It has a very curious effect on the
moon. His features break away from
each other, and he indulges in a per
ceptible smile. (Fig. 10.)

Fig. 10."I'v.' been twinkled Fir. II. "I understand."
at."

I am very sorry to say that the moon is

not so well-behaved as the gentlemen

in [local town]. I am sure no one here
would wink at any young lady even if

she did twinkle first. The moon, how
ever, so far forgot himself as to let one
eye slide away from the other like this.
(Fig. 11.)

Fi». 12. "Sir!

Although the milky way lives in the
same sphere as the moon she is too up
pish to move in a similar circle. The lady
has many graces and several [h]airs: here
area few of them. When noses were being
dispensed she only just turned up in
time. This stroke (the mouth) is the line
on which she airs her views. That face is

merely a condensed expression of opin
ion— the milky way turnedsour. (Fig. 12.)

Just at this moment, Madame Moon,
who had been hiding behind a cloud,
gives her husband a pleasant surprise.
You see she was not due for another ten
minutes. Madame believes in being gen
tle but firm —sometimes more firm than
gentle. You can see by her face she is

a vegetarian. She calls her husband a

bad old mormo(o)n, and other Hrigham
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Youngish names, and treats him to her

honeymoon look. (Fig. 13.)

Fijr. 13. Madame Honeymoon.

Of course Mr. Moon hasn't a leg to
stand upon. He said he laughed because
a cow had just jumped over him and
broken its leg. But Madame wouldn' t

have the tail of the cow. She said it was
a lame excuse, and gave her husband
some tongue for his supper. Luckily,
ladies do not do that kind of thing in

[local town]. Mr. Moon became angry,
and nearly told his wife to go to [local
town]. (Fig. 14.)

Kiif. 14. "Oh, the women!" Fiir. 15. "Boo-er."

Instead of doing as she was told, Ma
dame picked up the nearest star and
hurled it in her husband's eye. It is a

common belief that up above women
never throw things in men's faces; but
that is only moonshine. After seeing
more stars than usual, our friend's feel
ings descended in the form of rain upon

Kin. If,. The New (mericall Fix. 17. Herr Moon.
Mooti. (\M turned over.)

the earth, and here you see the moon
in tears. (Fig. 15. )

You will understand, ladies and gen
tlemen, that the number of different ex
pressions that may be drawn in a circle
is practically limitless. At a very mean
estimate I should say there are 8.31 ways.
You see, it is simply a question of ways
and means. This, you will notice, is the
eight hundred and thirty-first face or a

"newmerical" moon. (Fig. 16.)

Fix. IS. Drawing a Pipe. (Add pipe to Fie. 17.)

Every country has its own moon, and
you may be very sure that Germany has
one to itself. Herr Moon necessarily
has a moustache, and a German band
round his spectacles. This one shines

Fix. 19. A Drawn Face. (The F.mpty Moon.)

specially for the Kaiser. It is periodic
ally cleaned with Globe polish. (Fig. 17.)

If any lady or gentleman present will
try to draw a moon they will find it quite
as easy as drawing a conclusion, and a

Fie. 20. The Full Moon.

little harder than drawing a check. At
the same time it is often very difficult to
draw a pipe. (Fig. 18.)

Moons, as you are doubtless aware,
usually feed on herbs and ginger beer.
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There was one moon who was a personal
friend of mine that lived entirely on
oysters. W hen they were discovered to
be unfit for food he lived on air, and
this is how he looks today. Notice how
I have "drawn" his face. (Fig. l'J. )

My last picture is one of a moon that
lived on volcanoes and eggs. Being the

last of this series you may be delighted
to know that I offer it for sale to the
highest bidder. I merely make a small
reserve of fifty dollars to defray the cost
of the chalk used, and now it only re
mains for you to settle among yourselves
who is to possess the full moon. (Fig.
20. )

Practical Magic
Problems in Subtle Conjuring for Magical Students

Arranged by Ernest Evangeline
"The work of a conjurer is so subtle that to tin1

mystery has tor a great detective." — Devant.
nthustast it will have as m.ich fascination as the unraveling of a

These "Problems" are a regular feature
of M AG i c. Originalproblems and sola lions
to those printed are desired and will be paid
for when acceptable. Send rough pen or
pencil drawings when necessary, and a
stamp for return if una vailable.

The Magnetized Cards

I have never seen this simple but in
teresting trick performed. The only de
scription of it I ever read is in Mr. De
vant' s Magic Made Easy. The performer
is instructed to group the cards under [he

FIG. 1. THE MAGNETIZED CARDS

first card placed in the hand. I have
found that the thread across the face of
the first card can be completely con
cealed by grouping the cards on top as
in Fig. 1, the corners of several cards
being tucked under the thread and the
other corners allowed to support adjoin

Kffect —The performer announces that he will
give a proof of the mastery lie has over the cards
by mesmerizing them, lie proceeds to put a card
lengthwise on the palm of his right hand. Under
this card he inserts other cards until he has a
number of cards arranged in li is hand. "So far,"
says the conjurer, "the trick is perfectly simple.
Any one can arrange the cards in this way; the
trick comes in when you do this." The performer
then puts his other hand on the cards and turns
the hand containing llie cards completely over.
The performer takes his other hand away, and
to the surprise of every one, the cards do not
fall to the floor, hut remain apparently glued to
the conjurer's hand; held there, so he asserts,
by the mystic power he is exerting over them

Secret — The power, however, is no more
mystic than that conveyed by a loopof very fine
flesh-colored thread, which the performer slipped
over his hand before he commenced the trick.
Unperceived by any one, the performer slipped
the first card through this loop, and thus invisi
bly fixed one card in his palm. The card being
thus fixed, it was an easy matter to insert the
first two cards under it

,

and the remainder could
be added quite easily. To conclude the trick, the
performer can turn his hand round again, get
hold of the loopof thread with his thumb, snap it

,
and then throw the cards in the air, to prove that
they are not prepared in any way. Undercover
of the mass of cards in the air the performer can
easily get rid of the thread, or it can be allowed
to droponto the carpet, where it will probably
remain undiscovered.

Some Pretty Floral Effects

Mr. Max Sterling, author of Problems
in Mystery, and one of England's lead
ing and most artistic magicians, has very
kindly contributed some notes on "Flo
ral Effects." They are submitted with
out their simple solutions, that they may
call forth the personal ingenuity of those
desiring to work them in applying natu
ral principles. They are actual effects

ing cards. of his own, worked in conjunction with
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other more intricate novelties in his
current "Carnival cles Fleurs." Mr. Ster
ling's own method of working these ef
fects will be published later. In the
meantime, interested readers kindly
write.

The full beauty of M. Bautier de Kolta's fa
mous spring flowers, and the older feather crea
tions have never, except in rare instances, been
adequately displayed on the magical platform.

Perhaps the monotonous similarity of method
adopted by performers lias so hackneyed their
employment that their popularity has to a great
extent departed. This applies more particularly
to the "Cone of Flowers" and "Bouquet Pro
duction."

Personally 1 have always entertained a warm
regard for floral effects, although 1 cannot plead
guilty to ever having worked them "in the
usual way" — i. e., I have always carefully avoid
ed the prescribed instructions sold with the goods.

In this manner alone can individuality be es
tablished and with it the success that follows
originality.

Toward this desirable end I now submit a few
effects arranged in natural sequence for general
acceptance or further improvement.

EFFECT- -Performer enters in conventional
evening dress, gloved hands and crushed hat.
The hat may be placed on the table for the mo
ment or under the left arm- -to he discarded or
used later.

Apparently proceeding to take off his gloves,
the fingers of the right hand approach the left
and produce instantly at the tips a single car
nation. Prom this flower several others are pro
duced separately until quite a bouquet of them
is held, and that without once Hearing the body.

These placed in suitable vases or otherwise
dis|x>sed of, the gloves are removed and van
ished. The arm bared to the elbow, hands ex
hibited empty back and front, without any con
fusing movement a small bouquet of natural
flowers is taken from the atmosphere — a la the
"Miser's Dream" — and handed down to a fa
vored patron. With "feather" blossoms this can
be repeated ad. lib., each in single sprays about
six inches long. One of these the performer can
place in his own buttonhole, when it instantly
vanishes without covering in any way.

For a finale a larger "feather" bouquet is

similarly produced from which hundreds of
spring flowers are allowed to fall in a brilliant
cascade to the carpet, and two mammoth bou
quets secured under such cover form a fitting
close.

A distribution of fresh flowers from the hat
can be introduced with advantage immediately
after the production of the small natural bouquet
at the finger tips; this however may be found
too expensive an item to include regularly in a
programme.

Disappearing Vase and Flower
Apropos of Mr. Sterling's plea for

more flower tricks, I have arranged a
little prylor table floral effect of my
own that seems to meet all the require

ments for a simple and perfect illusion.
Criticism and suggestions for improve
ment desired.

FIG. 2.

Effect—A little
vase containing a
single natural flow
er spray is placed
on any table. A
silk handkerchief is
lowered in front
with both hands and
then pulled back
across the table,
when the vase and
flower is found to
have vanished

Secbet—This is
a new vanish and is
effected by means
of two little wire
rings fitting rather
loosely over each

thumb and connected by a strong white thread. In
taking the very successful photographs repro
duced here, a black thread was used. A white
thread would have been inv isible to the camera.
Two small brass curtain rings are shown in the
pictures. In the actual performance of the trick,
I use rings made of catgut, which is practically
invisible.

The two rings, with the thread loosely coiled
on top, can be picked up with the handkerchief
and retained in the right hand, held securely be
tween the joints of the first finger. (Fig. 2.) In
showing the handkerchief front and back, and in
turning it round from corner to corner, the hands

FIG. 3.

approach each other several times, affording
opportunity to get the rings overthe two thumbs.
Even held as in Fig. 3, the handkerchief can
be shown front and back, if care is taken not to
let the thread fall over the top and show against
the dark background of your clothes.

The vase is prepared with a fine wire loop just
under the rim at the top, twisted tight with
the two ends forming a little hook which is kept
at the back when placed on the table.

The manner in which the illusion is performed
is plainly shown in Figures 4 and 5. The hand
kerchief is lowered in front of the vase and flower
and dropped to afford the spectators a final
glimpse. With this move, the thread is permitted
to fall behind the vase. The handkerchief is
then slowly raised and pulled backwards, sweep
ing over the table top, the thread catching the
wire hook at the top of the vase, and raising it
clear of the table.

To lower the vase and flower into the little
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cloth hag at the hack of the table is the work of
a second, the catgut rings and white thread be
ing also dropped into the hag. The hag is made

one side, so that the vase will tilt hack slightly.
A large thumb-tack serves to attach the wooden ■

rim to any position at the back of the table. These

Fit;. 4.

of dark cloth, to match the color of the table (a
white cloth bag used for the picture), sewed
round a small wooden embroidery hoop, and the
bottom of the bag is cut and sewed to taper to

FIG. 5.

embroidery frames can he obtained in circles
and ovals for a few cents at any dry goods store
and with thumb-tacks make excellent servantes
for any purpose.

Tricks in the Gambling Game
The Methods of the Cheating Gamblers and Card Sharpers

By Hereward Carrington
PART

NOW come to consider
"hold-outs." These are me
chanical devices so arranged
as to 'hold-out,' or keep to
one side, certain cards until

they may be needed, later on in the

^nme. Of course in those games in which
all the cards are distributed, they cannot
be employed; but in poker, for example,
they can be used very effectively. Cer
tain cards are substituted by their
means, and played later on, thus win
ning the pot when it is most needed.

Hold-outs are of varioils kinds. The
simplest, perhaps, is that known as "the
bug." It consists of a small shoe-maker's
awl, into the handle of which has been
inserted a bit of watch spring. Now,
when this awl is dug into the table at a

certain angle, the spring presses against
the under side of the table, and forms a

sort of clip, into which cards may be

TWO

slipped. This is done in the act of tak
ing the cards off the table, or placing
them on it. A sweep of the hand will
cover the action. Cards may be substi
tuted, in this manner, with a little prac
tice.

Next there is the cuff hold-out. It is

really a little pocket within the sleeve,
into which cards are slipped. It has
many disadvantages. Then there is the
ring hold-out, which simply clips the
cards in thehandby means ofabit of wire.
This wire is attached to a ring, worn on
the finger. It is a very risky method. A
number of other elaborate hold-outs are
in operation, which would take too long
to describe. They are all very ingenious,
and are intended to shoot cards out into
the hand, from the sleeve generally, when
a spring is pressed. Some of these are
very complicated.

Hut the expert will generally depend
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on sleight of hand, more than on clumsy
mechanical devices. This branch of the
art is known as "Manipulation." Cards
are manipulated, in the deft fingers of
the sharp, so that he knows just what
cards each player has; either by means
of marking, shuffling, dealing, or han
dling, he is perfectly familiar with the
cards that are dealt, and knows just what
hand each player holds. This may sound
incredible, but it is the truth. I shall give
a few such methods only.

First, there is the old trick of dealing
the bottom — instead of the top— card.
This is probably too well known to need
explanation. Next, there is the trick of
dealing the next-to-the-top card, instead
of the top card itself, which is "held
over." Again, there are many varieties
of false shuffles, as they are called —
shuffles which do not in reality shuffle
the pack at all, but leave it precisely as

it was before. Generally, it is only nec
essary to see that a certain section of
the deck is undisturbed, and this is easi
ly enough done, on any method of
shuffling. The cards are left together at
the top or the bottom of the deck, and the
rest are shuffled. Or the deck is "riffled"
from different angles, and the two halves
simply pushed through one another,
leaving the cards as they were before.
There are many false shuffleswhich would
take too long to describe. There are also
various devices of.offsetting the cut, and
leaving the cards as they were. The in
genuity displayed in some of these feats
is simply amazing.

Let us turn our attention to dice for
a minute. Loaded dice are familiar to all;
but these are a small part of the stock-in-
trade of the professional gambler. He
usesthem but seldom. There arcother de
vices. For instance, he has a table, the
surface of which can be charged by an
electric current — thus making the table a
magnet (the surface is of iron). One side
of the die is of iron also, and so, when the
current is turned on, this side naturally
comes down to the table, while it is
"true" at all other times. Again, when
dice is thrown into a box, one is fre
quently retained in the fingers, and the
side with the high spots retained upper
most. This method of palming and sub
stituting dice is very common.

Did space permit, I could explain the
tricks employed in such games as faro,
roulette, high-ball-poker, etc., and may

on another occasion. This installment
will at least serve, I hope, to open the
eyes of the unwary, and to show them
that it is absolutely unsafe to gamble in
any way whatever, in public resorts;
there is invariably some trick, whether
discovered or not, and, you can depend
upon it

,

you will be fleeced sooner or
later, however sharp you may be. When
you come in contact with men who make
their living by these means, you will
probably find that you are very much
of a "flat" — to put it squarely!

The Shadow World
Contributions under this heading will he devoted to

Shadowgraph r. Silhouette Shows, and Shadow Flays and
Entertainments. Articles, illustrations, notes and items oi
interest solicited.

Anyone can make shadows on the wall, hut
to reduce this to an art considerable ingenuity
and practice must he called into play.

In making hand shadows, you require a point
of light — the smaller and the brighter the better.
In a parlor an ordinary candle will give all the
light necessary. Turn out all the lights before
you set a matcli to the candle; the flame will
then appear to be brighter than that of anordi-
ary candle.

BALLET. APOTHEOSE

Silhouette cut out from the French shadow spectacle. "Lo
Mariatre de Betinette."

If an oil lamp is used, care must be taken to
turn it so that the edge of the flame is towards
the sheet; otherwise the shadows will be blurred
and hazy. The glass chimney also breaks up the
light.

Mr. David Devant on one occasion gave his
shadow-graphic entertainment in the dazzling
glare of a noon-day sun, the figures being pro
duced on a sheet spread on the lawn at a fash
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ionable garden party; much maneuvering was
necessary however.

Shadowgraph)* can be learned, with persever
ance, in less than a month by any person who
has a taste (or it.

Ladies can make hand-shadows as well as men
—often better — for piano playing renders a wo
man's ringer-joints much looser than those of
the average man.

Mons. Trewey, who has done more in the way
of inventing and improving novel parlor amuse
ments than any other man in his day, can make
anything with his hands, from a monarch to a
mill wheel.

Some simple finger exercises will be given next
month for students. To execute artistic hand-
shadows it must be possible to move at will every
joint or part of the fingers and hands.

Papiergraphy
Contributions undrr this heading will be devoted to Pa

per Folding and PapcrTearing and Manipulation. Articles,
illustrations, notes and items of interest solicited.

Magic acknowledges
witli thanks the receipt,
from Mr. A. G. Smiley,
of a set of ten beautiful
photographs of a child
with different head cov
erings made of a sheet
of folded paper formed
to represent the various
styles of head dress.

Tearing sheets of pa
per into fancy shapes is
the simplest form of
l'apiergraphy, as noth
ing is required but a few THE SPHINX
sheets of white and col
ored paper, which, after being folded and torn
with the fingers, are opened out and a more or
less elaborate design displayed.

At present, there are a number of artists on
the variety stage who make a complete turn of
paper tearing, and in order that the time taken
to tear the paper, which is usually a very large
sheet, about eight or nine feet square, will not
drag on the audience, they sing a song, or intro
duce a little patter.

Paper Folding is known under the names of
"Papier Multiforme," "Chinese Paper," and
"Trouble Wit."

The art of paper folding is very ancient, hav
ing been a favorite amongst the Chinese a thou
sand years ago, and in modern times that con-
sumate French artist, Trewey, has shown the pa
pier multiforme all over the world.

The performer may prepare his own paper,
and will find this cheaper than buying, if he
goes by the directions that will be published in
future issues of this magazine. Two things must
be carefully kept in mind, the quality of the pa
per, which must be strong and tough, and the
folds must be most accurately made.

MAGIC ADVERTISEMENTS

THE
BOSTON
SCHOOL

OF

MAGIC
(Established over 20 years)

Always exclusive

features, to be had only
of us

"If its Leroy's, its the best."

Magician's Annual, Nos. 1 or 2,
each, $1.25; No. 3, $2.00; Magi
cian's Book of Patter, 50 cts. ; Red
Demon's Fire Book, 50 cts. ; Gold-
ston's Tricks and Illusions, $1.50;
Selbit's Books of Patter, Nos. 1 and
2, each, 35 cts. ; Some Modern
Conjuring, $1.00.

Send $2.00 for our "Svengali"
Pack and Mene-tekel Pack. These
cards surpass anything ever put out.
"I consider they surpass anything
I have ever seen and are easily
worth five dollars a pack. —Max
Holden.

Send 10 cts. for Appendix Cata
logue and latest lists; 50 cts. for 212

page Illustrated Book Catalogue,
largest ever issued anywhere. None
free.

W. D. LEROY
103 Court Street
Boston, Mass.

Eastern Representative of the
"Society American Magicians."
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Ventriloquism
Contributions undurthis heading will br drvotL-d to Prac

tical Voice Throwing and Vocal Mimicry. Articles, illustra
tions, notes and items of interest solicited.

Considering the vast store of amusement that

may be derived from ventriloquism, it appears
at first somewhat surprising that comparatively
few persons have been able to acquire the ac
complishment. This, however, can be readily
accounted for. The prevaling impression respect
ing ventriloquy is so thoroughly erroneous, that
the majority of persons, without inquiry or ex
amination, have accepted the theory that pecul
iarly-formed organs were necessary for its ac
quisition; consequently they have refrained from
attempting a task which time and application
would have rendered easy.

Centuries ago, Ventriloquism, like conjuring,
was extensively practiced by the priesthood to
compel people to acknowledge their divine in
spiration. Miracles were performed and the
creJulous and ignorant paid a high price for
what was really an ordinary entertainment.

Ventriloquism is not in any sense of the word
a "gift": that is to say, it does not depend on
any abnormal development of the muscles of
the vocal organs, nor does it call for any ex
traordinary shape or formation of the throat.
If ventriloquism were a gift, a child without
previous practice could give an exhibition of
ventriloquial powers; this we know to be impos
sible. Of course, many persons, by the forma
tion and adaptability of the muscles of the
throat are more readily taught the art, but it is
possible for all and any to learn.

The first thing necessary to be done is to ac
quire complete control of the facial muscles, to
prevent their moving when they should be kept
still Absolute and complete control is necessary,
as the lips andJaws must be still or active at
will, without effort. An example of the necessity
for this, is in a dialogue between the ventrilo
quist and one or more figures, in which one
sentence is said apparently by the "figure,"
when of course the lips and jaws are kept still,
and perhaps the next by the performer; in the
latter case of course the face should be moved
the same as inordinary conversation. Moreover,
seeing that the best and most entertaining dia
logues are interspersed with many short and
sharp interruptions and exclamations, it will be
evident that great attention should be paid to
this matter.

M A G I C A D V E R T IS K M HN TS

THE SPHINX
A Monthly Magazine for Amateur and

Professional Magicians
Tells you more about manic than any magazine pub

lished. News letters from correspondents in all parts of
the world are a special feature. .*l a year. Single copies. 10c.

A. M. WILSON, M. D., Publisher
906 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

$25.00
VALUE FOR

$1.00
A $25 course in "Expert Billiard Ball

Manipulation" as given at the leading
New York Magical Studio.

100 Tricks and Sleights

200 Beautiful Photographic
Illustrations

35,000 Words Expert Instruction

56 Original Tricks

Studio Edition, Enameled Art Paper,
Lizard Skin Finish Art Covers, Gold Ti
tles, Silk Bound. Most beautiful, unique
and artistic Mystery Volume yet pro
duced. Price $1.(K), postpaid.

BURLING HULL COMPANY
393 Fourth St., Brooklyn, N. V.

THE WIZARD BtS
Magazine. Now in the fifth yearof its success. Featurks—
A guinea trick in every number. Bright chatty gossip. Hu
morous patter. Valuable articles and interesting news items
from all parts of the world. Profusely illustrated. Official
organ of the "Magic Circle." 6d (12c). postpaid to any part
of the world. Subscription. 5 I ($1.20*per annum, or 2 | 6
(60c)for6 months. WIZARD PUBLISHING COMPANY,
4. Duke Street, Adelphi, London. W. C. England.

Paper Cut-Out for the
Changing Die

The March number of MAGIC contains a
genuine novelty in the form of a paper cut-out
apparatus for the Changing Die. With a pair of scissors
and a little glue, a beautiful black paper die and white shell
can he made that will enable anyone to perforin thischarm-
ing illusion. Complete instructions given. A few copies left.
1Ucents each, while they last.

ERNEST EVANGELINE, Publisher,
3619 Thompson Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri
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The Distinctively Different Book

Wrinkles
By S. Willson Bailey and Harold A. Osborne

Membeis of S. A. M.

Twice the value for half the price. 34 new, novel and practical crea
tions. The dawn of a new day in magical literature.

Does the "New 'Kellar' Finger," "The Coin Finale to the Miser's
Dream" (which has them all guessing), "The Coin Tray" (which de
livers any number of coins), " The Rising Cards" (which can be taken
into the audience), "Barton's Sliding Billiard Ball Box," together with
a score of other WRINKLES, sound like novelty to you ?

Printed on velvet-finished paper, 64 pages, cover in three colors.

A popular book at a popular price.

Ready for delivery NOW. Price, postpaid, 5()c.

Eor sale by

The Bailey and Tripp Magical Company
Box 241, Cambridgeport, Mass. Catalogue and bargain sheet free

L'lLLUSIONISTE
Journal for Professional and Amateur Magicians. The
nly Magical Magazine printed in the French Language,
'uhlished Monthly. Illustrated. Annual subscriptions.

<'ii 1
I —
8 francs (SL60L Samt

Editor, CAROLY. 20 B

Annual subscriptions,
ntimes (IS cts.h

ird St. Germain, Paris. Fr.

The Magician Monthly
F.dited by Will Goldston

A journal fur all interested in Magic and Mys
tery. In its sixth year of sjcccss. Annual sub
scription, $1.15. Sample copy, 10 cts. Foreign
stamps not accepted in payment.
THE MAGICIAN. Ltd..6Robin Hood Yard. London. K.C.

MAGIC
(London, Eng.) The pioneer
of Conjuring Magazines. I s
enth successful year of i ub-

Hcation. Oldest, hrighiest,
best and most widely circulated monthly for magicians. The
recognised Journal of the professional magician.

Features every month —Original lessons in Magic, be
ing illustrated explanations of all the latest tricks and stage
illusions. Explanatory programmes of prominent magi
cians, showing the order of tricks presented, with an ex
planation of each trick, etc. Sample copy, 6 l-2d(l5cts>.
Twelve months. 5 ! 6 ($1.50). Table of Contents of the ten
volumes mailed free. American stamps and Dollar n"tes
accepted. ST AN VON & CO.. 76Solent Koad. West Hainp-
stead. London. N. W., England.

FOU SAT F Outfit of late Phil Hunter, The
1 w 1X O .fi l vL-i Wizard. Fine magical apparatus
of special design and construction; tables of individual
character, packing-cases, trunks, etc., etc. Most of the out
fit, having been used but one season, is in excellent con
dition. The entire lot must be sold at once and at prices
from one-half to one sixth the original value. If interested,
send stamps and list will he sent. DARD HUNTER. East
Aurora. Erie County, New York.

"Something Different"
This is the question invariably asked by the mod
ern magician in his quest for new material in his
chosen profession. His insatiable thirst for more
knowledge ( "something new" ) is resjxmsible for
the wonderful advancement of the Art in recent
years.

If you really want something new, novel and
practical you should order at once

The Book of the Year

SOME MODERN
CONJURING

By Donald Holmes
A Series of Original Experiments in the

Magic Art
Contains the explanations of more REAL

TRICKS than any book of twice its size. Not a

single space filler. Tricks with Watches, Rings,
Handkerchiefs, Flags, Dice, etc., lucidly ex
plained. Of interest to professional or amateur
alike. Printed on fine paper, with elegant half
tone cuts. Something different in every respect.

Price $1.00,postpaid. Your dealer supplied.

DONALD HOLMES
Box 351, San Angelo, Texas.

Burlesque Majjic Act. for two characters. 50 cents%A lot
of magical apparatus for sale cheap. D. L. KAfNEV, 1404
Locust Street. Kansas City. Mo.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention Magic
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The water miracle

Loaded ciffars

Sneeze itowder

Evplodinu matrht-s

1[at production

LEARN TO
ENTERTAIN

Instructive, entertaining and
amusing.

Results guaranteed with our
Magic Tricks and Illusions. We
sell only the best Tricks, and the
ones that are easy to perform,
and that require no skill. All our
directions are very plain and in
most cases illustrated.

No Practice Required
Send 2 cts. in stamps for our

Free Supplementary Catalogue.
Largest manufacturers of Magic
Tricks, Puzzles and Illusions in
the world.

A L'p'.tt marfc trick

9, 2

Rilladino's spirits

Fir*- eater

Anarchist (stink) bombs

Mysto Mfg. Co.
Factories:

Westville Station, New Haven, Ct.

Fadeaway card
















